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ABSTRACT 
A mathematical image analysis technique has been developed which allows quantitative 
measurements of the film and droplets found in annular-mist flows to be extracted from a 
single video.  This method allows measurements to be made without altering the internal 
geometry or flow path. Flow parameters such as drop size, velocity, and concentration and film 
wavelength and wave speed are each capable of being measured.   A separate video analysis 
procedure for determining film thickness by critical light reflection was improved to allow 
measurements to be performed along curved surfaces.  By use of these video analysis 
techniques and by measurement of droplet and film velocities and dimensions at several 
downstream positions, knowledge of two-phase flow development is furthered.  Models from 
the open literature, which were developed for air-water flows, have been modified based on 
physical entrainment and deposition mechanisms to allow these models to be used with flows 
containing fluids with markedly different transport properties, specifically refrigerant-oil flows.  
While the primary purpose of the model is to predict the development of liquid from the mist 
to annular regimes, additional models were able to predict the development of film speed, 
thickness, and wavelength.  Furthermore, the understanding of fully-developed annular-mist 
flows is enhanced by using a miscible two-component liquid with substantially different fluid 
properties than typically utilized in two-phase flow experiments found in the open literature.  
While this ability to expand the usage of existing models may prove useful in many fields, it is 
believed that the knowledge of flow development at the discharge of a compressor will be 
directly applicable to improved oil separator designs.  Additionally, properties of subcooled 
refrigerant-oil mixtures were measured.  
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NOMENCLATURE 
A A magnitude constant in the wave equation 
C  Constant, coefficient, or concentration  
D Diameter 
e Euler’s number 
E   Portion of liquid mass that is entrained 
f Friction factor, frequency 
Fr  Froude number 
G  Mass flux 
g  Gravitational constant 
j  Superficial velocity 
k  Constant 
I Intensity 
l  Length 
m  Mass 
n Refractive index or number 
N Fitting parameter for drop size distribution, number 
Nμf  Viscosity number 
Nu  Nusselt number 
p Number used to define average type, relative strength of bimodal distribution 
q Number used to define average type 
R  Ratio or radius 
Ratio of 95 to 5 median drop sizes 
Re Reynolds number 
Sr  Strouhal number 
t Time 
x Horizontal position 
y Vertical position 
u Velocity 
u*  Friction velocity 
V Volume  
We  Weber number 
z  Vertical direction 
 
α A length constant in the wave equation 
β A time constant in the wave equation 
Δ Change or perturbation 
δ  Film thickness 
ε  Entrainment 
λ  Wavelength 
μ  Dynamic viscosity  
ν  Kinematic viscosity 
x 
 
θ Angle relative to surface normal 
π Ratio of circumference to diameter of a circle 
ρ Density 
σ Surface tension or standard deviation 
τ  Shear 
 
Subscripts 
0 Initial 
32 Sauter mean 
c  Characteristic, critical 
d  Drop, deposition 
D  Drag 
e Ellipse, entrainment 
f  Liquid phase, film 
fe  Entrained liquid 
found Actually counted 
g Gas phase 
i  Interfacial 
lf  Liquid film 
fw  Liquid on wall 
major The long axis of an ellipse 
max Maximum 
p p-Polarized, particle 
RMS  Root-mean-square 
s s-Polarized 
t Tube 
vm Volume-mean 
w  Wave, wall 
 
Other symbols 
‘ Alternate coordinate system 
- Mean 
^ Median or unit magnitude 
. Rate 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Adiabatic annular-mist flows occur in round tubes at relatively high qualities and vapor flow 
rates.  Complex interactions occur between the annular film, the vapor core, and the dispersed 
liquid droplets as shown in Figure 1-1.  These interactions eventually lead to a fully-developed 
flow regime after which the annular film reaches a constant time averaged value and the rate 
of deposition equals the rate of entrainment.  Flow visualization is commonly used in fluid 
dynamics, but it is rarely used to study the droplets in the core of annular flow because waves 
on the liquid film surface obscure the droplets.  One goal of this work is to provide a relatively 
inexpensive and easy to use method for studying annular-mist flows by video analysis. 
Random
distribution
of droplets
Droplets adhere 
on surface –
reduce surface 
energy
Droplets 
coalesce into 
rivulets
Droplets merge 
making larger 
droplets
Small droplets move randomly; 
Large droplets controlled by 
gravity and inertia
Rivulets coalesce 
into film
Film grows; surface 
waves develop
Surface waves may 
grow unstably, form 
droplets from wave 
crests
Droplets entrain and 
deposit at same rate
 
Figure 1-1:  Flow interaction in adiabatic annular-mist flow  
While many previous researchers have studied annular-mist two-phase flows there seem to be 
several noticeable gaps in the open literature. 
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Most previous experiments in annular-mist flows have been conducted with a limited set of 
fluid combinations, with power generation as the desired application.  Therefore, steam-water 
is the fluid pair of interest in those experiments.  For ease and safety, flows involving this fluid 
pair are often studied in the laboratory environment using air-water or vapor R113-liquid R113.  
The properties of these fluids are vastly different to those of synthetic refrigerants and oils 
which are commonly found in air-conditioning and refrigeration applications.   
 
Due to difficulties in studying annular-flows many researchers have studied surrogates for the 
actual flow instead of actual annular-mist flows.  This is especially true for visualization 
experiments.  In order to gain some understanding of annular-mist flows, researchers have 
utilized tactics such as using solid particles instead of liquid droplets, removing the annular film, 
performing experiments on a flat plane instead of in a tube, or constructing complex inlet and 
exit sections.  While each of these types of experiments have yielded valuable information 
about flow dynamics, in many cases the results have not been properly compared to actual 
annular-mist flows.  
 
Most previous work has been focused on fully-developed flow regimes.  In applications such as 
air-conditioning however, it is rare that the necessary tubing length for achieving fully-
developed flow is found.  Therefore, it is important to study how the flow develops. 
 
The focus application of these experiments is air-conditioning systems, particularly automotive 
air-conditioning systems.  However, it is hoped that this work will be more broadly applicable 
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because existing models are extended for use with a broader range of fluids by correctly 
accounting for the influence fluid properties have upon flow dynamics.   
 
One specific use of this work would be to aid in the design of oil separators.  The role of oil is in 
the system is to lubricate the compressor, but it is detrimental to the function of almost every 
other component. Oil has been shown to impact heat transfer, pressure drop, and overall 
system performance, particularly in systems utilizing microchannel heat exchangers.  This work 
should help design compact oil separators with a relatively small pressure drops and reasonably 
high efficiencies by giving designers insight as to how oil flows from the compressor.  A good oil 
separator should keep the oil in the compressor, where it is useful, and out of other system 
components.  Currently, external oil separators are rarely used in certain applications due to 
associated pressure drop, size, weight, or initial cost.   
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2. OPTICAL METHODS FOR FLUID FLOW MEASUREMENTS  
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
Over the past several decades, optical measurements have been shown to yield good 
quantitative and qualitative information in the physical sciences, including in fluid dynamics.  
Since most people rely heavily on their vision, optical techniques are in many ways intuitive.  
However, many works have been done over the last century or so to use optical measurements 
to provide quantitative information on fluid dynamics.  While these methods often work well 
for specific types of flows, annular-mist flows have proven to be among the most difficult to 
study optically.  Because a wavy annular film coats the surface of the tube wall, it is difficult to 
clearly see the droplets in the core of the flow.  A technique has been developed which allows 
the portion of the image caused by film flow on the wall to be separated from the droplet 
motion in the core.  This separation is accomplished by numerical techniques which look at 
sequential frames of a high speed video to estimate the wave positions in each frame.  Once 
the position of the waves in each frame is determined, it is not only possible to measure 
wavelength and wave speed, but also to remove the wave from the image for the purpose of 
studying the previously obscured core of the flow.  The motion of droplets within the core can 
then be studied using Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) like techniques.  The size of droplets can 
be measured using either a threshold based method or a more sophisticated method which 
searches for sharp optical transitions. 
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2.2 LITERATURE REVIEW – OPTICAL MEASUREMENTS 
While a number of techniques have been used to determine droplet velocity or speed, the 
technique to be developed in the dissertation draws heavily on the concepts used in Particle 
Image Velocimetry (PIV).  One of the earliest PIV papers was published in 1977 by Dudderar and 
Simpkins.  They showed how the distance be peaks in the diffraction fringe patterns from a 
twice exposed laser speckle photographs could be used to determine the velocity of particles.  
Their measurements showed the same velocity distribution as arrived at from Navier-Stokes 
solution for Poiselle flow.  Confidence in PIV measurements was studied with a numerical 
simulation by Coupland and Pickering (1988).  Seeding densities of at less than 7 particle pairs in 
an interrogation region was shown to lead to lower signal to noise ratios.  Smaller particles 
were shown to yield higher signal to noise ratios.  By 1988, Grant and Smith were able to 
discuss the wide number of applications for which PIV was utilized for both air flow and vortex 
shedding around a wide range of objects as well as water movement below the surface of 
waves.  A new version of PIV, utilizing cross correlations of two single exposed images, was 
theoretically analyzed by Keane and Adrian (1992).  It was shown mathematically that cross-
correlation methods of two frames were better than auto-correlation of twice exposed single 
frames since it eliminated directional ambiguity, doubled dynamic range, and lowered 
necessary seeding densities.  They described in detail how interrogation spot size can be 
optimized for spatial resolution, detection rate, accuracy, and reliability.  Further advances in 
PIV were shown by Oakley, Loth, and Adrian (1996) when they became the first researchers to 
obtain information on shear layers.  In the experiment, two streams of air having different 
velocities were introduced into the same wind tunnel.  Using spinning mirrors, to intermittently 
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allow a laser sheet to illuminate the test section, they triple exposed the film, which was 
framing at only 30 frames per second.  Using the methodology of Keane and Adrian, Oakley 
measured a two dimensional velocity field for pipe flow with Reynolds numbers of 2500.  
Besides extracting temporal and spatial velocity fields, they were able to show the velocity and 
vorticity profiles.  Veber, Dahl, and Hermansson (1996) showed how the accuracy of video-
based PIV was due to the resolution of the camera, the accuracy of interlacing related image 
processing, threshold values, picture distortion, and incorrect identification particle pairs.  
While much of their work was focused on the accuracy of their previous experiments, the paper 
illuminates many of the details which must be taken into consideration when finding velocity 
vectors by PIV type analysis.  A simplified PIV system was shown by Desaubry and Gervais 
(1999).  They used a beam splitter to transmit the same view of the flow field to two CCD arrays 
which were synchronously triggered 0.5 to 20 milliseconds apart.  This system offers the 
advantage of lower cost but may be limited to low-velocity flows, such as the 40 mm/s flow 
used by the researchers.  Misra, Thomas, Kambhamettu, Kirby, Veron and Brocchini (2006) used 
PIV to study air-water interfaces.  An automated process was developed to objectively calculate 
the turbulent interface at a given instance in time from a PIV image used to determine the 
velocity field in an open channel flow.  A related technology, Particle Tracking Velocimetry (PTV) 
was reported in Adrian (1991), who saw the conceptual basis for this technique dating to 1932; 
obviously this would have required manual processing.  Using PTV, the most likely trajectory for 
individual particles is determined by determining particle velocities and accelerations by 
tracking the displacement of a particle over at least three frames.  To compensate for false 
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particle detection and missing particles, an advanced algorithm was developed by Li, Zhang, 
Sun, and Yan (2008).   
 
Many other optical techniques have been used to determine sizes and velocities relevant for 
annular-mist flow.  Morgan and Meyer (1959) developed one of the first techniques for sizing 
particles using photoelectric detection.  Their technique determined the size and number of 
coal particles using a system where light was passed through a narrow slit of an objective stage 
and measuring pulses in photo detector current.  Their primary motivation was to eliminate the 
errors caused by manual counting.  Hewitt and Whalley (1980) described the main optical 
methods used for determining properties in two phase flow.  Advancements which increased 
the accuracy of local techniques, based on laser scattering with electronic collection, including 
laser Raman spectroscopy and laser Doppler anemometry were reviewed.  A great deal of space 
was devoted to a new visualization apparatus which allowed for a round tube to be viewed 
axially.  While standard filming could be used, a laser shadowgraph technique was shown to 
have the potential advantage of allowing the entire length of the tube to be visualized.  It was 
from this type of setup that it was shown that droplets are sheared from disturbance waves.  
While central portions of the tube were undisturbed, the entrance and exit regions of the tube 
required modification.  In 1981, Semiat and Dukler introduced a technique for simultaneously 
measuring droplet size and speed.  The method involved passing laser light through two 
rotating Ronchi gratings and measuring the light patterns produced by reflection or refraction 
off of droplets or bubbles using photo detectors.  Good accuracy was seen, with standard 
deviations of around 1%, but the smallest particles studied where glass beads larger than 800 
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microns in diameter.  Hurlburt and Newell (1996) developed an optical technique for 
determining the film thickness and wave speed for flows with liquid films.  Their technique has 
the advantage of being non-intrusive to the flow, fast temporal response, easy to use, little 
calibration, and low cost.  The device works by determining the maximum angle that light from 
a single point light source, which may be from either an LED or a laser, reflects off relatively flat 
liquid-vapor interface.  The standard error in film thickness was roughly 1/6 of the film 
thickness.  Using a similar technique, velocity could be determined by computing the cross-
correlation from two photocells, each with their own light source, spaced axially on the same 
side of the tube.  The wave velocity can be determined with this technique so long as the wave 
structure does not change substantially between the photosensors by cross-correlating their 
signals.  Hay, Liu, and Hanratty (1998) improved on existing automatic techniques for 
determining drop size from digital videos.  The most accurate drop sizes can be determined 
when the drops were in focus.  Since droplets in focus are much sharper transition, they 
determined a critical pixel gradient which must is exceeded to consider droplets to be in focus.  
Adrian (1986) reviewed several of the methods used to obtain the velocity from optical 
methods.  The accuracy of all methods was shown to be fundamentally similar, with the 
differences in magnitude coming from the spatial and temporal resolution of each given 
method.  Accuracies from multipoint analysis, such as PIV, were shown to have the possibility of 
being nearly as accurate as single point methods, such as PDA.  Common methods for avoiding 
some common sources for error, such as particles moving out of the illumination plane, were 
also discussed.  Besides the two-dimensional techniques like PIV, streak photography, and laser 
speckle photography, optical three-dimensional techniques were also mentioned.  Three-
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dimensional methods, such as holographic PIV and stereographic imaging, seem to remain 
limited in practicality as they are not common in literature. Multi camera systems dominate 
three dimensional flow field measurements. Jassim, Newell, and Chato (2007) developed an 
automated image analysis technique which determined flow regimes.  Strobe light was passed 
through a striped translucent diffuser and a transparent tube containing two-phase flow.  The 
resulting image was captured with a webcam, thresholded, and passed to an algorithm which 
determined to continuity of the stripe pattern.  Liquid had little effect on the stripe pattern 
whereas vapor interfaces caused the pattern to deform. Bowers and Hrnjak (2007) applied 
change point analysis to flow visualization to automate the determination interface position 
and separation distance for stratified two-phase R134a flow.  Subjectivity in interface detection 
is reduced by programming the image analysis software to search for the most abrupt change 
within the tube. 
 
Visualization has been employed to study fluid movement in realistic air-conditioning and 
refrigeration components.  Srikanth and Thompson (1989) studied the flow in a variety of 
suction mufflers and the intake manifold of a hermetic refrigeration compressor.  Smoke, used 
as a tracer, and air were drawn through a transparent muffler and a non-operational 
compressor by an auxiliary compressor.  The flow patterns in the different muffler geometries 
were sketched by hand.  Guerrato, et al. (2008) determined the velocity field in the discharge 
port and discharge cavity of a screw air compressor at one operating condition.  They replaced 
part of the compressor housing with clear acrylic to allow the optical access necessary for LDV.  
The compressor was run without oil in order to keep the surfaces relatively clean, but atomized 
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silicone oil was added for seeding particles.  Many spatial regions of interest were used and 
thousands of measurements at each shaft angle were combined to formulate the velocity field.  
Dang, Iino, and Hihara (2008) visualized carbon dioxide-PAG mixtures in a gas cooler.  Pictures 
presented in the paper were very difficult to comprehend, but heat transfer data presented 
could be interpreted as showing increased wall wetting at low mass fluxes.  Feng, Chang, Peng, 
and Qu (2008) compared CFD and visualization results for flow inside oil separators used in oil 
injected air-compressors.  The primary finding was that larger droplets are less likely to follow 
the path or air.  The size of droplets that were expected to be completely separated with the 
experimental device was successfully predicted with the model. 
 
2.3 EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY FOR DEVELOPING TWO-PHASE FLOW  
A compressor is used to provide the flow of liquid and vapor.  The focus of the experiment 
facility is on the compressor discharge line, which is described in detail later.  A thermodynamic 
cycle consisting of the typical air-conditioning components was constructed.  A schematic of the 
experimental facility can be found in Figure 2-1.  The relative location of the various refrigerant 
side measurements are shown, along with locations the most critical air side measurements. 
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Figure 2-1:  Schematic of the experimental facility 
 
The condenser serves to reject the heat from the fluid.  The fluid enters the condenser as 
refrigerant vapor with a liquid composed primarily of oil.  The fluid leaves the condenser as a 
single-phase subcooled liquid.  Besides rejecting heat, by adjusting the air temperature and 
flow rate it is possible to gain some control over the compressor discharge pressure.  The 
temperature and pressure of the refrigerant entering and exiting the condenser is measured.  
Likewise, air temperatures and pressure are measured before and after passing through the 
condenser.  Air flow rate is determined from the pressure drop measured for the air passing 
through an air-flow rate nozzle.  Additionally, the power transmitted across the chamber 
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control-volume by means of electricity and chilled water flow is determined.  Electricity is used 
in the condenser chamber primarily for running blowers and to help maintain consistent air 
temperatures. 
 
Only in the liquid line do the refrigerant and oil flow together as a single phase, which makes it 
the ideal location in the system for measuring the ratio of oil to total flow rate, which is called 
the oil circulation ratio (OCR).  Temperature and pressure in the liquid line are measured as part 
of the typical system measurements.  Additionally, the liquid line contains means for online 
measurement of density and index of refraction for purpose of determining the relative flow 
rates of the two components in the mixture.  Density and mass flow rate is measured in the 
liquid line using a Micromotion CMF 25 Corriolis type flow meter.  Index of refraction in the 
liquid line is measured with a Newell Instruments refraction sensor.  The liquid line 
measurements, combined with saturated fluid property data, allow for liquid and vapor flow 
rates in the compressor discharge to be calculated.  The expansion valve will be used to reduce 
fluid pressure.  To reinforce the online measurements with give the oil circulation ratio, a valve 
was installed for the purpose of pulling liquid samples. The concentration was determined using 
a method based on ASHRAE Standard 41.4.    
 
The refrigerant passing from the liquid line to the evaporator is dropped in pressure by using 
expansion valves.  An electronically controlled expansion valve is placed in parallel with a 
manual needle valve.  This arrangement was necessary since the electronic expansion valve was 
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not able to handle sufficiently large flow rates.  The electronic expansion valve allowed for finer 
control of flow rate. 
 
The evaporator serves its normal use of absorbing heat and allows control of superheat, and to 
some extent low side pressure.  By modifying evaporator capacity to control compressor 
suction temperature, compressor discharge temperature can be modified.  Several 
measurements are taken of the fluid flows through the evaporator.  While system performance 
was not central to this study, various measurements of evaporator performance were 
measured.  Refrigerant temperatures are measured using T-type immersion thermocouples. 
Refrigerant pressure and pressure drop are measured with pressure transducers.  Likewise, air 
temperatures, pressures, and pressure drops are measured.  Air flow mate is determined by 
measuring the pressure drop across an air-flow nozzle.  Humidity was not measured because 
water condensation was limited to water vapor which infiltrated the chamber.  Additionally, the 
electrical power used to operate the blowers and resistance heaters were utilized.  To maintain 
steady-state operation, the electrical power addition to the chamber was balanced by the heat 
rejection from the air to the refrigerant. 
 
System sensors electrical outputs measured using an HP data logger.  Using this device all of the 
previously mentioned measurements are transferred from the transducers to the computer.  
Additionally, air pressures, temperatures, and flow rates are recorded.  Electrical power, chilled 
water, and chamber wall temperatures are also measured for the purpose of determining the 
heat exchanger capacity.   
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The facility is designed in such a way as to minimize flow disturbance after the compressor 
discharge.  The tube is attached to the compressor using compression fittings with a small hole 
for pressure measurement.  The compressor discharge tubes will have internal diameters of 
6.35 mm and be made of a transparent perfluoroalkoxy (PFA) tube.  This material is chemically 
similar to polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE, Teflon) but is transparent.  The plastic is compatible 
with both fluid components.  It is capable of withstanding discharge temperatures and 
pressures simultaneously.  The length to diameter ratios of 480 exceeds the suggested length to 
ensure the flow is fully developed found in various articles.  The outlet of the transparent tube 
is joined to the tube leading to the condenser by compression fittings.  Surface properties of 
the tube, such as wetability and roughness, will not match those of the metal tubing typically 
used, the overall geometry of air-conditioning or refrigeration components are replicated by 
the plastic tubing.   
 
Due to the high speed of droplets and waves in the annular film, a high speed Vision Research 
SR-CMOS camera was utilized to record images of the flow.  This 8 bit black and white camera is 
capable of filming at 2000 frames per second at its full resolution, 512 by 512 pixels.  Exposure 
times (shutter speeds) can be as small as 2 μs.  Increased framing rate can be achieved at 
reduced resolution.  For these experiments a framing rate of roughly 11,000 frames per second 
is used with a resolution of 384 by 128 pixels. The high framing rate and short exposure time 
allow for individual droplets and waves to be tracked over a series of frames.  A 45 mm Nikon 
lens is used for viewing larger flow phenomena, mainly for determining flow regime, wetting, 
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wave lengths, and wave speeds.  Very large droplets can also be visualized using this lens.  
However, due to the relatively low resolution of the camera and the small size of most droplets, 
higher magnification from a microscopic lens at its minimum zoom is utilized for analysis in 
determining the velocity of small droplets and for determining drop sizes.  In this experiment, 
the microscopic lens system was produced by Navitar.  The principle lens was a 5x objective 
from Mitutoyo.  To determine the size of most of the droplets, the microscopic lens is set to its 
maximum zoom.  The high speed video was recorded as close to the compressor as possible.  
To determine the size of most of the droplets, the microscopic lens is utilized at its maximum 
zoom.   
 
Due to short exposure times and high magnification, very intense light is required.  The tube is 
backlit with a 150W halogen light which is transmitted through fiber optics.  The discharge end 
of the fiber optics yields is positioned to give an intense light source positioned roughly 30 mm 
from the tube opposite from the camera.  Since the light emanates from a single point, a 
translucent white diffuser is utilized to reduce glare.  Due to the large aspect ratio of the tube 
and the small area being filmed at a given time, it is necessary to move the camera, lens, and 
light source to film the entire length of tube.  A jig is used to precisely align the camera, lens, 
tube, and light source.  Slight changes in relative positioning of the light, tube, and camera can 
cause the flow to appear dramatically differently.  The relative intensity of the film in 
comparison to the droplets, the glare from the film, and the total number of droplets 
immediately evident are all strong functions of the alignment. 
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Film thickness is measured using a critical angle approach suggested by Hurlburt and Newell 
(1996).  The high speed camera is used to detect the light circle formed by light from a laser 
reflecting off of the liquid-vapor interface.  For film thickness measurements, the high speed 
camera was run at a frame rate of approximately 3000 frames per second and a resolution of 
320 by 512 pixels with an exposure time of up to 100μs.  The critical angle method for 
determining film thickness has several advantages which are discussed in further detail in the 
chapter on film thickness measurement.   
 
Pressure drop for the discharge tube is measured with a differential pressure transducer 
attached with small diameter tubes to small holes drilled in the compression fittings.  Absolute 
pressure at the discharge is measured with foil type absolute pressure transducer for the 
purpose of measuring pressure pulses caused by the opening of compression chambers within 
the compressor.  The pressure drop over the length of the tube is similarly measured but with a 
differential type transducer.  These pressure transducers are synced with the high speed 
camera trigger and both sampled with a period of 20 μs, which is a sampling rate roughly an 
order of magnitude faster than the high speed camera in these experiments.  The pressure 
transducer and the high speed camera are triggered simultaneously, to within the time given as 
an inverse of the framing rate of the camera.  Temperature is measured at the end of the 
discharge line with a T-type thermocouple.  Due to the high thermal resistance of the PVE and 
the limited heat transfer from natural convection, the discharge line is considered to be 
adiabatic. 
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2.4 IMAGE PROCESSING TECHNIQUE 
An automated image processing technique was developed to allow quantitative results to be 
extracted from images while minimizing subjectivity and processing time.  It is believed that by 
using consistent statistical analysis more repeatable and objective quantitative results can be 
produced.  Qualitative results from images have traditionally been collected by researchers 
studying photographic images to determine regimes, sizes, and displacements.  In recent years, 
many commercial image processing software packages have been produced.  However, these 
closed source software packages do not allow for images to be manipulated in the manner 
necessary to extract some of the most interesting information.  Annular-mist flows are 
notoriously bad for visualizing droplets in the core of the flow.  Current methods for studying 
the droplets without the great deal of noise coming from the wavy film on the wall are to view 
the droplets axially, to use a square duct and only have a liquid film on one wall, or to remove 
the liquid film from the wall.  None of these methods allows for droplets to be viewed moving 
downstream without disturbing boundary conditions.   
 
The image processing technique allows both spatial and temporal information to be extracted.  
The size of an individual pixel has been determined for the microscope lens used for these 
experiments by counting the number of pixels occupied by objects measured by a digital caliper 
with an accuracy of 0.01 mm which occupy almost the entire width of a frame.  Physical 
distances are calculated from the image by counting the number of pixels and multiplying by 
the pixels size.  The time between frames is extracted from the metadata of the high speed 
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video.  Speeds can be calculated by multiplying framing rate by the frame-to-frame 
displacement.  Framing rate is the number of frames per unit of time. 
 
While the entire code, including ad-hoc functions, are included in the appendix, the following 
sections will give an outline of the methodology used by the code to go from the output file of 
the camera through to preliminary data analysis of the sizes and velocities used to describe two 
phase flow dynamics. 
 
2.4.1 DATA CONVERSION 
The first step in the image processing technique is to convert the .cin file format used by the 
high speed camera into a number matrix which could be utilized for performing mathematical 
operations.  Additionally, it was necessary to determine information on the trigger time, frame 
rate, resolution, and exposure time for use throughout the data analysis process.  All of this 
information was extracted using conversion software developed in house by previous ACRC 
researchers and improved in this work for the purpose of decreasing processing time and 
extracting additional macro-data. 
 
2.4.2 EXAMPLE IMAGE COLLECTION 
Images from earlier laboratory testing will be used to demonstrate the image processing 
technique.  For this example, the discharge line of a residential rotary compressor using R410A 
with polyvinylether (PVE) was used.  Due to the relatively high temperatures and pressures 
associated with using this refrigerant and out of concern for vibrations, the discharge line was 
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perfluoroalkoxy (PFA) tube.  The tube had an inner diameter of 6.35 mm (1/4”) and an outer 
diameter of 9.525 mm (3/8”).  The tube was attached to the compressor using compression 
fittings.   
 
For the example video, 300 frames were recorded.  Using a framing rate of 2000 frames per 
second, this entire video recorded only 0.15 second of system operation.  The raw images used 
as an example for demonstrating the image processing technique are shown in Figure 2-2.  The 
center image, Frame 2, will be used to demonstrate the technique; the left and right images, 
Frames 1 and 3 respectively play an important role in understanding the central image.  These 
images are arranged sequentially from left to right with the time elapsed between each frame 
being 454 microseconds.    The fluid flows from right to left and gravity points to the right.  The 
components in this flow are R410A, which itself is a mixture composed of equal parts R32 
(difluoromethane) and R125 (pentafluoroethane), and PVE (polyvinylether) oil.  The total flow 
rate was 20 g/s with the oil comprising 2% of the total flow rate.  Discharge temperature and 
pressure were 85 ˚C and 2440 kPa, respectively. 
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Frame 1      Frame2              Frame 3 
 
Figure 2-2: Sequence of raw images used as an example 
Once the video has been recorded, image analysis can begin.  While MATLAB was used in 
conducting this analysis, any suitable computer programming language could have been used.  
Due to the poor illumination of the image near the corners of the frame, the image was 
cropped slightly since little useful information can be collected in these underexposed regions.  
Decreasing the image size helps to speed processing times by analyzing less overall information 
and decreasing computer memory usage per frame.  Due to finite computer memory, and the 
number of operations required in processing the video, the entire sequence of 300 frames is 
divided into sets consisting of roughly 100 frames each. 
 
2.4.3 WAVE ELIMINATION  
As a review of terminology, a frame is a two-dimensional image.  Frames are recorded, and 
later shown, in sequence to create a video.  Each frame is composed of dots, called pixels.  Each 
pixel has a number, or pixel value, assigned to it.  A pixel value relates to the amount of light 
which struck that pixel during the recording process and how white the pixel is when displayed.  
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0 and 255 correspond to completely black and completely saturated, or white pixels, 
respectively.  Shades of grey fall in between.   
 
The primary mechanism by which waves in the central frame shown in Figure 2-2, will be 
eliminated comes from comparing features in one frame against those features found in the 
surrounding frames The first major step therefore, is to determine what each frame has in 
common.  The average pixel value at a given location therefore is the arithmetic mean of the 
pixel values of each pixel over all frames.  The pixel values averaged over the entire example 
video are shown in Figure 2-3.  Some features are readily apparent in this average frame.  The 
light colored circle and dark corners are obvious.  Large dark dots, likely formed by stationary 
oil on the tube wall can be seen.  Some small specs which may be caused by tube 
imperfections, or dirt on the camera sensor, can also be noted. 
 
Figure 2-3: Average pixel values 
The next step is to determine the fluctuation in pixel values from the average pixel values 
shown in Figure 2-3.  The fluctuations are calculated by subtracting the average pixel values 
from the pixel values of each frame.  As a result of this subtraction, some pixels are assigned 
negative values.  Along with the subtraction process, the contrast is enhanced, particularly in 
darker regions to correct for uneven lighting.  The results of the subtraction and contrast 
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enhancement are shown in Figure 2-4.  Since the subtraction would cause some pixel values to 
be negative, all pixel values have been increased by a 128, which is half way between 
completely black and completely white.  The images seen in Figure 2-4 can be thought of as 
Figure 2-2 minus Figure 2-3 but with greater contrast.   
Frame 1      Frame2              Frame 3 
   
Figure 2-4: Fluctuations from the average pixel values 
After the images have been transformed into enhanced fluctuations from the mean, the waves 
in the film can be much more easily compared.  Because the flow is from right to left in the 
frame, it can be rightly assumed that the wave crests and troughs will also move to the left in 
each sequential frame.  Pixel values taken from a single horizontal row, roughly ¾ of the way 
from the top of each of the three frame shown in Figure 2-4, have been plotted in Figure 2-5.  
The pixel values from a given frame appear to reassemble a saw-tooth wave. From the plot, it 
can be seen that the pixel values from each frame takes on a similar form.  However, the 
positions of the waves are offset from one another, peaks and troughs from Frame 1 appear to 
the right of those in Frame 2.  Likewise, the waveform given by Frame 2 is to the right of Frame 
3.  The size of the offset between the waves can be determined by calculating the cross-
correlations between the pixel values taken from corresponding rows in sequential frames.  
Cross-correlations are mathematical computations where increasing values correspond to 
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improved alignment of the signals.  The location of the maximum in the cross-correlation 
corresponds to the displacement which must be applied to align two sets of signals as well as 
possible.  The cross correlations for each row of the image is calculated.  The median location of 
the maxima is used to determine the horizontal displacement of the wave in successive images. 
This technique finds the velocity of the waves, not of the small entrained droplets. The main 
reason for this is that the waves are much larger, more noticeable features than the small 
droplets.  The offset between both frame 1 and frame 2 and between frame 2 and 3 were 
found to be 8 pixels. 
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Figure 2-5: Pixel fluctuations from the 300th row from the three successive example images 
By determining the frame to frame wave displacement, it is possible to remove most of the 
pixel fluctuations coming from the waves.  Using the images shown in Figure 2-4, Frame 1 and 
Frame 3 are shifted by the displacement determined in the previous step to the left and right 
respectively to remove waves in Frame 2.  Since the waves are not steady, but instead grow, 
shrink, and merge, an assumption is made that pixel value fluctuations in Frame 2 which are 
caused by the wave should generally fall between the pixel values at that same location in the 
shifted Frames 1 and 3.  If pixel values fluctuations in Frame 2 are between the pixel value 
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fluctuations from Frame 1 and Frame 3, the pixel value at that location will be set to zero.  If the 
pixel value fluctuations in Frame 2 are larger in magnitude than the fluctuations from Frame 1 
and Frame 3, the closest pixel value from Frame 1 or 3 is subtracted from Frame 2.  The results 
of this process for Frame 2 are shown in Figure 2-6.  As with Figure 2-4, the pixel values shown 
in Figure 2-6 have been increased by 128 in order to allow the information to be presented 
pictorially.  In comparison to Figure 2-2, the droplet about halfway down the frame near the left 
side has become far more noticeable and the waves are less noticeable.   
 
Figure 2-6: Frame 2 after first step in wave removal process 
Some remnant of the wave is still seen in Figure 2-6, and appears as a white and black stripe 
pattern.  Additional steps are implemented to remove this remnant while still retaining the 
pixel values corresponding to the droplet.  Similar to the image processing used to transform 
Figure 2-2 into Figure 2-4, average pixel values are calculated.  In this case however, the 
average only consists of the two previous and two subsequent frames.  The moving average 
pixel value will be subtracted from the image shown in Figure 2-6.  This moving average is 
especially useful in eliminating the effects of nearly stationary wave fronts that occur near the 
interface between dry and wetted walls.  This interface tends to quickly oscillate between large 
and small pixel values as each wave joins this front.  The results of this subtraction are shown in 
the left image shown in Figure 2-7.  For this particular image only slight improvement is 
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realized.  Because there is some variance in the frame to frame displacement of each wave 
within the image, the extreme values used for subtracting fluctuations are now averaged over 
approximately 1/4 of the oil film wavelength.  The results of this manipulation are shown in the 
right image in Figure 2-7.  This results in a noticeable improvement in the regions of the image 
where the annular film was present. 
  
 Figure 2-7: Frame 2 after (left) subtracting moving time average and (right) after allowing 
displacement of ¼ wavelength 
Looking at the right image in Figure 2-7, there still remains some remnant of the wave.  This is 
causing the striped pattern in the entire bottom half of the image.  Some blotchiness in the 
image exists where the rivulet appeared near the top, right corner.  Because the image was 
backlit in the filming process, droplets appear as dark regions.  Refraction may cause the 
droplet to appear as a dark ring with a light core.  Because droplets, which are the features of 
interest, appear as dark circular regions or rings, all light colored regions may be eliminated.  
This additional step yields the left image shown in Figure 2-8.  This image is slight improvement 
because it eliminates some of the noise from the image.   
 
To eliminate the remaining dark regions, another technique is utilized.  Recalling the saw-tooth 
pattern shown in Figure 2-5, one can see that as the saw-tooth wave shifts from positive to 
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negative values the slope remains constant.  This continuous transition in pixel value 
fluctuations comes from the fact that the liquid wave surface is continuous.  Droplets in a vapor 
core cause an optical discontinuity which means that the bright regions surrounding droplets 
see very minimal change in pixel value.  In other words, the slope in pixel value fluctuations 
surrounding droplets has a very small magnitude.  By extrapolating the slope in pixel value 
fluctuations from light regions into the dark regions, many of the remaining dark regions which 
are not due to droplets can be eliminated.  The results after this stage in the wave elimination 
sequence are shown in the right portion of Figure 2-8.  While many of the dark regions remain, 
in most cases they are smaller and lighter than before while the droplets appear nearly as dark 
as before. 
  
Figure 2-8: Frame 2 after additional processing (left) bright regions also removed (right) dark 
portions of waves also removed by slope extrapolation 
2.4.4 WAVELENGTH DETERMINATION  
The wavelength of the waves in the annular film can be calculated using an auto-correlation.  
Using the same row of Frame 2 shown in the plot in Figure 2-5 as an example, the auto 
correlation was calculated.  The autocorrelation plot against shift distance is shown in Figure 
2-9.  The maximum in the auto-correlation always occurs for zero shift; the location of the local 
maxima closest to the origin gives fundamental wavelength.  In this example, the wavelength is 
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found to be 70 pixels, which translates to 0.83 mm.  In some cases, the non-trivial maxima may 
be located at one of the harmonics of the wavelength.  In the analysis code, the highest peak is 
determined and divided by the proper overtone to determine the fundamental wavelength.  By 
choosing an overtone higher than the fundamental, it is theoretically possible to achieve better 
spatial precision.  The process may be repeated over all rows and all frames in the video to 
determine how wavelengths change spatially and temporally.  Of interest specifically is seeing 
how wavelength changes due to the compressor valves opening and closing. 
 
The wavelength of the annular film is important for instability analysis and has been shown to 
relate to other flow parameters, especially in instability analysis.  Two-dimensional waves may 
be thought of as perturbations which could be defined by Equation 2-1.   By using the continuity 
and momentum equations with appropriate boundary conditions, Carey (2008) showed the 
time dependant constant for inviscid flow to be given by Equation 2-2.  If real positive term 
appears on the right hand side of this equation, the wave grows, possibly to the point where 
droplets are formed. 
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Figure 2-9: Auto-correlation of pixel fluctuations from the 300th row from Frame 2 
2.4.5 DROPLET DETECTION  
From this point forward, analysis will be conducted on the individual dark regions instead of on 
the frame as a whole.  The first step in analyzing the dark regions is to determine what is 
considered to be a dark region.  This is done by setting a pixel value threshold where only 
regions darker than the threshold will be considered as dark regions.  This threshold value is 
determined by the pixel value noise, as determined by the standard deviation of the improved 
images.  To make regions more continuous, morphological operations, such as filling holes in 
the dark regions and bridging unconnected pixels, are performed.  The dark regions can be seen 
in the left side of Figure 2-10; a border has been added to aid the reader. 
 
Each dark region is now analyzed to sort droplets from dark regions caused by waves.  Because 
waves are continuous it is intuitive to look at the pixel values surrounding the dark region.  To 
do this, the size and location of each dark region is determined.  The average fluctuation pixel 
value in the location of the dark region is calculated.  Adjoining regions, in the four cardinal 
directions, having the same size and shape as the dark region are selected.  The average 
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fluctuation pixel value in each of the four regions is determined.  For a dark region to be sorted 
into the droplet category, and not as part of a wave, it must be noticeably darker than the 
surrounding regions.  While this eliminates the vast majority of dark regions not caused by 
droplets, the aspect ratio of the dark region has also been found to relate dark regions to 
droplets.  The final result is shown in Figure 2-10.  Only one droplet was found in Frame 2, 
which agrees well with results from personal observation. 
 
Figure 2-10: (left) Frame 2 dark regions; (right) Frame 2 final droplet determination 
2.4.6 DROPLET SIZE DETERMINATION  
Images, like the final image shown in Figure 2-10, can now be used to determined droplet size.  
Once the droplets locations are identified, droplet size is determined by reverting back to the 
pixel value fluctuations shown in Figure 2-4.  The size of the droplets can be obtained by one of 
two closely related methods.  Both methods rely at their root on counting the number of pixels 
which are “dark” and multiplying them by the size of the pixel.  The simplest, and most 
commonly used, technique is commonly referred to as thresholding.  In this technique all pixel 
values smaller than a certain value, known as the threshold value, are deemed dark and all pixel 
values greater than a certain value are deemed light.  This technique has the advantage of 
being simple to implement and allowing simple manipulation of a binary image to be carried 
out.  This technique has two major drawbacks.  The main drawback is that is completely 
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subjective. Due to the optics and the way light is disturbed by droplets, there is a gradient in 
pixel values moving outward from the center of droplets.  Depending on what threshold value is 
chosen, a given pixel may or may not be counted as part of the droplet.  The other major 
drawback with this technique is that out-of-focus droplets may contain regions dark enough to 
be counted as droplets but the size will be incorrect since the edge of the droplet will appear 
lighter than the threshold value.  If the threshold value were selected low enough to include the 
entirety of out of focus droplets, noise would often get counted as well. 
 
Due to these problems with a threshold based sizing system, a different method has been 
utilized to determine droplet size.  This method was developed based on work reported in Hay 
and Hanratty (1998).  The basis of this method comes from the assumption that droplets 
contain a set of pixels at noticeably different pixel values than the background.  When items 
such as drops are in focus, there is a sharp transition in pixel values between the drops and the 
background.  This sharp transition in pixel values is located to determine the edge of the drop.  
This method eliminates a great deal of the subjectivity found in the threshold type of 
measurement because the drop edge is detected by the location of a sharpest transition.  Some 
subjectivity however is introduced by only calculating sizes for droplets considered to be in 
focus, which is to say have sufficiently steep transitions in pixel values.  This does not skew the 
size distribution of droplets, but does have an on the overall droplet count. 
 
A code was developed based on detecting the edge using this sharpest transition based method 
which automatically determines the size of all droplets seen in the video.  A basic threshold 
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system is used to identify possible droplets, where regions that are more than two standard 
deviations darker than the mean are considered to be possible droplets.  Pixel values measure 
the intensity of light recorded by an individual pixel on the camera.  An average pixel value for a 
region with possible droplet is termed the “half-height”.  The half-height is the average of the 
pixel values at darkest pixel in the region and noise of the image.   The pixel value of the noise is 
determined by adding two standard-deviations in pixel values to the average pixel value of the 
background.  The gradient in pixel values at the pixel located nearest to the half-height is 
determined in each of the four cardinal directions from the centroid of the dark region.  If the 
gradient in pixel values exceeds the gradient required to be considered in focus, the size of the 
droplet is determined by averaging the distance between both the vertical and horizontal half-
heights.  While this method is subjective in that the gradient necessary for a droplet to be 
considered in focus is determined by the experimentalist, it does not systematically skew the 
droplet size distribution.  For the droplet shown in the example frame, the diameter was found 
to be 66 micrometers. 
2.4.7 DROPLET VELOCITY DETERMINATION  
Velocity vectors for the droplets are calculated using an image processing technique similar to 
that in two-image particle image velocimetry (PIV).  PIV is commonly used in fluids research to 
determine two dimensional fluid velocity vectors.  PIV has the advantage of determining the 
velocity field over a relatively large area with minimal interference with the flow.  Since fluid 
movement cannot be seen directly, the flow is seeded with particles small enough that their 
velocity is believed to closely match the velocity of the surrounding fluid.  Two images of the 
flow are taken in rapid succession, generally with a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera.  To 
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shorten the required exposure time, an intense light source, in the form of a laser sheet 
oriented normal to the direction of visualization is typically used.  Due to the orientation of the 
optics, the background appears black, while the particles appear white.  Typically, the laser 
sheet is pulsed very quickly at precisely time intervals to avoid blurring of the particles and to 
provide good temporal resolution.  Due to short times between frames, multiple lasers and 
cameras may be used for PIV experiments to shorten times between frames.  Synchronization 
equipment is used to control timing of the cameras and lasers.  Sequential images are analyzed 
to calculate velocity vectors of particles, and thereby the velocity of the surrounding fluid.   
 
The experimental technique used in this project has a few noticeable differences from PIV.  
First, particles are not artificially added to the flow to determine the velocity of the continuous 
fluid phase, which is refrigerant vapor.  The goal is to study the movement of the dispersed 
phase, which is made of oil droplets.  Therefore, there is no need to search for particles with 
similar densities to the continuous fluid or small particles to improve surface area to volume 
ratios.  Second, highly specialized synchronizers and pulsed lasers are not used.  This shifts the 
timing mechanism completely to the high speed camera, for which high speed CMOS type 
cameras have a distinct advantage since CCD cameras which generally do not allow more than 
two frames in rapid succession.  Third, backlighting with an incandescent light source provides 
an entirely different image than provided by a laser sheet.  Typical PIV images are dark with 
light particles; backlit images show a light background with dark particles.  To speed 
computational time, the images from this experiment are inverted to give a completely black 
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background with droplets appearing as shades of gray.  Mathematically, this makes the image 
into a sparse matrix with droplets being represented by non-zero values. 
 
To determine the velocity of droplets, the image is divided into small sections termed 
interrogation spots.  There are two main reasons for making interrogation spots: to provide 
spatial resolution and to decrease computational time.  Depending on the number of droplets 
seen per frame, interrogation spots are selected by different methods.  For low droplet 
densities, interrogation spots are selected to be the area around individual droplets, which 
were located as part of the procedure for determining droplet size.  For higher droplet 
densities, most of the frame is divided into a grid of interrogation spots, similar to PIV analysis.   
 
To determine velocity using this method, the same droplets must appear in consecutive frames.  
Interrogation spots must be extracted from those frames in a way such that the same droplets 
are seen in corresponding interrogation spots.  The most common reasons why droplets 
typically are not found in the sequential interrogation spots are turbulence modifying the 
expected trajectory of the particle, motion out of the focal plane, appearing near the edge of 
the image in one frame thus not allowing a corresponding interrogation spot to be selected, 
improper selection of interrogation spots, or insufficient framing rate.   
 
The corresponding interrogation spot in the second frame is displaced by the bulk displacement 
of the fluid.  This first estimate of droplet velocity is used to increase the odds of capturing the 
same droplet in corresponding interrogation spots.  This requires an estimate which can come 
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either from flow rate measurements or visual estimation based on large droplets in select 
frames.  The interrogation spots in the second frame are larger than in the previous frame to 
increase the likelihood of finding the same droplets.   
 
Once the interrogation spots have been selected, the two-dimensional cross-correlation is 
calculated.  The location of the maximum in the cross-correlation is determined by locating the 
“center of gravity” of the cross-correlation.  Determining the maximum in this way has two 
main benefits over simply locating the largest value in the cross correlation.  First, it allows sub-
pixel accuracy.  Second, a single spurious point is not able to completely alter the result.  The 
offset of the maximum location from the origin reveals the displacement of the droplets within 
the interrogation spots.  This offset is added frame to frame displacement of the interrogation 
spots to yield the frame to frame displacement of the droplet.  Finally, the droplet velocity is 
found by multiplying the frame to frame displacement by the framing rate. 
 
PIV data typically has numerous erroneous velocity vectors which must be eliminated.  In PIV 
processing these vectors are seen as false when their magnitude and direction are substantially 
different than the vectors calculated for surrounding interrogation spots.  Generally the first 
option is to replace this vector by the vector which would be created by selecting a secondary 
peak from the cross correlation or by creating a vector which would give two-dimensional 
continuity.  Since the images used for determining the droplet velocity are not as pristine as 
those typically seen in PIV experiments, more erroneous velocity vectors will be calculated.   
Depending on the concentration of droplets seen, it may not be possible to neglect velocity 
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vectors using methods typically used for PIV were very large tracker particle concentrations are 
created.  Distributions of velocity vectors will be presented with a certainty value. 
 
One method which may be used to check the PIV relies on the fact that large droplets are 
relatively rare.  The centroid of large droplet in a frame can be compared to the centroid of 
droplets of similar size in the following frame.  By repeating this process for all droplets 
substantially larger than the norm, a distribution of possible velocities is created.  This 
distribution can be easily compared to that created by cross-correlation.  At some point, this 
analysis begins to resemble PTV, where the movement of an individual particle is of 
importance. 
2.4.8 OTHER ANALYSIS FEATURES 
In addition to determining the various parameters of the flow, the MATLAB code which is used 
for image analysis carries out some of the preliminary data analysis work. 
 
For example, from the raw data on droplet size, the code automatically produces histograms 
which show the measured distribution of droplet sizes.  Additionally, various probability density 
functions can be determined which approximate the distribution.  Further, the fitting 
parameters used in these probability density functions at individual locations can be compared 
to determine the overall probability distribution function for droplet sizes as a function of 
downstream position. 
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Also, the code is able to match up high speed videos with their corresponding pressure 
measurements.  This is not a trivial task, because separate computers with unsynchronized 
clocks were used to record the videos and the pressure measurements.  There was not a one to 
one correspondence in files as often times the video was triggered to make sure lighting 
conditions were optimal.  The code automatically found the most likely offset between clocks 
by searching for the mode time difference between files from a given day. 
 
2.5 SUMMARY 
An image analysis technique has been developed which allows quantitative information about 
two-phase flow to be objectively determined from high speed videos of the flow.  This 
technique has the primary advantage over existing experimental techniques in that it requires 
far fewer alterations in order to gain precise measurements.  Measurements of droplet size and 
velocity, film wavelength, and film speed are able to be automatically calculated with minimal 
inputs.  For the first time, visual information coming from the mist flow in the core of the flow 
can be studied independently from the annular film from the same video. 
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3. FILM THICKNESS MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES 
Film thickness is an important parameter in multiphase flows.  Film thickness has been shown 
to impact heat transfer, pressure drop, droplet deposition, droplet entrainment, and 
instabilities which can lead to different flow regimes.  Due to its importance, it is advantageous 
to measure film thickness accurately, continuously, with fast response, in a localized area, with 
minimal flow disturbance (Coney, 1973).  Several methods have been developed which allow 
film thickness to be measured accurately with online measurement techniques.  A wide array of 
electrical, optical, acoustic, and nucleonic properties has been explored for the purpose of 
measuring film thickness.   
3.1 METHODS FOR FILM THICKNESS MEASUREMENT 
Numerous methods have been used by researchers for measuring film thickness.  These 
techniques are all somewhat indirect and can be broadly divided based on the direct 
measurment being related to film thickness.  Typically direct measurements are made of 
electrical (resistance or capacitance), optical, or audio phenomena.   
3.1.1 ELECTRICAL METHODS FOR FILM THICKNESS MEASUREMENT 
Among the most commonly used techniques for measuring film thickness is to measure the 
electrical resistance or capacitance of the film flow.  Resistance is commonly used for 
conducting liquids, such as water, whereas capacitance is used for insulating liquids.  
Conceptually the method is based on the fact that thicker films have lower resistance. Van 
Rossum (1959) was among the first to use electrical resistance to measure film thickness by 
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placing parallel, rectangular electrodes on the planar wall of his apparatus.  Many of the first 
set of experimentalists measuring film flow in round tubes, including Wicks and Dukler (1966), 
and Collier and Hewitt (1967), employed electrical resistance to measure film thickness.  Coney 
(1973) developed a series of mathematical relationships which could be used to optimize 
electrodes for given film thicknesses.  It was also shown that alternating current is preferable to 
direct current because it reduces the impedance to the portion due solely to the resistance of 
the film instead of from ionization near the electrodes.  Films as thin as 50 μm have been 
measured with an uncertainty of 5 μm plus 6% of the film thickness (Kumar, Gottmann, Sridhar 
2002). 
3.1.2 OPTICAL METHODS FOR FILM THICKNESS MEASUREMENT 
Optical methods are also regularly used to determine film thicknesses.  Among the various 
optical techniques which have been exploited to measure liquid film thicknesses are the 
attenuation, induced fluorescence, fringe patterns, critical reflection, interface detection, beam 
laser shadow, beam light scattering, and laser focus displacement.  These methods all rely, to a 
great extent, upon the liquid and vapor having dramatically different optical properties, or upon 
the liquid being seeded with another substance to lend it unique optical properties.  Critical 
reflection was the concept used in this experiment and will be explored in greater detail in the 
following sections; the other optical methods are overviewed in the next few paragraphs. 
Attenuation based on measuring the intensity of light which passes through the film. 
Wavelengths of light which are most readably absorbed by the liquid, as opposed to the tube or 
gas, are utilized.  For certain fluids, such as PAG oils which are transparent to visible light, 
ultraviolet light may be more readily absorbed (Kutsuna, et al 1991).  Water films as thin as 2 
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μm have been measured using this technique (Utaka, Tasiki, and Okuda 2004).  Errors of less 
than 5% using a variety of light sources on water dyed with methylene-blue (Mouza, Vlachos, 
Paras, Karabelas, 2000) It is necessary to measure the intensity of the light source for 
attenuation methods to be accurate. 
 
Induced fluorescence is a property of certain materials whereby they absorb light at one 
wavelength and emit light at a different wavelength.  Typically, the liquid must be doped with 
fluorescent dyes or particles.  The intensity of the fluoresced light is a function of film thickness, 
concentration of the fluorescent material in the liquid, intensity of the light source, and 
temperature (Tibirica, Nascimento, Ribatski, 2010). Using a two dye technique it is possible to 
reduce the uncertainty due to the illumination intensity so that films as thin as 5 μm can be 
measured with an accuracy of 1% (Hidrovo and Hart 2001).    
 
A variety of fringe patterns have been produced or analyzed to determine film thickness.  
Brown and Rohde (1975) developed a method for measuring film thickness distribution by 
utilizing moiré fringes.  Film thicknesses in liquid-liquid annular flow, where indices of 
refractions are very similar, were successfully measured for films between 2 and 60 μm with a 
standard deviation of 0.15 μm (Qiu, Wang, and Hong 2005).  Interferometry lumps together a 
variety of techniques where several beams of lights interact in a way which allows the location 
of the interface to be determined.  Generally the resulting light from these interactions creates 
a fringe pattern whereby the number of fringes corresponds directly to the film thickness. 
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Interface detection is perhaps the most straightforward technique, in that it is strongly 
resembles the manner by which the eye identifies film thickness.  The thickness of the film may 
be obtained with a camera, and the number of pixels occupied by liquid may be counted.  Some 
have used a laser sheet normal to the tube axis to fluoresce dye added to the liquid 
(Ursenbacher, Wojtan, and Thome, 2004).  An automated method for determining liquid film 
thickness for thick liquid layers, as seen in stratified flow, was demonstrated by Bowers and 
Hrnjak (2007).  
 
Beam laser shadow is based upon the fact that when a single coherent light source interacts 
with interfaces which are not normal to the light different fractions of light are reflected or 
refracted, which then causes a variation of light intensity as measured at different positions 
(Tibirica et al 2010).  This method is similar in basic concept to methods based on critical 
reflection; however, the measurement location is located near the opposite side from where 
the illumination source is located.  This method has been used to measure film thicknesses 
between 0.4 and 0.9 mm (Zhang , Wang, and Peng 2000). 
 
Beam light scattering relies on doping the liquid particles smaller than the wavelength of the 
light source being used to scatter the light.  For a given concentration of particles, the thicker 
the film the more light is scattered, so the less light passes directly through the tube.  This 
method has many of the same concerns as both laser induced fluorescence and attenuation 
based methods.  This method was used by Salazar and Marshall (1975) to measure films 
between 0.7 and 3 mm.   
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Laser focus displacement is based on the fact that a conically focused laser converges at a single 
point.  By moving the focusing mirror back and forth, the apex of the cone moved back and 
forth.  The positions of the lens when the apex converges at the solid-liquid and liquid-vapor 
interfaces are measured, as shown in Figure 2-1.  The difference between these positions 
corresponds directly the film thickness.  This method was used by Takamasa and Hazuku (2000) 
to measure films between 2 μm and 3 mm to an accuracy 2 μm.  A related technique, called 
chromatic confocal microscopy, uses a variation in color with respect to position to determine 
the locations of the relevant interfaces.  This technique yielded accuracies of 1 μm on films 
between 240 μm and 1.5 mm (Rulliere, Lefevre, Lallemand, 2007).  Another similar technique is 
laser triangulation, where the apex of the cone is positioned to align with the liquid-solid 
interface, and the diameter of the laser cone at the liquid-vapor interface is measured.  
Peterson and Peterson (2006) were only able to achieve results accurate to with 25 μm. 
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Figure 3-1:  Laser focus displacement instrumentation (Takamasa and Hazuku 2000) 
 
3.1.3 AUDIO METHODS FOR FILM THICKNESS MEASUREMENT 
Similar to optical reflection off of the liquid vapor interface, sound reflection has also been 
utilized.  The method is based on measuring the delay between a generated sound and it being 
received by a microphone located on the same side of the tube.  It has been found that the 
method is difficult to implement in wavy films because of distortions of the sound waves (Lu, 
Suryanarayana, and Christodoulu, 1993).  Because uncertainty in film thickness is proportional 
to wavelength, frequencies of 10 MHz have been used to measure thin films as thin as 50 μm 
(Carvalho, Venturini, Neves, and França 2008). 
3.2 FILM THICKNESS USING CRITICAL REFLECTION 
Hurlburt and Newell (1996) developed an optical technique for determining the film thickness 
and wave speed for flows with liquid films.  Their technique has the advantage of being non-
intrusive to the flow, fast temporal response, easy to use, little calibration, and low cost.  The 
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device works by determining the maximum angle that light from a single point light source, 
which may be from either an LED or a laser, reflects off relatively flat liquid-vapor interface.  
The standard error in film thickness was roughly 1/6 of the film thickness.  Using a similar 
technique, velocity could be determined by computing the cross-correlation from two 
photocells, each with their own light source, spaced axially on the same side of the tube.  The 
wave velocity can be determined with this technique so long as the wave structure does not 
change substantially between the photosensors by cross-correlating their signals.  Calibration 
procedures for this technique as well as many of the underlying optical fundamentals were 
described by Shedd and Newell (1998).  They showed that if the refractive indices of the tube, 
liquid film, and vapor core and tube thickness it is possible to determine the thickness of the oil 
film by using Snell’s law.  This work presented only equations relevant for planar surfaces.  
Shedd and Newell (2004) showed experimental results using their technique for measuring the 
thickness of the film produced by air-water flows in round, square, and triangular cross-section 
tubes.  This method has been reinforced by experiments which showed film thicknesses 
measured with calipers to those determined optically for acetone, ethanol, and water agreed to 
within 10% (Nascimento, Santos, and Ribatski 2008). 
 
Light undergoes three major processes as it interacts with matter: absorption, transmission, 
and reflection.  In determining the intensity and direction of both transmitted and reflected 
light it is necessary to know various geometric and physical properties, which are depicted in 
Figure 3-2.  The physical properties required are the refractive indices of the materials involved. 
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The necessary geometric parameters necessary are the normal vector of the surface and the 
direction at which light is traveling.  The intensity of the incident light is also required. 
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Figure 3-2:  Geometry of light-interface interactions 
Three optical laws can be used to determine the intensity of light as it interacts with various 
media.  Snell’s law, which is given by Equation 3-1 determines the angle at which transmitted 
light leaves an interface between two media with different refractive indices.  Refractive indices 
are generally functions of both the material and of wavelength.   
      (3-1) 
Equations 3-2 and 3-3 give Fresnel’s equations for determining the intensity of s-polarized and 
p-polarized light which is reflected from the surface.  Besides knowing the refractive indices, it 
is necessary to know the angle at which transmitted light would take as determined with Snell’s 
Law.  It should be noted that imaginary intensities of transmitted light are possible.  Imaginary 
intensities occur when the incident angle is greater than the critical angle of the interface.  The 
critical angle is the steepest angle at which all light is reflected and no light is transmitted.  If it 
assumed that both polarizations are equally common in the incident light, the overall intensity 
of the reflected light can be determined by averaging the intensities of both polarizations, as 
shown in Equation 3-4. 
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    (3-2) 
    (3-3) 
      (3-4) 
The Beer-Lambert Law, give by Equation 3-5, describes the amount of light which is absorbed 
by the material it is passing through.  Usually the exponential term, consisting of the absorption 
constant multiplied by length, is negative; therefore light is absorbed by the matter through 
which it passes thus decreasing the intensity of light.  The absorption constant is a function of 
the material and the wavelength.   
      (3-5) 
The entire incident light is transmitted, reflected or absorbed.  However, these laws alone do 
not describe the intensity of the light because optical diffusion also occurs.  Light intensity can 
be thought of as a flux; light spreads out as it moves away from the source, so the further from 
the source, the less the intensity.  The inverse square law, which is written as Equation 3-6, 
describes this relationship and can be thought of as a light conservation equation. 
       (3-6) 
By combining these laws with the geometry and properties of the tube and film, it is possible to 
determine the thickness of a film using a light source by measuring the intensity of light at 
certain locations. 
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3.3 MODIFYING CRITICAL REFLECTION METHOD FOR CURVED SURFACES 
While Shedd and Newell (1998) laid out the theoretical basis for determining film thickness for 
a flat surface, the issue is much more complex for curved surfaces.  For the purposes of film 
thickness measurement, a cylindrical tube may be thought of as flat in the direction of the axis. 
As will be discussed however, the axial direction is less than ideal for determining film 
thickness.   
3.4 PRELIMINARY CRITICAL LIGHT REFLECTION EXPERIMENTS ON CURVED SURFACES 
Experiments were conducted to determine the pattern of light produced by laser light on a 
clean cylindrical tube.  The 6.35 mm inner diameter, 9.525 mm outer diameter, PFA tube was 
covered with masking tape.  Masking tape was used because its optical properties are such that 
it diffuses light from the point source and allows visualization of the reflected light.  The tube 
contained air at room conditions.  A laser was used to provide a point source of light.  An 
example image is shown in Figure 3-3.  The bright white circle in the center of the image is the 
area where the 80 mW, 532 nm wavelength laser was shown.  The light area surrounding the 
laser is caused by near critical reflectance off the inner diameter of the tube.  The horizontal 
transitions to almost complete black near the top and bottom of the image coincide with the 
edges of the tube.  Even though the experiment did not require good temporal resolution, the 
resulting images were recorded with a high speed camera at 3000 fps. 
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Figure 3-3:  Photograph showing light pattern caused by a laser interacting with a clean, 
transparent tube 
From this, and numerous other images, several trends in the reflected light pattern that were 
observed that are different than those of light shining on a flat surface.  First, the pattern of 
reflected light on the tube is elliptical with the long axis of the ellipse oriented in the direction 
of the tube axis.  On a flat surface, the reflected pattern is circular.  Second, the intensity of the 
reflected light is much higher in the direction normal to the tube axis in comparison to in the 
direction parallel with the tube axis.  In fact, in the direction of the tube axis it is very difficult to 
see any reflected light.  The straight surface, which is parallel to the tube axis, is analogous to a 
planar surface. For a planar surface, the intensity of the light is symmetric about the laser when 
the laser is introduced at an angle normal to the surface. 
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The goal of the film thickness experiments is to accurately determine the film thickness with 
high temporal resolution.  In these initial experiments, it was seen that the peak intensity in the 
direction normal to the tube axis is approximately 3 to 4 times higher than the intensity of 
reflected light in the direction of the tube axis. The intensity of the light is inversely 
proportional to the required exposure time.  Higher light intensity allows for shorter exposure 
times and thus higher framing rates.  Higher framing rates yield higher temporal resolution.  As 
there are limits on the intensity gathered by the camera for a given lens and laser, determining 
film thickness from the short axis of the reflected light ellipse is advantageous. 
3.5 MODELING LIGHT INTERACTIONS 
If film thickness determination is to use the circumferentially reflected light, the equation for 
film thickness given by Shedd and Newell (1998) cannot be used.  For planar surfaces where the 
critical angle is used to determine the dimensions of the reflected light circle, the geometry is 
relatively straightforward.  For curved surfaces, the geometric aspects are far more complex 
because the position where critical reflection occurs is not independent of the orientation.  Due 
to these geometric difficulties, a computational optical model of the tube with film was created 
to determine the relationship between film thickness and the theoretical light pattern created 
on the surface of the tube from a point source of light.  Since the model was computational 
instead of analytical, it was relatively easy to determine the intensity of each ray of reflected 
and transmitted light using Fresnel’s equations instead of simply searching for the location of 
critical reflection. 
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By assuming a light source and by using optical laws, it is possible to determine computationally 
the intensity, position, and direction of light as it interacts with the tube, oil rich film, and vapor 
core.  In the optical model of the tube, certain assumptions were made.  The surfaces of the 
tube and of the film were assumed to be smooth, coaxial cylinders.  The scheme used to notate 
each cylindrical interface is simply to number the interfaces from the inside to the outside as 
shown in Figure 3-4.   
                      
Figure 3-4:  Numbering scheme for surfaces in a (left) dry and (right) wet tube 
For the model, light interactions in several planes were studied.  The each cylindrical surface 
was sliced by a plane to create an ellipse which was used to model light interactions in a plane 
as shown in Figure 3-5.   Equations 3-7 and 3-8 are used to transform the coordinate system; 
this was done to simplify the light interactions into a 2-dimensional space.  This method of 
modeling the cylinder did not allow calculations to be made for an ellipse angle equal to zero 
because a series of lines are created instead of ellipses, however this series of interactions had 
been modeled by Shedd and Newell.  The interactions occurring on other cross sections, sliced 
at angles incremented by π/18, were modeled. All light which reached the outer surface of the 
tube was assumed to leave the tube.  This is the equivalent of assuming that the tube is coated 
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in a layer having a refractive index greater than or equal to the refractive index of the tube.  The 
optical properties of the each medium were taken from manufacturer supplied or 
experimentally measured values. 
 
 
Figure 3-5:  Angles and vectors used in optical modeling of tube 
     (3-7) 
     (3-8) 
The point source of light was placed on the outer surface of the tube.  In the model the light 
source emitted a hemispherical Gaussian distribution of light intensity into the tube.  The 
standard deviation was chosen to be 4.  The intensity distribution of the light as a function 
of angle is shown in Figure 3-6:  Incident light intensity distribution utilized in optical model of 
tube where the incident light angle is measured relative to the inward facing normal.  The initial 
light angles of each ray, , were varied in increments of 0.0025  from  to  exclusive 
relative to the normal of the surface.  
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Figure 3-6:  Incident light intensity distribution utilized in optical model of tube 
 
The initial rays of light were assumed to progress in a straight line until they reached an 
interface.  The intensity of the light reaching the interface was lower than the intensity of the 
initial light ray due to absorption by the material and due to optical spreading diffusion by the 
inverse-square law.  When the light strikes an interface between two materials, the light is 
either reflected or transmitted as shown earlier in Figure 3-2:  Geometry of light-interface 
interactions.  The light is assumed to be unpolarized, meaning the s and p polarizations are 
equally common, therefore the intensity of the reflected light is taken as the mean value of 
both polarizations.  In short, after incident light strikes an interface, it leaves as two beams 
having whose combined intensities equal that of the incident light.  In the model, each of these 
beams of light is followed until it again strikes a surface.   
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This pattern is repeated until the light again strikes the outer surface of the tube.  Each 
branching of the light is followed until either it reaches the surface or 99.9% of the light reaches 
the tube surface, neglecting absorption.  An example of the branching paths of light which are 
tracked in the model for a given incident and ellipse angle is shown in Figure 3-7.  Those paths 
shown in the figure which do not lead to the outer surface of the tube combined contain less 
than 0.1% of the incident light.  The result of all of these calculations is a series exit points on 
the outer surface of the tube of known position and intensity.  The path that the light took from 
the point source to each of these exit points is known.   
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Figure 3-7:  Light interactions for R134a, PAG oil, and PVE tube, with refractive indices of 1, 
1.25, and 1.43, respectively, and outer diameters of 2.97mm, 3.175 mm, and 4.7625 mm, with 
incident light at an angle of 0.9π on a cross section π/4 from the horizontal 
This entire process of following light rays is repeated for a range of each incident light and 
ellipse angle.    
 
Dependent on the incident and ellipse angles, there are many different paths which light took: 
some of the light passed directly from the outer surface to another point on the outer surface 
(‘22’), other light reflected off the inside diameter of the tube and returned to the outer surface 
(‘212’), some light was transmitted of the inner surface twice and back to the outer surface 
(‘2112’), etc.  The importance of each of these modes was highly dependent on the initial and 
ellipse angles.  By summing the combined intensity from each of these modes for each incident 
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and ellipse angle it was found that some modes are far more important than others in terms of 
what fraction of the initial light intensity is transmitted to the outer surface.  For the tube with 
no oil film, 25 different modes were identified as being responsible for more than 99% of the 
light exiting the tube.  Out of all these modes, only the 4 modes shown in Figure 3-8 were found 
to be responsible for 99.5% of the light exiting the tube.   
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Figure 3-8:  Relative importance of different modes of light-surface interactions for a dry tube 
Each of the 25 modes responsible for the light reaching the outer surface of the tube is further 
analyzed.  Because discrete incident angles and discrete ellipse angles were used in the 
simulation, the result is a series of discrete locations and intensities for the light output.  Based 
on the results of the simulation, the intensity and exit points of light are assumed to be 
continuous over a range of incident angles.  Within this range of incident angles, linear 
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interpolation is used to create a map of intensities distributed evenly around the circumference 
of the ellipse created by each planar slice of the cylinder.  By interpolating intensity and exit 
position results, it is possible to estimate the intensity of light at each position on the outer 
diameter.  The results for the 4 most dominant modes are shown in Figures Figure 3-9 through 
Figure 3-12. 
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Figure 3-9:  Modeled intensity of light exiting dry tube versus position by mode ‘22’ 
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Figure 3-10:  Modeled intensity of light exiting dry tube versus position by mode ‘212’ 
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Figure 3-11: Modeled intensity of light exiting dry tube versus position by mode ‘2112’ 
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Figure 3-12: Modeled intensity of light exiting dry tube versus position by mode ‘21112’ 
At each location, the intensity of light from each mode is summed to determine the overall 
intensity at each position.  This is shown in Figure 3-13.  These same values are used to create 
Figure 3-14, which depicts intensity at each location on the tube as viewed from the side.  
Figure 3-14, which shows the computed intensity, can be directly compared to the photograph 
shown in Figure 3-3.  There are many intensity and dimensional similarities.  The most 
important of these similarities is useful for determining the thickness of the tube and film 
thickness.  The vertical radius of the reflected light ellipse was determined to be 2.785 mm from 
the model.  Experimentally, this value was determined to be 2.745±0.04 mm.  The physical 
model agrees to within the accuracy of the experiment. 
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Figure 3-13:  Modeled intensity of light exiting dry tube versus position by all modes 
 
Figure 3-14:  Realistic representation of light intensity exiting a dry tube created by model 
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The same model was applied to a tube with a film having a thickness of 100 μm on the inside 
diameter of the tube.  The refractive index of this film was set to a typical value of refractive 
index for an equilibrium mixture of PAG oil and R134a.  Obviously, there are now an additional 
set of paths which the light can take from the source to the tube surface.  With the film 5 
modes are responsible for 99% of the light exiting the tube, as can be seen in Figure 3-15.   
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Figure 3-15:  Relative importance of different modes of light-surface interactions for a wet 
tube 
Figure 3-16 through Figure 3-20 show the normalized intensity caused by each of these 5 
important modes as functions of position.  The shape of the first mode, where light passes 
directly from the light source to the exit point (“33” when a film is present, “22” for the dry 
tube) is exactly the same for both modes.  The intensity of light which is reflected from the 
inner surface of the tube with film (“32” with film) is lower than the intensity in the dry tube 
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(“21”) because the higher refractive index of the medium behind the tube causes less of the 
light to be reflected.  Because of the sharp difference in refractive indices between the film and 
the vapor, the interface between the two media because the dominant location for reflected 
light. 
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Figure 3-16: Modeled intensity of light exiting wet tube versus position by mode ‘33’ 
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Figure 3-17: Modeled intensity of light exiting wet tube versus position by mode ‘323’ 
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Figure 3-18: Modeled intensity of light exiting wet tube versus position by mode ‘32123’ 
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Figure 3-19: Modeled intensity of light exiting wet tube versus position by mode ‘321123’ 
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Figure 3-20: Modeled intensity of light exiting wet tube versus position by mode ‘3211123’ 
Again, the intensity of the individual modes can be summed to give the overall intensity at each 
position.  The intensity as a function of position can be seen in Figure 3-21.  These values can 
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also be seen in the simulated photograph seen in Figure 3-22.  It can be seen by comparing 
Figure 3-22 with Figure 3-14, that by adding a layer to the inner surface of the tube, that the 
radii of the reflected light ellipse become larger than they were for the bare tube.  The minor 
axis of the light ellipse is now 3.075 mm, or 0.29 mm larger than for the bare tube.  Therefore 
the minor diameter of the light ellipse grows by 0.58 mm.  The projected minor diameter is the 
dimension which is directly measured from the photograph.  This result is a primary advantage 
of this measurement method:  that a small change in film thickness yields a much larger 
change, approximately 5 fold, in the value which is actually measured.   
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Figure 3-21: Modeled intensity of light exiting wet tube versus position by all modes 
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Figure 3-22: Realistic representation of light intensity exiting a wet tube created by model 
 
3.6 RELATION BETWEEN OPTICAL INTERACTIONS AND FILM THICKNESS 
The radii of the reflected light circle continue to grow as the film thickens.  The minor radius of 
the ellipse is plotted against the film thickness in Figure 3-23.   Due to geometric constraints, 
the thickest that the film can grow is the inner radius of the tube, at which point the tube is 
completely filled with liquid.  From the figure, it can be seen that there are 3 discontinuities and 
3 flat regions in the chart.  The discontinuities occur near 0.475 mm, 2 mm, and 2.775 mm.  
These discontinuities occur when different reflection modes are responsible for the initial 
strong spike in intensity.  After the first discontinuity, and again surrounding the last 
discontinuity, is a region where the minor radius of the ellipse is unaffected by the film 
thickness.  In these unaffected bands, film thickness cannot be determined by measuring the 
minor radius of the reflected light.   
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Figure 3-23:  Impact of film thickness on the minor radius of the reflected light ellipse 
Based on models found in the literature for film thickness, it is not expected that the film 
thicknesses will be any greater than 0.8 mm, which would be the thickness of a freely falling 
film consisting of oil with typical properties.   This is an absolute worst case if the film were to 
be in the annular flow regime.  Therefore, only the discontinuity and lack of unique 
correspondence which occur near film thicknesses of 0.5 mm are expected to be relevant.  The 
maximum error in film thickness in this band is approximately 0.15 mm or 30% of the film 
thickness. 
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The perceived diameter of the light ellipse is noticeably affected by the angle at which it is 
viewed.  This is caused by the fact that the camera is viewing a two-dimensional projection of 
the three-dimensional light ellipse.  The viewing angle is defined to be the angle at the tube 
center between rays passing through the center of the light ellipse and the camera, as shown in 
Figure 3-24.  Figure 3-25 shows the effect of viewing angle on the projected minor diameter of 
the light ellipse for films having a variety of thicknesses.  For thin films at relatively viewing 
angles of less than 10°, the resulting error in film thickness measurement which would be 
created by not accounting for viewing angle would be approximately 0.021 mm.  As the viewing 
angle increases, it becomes increasingly critical to account for the view angle.  For viewing angle 
of 21°, the error in film thickness determination is 0.1 mm. 
 
Light ellipse centerline
View angle
 
Figure 3-24:  Schematic showing camera view angle with respect to axis of symmetry of the 
light ellipse 
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Figure 3-25:  Effect of viewing angle on perceived minor diameter 
 
3.7 EQUIPMENT FOR MEASURING LIQUID FILM THICKNESS 
A method to objectively measure liquid film thickness along the length of the test section was 
developed based upon previous works and upon the model results.  In addition to the 
experimental test section, it was necessary to incorporate an optical sensor, a diffuse medium 
to scatter light on the outer tube diameter, and an approximately point source of light. 
   
The optical sensor used for this experiment is the same high speed camera that was used for 
measuring the other flow parameters.  A 55 mm lens with extension tubes was found to most 
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fully utilize the resolution of the camera by almost completely filling the CMOS sensor with the 
reflected light circle. 
 
Several requirements were considered in selecting the diffuse medium which is used to scatter 
both the point source of light and the critically reflected light.  It was necessary that the 
medium allow most of the incident light to be transmitted.  The medium should be relatively 
uniform in appearance so as to minimize spatial differences in light intensity caused by the 
medium.  Since other optical tests were being performed on the same test section, it was 
preferred that the diffuse medium be easily installed and removed.  Shedd and Newell (1998) 
had suggested using a thin layer of paint or tape.  Most paints are not easily installed and 
removed.  The freezer tape suggested by Shedd is no longer in production.  Therefore a 
selection of electrical, PTFE, cellophane, and masking tapes were tested.  Thin masking tape 
was found to be suitable for the application. 
 
Light emitting diodes and lasers were suggested to create a point source of light.  To have good 
temporal resolution, or a high sampling rate, it was necessary to have as bright of a light source 
possible that could be utilized by the sensor.  The primary limitation on brightness was due to 
bleeding from the point where light was introduced affecting surrounding pixel values.  A 50 
mW, 532 nm laser was selected for the purpose.  The laser was mounted to the camera lens in 
order to maintain consistent alignment between the camera, the tube, and the laser. 
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3.8 METHOD FOR MEASURING FILM THICKNESS 
Film thickness is determined using a process consisting of three major steps.  First, the images 
of the critical reflected light are recorded with the high speed camera.  Second, an ad hoc 
computer program is used to objectively determine the size of the critically reflected light 
ellipse.  Finally, the ellipse size information is converted into a film thickness by using a lookup 
table. 
3.8.1 LABORATORY PROCEDURE FOR CREATING AND RECORDING CRITICALLY 
REFLECTED LIGHT 
Precise recordings of critically reflected light are produced by following a consistent technique.  
First the camera alignment is adjusted to make sure the tube is approximately centered in the 
field of view.  The tube is maintained in focus by using a jig which maintains a consistent 
spacing between the camera and the tube.  Next, the dot formed by the incident laser light is 
approximately centered on the tube, and therefore in the camera’s field of view.  Finally, the 
camera is triggered and the images are recorded.  It was found that operating the camera with 
a resolution of 512x320 per second allowed the entire diameter of the tube to be visualized.  
The maximum framing speed for this resolution, 3400 frames per second, was utilized to give 
good temporal resolution.  The exposure time was typically around 100 μs, but was adjusted as 
the laser intensity fluctuated with battery charge.   
 
An example frame of dry tube used for calibration is shown in Figure 3-26:  Example image of 
dry tube used in film thickness calibration.  Measuring the reflected light circle with a dry tube 
is a necessary step in the calibration as explained by Shedd and Newell (1998).  The dry tube 
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reflected light circle serves as a reference point for comparing images produced when annular 
flow exists.  An example image of the tube with annular flow is shown in Figure 3-27.  The 
intensity of these example images has been increased to make the reflected light more easily 
seen. 
 
Figure 3-26:  Example image of dry tube used in film thickness calibration 
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Figure 3-27:  Example image of tube with wavy annular film  
3.8.2 ANALYSIS PROCEDURE 
A computer code was written to analyze the pictures produced in the previous step.  The 
purpose of the code was to objectively determine the size of the critically reflected light ellipse.  
Since the camera records a 2-dimensional projection of a 3-dimensional pattern, it is necessary 
to account for differences in alignment.  Accurately determining the minor diameter of the light 
ellipse therefore required not only measuring projected diameter, but also compensating for 
differences in alignment.  To determine the final result, the minor diameter of the light ellipse, 
it is first necessary to determine the scale of the image, the position of the tube in the frame, 
the position of the laser spot on the tube, and the projected minor diameter of the light ellipse. 
A brief outline of the Matlab code used to analyze the videos is discussed here, the entirety of 
the code can be found in Appendix A. First, the dot created by the laser is located.  The dot 
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made by the laser completely saturates the camera pixels on the tube being struck.  The laser 
dot can therefore be located by using a simple threshholding type routine.  Once the laser dot is 
located, its centroid is calculated.  Next, a Gaussian filter is applied to the image to smooth out 
the noise in the pixel values.  Next, the edges of the tube are found by searching for dark areas 
near the top and bottom of the frame.  Lines aligning with both edges of the tube are 
calculated.  The difference between the two lines establishes the scale of the image since the 
diameter of the tube is known.   
 
The centroid of the laser dot is used as the starting point for a series of vectors stretching 
radially outward at increments of 2.5°.  An example of the pixel values along a vector is shown 
in Figure 3-28:  Pixel values along a ray stretching outward from laser centroid.  A filter is used 
to help smooth out some of the noise in the pixel values.  The general trend in pixel values is 
the following:  Starting from the centroid, the pixel values are initially saturated which 
corresponds to the laser dot.  The pixel values fall off sharply moving out of the region directly 
illuminated by the laser.  The pixel values reach a relatively flat valley caused by the fact that 
very light reflected light is found before the critical angle.  After this valley, the intensity of the 
pixel values increases corresponding to the critical reflection off the liquid-vapor interface (or 
the solid-vapor interface for dry tube walls).  After a maxima is reached, the intensity of the 
light drops off again due to decreased intensity of the light scattered at the wide angle 
necessary to be reflected to these locations.  The program, finds the location of critical 
reflection by discerning this pattern in pixel values.  It determines the edge of the laser spot, 
then the local minima, followed by the local maxima.  Using the pixel values found at the local 
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minima and the local maxima, it calculates an average pixel value.  If there is sufficient 
difference between the local minima and maxima, the program then finds the location of the 
average pixel value.  Due to noise in the signal, it may be possible that more than one location 
approximates the average; to eliminate this duplicity, the furthest of these of these points from 
the centroid is selected. Once the location of the critical reflection is located along each radial 
direction is calculated an average film thickness can be determined by plotting an oval through 
the critical reflection locations along each ray, an example for a dry tube can be seen in Figure 
3-29 and for a wetted tube in Figure 3-30.  The sizes of the ellipses should not be directly 
compared because there is a slight magnification difference between the images. 
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Figure 3-28:  Pixel values along a ray stretching outward from laser centroid 
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Figure 3-29:  Critically reflected light ellipse calculated by computer code for dry tube 
example (measured long and short axis values are in pixels) 
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Figure 3-30:  Critically reflected light ellipse calculated by computer code for tube with wavy 
annular film example (measured long and short axis values are in pixels) 
 
By combining information on the pixel location of the tube edge, laser centroid, and critically 
reflected light, it is possible to determine the film thickness as well as some wave features.  
From finding the edges of the tube, it is possible to determine the scale of the image.  Since the 
tube is of a known diameter, the scale is determined by dividing the tube diameter by the 
number of pixels between the tube edges.  By combining information on the location of the 
tube edges and the location of the centroid of the laser dot, it is possible to determine how well 
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centered the laser is on the tube.  This step is necessary in this work, as opposed to the work of 
most other researchers, because it was not feasible to maintain consistent enough positioning 
to make misalignment a negligible source of error.  Based on the modeled results, a least-
squared quadratic fit was used to closely approximate the difference in the projected light 
ellipse size when viewed at an angle.  After this correction is applied, the minor diameter of the 
ellipse can be determined with an accuracy of 2 pixels. 
3.8.3 THICKNESS DETERMINATION 
Once the scale of the image is applied, the size of the light ellipse can be measured in physical 
units, instead of in number of pixels.  By applying the modeled results relating ellipse size to 
film thickness, shown in Figure 3-23, it is possible to calculate film thickness.  Results from the 
model were curve fit for thin films.  By using this curve fit, film thickness was determined from 
the ellipse size.   
 
During the calibration process with a dry tube it was discovered that additional parameters 
needed to be input into the curve fit.  It was already discovered from modeling that the 
alignment of the camera, tube, and light were important.  Additional compensation however is 
required depending on the aspect ratio and the orientation of the calculated light ellipse 
location.  Laser brightness was also seen to have an effect on ellipse sizing.  Because the lens 
had a relatively deep field of view, it was also found to be critical to determine the scale of each 
image. 
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If films thicker than 0.475 mm were encountered, this fit was not used. Critical reflection results 
which do not have a one-to-one correspondence with film thickness are specially labeled by the 
program.  Based on the resolution of the camera, and the optics, and the methodology, for 
films thinner than 0.475 mm, thickness can be determined with an accuracy of ±10 μm with 
95% confidence theoretically.  However, lower accuracy is achieved in practice for wetted walls 
due to the waviness of the film.  Measured film thickness results are found in the following 
chapter. 
3.9 SUMMARY 
Previous researches have tried many different techniques to determine the thickness of annular 
films.  A technique utilizing critical light reflection has been shown to be a simple to implement, 
cost effective, and accurate by previous researchers.  In the past, the critically reflected light 
was measured along straight edges.  The advantages of measuring along a curved edge have 
been discussed.  An optical model was developed to show the interactions light emanating from 
a point source interacts with all surfaces of concentric cylinders of different materials.  This 
model compared closely with experimental results with a dry tube.  A software code was 
developed to determine the thickness of annular films using these modeled results. 
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4. EXPERIMENTAL ANNULAR MIST-FLOW MEASUREMENTS 
The ad-hoc high-speed video analysis techniques were utilized to determine relevant sizes, 
speeds, and quantities within an annular mist flow regime.  The parameters which were 
determined from the technique included droplet quantity, droplet size, droplet velocity, film 
speed, film wavelength, and film thickness.   
 
The flow generated consisted of a refrigerant vapor flowing with oil.  The experimental facility is 
described in this chapter.  The properties of the pure refrigerant, R134a or Tetrafluoroethane, 
used in this experiment are widely accepted.  The properties of the refrigerant-oil mixture 
which comprises the liquid phase were measured as discussed in the chapter on fluid property 
measurement. 
 
The pressure in the test section is recorded with a high speed data logger.  These pressure 
measurements are correlated with other flow phenomena to show the relationship between 
compressor cycles and other cyclical processes. 
 
For the measurements pertaining to droplets, an outline of the statistical methods used to 
describe their size and velocity are given.  This is important since different numerical 
distributions and different types of averages are utilized by researchers to convey information 
about droplets.  Example distributions and averages garnered from a single video which 
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corresponds to a specific downstream location from a specific video are given for discussion.  
The distributions and averages determined for every other video can be found in the appendix. 
Film measurement results are also given.  Again, the different types of relevant descriptors are 
discussed to give meaning behind the experimental measurements.  Example measurements of 
film speed, wavelength, and thickness for one flow condition are given.  The experimental data 
for all other conditions and locations are given in the appendix. 
4.1 EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY 
A compressor is used to provide the flow of liquid and vapor.  The focus of the experiment 
facility is on the compressor discharge line, which is described in detail later.  A thermodynamic 
cycle consisting of the typical air-conditioning components was constructed.  A schematic of the 
experimental facility can be found in Figure 4-1.  The relative location of the various refrigerant 
side measurements are shown, along with locations the most critical air side measurements. 
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Figure 4-1:  Schematic of the experimental facility 
The condenser serves to reject the heat from the fluid.  The fluid enters the condenser as 
refrigerant vapor with a liquid composed primarily of oil.  The fluid leaves the condenser as a 
single-phase subcooled liquid.  Besides rejecting heat, by adjusting the air temperature and 
flow rate it is possible to gain some control over the compressor discharge pressure.  The 
temperature and pressure of the refrigerant entering and exiting the condenser is measured.  
Likewise, air temperatures and pressure are measured before and after passing through the 
condenser.  Air flow rate is determined from the pressure drop measured for the air passing 
through an air-flow rate nozzle.  Additionally, the power transmitted across the chamber 
control-volume by means of electricity and chilled water flow is determined.  Electricity is used 
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in the condenser chamber primarily for running blowers and to help maintain consistent air 
temperatures. 
 
Only in the liquid line do the refrigerant and oil flow together as a single phase, which makes it 
the ideal location in the system for measuring the ratio of oil to total flow rate, which is called 
the oil circulation ratio (OCR).  Temperature and pressure in the liquid line are measured as part 
of the typical system measurements.  Additionally, the liquid line contains means for online 
measurement of density and index of refraction for purpose of determining the relative flow 
rates of the two components in the mixture.  Density and mass flow rate is measured in the 
liquid line using a Micromotion CMF 25 Corriolis type flow meter.  Index of refraction in the 
liquid line is measured with a Newell Instruments refraction sensor.  The liquid line 
measurements, combined with saturated fluid property data, allow for liquid oil-refrigerant 
mixture and refrigerant vapor flow rates in the compressor discharge to be calculated.  The 
expansion valve will be used to reduce fluid pressure.  To reinforce the online measurements of 
oil circulation ratio, a valve was installed for the purpose of pulling liquid samples. The 
concentration was determined using a method based on ASHRAE Standard 41.4.    
 
The refrigerant passing from the liquid line to the evaporator is dropped in pressure by using 
expansion valves.  An electronically controlled expansion valve is placed in parallel with a 
manual needle valve.  This arrangement was necessary since the electronic expansion valve was 
not able to handle sufficiently large flow rates.  The electronic expansion valve allowed for finer 
control of flow rate. 
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The evaporator serves its normal use of absorbing heat and allows control of superheat, and to 
some extent low side pressure.  By modifying evaporator capacity to control compressor 
suction temperature, compressor discharge temperature can be modified.  Several 
measurements are taken of the fluid flows through the evaporator.  While system performance 
was not central to this study, various measurements of evaporator performance were 
measured.  Refrigerant temperatures are measured using T-type immersion thermocouples. 
Refrigerant pressure and pressure drop are measured with pressure transducers.  Likewise, air 
temperatures, pressures, and pressure drops are measured.  Air flow rate is determined by 
measuring the pressure drop across an air-flow nozzle.  Humidity was not measured because 
water condensation was limited to water vapor which infiltrated the chamber.  Additionally, the 
electrical power used to operate the blowers and resistance heaters were utilized.  To maintain 
steady-state operation, the electrical power addition to the chamber was balanced by the heat 
rejection from the air to the refrigerant. 
 
System sensors electrical outputs measured using an HP data logger.  Using this device all of the 
previously mentioned measurements are transferred from the transducers to the computer.  
Additionally, air pressures, temperatures, and flow rates are recorded.  Electrical power, chilled 
water, and chamber wall temperatures are also measured for the purpose of determining the 
heat exchanger capacity.   
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The facility is designed in such a way as to minimize flow disturbance after the compressor 
discharge.  The tube is attached to the compressor using compression fittings with a small hole 
for pressure measurement.  The compressor discharge tube has an internal diameter of 6.35 
mm and is made of a transparent perfluoroalkoxy (PFA) tube.  This material is chemically similar 
to polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE, Teflon) but is transparent.  The plastic is compatible with 
both fluid components.  It is capable of withstanding discharge temperatures and pressures 
simultaneously.  The length of the tube exceeds the length-to-diameter ratio of 480 suggested 
by various articles to ensure that the flow is fully developed.  The outlet of the transparent tube 
is joined to the tube leading to the condenser by compression fittings.  Surface properties of 
the tube, such as wettability and roughness, will not match those of the metal tubing typically 
used, the overall geometry of air-conditioning or refrigeration components are replicated by 
the plastic tubing.  Wettability should not limit the application of the experimental results so 
long as the entire surface is coated by the liquid film.  Likewise roughness effects should be 
minor so long as the film is laminar and the roughness is small compared to the film thickness. 
 
Due to the high speed of droplets and waves in the annular film, a high speed Vision Research 
SR-CMOS camera was utilized to record images of the flow.  This 8 bit black and white camera is 
capable of filming at 2000 frames per second at its full resolution, 512 by 512 pixels.  Exposure 
times (shutter speeds) can be as small as 2 μs.  Increased framing rate can be achieved at 
reduced resolution.  For these experiments a framing rate of roughly 11,000 frames per second 
is used with a resolution of 384 by 128 pixels. The high framing rate and short exposure time 
allow for individual droplets and waves to be tracked over a series of frames.  A 45 mm Nikon 
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lens is used for viewing larger flow phenomena, mainly for determining flow regime, wetting, 
wave lengths, and wave speeds.  Very large droplets can also be visualized using this lens.  
However, due to the relatively low resolution of the camera and the small size of most droplets, 
higher magnification from a microscopic lens at its minimum zoom is utilized for analysis in 
determining the velocity of small droplets and the size drops.  In this experiment, the 
microscopic lens system was produced by Navitar.  The principle lens was a 5x objective from 
Mitutoyo.  To determine the size of most of the droplets, the microscopic lens is set to its 
maximum zoom.  The high speed video was recorded as close to the compressor as possible.  
To determine the size of most of the droplets, the microscopic lens is utilized at its maximum 
zoom.   
 
Due to short exposure times and high magnification, very intense light is required.  The tube is 
backlit with a 150W halogen light which is transmitted through fiber optics.  The discharge end 
of the fiber optics is positioned to emit an intense light positioned roughly 30 mm from the 
tube on the side opposite the camera.  Since the light emanates from a single point, a 
translucent white diffuser is utilized to reduce glare.  Due to the large aspect ratio of the tube 
and the small area being filmed at a given time, it is necessary to move the camera, lens, and 
light source to film the entire length of tube.  A jig is used to precisely align the camera, lens, 
tube, and light source.  Slight changes in relative positioning of the light, tube, and camera can 
cause the flow to appear dramatically differently.  The relative intensity of the film in 
comparison to the droplets, the glare from the film, and the total number of droplets 
immediately evident are all strong functions of the alignment. 
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Film thickness is measured using a critical angle approach suggested by Hurlburt and Newell 
(1996).  The high speed camera is used to detect the light circle formed by light from a laser 
reflecting off of the liquid-vapor interface.  For film thickness measurements, the high speed 
camera was run at a frame rate of approximately 3000 frames per second and a resolution of 
320 by 512 pixels with an exposure time of up to 100μs.  The critical angle method for 
determining film thickness has several advantages which are discussed in further detail in the 
chapter on film thickness measurement.   
 
Pressure drop for the discharge tube is measured with a differential pressure transducer 
attached with small diameter tubes to small holes drilled in the compression fittings.  Absolute 
pressure at the discharge is measured with foil type absolute pressure transducer for the 
purpose of measuring pressure pulses caused by the opening of compression chambers within 
the compressor.  The pressure drop over the length of the tube is similarly measured but with a 
differential type transducer.  These pressure transducers are synced with the high speed 
camera trigger and both sampled with a period of 20 μs, which is a sampling rate roughly an 
order of magnitude faster than the high speed camera in these experiments.  The pressure 
transducer and the high speed camera are triggered simultaneously, to within the time given as 
an inverse of the framing rate of the camera.  Temperature is measured at the end of the 
discharge line with a T-type thermocouple.  Due to the high thermal resistance of the PVE and 
the limited heat transfer from natural convection, the discharge line is considered to be 
adiabatic. 
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4.2 EXAMPLE TEST CONDITION 
While several experimental test conditions were used to understand the impact of different 
operating conditions on fluid flow.  This chapter while outline the results obtained using the 
new optical method for measuring various parameters within annular-mist flow and the 
method for measuring film thickness in round tube for one specific test condition as measured 
at one downstream location.  The results for this condition were relatively typical, and similar 
analysis can be done for every other flow condition and every other downstream location.  The 
same sets of figures and tables for every other condition and location can be found in Appendix 
D.  The example test condition is called “Condition A” in the appendices. 
 
The average measured experimental temperatures are given in Table 4-1.  Other measured 
values which may be necessary to replicate the experiments are given in Table 4-2.  The 
compressor frequency was determined based on readings from the frequency drive, motor 
information, and pulley ratio.  The compressor frequency was calculated to be 30.3 Hz, meaning 
that one of the compressor’s chambers completes a cycle every 3.3 ms.  The calculated 
compressor speeds were compared to speeds measured by use of a stroboscope.  Air flow rates 
over the evaporator and condenser were experimentally determined to be 0.36 and 0.24 kg/s, 
respectively.  From measured values, the oil circulation ratio was found to be 4.0%, meaning 
the oil flow rate was approximately 0.84 g/s. 
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Table 4-1:  Measured temperatures for example condition 
Component Location Fluid 
Temp. 
[°C] 
Compressor Outlet R134a/PAG 103.0 
Condenser Inlet R134a/PAG 95.7 
Condenser Outlet R134a/PAG 49.8 
Exp. valve Inlet R134a/PAG 49.1 
Evaporator Inlet R134a/PAG 11.2 
Evaporator Outlet R134a/PAG 25.2 
Condenser Inlet Air 37.9 
Condenser Outlet Air 55.8 
Evaporator Inlet Air 26.7 
Evaporator Outlet Air 18.9 
 
 
Table 4-2:  Other measured properties for example condition 
Measurement Component Location Fluid Value Unit 
Pressure  Condenser Inlet R134a/PAG 1381.0 kPa 
Pressure Evaporator Outlet R134a/PAG 350.2 kPa 
Mass flow rate Condenser Outlet R134a/PAG 21.20 g/s 
Density Condenser Outlet R134a/PAG 1109.6 kg/m3 
Refractive Index Condenser Outlet R134a/PAG 1.242 - 
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The location where these example measurements were collected by the video camera was 254 
mm (10 inches) from the beginning of the clear tube.  This location is near the end of the flow 
development region.   
4.3 PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS 
An example of the high-speed pressure measurement record is given in Figure 4-2 for the 
example flow condition used throughout this chapter.  The red line in the figure is a line 
constructed from a local regression using weighted linear least squares of a second degree 
polynomial.  It can be seen that there are cyclical trends in the pressure data which closely 
resemble a sinusoid.  The period of these oscillations is 4.52 ms, which corresponds closely to 
the calculated frequency of compressor opening of approximately 290 Hz.  The amplitude of 
the raw pressure data is roughly 17 kPa, whereas the curve fit only has a range of about 9 kPa. 
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Figure 4-2:  Compressor discharge pressure synchronized to with high speed video recording 
It can also be seen from Figure 4-2 that the noise about the sinusoid is relatively large, on the 
same order as the amplitude of the sinusoid.  There are several reasons for the large scatter in 
data.  First, pressure waves can resonate within the pressure transducer as this cavity is 
relatively large in comparison with the tubing used to connect the transducer to the system.  
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Second, sound waves, and other vibrations, may cause the foil strain gage to oscillate.  Third, 
the analog-to-digital resolution of the high speed data logger is relatively low at 12 bits to cover 
a range of 20 volts. Evidence of this resolution issue is seen in Figure 4-2 by the existence of 
evenly spaced horizontal lines. 
 
The mean pressure, 1443 kPa, is slightly higher than the saturation pressure in the condenser 
which is 1435 kPa.  The peak-to-peak amplitude of the pressure values should be approximately 
the pressure differential required to open the discharge valves in the compressor. 
4.4 DROP SIZE DESCRIPTORS 
In droplet or mist type flow regimes, the droplets are of varying sizes.  Because there is not a 
single size of droplet, various mathematical representations of droplet sizes have been 
developed to describe the relevant droplet sizes.  The two most common ways to represent 
droplet size is either by using a mean droplet size or by using a droplet size distribution.  Both 
methods serve to represent the size of droplets in a simplified and consistent manner. 
 
Mean droplet sizes represent an average droplet size with respect to a certain physical 
dimension or ratio between relevant forces.  Generally the mean droplet size is given in units of 
length whose value represents the diameter of a representative droplet.   Therefore, the most 
obvious mean size is the arithmetic mean of each drop’s diameter.  However, this average may 
give a poor understanding of issues that are important in understanding the flow.  For example, 
to understand droplet motion through physics it is more likely that droplet mass is important.  
Therefore an average can be determined on a mass, or volume, basis by determining the 
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arithmetic mean of each droplet’s mass.  However, droplet mass is most useful only when the 
forces acting upon the droplet are known.  If instead it is assumed that the ratio of volume to 
surface is important, a different average could be constructed.  This average, called the Sauter 
Mean Diameter, is among the most widely used descriptions of droplet size because, when 
combined with fluid properties, it gives insight on the relative impact of shear forces with 
respect to gravity and inertia.   
 
The formula for determining each of these averages can be constructed using Equation 4-1.  
The values selected for p and q define the type of average being constructed.   The mean of 
droplet size is either shown using numerical notation, or using the customary vocabulary as 
given in Table 4-1.  Each of these types of mean values has found usage in describing droplets 
size. 
       (4-1) 
Table 4-3:  Nomenclature for different types of means used to describe drop size 
p q Name of mean
1 0 Arithmatic or Linear
2 0 Surface
3 0 Volume or Mass
3 2 Sauter
4 3 Volume moment  
Some authors have also presented median sizes instead of mean sizes.  This has been shown to 
be beneficial when there are relatively few droplets where individual droplets would have a 
large impact on the mean. 
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While it is simple to determine and use mean droplet size, it does not provide insight as to the 
relative frequency with which droplets of different sizes are seen.  While visual representations, 
such as histograms, are useful tools for representing data, probability functions convey similar 
information in a more concise, numerical way.  Three different probability functions are widely 
used for describing droplet sizes: the Weibull distribution, the log-normal distribution, and the 
upper-limit log-normal distribution.  Expressing the distributions using probability distribution 
functions, the average droplet sizes can be calculated by integration.  
 
The first distribution, given by Equation 4-2, was devised by Rosin and Rammler (1933) for 
determining the size of crushed coal dust after sieving.  Ironically, this distribution is most 
commonly referred to as the Weibull distribution by statisticians, despite the fact that Weibull 
did not write about the distribution until nearly two decades later (Weibull, 1951).  Weibull 
developed the distribution for fracture of a material under a cyclical load.  While Rosin and 
Rammler formulated the equation on an empirical basis, the distribution has been derived on a 
theoretical basis for solid particle sizes (Brown and Wohletz, 1995).  Due to its close 
approximation of solid particle sizing, many authors have used the distribution to describe the 
liquid droplet sizes.  Early researchers in drop size measurements favored this distribution as 
the computation for the two fitting parameters could be relatively easily calculated without 
computers. 
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Normal distributions are among the most commonly occurring distributions in many physical 
science settings.  While some authors have attempted to map droplet size with a normal 
distribution, this distribution does not make sense since negative droplet diameters are not 
physically possible.  A common replacement for the normal distribution in such cases is the log-
normal distribution which is given by Equation 4-3. 
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While the log-normal distribution is physically possible in terms of small droplets, it no longer 
makes sense with regard to large droplets.  With a log-normal distribution, infinitely large 
droplets are possible.  This of course is impossible since the droplets must be created from a 
finite quantity of liquid.  To account for this impossibility, a new distribution was developed.   
The upper-limit log normal distribution, given in Equation 4-4, was developed by Mugele and 
Evans (1951).  Mugele and Evans developed this distribution for droplet sizes smaller than 
macroscopic but larger than the molecular order.  In this distribution droplet diameters are able 
to fall between 0 and a maximum diameter.  When creating the distribution from empirical 
data, the maximum diameter is extrapolated from the cumulative distribution function instead 
of being the maximum measured diameter.   
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(4-4)        
Azzopardi (1997) showed with Figure 4-3 two distribution functions that are now typically used 
to show the size of droplets in annular flow.  Both of these distributions were shown to fit the 
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work of Hay (1996), with the upper limit log normal being a little better at fitting the 
distribution of large droplets.  Fundamentally, the upper-limit log normal distribution gives an 
upper limit on droplet size, where the Rosin-Rammler distribution, as with a log-normal 
distribution, may have infinitely large droplets which occur infrequently.   
 
Figure 4-3: Azzopardi (1997) commonly used sized distributions plotted with experimental 
data from Hay (1996) 
4.5 EXPERIMENTAL DROP SIZE MEASUREMENTS 
Figure 4-4 shows an example histogram of droplet sizes measured in this experiment compared 
to probability distribution functions.  It can be seen that the Weibull, log-normal, and upper-
limit log-normal distributions resemble the histogram of droplet mass created from the 
experimental results.  In this example, it is seen that the both the log-normal and upper-limit 
log-normal distribution better fit the empirical data than the Weibull distribution.  Table 4-4 
gives the parameters used for these curve fits. 
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Figure 4-4:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for example flow 
condition downstream 0.3048 meters from entrance 
Table 4-4:  Values for drop size distribution functions (D and σ in [µm], N [-]) 
 
Table 4-5 shows many of the average droplet sizes which are calculated from the empirical data 
and from the probability distribution functions.  Good agreement is seen between the 
experimental averages and any of the averages determined from integration of the distribution 
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function.  However, when all measurements are taken into account, it is seen that the upper-
limit log-normal distribution does the best job at representing the distribution of drop sizes.  
From Table 4-5, it is seen that both the log-normal and upper-limit log-normal functions have 
very good agreement with each of the different types of mean values in comparison to the 
empirical data.  However, from Figure 4-4, it can be seen that the upper-limit log-normal peak 
nearest to the peak in the histogram, and most closely matches the bar height overall.  It should 
be noted that these distributions are calculated from the raw data and are not merely curve fits 
of the histogram. 
Table 4-5:  Average droplet size [µm] based on edge detection technique for example 
condition downstream 0.3048 meters from entrance 
 
If instead the less sophisticated threshold type analysis were used to determine droplet size, 
the same sorts of analysis could again be conducted.  The histogram and distributions for the 
same video using for droplet sizes determined using the threshold method is shown in Figure 
4-5.  It can be seen that none of the widely accepted curve fits for droplet size are able to 
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closely match the drop size histogram.  The various averages are given in Table 4-6.  It should be 
noticed that the empirically determined mean diameters have a range of about 20 μm more 
than the mean diameters determined from the edge detecting technique, which means there is 
a broader distribution in drop sizes.  
 
Figure 4-5:  Droplet mass distribution based on threshold technique for example condition 
downstream 0.3048 meters from entrance 
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Table 4-6: Average droplet sizes [µm] based on threshold technique for example condition 
downstream 0.3048 meters from entrance 
 
 It can be seen that this far less sophisticated method gives dramatically different results.  The 
droplet distribution is much flatter and the average droplet size is much larger.  These trends 
are seen for all videos recorded.  The relative flatness of the distribution is most likely caused 
by the transition in pixel values from the dark area inside the drop to the surroundings being 
relatively smooth and occurring over a distance of approximately half the drop radius.  Because 
of this, the threshold based technique is less able to give the precise measurements of droplet 
size necessary for building an accurate distribution.  The average drop size is smaller with the 
threshold technique is because a conservative threshold value was selected.  If a more liberal 
threshold value were selected, the average drop size would be greater.  The root of this 
problem comes from the subjectivity of the threshold method. 
4.6 DROP SIZE MODELS 
Several previous researchers have studied the impact of fluid properties and flow conditions on 
drop sizes.  In 1940, Taylor (1963) analytically estimated the average drop size based on the 
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assumption that drops would be of similar size to the critical, and therefore fastest growing, 
wavelength.  Walton and Prewett (1949) described a mechanism for droplet formation 
occurring when either gravity or kinetic energy of the fluid are able to overcome surface energy 
to produce droplets from a fluid covered spinning disk.  Similar arguments have been made for 
droplets being formed from the crest of waves by pressure in the gas above a wave.  Hinze 
(1949) determined that droplets could suffer only small relative deformations before being split 
into smaller droplets.  Sustainable droplets for liquids with small Ohnesorge numbers, or small 
viscous to surfaces force ratio, had maximum Weber numbers of roughly 10.  Sauter mean 
diameter represents an average volume to surface area.  In order to determine Sauter mean 
diameter of droplets in flow to within 10%, Bowen and Davies (1951), showed that 1400 
droplets must be measured.  This large number is mostly due to relatively rare but large 
droplets having a large effect on Sauter mean diameter.  Wicks and Duckler (1966) determined 
droplet sizes for electrically conducting liquids by building an open circuit where droplets are 
used to close the circuit.  Water droplets as large as 0.08 inches in diameter were found with 
the most commonly found droplets being roughly 0.007 inches in diameter.  The most 
noticeable trend in size distribution was that slower gas flow produced larger droplets. 
Tatterson (1975) determined the functional forms of droplet size correlations for droplets 
formed from a variety of mechanisms; a new possibility presented was due to droplet 
formation by a stripping mechanism where shear stresses at the fluid interface overcome 
viscous forces which hold the liquid together.  Tatterson, Dallman, and Hanratty (1977) used 
Kelvin-Helmholtz based analysis to determine that the ratio of the droplet diameter to tube 
diameter scales with the square root of the Reynolds number determined using the friction 
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velocity.  Good agreement between the theory and measurements of Tatterson, Cousins and 
Hewitt, and Wicks and Dukler were shown.  They echoed Wicks and Dukler in the form of the 
droplet size distribution, and pointed out that 90% of the droplet mass is carried by roughly 
10% of droplets, which is consistent with the upper-limit log normal distribution.  They 
concluded that viscosity has only minimal importance in determining droplet sizes.  Namie and 
Ueda (1979) captured water droplets in oil and optically measured droplet diameters between 
27 and 40 microns.  Jeppson, Azzopardi, and Whalley (1989) showed that gas velocity and 
density played an impact on the size of water droplets formed.  Larger droplets are seen at 
slower superficial gas velocities, this balances the forces suggested by the Weber number. This 
work also brought to the open literature some droplet size correlations made by Azzopardi 
which had previously been inaccessible.  Ambrosini, Andreussi, and Azzopardi (1991) showed 
drop sizes increase with decreasing gas velocity, increasing liquid flow rate, approaching the 
center of the tube, increasing gas density, increasing viscosity, and increasing surface tension.  
An equation utilizing four empirical constants and several dimensionless groups to determine 
the droplet Sauter mean diameter, averaged over the tube cross section, was given by Equation 
4-5.  While statistics on accuracy were not given, it appears that predicted Sauter mean 
diameters were within 20% of all considered data, which consisted of droplet diameters ranged 
from roughly 20 to 160 microns. Kocamustafaogullari, Smits, and Razi (1994) created a modified 
Weber number based on a mechanistic model which yielded the maximum stable droplet 
diameter, given in Equation 4-6.  The Sauter mean diameter was correlated to being ¼ the 
maximum droplet diameter.  The strength of their model was in determining the maximum 
stable droplet size in turbulent flows.  The model was able to determine the order of magnitude 
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of Sauter mean diameters for a wide variety of conditions.  This work unified competing Weber 
number criteria from the theories presented by Kolmogorov (1949) and Levich (1962).  
Simmons and Hanratty (2001) again showed droplet size to be related to the droplet Weber 
number and a characteristic length scale.  Higher entrainment rates were correlated to larger 
droplets.  They believed many previous results were skewed to large droplet sizes.  There is the 
possibility of relatively large droplets absorbing small droplets, similar to wet-scrubbers.  
Gotaas, Havelka, Jakobsen, Svendsen, Hase, Roth, and Weigand (2007) studied the importance 
of viscosity on droplet-droplet collisions.  Their principle finding was that viscous droplets were 
more likely to join since the excess energy can be dissipated by viscous shear; this means 
viscosity plays a role in drop size.  A comparison between high speed video and numerical 
models was presented for a wide range of surface tensions and viscosities.  Table 4-7 shows 
average drop sizes calculated using the above equations for a total mass flow rate of 4 g/s, an 
oil circulation ratio of 0.05, discharge conditions of 35˚C and 850 kPa, a tube internal diameter 
of 6.35 mm, and relevant fluid properties for R134a with PAG oil.  If necessary for the 
correlation, a film thickness of 0.02 mm was used.   At similar conditions, the Sauter mean 
diameter was empirically found to be 56 μm. 
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Table 4-7: Droplet diameter calculated using correlations and models found in literature 
Method Average type Diameter [μm]
Walton and Prewett 1940 diameter mean 777.7
Taylor 1940 diameter median 8.4
Tatterson 1977 volume mean 25.7
Azzopardi 1980 Sauter mean 31.8
Azzopardi 1985 Sauter mean 25.3
Ambrosini, Andreussi, and Azzopardi 1991 Sauter mean 121.6
Kocamustafaogullari, Smits, and Razi 1994 Sauter mean 58.7
Pan and Hanratty 2000 Sauter mean 178.0
Simmons and Hanratty 2001 Sauter mean 2.8  
The measured mean diameter falls in the middle of the large spread of drop diameters which 
are predicted by the various models.  The Sauter-mean diameter of 56 μm shows very close 
agreement with the Sauter-mean diameter predicted by Kocamustafaogullari et al. Many of the 
other models were developed for air-water, or steam-water type flows.  One reason why the 
Kocamustafaogullari et al. model may be a better predictor of drop size is that it incorporates 
viscosities and surface tension into the model.  Many of the other models were made to predict 
drop size for one specific liquid, so it is no surprise when these other models cannot be 
extrapolated to other fluids.  Of the mechanistic models, Tatterson showed the best 
agreement.  This is probably because his work studied the size of instabilities which are 
necessary generate drops and was able to find good agreement between his theory and several 
experimental data sets.   
4.7 DROP VELOCITY DESCRIPTORS 
Using the methodology developed for studying annular-mist flows it is possible to obtain two 
components of velocity.  Due to the orientation of the camera, the velocity components were 
oriented along the tube axis and vertically.  The velocity of droplets can be given with respect to 
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many independent measures including position, time, or droplet size.  Droplet speed within the 
two dimensional plane may also be defined.  As with droplet size, droplet velocity information 
can be simplified by reporting either average values or parameters used in distribution 
functions. 
 
The mean droplet velocity is the arithmetic mean of all droplet velocities that fulfill a certain 
criteria.  Such criteria may relate to time, position, drop size, etc.  Additionally, standard 
deviation can be reported to give a concept how widely scattered velocity is about the mean 
velocity.  Standard deviation is calculated using the unbiased estimator definition, as shown in 
Equation 4-7. 
     (4-7) 
Three different velocity distributions have been commonly reported in the literature for 
describing droplet velocity in mist flows: normal, log-normal, and bi-modal.  Each of these 
distributions does a good job in representing some subset of the empirical measurements 
shown in the literature.  The normal distribution, given in Equation 4-8, reflects scatter caused 
by random processes around an average value.  This is typically seen for velocity distributions 
orthogonal to the direction of the bulk flow.  It has also been used successfully to describe 
flows with large Stokes numbers.  The log-normal distribution is generally to describe the drop 
velocity component in the flow direction.  The log-normal distribution forces the assumption 
that droplets are not capable of being transported up-stream.  Some authors have seen that 
there are two peaks in the droplet velocity histogram.  Because of this, they have stated that 
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the droplet velocity distribution is a bimodal distribution.  It is most common for this type of 
distribution to be reported when droplets are generated from a liquid wall film as droplets 
distributions center around the film velocity and the gas velocity.  The bimodal distribution 
used is the Gaussian mixture distribution, shown in Equation 4-9.  The location of the peaks, the 
standard deviations, and the weights of the bimodal distribution are solved by an iterative 
process.   
      (4-8) 
     (4-9) 
4.8 EXPERIMENTAL DROP VELOCITY MEASUREMENTS 
Histograms and distributions functions of droplet velocity components in the horizontal and the 
vertical directions are given in Figure 4-6 and Figure 4-7, respectively.  It can be seen from 
Figure 4-6 that the horizontal velocity distribution strongly resembles the bimodal distribution 
and that there is very limited backflow of droplets.  The log-normal distribution sometimes 
presented in literature poorly represents the distribution of droplet velocities.  The distribution 
of droplet velocities in the vertical directions resembles a normal distribution.  The mean of the 
normal distribution is slightly less than zero, meaning that the bulk motion of the droplets is 
downward, as would be expected due to gravity.  The magnitudes in vertical velocity are 
substantially smaller than the velocity distribution in the flow direction.  The bulk velocity of the 
vapor was calculated to be 12.5 m/s.  The velocity of the waves on the surface of the liquid film 
measured from the video to be 0.236 m/s. 
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Figure 4-6:  Drop horizontal velocity histogram and distribution functions 
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Figure 4-7:  Drop vertical velocity histogram and distribution function 
 
In  
Figure 4-8, an example droplet speed histogram is given along with distribution functions.  The 
speed distribution closely resembles the distribution for horizontal velocity because the 
velocities in the vertical direction are relatively small.  The vertical component serves to shift 
the peaks in the distribution to slightly higher speeds in comparison to the horizontal velocity 
distribution. 
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Figure 4-8:  Drop speed histogram and distribution functions 
  
The averages calculated from the distribution and directly from the experimental results are 
presented in Table 4-8. The perfect agreement in averages between the empirical data and the 
normal distribution is a trivial result, since the center of the normal distribution is the average 
of the empirical data.  Because averages do not give a good understanding of the accuracy of 
these fits, the mean absolute difference between the fit and the histogram was calculated to 
show that the bi-modal distribution is superior to the normal distribution, which in turn is 
superior to the log-normal distribution in fitting the data. 
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Table 4-8:  Average drop speed and velocity directly from experiments and by using 
distribution functions in [m/s] 
 
The terms employed in the curve fits are given in Table 4-9.  The 1 and 2 terms for the bimodal 
distribution refer to the individual peaks in the distribution.  In order to allow direct 
comparison, the mean and standard deviation values given for log-normal terms are the 
exponential of the terms used in the fit.  It is evident that the dominant peak, as expressed by 
the mixing coefficient, in the bi-modal distribution is located near peak of the normal 
distribution but has a much larger standard deviation.  Therefore, while the dominant peak is 
located near the peak in the normal distribution, the main peak in the bimodal distribution is 
lower due to the mixing coefficient and broader due to the larger standard deviation.  It is also 
centered at a higher value, since the lesser portion of the bi-modal distribution, is centered on a 
relatively small velocity. 
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Table 4-9:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters 
 
Hewitt and Whalley (1980) developed a new visualization apparatus which allowed for a round 
tube to be viewed axially.  It was from this type of setup that it was shown that droplets are 
sheared from disturbance waves.  Andreussi and Azzopardi modeled the transverse movement 
of drops in the core of the flow.  They showed that large droplets are little disturbed by 
turbulence and progress in nearly a straight line across the tube.  Smaller droplets took a far 
more random path across the tube.  Azzopardi and Teixeria (1994) showed that the distribution 
of droplet velocities resembles a Gaussian with the peak being 20% lower than the gas velocity 
but skewed towards the gas velocity.  Fore and Dukler (1995) showed that drop velocity 
distribution stretches far above the superficial vapor velocity and approaches the gas centerline 
velocity.  Additionally, they showed the drop velocity distribution widens as the vapor velocity 
increases.  They found the slip ratio to be approximately 80% but that the slip ratio increases 
with vapor flow rates.   
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In this example condition, the primary peak in the bimodal drop speed distribution was 66.6% 
of the superficial gas velocity, which is lower than the 80% slip ratio that other researchers had 
found.   The top percentile of the droplet velocity distribution occurred at 14.13 m/s, which was 
very close to the centerline velocity of the flow, 14.68 m/s, as estimated using a power-law 
velocity profile. 
 
The expected terminal velocity of droplets in the vertical direction going through quiescent gas 
could be estimated using Stokes Law and assuming that the internal circulation of the droplet is 
negligible.  In this case, the terminal velocity is for the Sauter mean drop would be 0.12 m/s.  
However, because the vapor flow is turbulent and the Stokes number of the droplet is small, 
the decent of the drop is easily disturbed by turbulence in the flow, causing the drop velocity to 
be approximately equal to the bulk vapor velocity in the vertical direction, namely 0 m/s. 
 
4.9 DROP SPEED PERIODICITY 
Due to the cyclical nature of the compressor operation, and the cyclical pressure data, it follows 
that drop velocity may also be cyclical.  Figure 4-9 shows the mean velocity of droplet with 
respect to time.  As with pressure, a local average type of curve fit is used.  It is difficult to find a 
discernable cycle in the drop speed with respect to time.  Nevertheless, by applying a cross 
correlation to this smooth fit, it is possible to determine the period of the wave speed.  The 
period of these wave speed oscillations was found to be 4.265 ms, which is near the period of 
the pressure pulsations of 4.52 ms.   
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Figure 4-9:  Measured drop speed and smoothing curve fit with respect to time 
4.10 DROP QUANTITY 
The final important parameter which can be obtained from the video analysis method is the 
quantity of droplets in the flow.  Figure 4-10 shows the number of droplets identified in each 
frame of the example video.  Some periodicity is seen in the data.  The period of each cycle was 
determined to be 3.27 ms.  
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Figure 4-10:  Number of drops found per image by analysis software along with smoothing 
curve fit 
The way in which the quantity of droplets in the flow is generally presented in the literature is 
by droplet concentration.  There are two major reasons why the amount of droplets is typically 
reported in terms of concentration instead of as a number density.  First, no matter what 
method is used, it is difficult to find the smallest droplets in the flow.  Second, these small 
droplets are of little interest to engineers because their small mass means they impact of their 
extensive properties are of little concern when calculating issues relating to energy or mass 
transport.   
 
Owing to traditional measurement methods, droplet concentrations are typically given as the 
ratio between the mass flow rates of the liquid droplet to the volumetric flow rate of the vapor.  
Therefore both the liquid droplet mass and volume vapor flow rate must be determined.  Liquid 
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droplet mass is estimated from the drop count and the size distribution.  Vapor volume is 
calculated from the vapor density and the volume of the region which is viewed by the camera.  
The volume of the region viewed by the camera is calculated by multiplying the lengths of three 
sides of a rectangular prism.  The height and width of this prism are the height and width of the 
physical size viewed by the camera when using a certain lens and resolution.  This was 
determined experimentally by recording images of a micrometer at the camera’s maximum 
resolution to determine the length of a side of an individual pixel.  The size of an individual pixel 
was then multiplied by the camera resolution to determine the physical length and width of the 
image.  The depth of the volume is the focal depth.  The focal depth was experimentally 
determined by measuring the difference in position for an object at both edges of the focal 
depth.  The object was considered to be at an edge of the focal depth when it met the criterion 
of being considered in-focus which was used for the edge detection scheme for determining 
droplet diameter.  The experimentally determined focal length, width, and depth were 4.687, 
1.563, and 0.155 mm, respectively. This yields a volume of 1.136 mm3. 
 
Because the new experimental technique determines concentration indirectly some 
compensation is required to provide meaningful results.  A slight change in lighting and focus 
changes the ease with which droplets can be identified.  While large droplets can be seen over 
a wide range of optical conditions, droplets on the order of pixels in size are challenging to 
determine under ideal conditions.  If it were assumed that at least some of the smallest drops 
did not deposit on the tube walls, these droplets could be used to provide information on just 
how easy it was to find the smallest droplets.  However, simply finding the smallest drop 
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identified from a video does not provide much precision for scaling droplet concentration, and 
generally at least one small droplet is found in every flow.  Due to the droplet size distribution 
being such that small droplets are far more common than large droplets, the median droplet 
size calculated from each frame is used as a surrogate.  As the lighting and focus are minimally 
changed over the course of the video, it was found that the ratio of the 95th to 5th percentile of 
drop medians help unify data over a broad range of conditions.  The rationale behind using a 
ratio, is that due to the overwhelming prevalence of tiny drops, when everything is ideal, there 
should be little variance in median drop size.  A large variance in drop medians is only possible if 
a small number of large drops dominate the droplet detection routine.  The ratio used in finding 
the overall drop count is given by Equation 4-10.    The correlation between this ratio, RD95/5, 
and the number of drops detected for two different test conditions is evident in Figure 4-11.  
The trends tend to agree with the theory that a larger ratio between median drop sizes is 
evidence of fewer drops detected.  A linear least-square fit through the data was found.  This fit 
was used to construct Equation 4-11, which relates the number of droplets counted to the 
actual number of droplets by assuming that the RD95/5 approaches unity for perfect 
visualization.  
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Figure 4-11:  Relationship between RD95/5 and droplet detection 
          (4-11) 
By combining the experimental flow data and fluid properties, with the correction factor for 
imperfect visualization it is possible to determine the concentration of liquid drops in the flow.  
The drop concentration with respect to time can be seen in Figure 4-12.  The average 
concentration is 1.84 kg/m3.  This figure shows the same information as shown in Figure 4-10, 
but scaled using the drop size distribution, liquid density, and focal volume.  While this 
representation is common in certain fields such as chemical processing or nuclear energy, mass 
fractions, such as the oil circulation ratio (OCR) are more commonly used in other fields such as 
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air-conditioning and refrigeration.  This concentration and speed of droplets would give an oil 
mass flow rate of 0.42 g/s.   
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Figure 4-12:  Empirical drop concentration with respect to time 
The steady state drop concentration could be predicted using models developed for 
entrainment and deposition.  As these functions are more applicable to flow development, 
these models are studied in the next chapter. 
4.11 WAVESPEED 
The waves in the liquid film progress down the tube in the direction of flow.  This motion is an 
important mode by which the liquid flows in the tube.  The wave speed as a function of time for 
the example condition is shown in Figure 4-13.   The film travels substantially slower than either 
the vapor or the droplets.  The average speed exhibited by the waves in the oil film is 0.23 m/s.  
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It can be seen that the wave speed tends to be periodic, with a period or 3.45 ms.  This is 
similar to the periodicity exhibited in other measurements. 
  
Figure 4-13:  Empirical wave velocity with respect to time 
Due to the importance of disturbance waves in tube flow, a majority of the work has focused on 
these types of waves.  Kumar et al. (2002) developed a correlation for the velocity of 
disturbance waves.  Their correlation, using their empirical fit, is shown in Equation 4-13.  
Ombere-Iyari and Azzopardi (2007) modified the work of Pierce (1979) to incorporate tube 
diameter dependence.  This correlation is shown in Equation 4-13, while the term for the time 
averaged liquid film velocity is defined with Equation 4-14.  They believed the value of K should 
increase from 0.5 to 0.9 as the coherence of the disturbance wave decreased, which in their 
case was due to tube diameter.  Ohba and Nagae (1993) studied wave velocities for 
disturbance, ring, and ripple type waves.  While no numerical correlations were given, a linear 
fit can be applied through their data to create the correlation shown in Equation 4-15.  
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Alekseenko et al (2009) showed the velocities of disturbance and ripple waves in air water flow 
were directly proportional to air velocity.  In flow without entrainment, disturbance and ripple 
waves traveled approximately 2.3% and 1.3% of the average vapor velocity, respectively.  When 
entrainment occurred, the disturbance waves were shown to travel at approximately 7.6% of 
the vapor velocity.   
     (4-12) 
              (4-13) 
     (4-14) 
              (4-15) 
Using these models wave velocities based on experimental parameters can be calculated; the 
results of these models are shown in Table 4-10.  It can be seen that the wave velocity models 
which were developed for ripple waves, are generally much closer to the measured value than 
those developed for disturbance waves, with the exception of findings from Alekseenko et al 
2009.  As the waves seen in this flow best match the description given of ripple waves, it is no 
surprise that the correlations developed for the faster moving disturbance waves fail to 
accurately predict wave speed.  As Ohba and Nage (1993) points out, disturbance waves travel 
approximately 7 times faster than ripple waves. 
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Table 4-10:  Predicted wave velocities from several models in [m/s] 
Model Wave type Wave velocity
Swanson (1996) disturbance 1.067
Schublring & Shedd (2008) disturbance 1.134
Ohba & Nagae (1993) ripple 0.109
Ohba & Nagae (1993) disturbance 1.399
Alekseenko et al (2009) ripple 0.156
Alekseenko et al (2009) disturbance 0.276
Omebere-Iyari & Azzopardi (2007) disturbance 2.540
Kumar et al (2002) disturbance 1.213  
4.12 WAVELENGTH 
Due to Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities, the surface of the annular oil film becomes wavy.  The 
length between successive peaks or troughs is the wavelength of the film.  Using the flow 
analysis software, the wavelength was determined from high speed video recordings of the 
flow.  The wavelength calculated from the example video is shown in Figure 4-14.  It can be 
seen that for this case the wavelength fluctuated about a mean of 475 μm with amplitude of 
about 51.5 μm.  From Figure 4-14, it is seen that at a time of about 0.03 s, no wavelength is 
shown, this is caused by a short lived transition in wavelength caused by the partial generation 
of a new wave in the film.  This wave is found to be short lived as the equilibrium wavelength 
reemerges as this shorter wavelength is subdued by the Rayleigh-Taylor instability.  The 
average wavelength is 500 μm. 
 
The wavelength also tends to be periodic, and has a period of 5.53 ms.  This period is 
approximately 1.6 times the period of other measurements, so this does not appear to be a 
harmonic of the compressor operating frequency. 
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Figure 4-14:  Fundamental wavelength of liquid film with respect to time 
 Shearer (1964) suggested a linear relationship between liquid phase Reynolds number and the 
Strouhal number.  This was reported by Hall-Taylor and Neederman (1968).  They correlated 
wave velocity to vapor Reynolds number and liquid mass flow per wetted perimeter (Q in their 
chart) as seen in Figure 4-15.  They believed that Shearer’s previous suggestion would hold true 
only for a given fluid pair.  Additionally, they believed that the wave velocities were normally 
distributed around the mean wave velocity.  Miesen, et al (1991) used stream function analysis 
of annular oil-water flows to determine the wavelength of the interface.  While their flow 
involved fluids with very similar densities (water with oil), their work is useful in presenting 
asymtotic values at which wave growth can occur.  They showed that the distribution of 
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wavelengths is nearly matched by the growth rate at the same wavelengths.  By performing a 
linear fit of the data presented in Ohba and Nagae (1993), it is possible to estimate the 
wavelength of ripple waves in air-water annular flow.  From their figures, it can be seen that 
wavelength varies linearly with vapor superficial velocity as approximated by Equation 4-16.  
Graphically, Sawant, et al. (2008) showed that the gas phase and liquid film Reynolds numbers 
could be used to collapse disturbance wavelength to a single curve for a vertical tube 
containing an air-water flow.  They point out that disturbance wavelength can be determined 
from the wave velocity and frequency, for which they did present satisfactory correlations.  
When using their suggested frequency function, originally from Sekoguchi et al. (1985), with the 
properties of the experimental flow, a negative frequncy is predicted.  In fact, a negative 
frequency is predicted whenever the inequality, shown in Equation 4-17  is fulfilled.  It was 
noted by Sawant that the correlation was unsuccesfful at predict high-pressure (4 and 5.8 bar) 
air-water data.  Based on Sawant’s work, a new emperical correlation was developed, as given 
in Equation 4-18.  The Equation was shown to work for air-water and helium-water 
experiments.  Schubring and Shedd (2008) created correlations for wave frequency for air-
water flows annular flows.  Unfortunately they were unable to produce a single correlation 
which was applicable for all diameters.  Their equation for wave frequency for use with small 
diameter tubes, 15.1 mm in diameter and smaller, is given by Equation 4-19. 
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Figure 4-15:  Relationship between flow rate and wave velocity from Hall-Taylor and 
Neederman (1968) 
     (4-16) 
      (4-17) 
       (4-18) 
     (4-19) 
The experimental mean wavelength was found to be 500 μm.  The wavelengths calculated from 
existing models can be found in Table 4-11.  For those models where frequency is calculated, 
the values are converted to wavelength using the modeled values for film velocity given in the 
corresponding papers.  It can be seen that none of the models was close to predicting the 
measured wavelength.  As these models were developed for water as the liquid, it is not 
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surprising that these empirical correlations failed when a much more viscous liquid is used.  
Hall-Taylor and Neederman (1968) showed, as can be seen in Figure 4-16, Strouhal number 
increases rapidly with decreasing liquid viscosity; increasing Strouhal translates into shorter 
wavelengths.   
Table 4-11:  Film wavelength predicted by several models 
Model Wave type Wavelength [mm]
Ohba & Nagae (1993) Ripple 6.52
Sawant, Ishii, Hazuku, Takamasa, Mori (2008) Disturbance 22.18
Schublring & Shedd (2008) Disturbance 24.02
Hall-Taylor and Nedderman (1968) Disturbance 10.62  
 
Figure 4-16:  Relationship between liquid Reynolds number and Strouhal number according to 
Hall-Taylor and Neederman (1968) 
While not enough waves were measured to be able to calculate meaningful statistics for this 
example, it can be seen in Figure 4-17 that the distribution of wavelengths resembles a 
Gaussian distribution, this agrees with observations by Hall-Taylor and Neederman (1968). 
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Figure 4-17:  Histogram of film wavelengths 
4.13 FILM THICKNESS 
Film thickness was measured using the technique described in detail in Section 3.8.  An example 
frame from the video used to produce these results was shown in Figure 3-27.  The values of 
film thickness for the example condition and position are given in Figure 4-18.  The average film 
thickness was 127.5 μm.  The base film thickness, in other words the film thickness below the 
wave is 104.7 μm, while the wave thickness is 44.5 μm.  The film thickness was seen to be 
cyclical, with a period of 13.23 ms.  The film thickness period does not correspond to the period 
of the compressor valve openings, but instead corresponds very closely to the length of time it 
takes for successive waves to pass by a fixed location.  This is logical, as the waves on the 
surface are the most easily noticeable change in liquid thickness when performing the 
experiments. 
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Figure 4-18:  Thickness of liquid film with respect to time  
4.14 COMPARISON TO FILM THICKNESS MODELS 
Several researchers have studied film flow in tubes to gain understanding of how flow rate, 
thickness, and wavelength are affected by fluid properties and flow conditions.  Lockhart and 
Martinelli (1949) developed correlations for void fraction and pressure drop for a variety of 
liquids flowing with air where the flow pattern does not change as a function of length.  For 
annular flows with negligible entrainment, these correlations may be used to predict film 
thickness.  Van Rossum (1959) measured the film thickness for eight different fluids on the 
bottom wall of a square channel.  Equation 4-20 expresses his simple, physical model for film 
thickness.  This equation matched the general form of the data, but was offset by about 40% 
from experimental results.  This offset is mostly due to only having access to wall shear 
measurements and not interfacial shear measurements.  Miles (1959) showed that the initial 
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growth of waves is due to aerodynamic pressure acting in phase with the wave and not the 
Kelvin-Helmholtz instability as was commonly assumed.  Hall Taylor, Hewitt, and Lacey (1963) 
separated the types of waves seen in annular air-water flow into two classes: ripples and 
disturbance waves.  They measured the film thickness of the water annulus at five locations 
along the length of the pipe by doping the water with salt and measuring conductance for the 
purpose of determining wave speed.  No correlations were given, but film thicknesses were 
found to range from 0.15 to 0.37m.  Utilizing video, they were able to determine wave speeds 
and describe wave interactions.  Of interesting note, they experienced a bimodal distribution in 
their histogram of wave velocities.  Nedderman and Shearer (1963) focused on determining the 
speed of disturbance waves as a function of water and air flow rates.  Among the major findings 
is that above a certain water flow rate, the wave frequency becomes independent of that flow 
rate.  This is somewhat contrary to the liquid Strouhal Number.  Hall Taylor and Nedderman 
(1968) also correlated disturbance wave frequency with flow rates.  They found individual wave 
velocities were normally distributed around the mean wave velocity.  They also found that 
wave frequency asymptotic decreases with downstream length for a fixed liquid flow rate.  
Miya, Woodmansee, and Hanratty (1971) developed a mathematical model for the height of 
and pressure distributions above roll waves in annular flow.  Roll waves are another name 
commonly applied to disturbance waves.  The overall shape of roll waves developed in the 
physical model was shown to correspond well to data.  Ishii, Chawla, and Zuber (1976) devised 
an equation which related the velocity of the liquid annulus to the vapor velocity.  Their vapor 
drift flux model was shown to be useful over wide range of annular flow conditions by 
comparing results of several sets of experimental data.  The model is best utilized when the 
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bulk flow is of concern and not the flow of the individual phases.  Henstock & Hanratty (1976) 
devised Equation 4-21 for predicting film height for high gas velocity flows.  The conclusions 
were shown to closely relate to the Lockhart-Martinelli parameter for low liquid Reynolds 
numbers.  Laurinat, Hanratty, and Dallman (1984) built upon this work a wider range of pipe 
diameters and flow rates, which mainly resulted in slight modifications to the averaging used by 
Henstock & Hanratty (1976).  Kordyban (1985) showed that Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities are 
found only on the crests of waves.  Asali, Hanratty, and Andreussi (1985) determined the film 
thickness of water and water-glycerin solutions flowing concurrently air in upward and 
downward flows.  Simple correlations relating the film height to non-dimmensionalized using 
the friction velocity to the liquid film Reynolds number were given for liquid film Reynolds 
numbers above and below 330.  Equation 4-22 expresses the relationship for vertical upwards 
flow for film Reynolds numbers less than 330 is typical.  Good agreement was shown with 
several experimental data sets which utilized conductance measurements.  Oliemans, Pots, and 
Trompe (1986) showed that while film thickness could be found by a closed set of equations to 
form a mechanistic model, empirical correlations were necessary to find many of the necessary 
quantities.  Ambrosini, Andreussi, and Azzopardi (1991) observed that the gas-liquid interface 
increases pressure drop compared to gas were flowing in a smooth pipe, even if there is no 
entrainment; entrainment causes momentum transfer from the vapor to the liquid thus giving a 
pressure drop.  Film thickness and pressure drop were simultaneously measured by Shedd and 
Newell (2004) in square, round, and triangular tube cross-sections.  Higher flow rates tended to 
give more uniform film thickness, while films were substantially thicker at the bottoms for 
lower gas flow rates.  Pressure drops for the air-water flow were correlated to the Lockhart-
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Martinelli parameter.  Once viscous forces dominate, annular flow can no longer be sustained.  
The wall film was shown to break down into rivulets or droplets when Equation 4-23 is satisfied.  
Radermacher, Cremaschi, and Schwentker presented a model which could be used for 
determining the film thickness if the interfacial friction factor was known.  Using a known film 
thickness, they were capable of measuring the friction factor to within 26%.  Schubring & Shedd 
(2009) showed a simple model for average film thickness for air-water flows in tubes ranging 
from 8.8 to 26.3 mm.  Their fit is given by Equation 4-24, and was said to have a mean absolute 
error of 11%.  They also suggested a slightly more sophisticated model which incorporated 
quality and density ratios, but they cautioned against extrapolating either fit.  Zoellick (2010) 
presented empirical film thickness models for refrigerant-oil flow in horizontal and vertical 
tubes. His model for horizontal film thickness is given by Equation 4-25; it can be seen that this 
model closely resembles the form given by Van Rossum (1959). 
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         (4-25) 
Using correlations and models with for a total mass flow rate of 21.2 g/s, an oil circulation ratio 
of 0.04, discharge conditions of 95.7˚C and 1380 kPa, a tube internal diameter of 6.35 mm, and 
relevant fluid properties for R134a with PAG oil, the film thickness were calculated and are 
shown in Table 4-12.  It should be noted that most of these correlations were made for tubes 
with a minimum diameter of 25.4 mm and for water as the liquid phase.  It can be seen that the 
model developed by Zabaras, Duckler, and Moaslem-Maron (1986) most closely matched the 
results at this location.   Even the correlation for Zoellick (2010), which was created for 
refrigerant-oil flows, did not match the measured results.  It should be noted that each of these 
models was created for fully developed flows. 
Table 4-12: Average film thickness and slip ratio for R134a with PAG oil at example conditions 
Model name/authors Year Thickness [μm]
Asali, Hanratty, & Andreussi 1985 61.14
Henstock & Hanratty 1976 21.34
Laurinat, Hanratty, & Dallman 1984 17.18
Freely falling film N/A 429.50
van Rossum 1959 41.05
Zabaras, Dukler, & Moalem-Maron 1986 126.70
Zoellick 2010 69.18  
4.15 LIQUID FILM FLOW RATE 
The liquid film flow rate can be estimated by combining information for the wave speed and 
film thickness measurements.  First the velocity profile inside the film must be estimated.  If a 
laminar profile in the film is assumed, then the profile can be approximated by a linear variation 
in velocity with respect to radial position.  Assuming that the film is thin, mean film thickness 
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and mean wave speed can then be combined using Equation 4-26, to estimate liquid film flow 
rate. 
        (4-26) 
Using Equation 4-26 a volumetric flow rate of 707 mm3/s was calculated.  Mass flow can be 
calculated by multiplying by the liquid density.  The liquid film mass flow rate was calculated to 
be 0.78 g/s.   
 
Other models have been proposed for measuring the liquid flow rate in annular wavy film.  
Typically, the film is divided into a base-film and a wave component.  In these models, the wave 
moves at the wave velocity, but the base film moves at a separate, and much lower, velocity.  
The base film velocity is typically modeled as moving at a velocity equal to the thickness of the 
base film would then be given by the minimum film thickness.  It is necessary to know the 
dimensions of the wave, so that the volume of fluid transported in each wave can be 
approximated.  The volume of wave can be found by integrating the difference between the 
film thickness and the base film thickness.  One difficulty with models which separate the wave 
from the base film is determining the base film velocity.  Generally, the total liquid flow rate is 
known and the velocity of the base film is solved using a continuity equation.  This approach 
was taken by Han, Zho, and Gabriel (2006).  They found that the base film moves at 
approximately 1/14 of the velocity of the waves.  Experimental tracking of dye in annular films 
by both the base film and by wave motion are given by Sutharshan, Kawaji, and Ousaka (1995).  
It appears from their limited experimental runs that the base film traveled at approximately 2/5 
of the disturbance wave speed.  If these ratios hold, the film flow rate would be approximated 
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by the Equation 4-27, where C represents the ratio of base film to wave velocity. A value of C 
equal to ½ would yield the same results as shown in Equation 4-26. 
       (4-27) 
If this equation is used with the different velocity ratios found in the literature, the volumetric 
flow rate ranges from 272.8 mm3/s and 588.5 mm3/s.  This range of volume flows equates to a 
mass flow rates between 0.30 g/s and 0.64 g/s.  When these values are combined with the 
liquid flow rate of the droplets, the total flow rate is calculated to be between 0.72 and 1.06 
g/s.  These values surround the measured oil flow rate of 0.84 g/s.  This is relatively close 
agreement; to get perfect agreement in mass flow when using Equation 4-27, the value of C 
should be 0.45.  It appears that roughly 50% of the oil film is in the form of the film and half is in 
the droplet mist at this location. 
4.16 PERIODICITY  
As has been discussed in the sections on individual measurements, many aspects of the fluid 
flow are periodic.  Two different methods have been used to determine the period of the 
cyclical fluid measurements.  Both of these methods start by calculating the auto-correlation of 
the measurements.  In the first method, the location of the first positive peak in the auto-
correlation is considered to be the period.  In the second method, the median distance 
between successive peaks in the auto-correlation is considered to be the period.  The first 
technique has the advantage of smoothing data from successive cycles.  The second technique 
has the advantage of looking at the commonalities between all cycles experienced during the 
recording. 
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The period calculated for the measurements which exhibited periodicity are shown in Table 
4-13.  The fluctuations in pressure, drop concentration, and film speed were all similar.  The 
fluctuation in film thickness is related instead to the wave speed and wavelength of the film.  
Drop speed, at this position, seemed to have little periodicity, and the periodicity which was 
experienced did not correspond to other flow phenomena, this may be because different sizes 
of drops have different time constants to transition from their initial speed to their fully 
developed speed.   
Table 4-13:  Period of cycles in flow parameters in [ms]  
 
The smoothed and normalized fluid measurements from a video which was simultaneously 
triggered with the pressure values are plotted on the same set of axis in Figure 4-19.  The 
measurements were normalized so that measured values determined from this sample video 
each ranged from zero to one. 
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Figure 4-19:  Smoothed and normalized fits pressure and flow measurements synchronized 
with one another 
Since film thickness was measured with a separate video, it must be compared to the pressure 
measurement with which it was simultaneously triggered.  The smoothed film thickness values 
are plotted with corresponding pressure data in Figure 4-20.  The vast difference in frequencies 
between pressure and film thickness is immediately recognizable. 
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Figure 4-20:  Smoothed and normalized fits of pressure and film thickness measurements 
synchronized with one another 
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4.17 SUMMARY 
Important flow parameters for an annular-mist flow regime have been quantified using analysis 
of high speed video.  These parameters include drop size, drop speed, drop concentration, film 
wavelength, film speed, and film thickness.  Additionally, pressure measurements have been 
made which give some understanding of how the cycle nature of the compressor impacts flow 
dynamics.   
An example test condition and position was selected to give an example of the quality and 
range of data which can be produced.  The figures and tables showing the same sorts of data 
from all other test conditions or positions can be found in Appendix B. 
 
For the example test condition and location the main findings were: 
 Several distributions of drop sizes were used, with the upper-limit log-normal fit shown 
to be superior to other commonly used fits.  The Sauter mean diameter was about 52 
μm, which is on the same order as many predictions.   
 Of the distributions typically shown for drop speed and velocity and flow direction, the 
bimodal distribution was the only one which accurately reflected the measured 
distribution.  The peaks in the bimodal speed distribution occurred at 1.62 and 7.99 m/s, 
which are between the liquid film and vapor velocities. 
 The wavelength was shown to be periodic, and it was shown that the wavelengths tend 
to congregate around an average value of approximately 460 μm.  Other wavelengths 
do appear, but tend to be short lived. 
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 The wave speed was seen to be much smaller than the superficial vapor velocity, which 
was to be expected.  The waves traveled downstream at approximately 0.23 m/s. 
 The film thickness was shown to be periodic with the time it takes for successive waves 
to pass a point.  The average film thickness for this condition was 154.3 μm. 
 The flow rates of oil in droplet form and in the mist were both calculated.  It appears 
that the mass flow of oil is evenly divided between the droplets and the film. 
 The period of the drop concentration and wave speed nearly matched the period in the 
pressure signal.  Other measurements did not exhibit the same periodicity.  
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5. ANNULAR MIST FLOW DEVELOPMENT 
In an effort to determine the applicability of flow development models over the range of 
conditions studied, correlations were either determined or developed which acceptably fit the 
data for all test conditions.  To conserve space, this chapter shows various flow parameters for 
an example test condition for the purpose of discussion.  The same sorts of figures showing 
flow development experimental results, models, and errors, for other flow conditionscan be 
found in Appendixes C, E, and F, respectively. The test conditions for the other experiments can 
be found in Appendix D.  The example test condition used in this chapter, as in the previous 
chapter, is Condition A. 
5.1 EXISTING FLOW DEVELOPMENT WORKS 
Many authors have written papers describing individual interactions, which when combined, 
can be utilized to understand how annular-mist flows may change as they progress down a 
tube.  For example, a great deal of work has been done in the field of droplet deposition to 
determine the relative importance of various fluid and flow parameters.  In comparison to 
droplet flow development, far fewer works have been published on liquid film development.  
Far fewer works have been written explicitly on the parameters which affect overall flow 
development of parameters such as flow regime transitions, changes in void fraction, or the 
effect of non-uniformities in geometry.  Most works focused on flow development have studied 
the effect of flow obstructions. 
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Salcudean, Chun, and Groeneveld (1983) showed that obstructions in center and periphery of 
tube cause earlier transitions to the fully developed flow regime than occurs when flow is in a 
tube with no obstructions.  They believed that the mechanism which accelerated the regime 
transition was the randomizing effect of the obstructions.  Taitel and Dukler (1987) responded 
to arguments concerning high viscosity fluids on the applicability of their more famous paper 
from 1976.  They showed that pipe length was a critical parameter in determining the transition 
between stratified and non-stratified flow regimes for high viscosity fluids.  Bowers, Newell, and 
Hrnjak (2006) studied liquid distribution in the header of a microchannel evaporator.  They 
showed that the flow obstruction caused by further extending the microchannel tubes into the 
header led to higher velocities which promoted more homogenous flow.  Ahmed, Ching, and 
Shoukri (2008) studied flow development after an expansion.  They showed that multiple flow 
regimes were seen at different lengths for air-oil flow.  They found that the development length 
was a function of both the condition before expansion and area ratio of expansion.  Bowers 
(2008) studied two phase flow development of R134a.  Liquid R134a was passed through a 
valve to create a two-phase flow.  Multiple regimes were seen along the tube as a function of 
length.  Void fraction development as function of position was measured using a new image 
analysis technique. 
5.2 DROP SIZE DISTRIBUTION DEVELOPMENT 
The size of drops along the length of the tube was measured.  To make visual analysis easier, 
the data is smoothed to even out slight inconsistencies from one location to the next. The 
smooth versions of the drop size distribution for the example condition can be seen in Figure 
5-1.  There are a few noticeable trends.  First, the peak in the initial mass distribution of drop 
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sizes is slightly larger than the fully-developed peak.  Second, the peak diameter undergoes a 
rapid transition to smaller drops in the first 0.25 m of the tube, and then undergoes subtle 
transition to slightly smaller drop sizes.  Third, the drop size distribution resembles the upper-
limit log-normal distribution discussed in the previous chapter. 
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Figure 5-1:  Smoothed drop size development 
Changes in drop size distribution are the result of a few processes.  The drop size distribution is 
the cumulative result of drops of different sizes undergoing one of the following four 
interactions at different frequencies.  The first such interaction is that some drops which were 
in the flow deposit on the wall surface.  Second, large drops may split into smaller drops as a 
result of Taylor instabilities (Karam and Bellinger 1968).  Third, high viscosity droplets tend to 
merge on impact with one another (Gotaas et al 2007).  Fourth, new drops are entrained from 
the liquid film. 
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“Small” and “large” drops move from the core to the wall by different mechanisms (James, 
Hewitt, and Whalley 1980).  Because they have different mechanisms for movement towards 
the wall, they have different deposition rates.  The trajectory of small drops is random because 
they are small relative to the size of the turbulent eddies.  The trajectory of large drops is not 
meaningfully affected by the gas turbulence.  If the large drops enter the tube with a trajectory 
which is not co-axial with the tube, they begin with an initial velocity toward the tube wall.  
Andreussi and Azzopardi (1983) found that the size of droplets large enough to separate by 
impaction, or inertia, is given by Equation 5-1.  Because the compressor which creates the flow 
has a discharge pipe which is not co-axial with the tube, this initial radial velocity will selectively 
deposit larger drops.  The initial trajectory of the droplets is at an upward angle of 0.5°.  The 
resulting trajectory leads to most large drops impinging on the tube surface within 0.36 m. 
     (5-1) 
Taylor (1934) showed that drop breakup occurs when viscous forces, which separate the drop, 
are approximately the same magnitude as the surface tension forces which hold the drop 
together.  When the ratio of viscosities between the two fluids is high, this leads to a maximum 
stable drop size given by Equation 5-2.  For R134a with PAG oil, this value is approximately 3.5 
mm, which is much larger than droplets found in these experiments.  Therefore, drop 
disintegration is not expected to be an important term. 
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         (5-2) 
Likewise, two drops merging to form larger drops is not likely to strongly alter the size 
distribution.  As seen in Section 5.5.3, the concentration in the flow is at most approximately 5 
kg/m3.  By taking drop density into account, it is calculated that even at their highest 
concentration, drops occupy only about 0.4% of the volume.  Even when drops collide, the odds 
of forming a new drop are relatively small due to the small droplet Weber numbers (Gotaas et 
al 2007).   
 
As will be discussed in Section 5.5.2, drop entrainment from the liquid film occurs after the film 
reaches a critical flow rate.  Tatterson, Dallman, and Hanratty (1977) demonstrated the Kelvin-
Helmholtz instability as the mechanism for drop generation.  Combining instability analysis with 
empirical results, they showed that the volume median drop size can be given by Equation 5-3.  
For the flow conditions in this experiment, this gives a volume median drop size of 25.3 µm.  
The fully developed mean drop size was determined to be at a larger diameter, approximately 
45 µm.  Generating droplets slightly smaller than the drops already entrained contributes to the 
gradual shift to smaller sized droplets. 
     (5-3) 
Understanding drop size development therefore comes from understanding that the deposition 
rate of the initial large droplets is controlled predominantly by their initial trajectory.  The 
gradual transition to yet smaller droplets is controlled by a slow exchange of the existing 
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droplets by deposition with the entrainment of slightly smaller droplets through Kelvin-
Helmholz instabilities acting on the film. 
5.3 DROP SPEED AND AXIAL VELOCITY DEVELOPMENT 
The speed of a drop of fixed mass is determined by two parameters, its initial speed and the 
forces acting upon it.  While weight is an important force in the vertical direction, the only 
important force in the horizontal direction is drag. 
 
Once the droplets are entrained into the gas, a wide range of experimental works can be used 
to study the forces, and therefore acceleration, experienced by the droplets.  The experimental 
study of forces on spherical particles in fluid flow began with Newton’s drag experiments in 
1710 (Soo, 1967).  His approximation of drag force is reasonable over a range of Reynolds 
numbers from roughly 700 to 20,000.  In 1850, Stokes determined the drag of spheres moving 
slowly through a fluid, up to a Reynolds number of 1 (Soo, 1967).  These early works were 
combined with subsequent experiments to produce the commonly depicted drag coefficient 
diagram for flow over a smooth sphere as a function of Reynolds number.  Early theoretical 
work on the forces acting on cylinders was published by Lord Rayleigh (1876).  Although this 
work predates the boundary layer theory of Prandtl in 1904, Rayleigh’s work may be used to 
calculate the pressure distribution useful in calculating lift forces.   
 
From that time through to the present day, most of understanding of drag and lift forces has 
focused on solid particles, instead of liquid particles which are found in mist flows.  There are 
three important differences between solid particles and liquid particles.  The first of which is 
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that liquids particles have internal circulation.  This means that a fraction of the shear force 
acting on the drop surface goes into inducing a current inside the liquid.  This interaction 
manifests itself as a spherical vortex (Hill, 1894).  This spherical vortex further reduces the shear 
force by decreasing the relative velocity between the sphere and the surrounding gas.  The 
second difference it the ability of the droplet to deform.  The deformation modifies the drag 
force acting on the droplet by changing the frontal area of the drop.  Liquid drops transition 
from being oblate (decreased frontal area) to prolate (increased frontal area) when Reynolds 
numbers increase above roughly 10 to 15 (Helenbrook & Edwards 2002).  Third, while liquids 
tend to be smooth as a result of surface tension, they cannot always be treated as smooth 
objects.  This is because solid particles (dirt) tend to accumulate on the outside of the droplet 
which has the effect of producing a rough surface.  Wallis (1974) states that cleanliness “may 
exert a critical effect on stability”.   Some of the work in determining the difference between 
solid and liquid particles was published by Ishii and Zuber (1979).  They developed constitutive 
relations for drag and relative velocity for droplets for different drag regimes.  They detailed a 
method for calculating drift flux velocity over a wide range of Reynolds numbers and fluid 
properties.  They showed that due to internal circulation, clean liquid droplets may have 1/3 
less drag than the drag for similar solid particles.  However, due to the wake from other drops, 
nearby particles experience increased drag. 
 
Several researchers have studied the terminal velocity at which drops move in fully developed 
flows.  Namie and Ueda (1972) measured that droplets were accelerated by the gas to roughly 
90% of the vapor velocity in a flow through a horizontal rectangular pipe.  Droplet velocity was 
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determined, at a position 2.5 m from the entrance, both gravimetrically and by video analysis. 
They believed that droplets were still accelerating.  Azzopardi and Teixeira (1989) showed an 
average slip ratio of 0.8 in a vertical pipe.  They showed that drop velocities are limited at the 
upper and lower edges by the wave and gas velocities, respectively.  Azzopardi and Teixeira 
showed that smaller drops tended to have larger velocities in contrast to Lopes and Dukler 
(1985), who showed that larger drops tended to have larger velocities.    Lopes and Dukler 
(1987) simultaneously measured the size and two components of velocity of droplets at 
different flow rates and at different radial positions.  Their experimental technique was based 
on the method developed by Semiant and Dukler (1981).  Laser velocimetry was said to have 
difficulties due to the presence of an annular film.  Droplet flight times were shown to be 
independent of droplet size.  In contrast to expectations from the standard drag curve, large 
droplets were shown to move faster than small droplets; this may be due to the larger effect of 
turbulence on smaller droplets.  It was also shown that there are multiple solutions for the 
terminal velocity for a droplet in vertical upward flow.  Govan, Hewitt, and Ngan (1989) created 
a numerical model based on the experimental studies of droplet motion.  From this model, it 
was shown that steady-state particle velocity would only be reached after 300 pipe diameters.  
Bates and Sheriff (1992) used a longer development length than previous authors, 7.3 m.  They 
showed that liquid flow rate had little effect on mean droplet velocity whereas air flow rate had 
a sizeable impact.  The authors also showed that at low air flow rates, flow containing droplets 
tends to be more turbulent than singe phase flows leading to increased droplet radial velocities.  
The liquid drops were shown to travel at approximately 65% of the centerline vapor velocity.  
Fore and Dukler (1995) showed a slip ratio of approximately 0.8 for drops flowing in vapor.  
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Although their measurements were conducted after 7.6 m of development length, they 
believed that the droplets were still accelerating and anticipated a terminal slip ratio nearer to 
1 for their flow in a vertical pipe.  In general, slip ratios should be greater in horizontal pipes, as 
body forces do not act in opposition to the vapor flow direction.   
 
Experimental results for drop axial velocity development are shown in Figure 5-2.  This result is 
created by combining the droplet velocity histograms for a given condition created from video 
recorded at a series of downstream locations.  Figure 5-3, shows the same information, but the 
data has been smoothed to make the general trends less obscured by the noise from individual 
videos. 
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Figure 5-2:  Raw drop speed development 
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Figure 5-3:  Smooth drop speed development 
From these figures, a few trends are noteworthy.  One, there is a dominant peak in drop speed 
distribution which occurs at roughly 80% of the vapor velocity.  Two, the dominant peak in the 
distribution becomes shorter and wider.  Three, a second peak develops at a low velocity.  Four, 
the initial drop velocity appears to be larger than the fully developed drop velocity.   
 
Many of these trends make a great deal of physical sense for the experimental system studied.  
The narrow distribution of drop speeds at the beginning is most likely due to the fact that a 
large percentage of the drops are generated in the same manner as the exit the compressor.  
Because the flow is generated by cyclical means, the bulk vapor flow rate is not steady.  The 
drop speed distribution becomes wider because the drops experience cyclical shear forces from 
the vapor. The secondary peak in the size distribution is due to the generation of drops from 
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the relatively slow moving film.  The frequency of drop generation is proportional to film flow 
rate; the film flow rate is negligible at the beginning of the tube.  The initial drop velocity may 
be higher due to the fact that initially, the drops are created at the compressor discharge valve.  
At the discharge valve, the velocity is higher because the cross-section through which the flow 
passes is much smaller. 
5.4 DROP VERTICAL VELOCITY DEVELOPMENT 
Several researchers have studied the motion of droplets in directions perpendicular to the axis.  
James, Hewitt, and Whalley (1980) discussed how droplets, which are large in comparison to 
the size of turbulent eddies, are ejected from the wall film and travel in straight lines across a 
tube, whereas small droplets move erratically due to turbulence.  Based on James’s results, a 
mathematical model for droplet deposition, and entrainment, in annular flow was made by 
Andreussi and Azzopardi (1983).  They sorted out “large” and “small” droplets based on their 
probability of depositing by impaction or by random motion.  Their drag model showed good 
agreement with the experiments of Cousins and Hewitt (1968) and also served to connect the 
results of James et al (1980) to Cousins and Hewitt (1968).  Lee, Hanratty, and Adrian (1989) 
determined the deposition rates of 50, 90, and 150 micron water-ink droplets injected in 
vertical downward flow.  By determining the particle diffusivity, models were created which 
allowed diffusivity and turbulence to be accounted for separately as shown in Equation 5-4.  
Very good agreement with the diffusion model presented in the paper was seen for the 50 and 
90 micron droplets.  Further work in tracking the radial movement of particles in turbulent flow 
was carried out by Govan, Hewitt, and Ngan (1989).  The axial motion of 110 to 550 micrometer 
glass particles of different sizes were tracked after being introduced in the center of the tube.   
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In this study, the tube was visualized from the side, so the non-axial component of droplet 
velocity was in the vertical direction.  While this velocity is far smaller than the velocity in the 
axial direction, it is physically very important as this is the velocity necessary for drops to move 
towards the wall for deposition.  Velocity in this direction is determined by the initial velocity of 
the droplets, either as they enter the tube or as they are entrained, and by the forces acting on 
the droplet.  In this direction, weight, viscous forces, and pressure differentials are believed to 
be important.  Weight tends to draw drops downward.  In turbulent flow, viscous forces may 
accelerate the drop in either direction.  Pressure differentials are more important near the tube 
wall, as the slower moving fluid near the wall has a higher pressure than the tube center, thus 
pushing the droplet towards the center. 
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Figure 5-4, shows the distribution of the vertical component of droplet velocity.  The vertical 
velocity distribution is nearly Gaussian and only shows a slight broadening with downstream 
position.  The average velocity, which is near the peak, begins in the slightly upward direction 
and transitions to being slightly downward.  It can be seen that the initial change in drop 
upward velocity is similar to the initial drop size.  The main reason for this steep change in drop 
velocity is due to large, upward moving, drops depositing on the upper surface of the tube.  
After this point, the slight downward trajectory is caused by the weight of the particles.  At this 
flow condition, in the absence of friction, gravity would accelerate the drops to downward 
velocity of approximately 0.3 m/s by the end of the tube.  As the average movement of the 
droplets becomes downward, the net shear force on the droplets slows this decent. As the 
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Reynolds number in the vertical direction is small, the net force on the drop in the vertical 
direction can be modeled by Equation 5-5.  The development of velocity of a typical drop in this 
flow as a function of downstream position using this simple model can be seen in Figure 5-5.  It 
can be seen that a droplet having the Sauter mean diameter reaches the terminal velocity of 
about 0.106 m/s in about 0.4 m. Unlike with the large initial drops, the velocity for the small 
drops is easily affected by turbulence, which has the tendency to randomize the location of the 
drops in the vertical direction.  However, the bulk motion of the drops should be slightly 
downward.  
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Figure 5-4:  Drop vertical velocity development 
   (5-5) 
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Figure 5-5:  Vertical velocity development of drops having diameters of 0.5, 1, and 2 times the 
Sauter mean diameter (SMD) 
5.5 DROP CONCENTRATION DEVELOPMENT 
The mass of droplets contained in the flow is altered from the initial condition by the 
entrainment and deposition processes.  Equilibrium drop concentration is achieved when the 
rate of deposition equals the rate of entrainment.  
5.5.1 DEPOSITION 
Droplets dispersed in the gas will eventually interact with the film to either deposit, bounce, or 
splash.  Richardson (1948) studied the pressures developed in the cavity formed by a solid 
sphere striking a liquid surface normally and at glancing angles.  The shape of the cavity was 
recorded using high speed photography which was used to sketch the flow patterns in the 
water caused by the impact.  The wetted areas, lift coefficients, and drag coefficients for the 
sphere glancing angles were determined as a function of time.  This experimental work laid the 
groundwork for future analysis on droplet-film interactions.  One possible interaction is 
deposition, where droplets merge with the film.  Among the earliest works describing droplet 
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transfer to a wall was written by Alexander and Coldren (1951).  Theoretical deposition 
correlations were developed, and experimentally validated, for droplet deposition in turbulent 
flow where the main resistance to deposition was due to lack of eddy diffusivity caused by 
semi-stagnant vapor near the wall.  Also discussed was that droplet diffusion was an order of 
magnitude larger than gaseous diffusion.  Their experiment showed that the region close to the 
wall has fewer droplets than toward the center of the tube.  Friedlander and Johnstone (1957) 
studied solid particles in turbulent gas streams.  Deposition was measured by counting the 
number of particles which adhered to glass windows in the tube.  Deposition of solids was 
shown to be a function of eddy diffusivity.  They believed that particles behave differently in 
the boundary layer than in the core of the flow requiring large inertia to reach the wall.  Davies 
(1965) described deposition of droplets by means of eddy diffusivity.  By using the Nusselt 
number for material transport, which relates mass diffusivity to molecular diffusivity, he 
showed that high droplet transfer to the wall is only possible for thin boundary layers.  In the 
boundary layer, the eddy diffusion coefficient decreases near to a point where only molecular 
diffusion becomes physically important.  Jayaratne and Mason (1964) created a map, shown in 
Figure 5-6, of velocities and angles at which bouncing or coalescence occur for a train of water 
striking a water film.  Two distinct regions of coalescence are shown; one has small droplets 
moving at low velocities and with moderately small incidence angles while the other region has 
very large droplets with high velocities. Farmer (1969) showed that the deposition constant 
increases with decreasing diameter for water droplets.  Namie and Ueda (1972) experimentally 
studied the rate at which water droplets were transferred to the tube wall in an air-water 
annular-mist type flow.  Droplet deposition constants, which relate deposition rate to droplet 
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concentration as shown in Equation 5-6, were seen to increase with increasing gas eddy 
diffusivity and decreasing droplet concentration.  Hutchinson, Hewitt, and Dukler (1971) 
devised a stochastic model for deposition of dispersed particles which relies on calculating the 
probabilities of random particle and eddy motions.  The model simplifies the problem as being 
one dimensional in the radial direction by neglecting the fact that downstream and radial 
velocities are generally coupled.  The model reasonably matched the experimental data of 
Cousins and Hewitt (1968) and Alexander and Coldren (1951).  Hutchins (1976) applied 
Rayleigh’s (1876) equations for pressure distribution around a cylinder to calculate the forces 
acting on bouncing bombs developed during World War II.  Combining Rayleigh’s equation with 
pictures of a cylinder striking a surface, Hutchins was able to determine the importance of 
trajectory and spin on causing dense cylindrical shapes to bounce on impact.  A summary of a 
wide range of experimental deposition works was made by McCoy and Hanratty (1977).  They 
divided the research into horizontal and vertical flows and classified the experiments by the 
method by which droplets were produced and how the results were measured.  Particles were 
either injected, originated from the wall, or from a fully developed annular film.  The vertical 
flow experiments considered included the deposition of water, metal particles, and pollens in 
both upward and downward flow configurations.  Gravitational settling was shown to control 
settling for vertical deposition constants an order of magnitude less than the terminal velocity 
of the particle; whereas gravitational settling can be neglected when the orders of magnitude 
are reversed.  Zhabankova and Kolpakov (1990) showed that there are no definitive boundaries 
between bouncing and coalescence, but rather their occurrence is due to probabilities 
associated with instabilities.  Binder and Hanratty (1991) modeled deposition as coming from 
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two main components, diffusion and free flight.  Due to higher concentrations of droplets close 
to the wall compared to the bulk, free flight controls deposition to the wall since diffusion 
would cause droplets to shift towards the core.  Hay, Liu, and Hanratty (1996) measured drop 
size distribution and related size to deposition and concentration in air-water flow.  They cited 
the argument from Binder and Hanratty (1991) that the deposition rate is proportional to the 
root-mean-square of the turbulent velocity fluctuations.  At small droplet concentrations, the 
root-mean square velocity of the droplets is roughly 18% the root-mean square velocity of the 
gas, causing the rate of deposition to grow linearly with flow rate of entrained droplets.   
Droplet flux was measured as a function of radial position; a sharp increase in droplet flux near 
the wall was found.  The gas velocity profile was shown to become more parabolic for higher 
liquid flow rates due to increased shear stress near the wall caused by increasingly rough film 
surfaces.  Rein (1993) reviewed numerous experimental works on low speed droplet impacts 
with liquid films and solid surfaces.  Among the interesting findings were that single droplets 
striking a liquid surface were less likely to bounce than were droplets composing a stream.  
Soldati and Andreussi (1996) expanded on their previous work to take into account the effect of 
droplet coalescence on deposition rate. Starting from fundamentals, they argued that droplet-
droplet collisions are more likely to increase the time it takes for large droplets to reach the 
wall due to inelastic collisions diverting the droplets away from the walls.  Their model, which 
had empirical constants, had good agreement with both their high and low liquid flow rate 
experiments.  Samenfink, Elsaber, Dullenkopf, and Wittig (1999) experimentally studied 
saltwater droplets impinging on a water film being driven by turbulent air flow.  Surface waves, 
film thickness, and droplet trajectory effects on deposition and secondary droplets formed by 
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the impact were studied.  Liquid samples determined the fraction of the droplet joining the film 
and the composition of secondary droplets.  PDA measurements were used to determine the 
speeds and trajectories of the droplets formed by the secondary droplets 10 mm from the point 
of interaction.  It was shown that thicker films tended to have more droplet deposition.  Most 
of the secondary droplets were produced at shallow angles, with very few secondary droplets 
having trajectories more than 30° from the film surface.  Okawa and Kataoka (2005) 
experimentally studied droplet deposition and entrainment in upward annular flow.  Deposition 
mass transfer coefficients were shown to increase with increasing gas mass flux and decrease 
with increasing droplet concentration.  Simple correlations were given for deposition at high 
and low droplet concentrations.  High mass concentrations are those where droplet-droplet 
interactions become common which decreases the deposition constant.  Rosellini, Hersen, 
Clanet, and Bocquet (2005) combined analysis of high speed photography with Bocquet’s 
(2002) theory to describe the effect of spin, angle of attack, impact angle, and velocity to 
describe the results of an aluminum disc striking water. Several impaction regimes, and the 
minimum requirements for skipping, were described. The mathematical analysis of Bocquet 
(2002) revealed what is common knowledge: flat, circular stones thrown fast, flat, and with 
rotation skip best.  Pan and Law (2007) extensively studied droplet-film interactions 
experimentally and numerically.  They defined a regime map for droplets colliding with a film 
consisting of four outcomes: permanent merging with minimal droplet deformation, bouncing, 
permanent merging after substantial droplet deformation, and merging followed by separation 
and formation of secondary droplets.  Single droplets of tetradecane and dodecane striking 
films of the same substance were recorded with a high speed camera.  The boundary between 
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bouncing and absorption regimes as a function of Weber number and normalized film thickness 
is shown in Figure 5-7.  From the diagrams presented in the paper, it can be seen that the 
droplets are more likely to be absorbed when the surface tension is small (generally We>15), 
and the film is either an order of magnitude thinner or about the same thickness as the droplet 
diameter.  The numerical simulation of droplet interaction with the film had excellent 
qualitative agreement with video.   
CkG dfd        (5-6) 
 
Figure 5-6: Relationship between impact angle and velocity on coalescence and bouncing 
from Jayaratne and Mason (1964)  
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Figure 5-7:  Collision outcomes for droplets of different diameters striking a liquid film Pan 
and Law (2007) 
Jeppson, Azzopardi, and Whalley (1989) showed that the deposition coefficients were larger at 
higher gas velocities and lower gas densities.  Low gas velocities preferentially deposit larger 
droplets because large droplets are not deposited by eddy diffusivity.  Hewitt and Govan (1990) 
presented droplet deposition data for air-water, fluoroheptane, air-genklene, and steam water 
flows over a range of droplet densities.  Correlations were developed for high and low droplet 
densities of entrained droplets.  For low droplet concentrations, the deposition coefficient is 
given by Equation 5-7.  Low and high droplet densities were separated by an overall droplet 
density being 1/3 the gas density.  Sugawara (1990) built on the mass transfer analogy by 
including a droplet concentration parameter to predict the deposition mass transfer coefficient.  
Good agreement was seen with measurements from several experimentalists.  The additional 
components in deposition modeling were combined with the entrainment model of Katoaka 
and Ishii to determine overall entrained mass flow rates. 
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5.5.2 ENTRAINMENT 
In 1940, Taylor (1963) mathematically studied the enlargement of liquid waves caused by gas 
flow over the surface; this wave growth is generally referred to as the Rayleigh-Taylor 
instability.  It was predicted when the waves grow sufficiently large, drops may detach form the 
wave crests.  Predictions of the wave length would be roughly equal to droplet size were 
combined with the growth rate equations to predict the rate of entrainment.  Entrainment flow 
rate was predicted to be proportional to gas velocity and the square root of the density ratios.  
The analysis of Taylor was later shown to be flawed for thin liquid layers by Tatterson (1977). 
Kalinske (1941) discussed the role liquid turbulence has on entraining solid material and 
diffusing it in suspension.  General diffusion equations were presented on the belief that solid 
diffusion in liquid would be of similar form to molecular diffusion were diffusion is enhanced by 
turbulent eddies.  Equations were derived for solids suspended in rivers, but were not realistic 
since the surface boundary condition implied no solids.  A simplified equation was presented, 
which utilized an average diffusion coefficient, and gave reasonably accurate values for solid 
transport in several Midwestern rivers.  Some of the earliest work discussing oil entrainment in 
gas flow was done by Van Rossum (1959), who studied flows of air with a variety of liquids in a 
15 cm square duct.  While part of the work was focused on film thickness and flow rate 
measurements, this was done as a prelude to entrainment analysis.  It was shown that 
atomization (or entrainment) occurred at higher gas flow rates than are required for wave 
formation.  Thin, less than 1mm, water films were found to be more easily atomized than oil; 
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however the reverse was true for thick films.  For large ratios of velocity multiplied by viscosity 
to surface tension, the critical gas Weber number for entrainment approached 17 for a wide 
variety of fluids.  A graphical correlation, which may be seen in Figure 5-8, was fit to the data 
for gas velocities greater than 25 m/s.  A rule of thumb was given that the minimum vapor flow 
velocity for entrainment in meters per second was approximately ¼ the surface tension given in 
dynes per centimeter.  Woodmansee and Hanratty (1969) used high speed photography, of up 
to 5000 frames per second, to study how droplets were formed by air flowing over a liquid film.  
At high liquid flow rates, predominantly two-dimensional roll waves were shown to occur at 
lower gas velocities than required for droplet entrainment.  The droplets were formed from 
small ripples growing by Kelvin-Helmholtz instability which were superimposed on the front of 
the roll waves.  Film thickness was relatively insensitive to liquid flow rate for a fixed gas flow 
rate.  At low liquid flow rates, entrainment caused dry-out before roll waves could occur.  The 
entrainment process was modeled as coming mostly from high shear stresses acting over small 
areas by Hutchinson and Whalley (1972).  A non-dimensional term which incorporates shear 
stress, film thickness, and liquid surface tension was devised and plotted with entrainment 
concentration.  Ishii and Grolmes (1975) developed physical correlations for entrainment in 
three different flow regimes: transition, rough turbulent and low Reynolds number.  The 
correlation for transitional flow, given in Equation 5-8, incorporates the functional dependence 
of the other regimes.  For the rough turbulent regime, entrainment is no longer a function of 
Reynolds number; conversely entrainment is not a function of viscosity number at low Reynolds 
numbers.  Good agreement from the models was shown in each regime.  Each of the three 
different entrainment regimes has different percentages of droplets created by the different 
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entrainment mechanisms.  The most common entrainment method at high gas flow rates is 
caused by shear forces acting at the top of a roll wave.  Another method is liquid waves being 
undercut by gas, which tends to be more important at lower gas flow rates.  Bubble bursting, 
liquid droplets striking the surface and splashing small droplets, and liquid bulges disintegrating 
in counter current flow are also envisioned to cause droplet formation.  The authors also 
showed the minimum liquid Reynolds number required for entrainment was a function of gas 
density, with low density gas requiring thicker film.  One insight at low Reynolds numbers is 
that entrainment begins at a lower gas velocity than would be predicted by extrapolating the 
entrainment fraction in the transition regime; this means that many assumptions made in many 
previous works miscalculated the onset of entrainment.  Tatterson (1975) studied the rates of 
entrainment in horizontal air-water flow.  Atomization was shown to increase as a function of 
the Weber number multiplied by the square root of the film height divided by diameter for a 
fully developed annular regime for gas velocities greater than 40 ft/s, for large viscosity groups, 
and with tube diameters 3/8 to 5 1/2 inches. Tatterson, Dallman, and Hanratty (1977) used 
Kelvin-Helmholtz instability analysis as the basis for a theoretical description of how droplets 
are formed in annular flows.  The basic stages in the droplet formation mechanism are shown in 
Figure 5-9.  Azzopardi, Taylor, and Gibbons (1983) built upon their previous work with vertical 
upward flow to include larger diameter tubes.  Their results showed dispersion wave inception, 
which tends to occur just before droplet entrainment, falls on a curve which is visible on a plot 
combining the liquid Ohnesorge, liquid Reynolds, gas Reynolds, and gas Weber numbers; this 
figure was later added to by Hills (1997) and is shown in Figure 5-11.  The main deviation shown 
on the original graph comes from work with larger diameter tubes, where the authors 
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speculate that the relevant length scale must be adjusted since the curvature of the waves are 
greater than the curvature of the tube.  Dallman, Laurinat, and Hanratty (1984) presented two 
equations for predicting the fully developed entrained mass fraction in horizontal tubes.  The 
form of the first equation, shown in Equation 5-9, was based on equating existing, empirical 
rate equations for entrainment and deposition.  The second equation had similar terms but was 
modified to better fit experimental data predominantly by replacing the diameter with the 
diameter of the vapor core, taking the numerator and denominator on the right hand side to 
the 3/2 power, and adding a tuning factor.  At gas velocities below the critical gas velocity no 
entrainment occurs.  From the critical gas velocity to roughly three times the critical gas 
velocity, the entrained flow increases with the gas velocity cubed.  Above this gas velocity, the 
entrained mass flow is relatively constant.  Entrained mass concentration in the bottom half of 
the tube was nearly double that in the top half of the tube; the authors postulate this is due to 
higher entrainment from the thicker film which occurs at the bottom and the influence of 
gravity on droplet movement.  Jeppson, Azzopardi, and Whalley (1989) showed that slower 
superficial gas velocities entrained less liquid mass flux.  Shadel, Leman, Binder, and Hanratty 
(1990) showed a linear increase in atomization rates with regard to excess film flow rate in 
tubes with inner diameters between 2.54 and 5.715 cm.  Excess film flow rate is the difference 
in film flow rate from the critical film flow rate for entrainment.  As an example 2.54 cm tube 
data is shown in Figure 5-10.  The mass transfer coefficient was seen to be independent of pipe 
diameter and gas velocity.  Hewitt and Govan (1990) presented a new annular flow model 
which determined the entrainment rate above the critical film flow rate above which 
entrainment could occur.  The critical film flow rate is given by Equation 5-10.  Above the 
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critical liquid flow rate, the entrainment constant remains steady until the liquid mass 
concentration in the core is 0.3 where it linearly decreases with concentration.  In 1997, 
Azzopardi published an extensive review of droplet entrainment mechanisms, entrainment 
rates, sizes, velocities, and deposition.  At least nine different authors had shown that 
disturbance waves were the primary method for entrainment when these types of waves are 
present.  Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities caused ligaments to form at the crest of roll waves which 
then broke down to form droplets.  The other mechanism for droplet entrainment shown was 
bag break up at low gas velocities due to undercutting of the disturbance wave by the gas core.  
Equations to predict entrainment from all authors discussed were empirical in nature.  Droplet 
velocities were said to be roughly 80% of the gas velocity and to be skewed from the Gaussian 
towards the gas velocity.  Smaller droplets had higher velocities on average and have a wider 
range in velocities than larger droplets.  Hills (1997) summarized existing air-water work to try 
determining critical flow rates required for dispersion waves over a wide range of conditions.  
The works studied typically had critical liquid Reynolds numbers of between 250 and 300 with 
all values being between roughly 50 and 525.  Citing Azzopardi, it was shown that the critical 
liquid velocity for entrainment was roughly 50% higher than the velocity for dispersion waves.  
Hills added the work of additional researchers to the same set of axis as Azzopardi, Taylor, and 
Gibbons (1983), with the result shown in Figure 5-11.  More scatter, most likely coming from a 
greater number of experimental techniques, was seen and the data followed the same general 
trend with the exception that no trend with regard to tube diameter or liquid properties was 
discernable.  Kataoko, Ishii, and Nakayama (2000) built on an entrainment model developed by 
Ishii and Mishima (1981) to incorporate the effect of entrance length.  According to the model, 
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for low gas Reynolds number flows (Re<100), the entrainment rate grows steadily until the fully 
developed entrainment rate is reached, but for high Reynolds number flows (Re>500) the 
entrainment rate grows steady, reaches a peak around a dimensionless distance of 100, then 
decreases to the fully developed entrainment rate.  Bertodano, Assad, and Beus (2001) 
compared three major groups of entrainment correlations which were originally put forward by 
Dallman et al (1979), Katoaka and Ishii (1982), and Taylor (1963).  The model by Katoaka and 
Ishii were shown to have the same scaling of key variables as Taylor.  When attempting to plot 
R113 data using the form of Dallman, it was shown that the functional dependence was correct, 
but magnitudes of entrainment were off substantially since this correlation was developed for 
air-water.  This was corrected by adding a surface tension dependency, which is incorporated in 
the Weber number seen in Equation 5-11.  The Kataoka correlation performed poorly when 
extrapolated, due to the wrong Reynolds number dependence.  Okawa and Kataoka (2005) 
showed interfacial shear and surface tension scaled with the entrainment rate for a variety of 
air-water and steam-water studies. Sawant, Ishii, and Mori (2009) created a simple prediction 
the amount of droplets entrained in vertical annular flow.  Equation 5-12 was developed using 
air-water and R113 flow experiments to predict entrainment fraction to within 20% over a wide 
range of liquid Reynolds numbers.  The equation worked nearly as well for low pressure R113, 
air-genklene, and helium-water flows.   
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Figure 5-8: Van Rossum (1959) Onset of entrainment in air for a variety of liquids 
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Figure 5-9:  Tatterson, Dallman, and Hanratty (1977) Kelvin-Helmholtz mechanism for droplet 
formation 
                               
Figure 5-10: Shadel, Leman, Binder, and Hanratty (1990) Rate of atomization as a function of 
excess liquid flow rate 
 
Figure 5-11: Hills (1997) flow conditions at the onset of entrainment
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Models taken from the literature have been used to create Figure 5-12 which summarizes the 
point where entrainment is predicted to begin for the fluid properties anticipated for flow with 
R134a with PAG oil at the example test conditions.  It can be seen from this chart that there is 
little agreement as to what gas velocity is necessary for entrainment or mist flows to occur.  
While relatively low liquid velocities are shown to be necessary for entrainment, these values 
also vary by more than one order of magnitude.  Because most of the correlations are 
empirically based, and were designed with a limited fluid set, it is not surprising that there is 
little agreement when the correlations are extrapolated for use different fluids, especially when 
liquid viscosities differ by an order of magnitude.   
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Figure 5-12: Entrainment models applied to R134a and PAG oil at example flow conditions 
Different mechanisms for producing droplets may be responsible for droplets seen in the 
discharge of compressors.  Maroteaux, Llory, Coz, and Habchi (2002) studied droplets being 
formed by air flowing over sharp edges in fuel injector ports.  These geometries are in many 
ways similar to the geometry seen in compressor discharge ports with reed valves.  Two 45˚ 
different steps with different back-side geometries were placed on a plane where a film of 
dodecane was blown by 60-80 m/s air.  PDA and video were used to study the resulting 
droplets while film suction after the step was used to determine entrainment.  The angle of 
step necessary for stripping droplets was calculated using the concept of Rayleigh-Taylor 
instabilities and compared to experimental results. 
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5.5.3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
The combined effects of drop entrainment and deposition can be seen in Figure 5-13.  It can be 
seen that the concentration of droplets in the vapor seems to decrease rapidly in the first 0.5 
m, followed by a more gradual decrease for the remainder of the tube. 
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Figure 5-13:  Drop concentration development 
If droplet entrainment is assumed to be negligible near the beginning of the tube, then the 
droplet concentration as a function of position is controlled entirely by the initial conditions and 
by deposition.  Several deposition models were used to create the plot shown in Figure 5-14.  
The concentration is calculated by using the Equation 5-13 in conjunction with the deposition 
constants from each work.  Liquid properties were calculated with the equations given in 
Seeton (2009).  By comparing these results to Figure 5-13, it can be seen that there is poor 
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agreement between any of these models and the experimental results passed the first 0.5 
meters.  During the first section of the tube, some of the models roughly approximate the 
measured concentration.  One reason why the models seem to closely approximate the values 
near the beginning but fail at later positions could be due to the relative importance of 
entrainment.   
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Figure 5-14: Modeled drop concentration development using air-water models 
     (5-13) 
The Ishii and Mishima (1989) correlation, predicts the fully developed ratio of entrained liquid 
fraction of 9.7%; this equates to a drop concentration of 0.1 kg/m3.  Jepson (1992) created a 
model which takes gas properties into consideration.  His model predicts that 21% of droplets 
will continue to be entrained.  The main concern with the deposition models is that water has 
been used as the liquid in developing almost all correlations for deposition.  Most mathematical 
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models are based on the assumption that droplets which reach the tube or film surface are 
deposited, or at least that a certain fraction of drops deposit.   
 
Several authors have shown that the Weber number controls the probability of a droplet 
depositing on a liquid film.  Cossali, Coghe, and Marengo (1997), Hewitt and Govan (1990), 
Jepson (1992), and Pan and Law (2007) have all demonstrated correspondence between Weber 
number and deposition.  However, all of these showed discrete impact regimes of coalescing 
and spreading.  To understand probabilities for each outcome a different approach was taken.  
Because steady state experiments in the literature are generally created using methods where 
drops are allowed to interact with the surface, the fully developed entrainment fraction 
provides clues on the probability of droplet deposition.  Starting from the dependence found by 
Ishii and Mishima (1999) for fully entrained droplet fraction, a Taylor series expansion for 
hyperbolic tangent was used to approximate the dependence on fully developed entrained 
mass fraction. If there is no entrainment, the deposition constant is inversely proportional to 
entrained mass fraction.  Therefore the deposition constant for correlations based only on 
water can be adapted for other fluids by Equation 5-14.  For this test condition, the deposition 
constant is reduced by a factor of 4.08.  Figure 5-15 shows the predicted drop concentration as 
a function of downstream position when the correlations are corrected using Equation 5-14 to 
account for the change in liquid properties.  It can be seen that these corrections make the 
more recent and robust models of Govan, Hewitt, and Ngan (1988) and of Lee, Hanratty, and 
Adrian (1989) very good estimators of drop concentration at further downstream positions.  
These models however do not appropriately capture the deposition at the beginning of the 
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tube.  The models from Leman et al, Cousins and Hewitt (1968), Andreussi and Azzopardi 
(1983), and Bennett (1966), all seem to be in much closer agreement with the data near the 
beginning of the tube. 
   (5-14) 
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Figure 5-15:  Modeled drop concentration development after adjusting deposition rate for 
changes in liquid Weber number 
One possible explanation for the close agreement of these models near the beginning of the 
tube but not near the end is that eventually adequate film thickness for entrainment occurs.  
Dispersion waves are widely believed to be the cause of entrained drops.  Dallman, et al (1979) 
demonstrated the form the entrainment equation would take when a critical film thickness is 
requisite for entrainment to occur.  As Dallman presented an empirical correlation which 
worked with water, again it is necessary to modify the correlation to account for changes in 
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fluid properties.  Here, the analysis of Taylor (1963) on the generation of dispersion waves is 
used to modify the critical liquid film mass flow rate.  Taylor showed that the growth rate of the 
fastest growing wave is given by Equation 5-15.  As the fastest growing waves are those which 
form dispersion waves, Dallman’s equation should be modified as shown in Equation 5-16 to 
reflect the change in surface tension which was not incorporated into Dallman’s model.  This 
rationale of this modification is that lower surface tension will cause entrainment to occur at 
lower liquid flow rates and will cause faster growth in dispersion waves.  Bertodano, Assad, and 
Beus (2000) showed similar relationships for the entrainment constant in connecting 
entrainment rates of air-water to R113 systems.  A similar relationship between entrainment 
and surface tension was shown by Mori et al 2007.  The results of allowing entrainment to 
occur simultaneously with deposition with the assumption that there is no initial film flow can 
be seen in Figure 5-16.  Additionally, the critical liquid film flow rate should be adjusted to 
account for changes to the Reynolds and Weber.  The new formula for the critical liquid film 
flow rate is shown in Equation 5-17. It can be seen that this correction puts several models in 
close agreement with the experimental data, which were shown in Figure 5-13.  The changes 
are most noticeable at greater development lengths, because entrainment does not occur in a 
meaningful fasion until after the critical liquid film flow is achieved. 
     (5-15) 
      (5-16) 
    (5-17) 
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Figure 5-16:  Modeled drop concentration development after adjusting for changes in liquid 
Weber number and including drop entrainment 
  
This analysis is useful because it allows entrainment and deposition correlations for one set of 
fluids to be applied to a new set of fluids with only slight modifications necessary to account for 
the change in fluid properties.  The most important of these properties in this instance seems to 
be surface tension.  The surface tension of this liquid, oil saturated with refrigerant, is 
approximately 1/3 the surface tension of the liquid the correlations were made for, water.  
5.6 WAVELENGTH DEVELOPMENT 
Wavelength tends to grow as the flow progresses down the tube, as can be seen in Figure 5-17.  
Ambrosini (1991) showed that wavelength is proportional to film thickness for a given film 
Reynolds number.  This could mean that it is necessary only to create a model for wavelength 
or for film thickness, as these terms are closely related. 
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Due to their impact on drop formation, most researchers have focused on the wavelength of 
disturbance waves.  Sawant, Ishii, Hazuku, Takamasa, and Mori (2008) showed the Strouhal 
number for waves on an annular film is given with Equation 5-18.  The Strouhal number is a 
dimensionless quantity which relates two time scales, which for this paper is defined according 
to Equation 5-19.  Wavelength can then be calculated using Equation 5-20.  Starting from 
modeling the deposition and entrainment of annular flow, along with fluid properties, it is 
possible to calculate the film wavelength.  This is the result shown in Figure 5-18.  It can be seen 
that all of these correlations show the wavelength building from zero to a finite value.  
Therefore, the major difference between this model and the experiment is near the entrance to 
the tube.  One explanation for this discrepancy at the beginning of the tube is that a short 
length of tube is used to connect the compressor to the visualization section.  If the 
downstream position values are offset by this distance 0.1 m (4”) the curves much more closely 
align with the measured values as can be seen in Figure 5-19.   
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Figure 5-17:  Measured film wavelength versus downstream position 
 
    (5-18) 
     (5-19) 
     (5-20) 
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Figure 5-18:  Modeled film wavelength as a function of downstream position without 
accounting for existence of tube before test section 
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Figure 5-19:  Modeled film wavelength as a function of downstream position after accounting 
for the existence of tube before test section 
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5.7 WAVE SPEED DEVELOPMENT 
The average wave speed at several downstream locations was determined as shown in Figure 
5-20.  It can be seen that the film continues to be accelerated as it flows down the tube.  There 
is a sharp increase in wave speed near the beginning of the tube, then a nearly linear function 
with respect to position after about 0.5 m.   
 
Several models for fully developed wave velocity have been found in the literature.  Swanson 
(1966) observed that wave velocity matched the friction velocity.  The wave velocity therefore 
could be given by Equation 5-21.  Schubring and Shedd (2007) combined Swanson’s work with 
their correlation for a data set which consisted only of fully annular flow.  This created the 
model given by Equation 5-22.  If Schubring and Shedd’s equation is modified by the ratio of 
liquid in the film to the total liquid, to account for the fact that not all liquid flow is in the 
annulus, Equation 5-23 is produced.  This modification may seem somewhat strange at first, 
because the first inclination may be to modify the value of quality found in the denominator; 
however, this term owes its appearance to serving as a surrogate for the total kinetic energy of 
the flow.  Van Rossum (1959) showed that shear stress is linearly related to film Reynolds 
number, which in turn is linearly proportional to film flow rate.  The change in film momentum 
with respect to time is linearly proportional to the shear stress. Therefore, wave velocity should 
be linearly proportional to film flow rate.    
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      (5-21) 
       (5-22) 
     (5-23) 
Other wave velocity correlations are less easily adaptable for understanding development.  
Ohba and Nagae (1993) and Alekseenko et al (2009) for example found the wave velocity to 
scale linearly with the superficial vapor velocity.  While this makes sense for fully developed 
flow, the scaling has less physical rationale. 
 
Figure 5-20:  Experimental film wave speed as a function of downstream position 
Therefore, the wave speed may be calculated from the fluid properties, overall flow 
measurements, and the deposition and entrainment models, and the new wave speed model.  
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The result of this analysis can be seen in Figure 5-21.  The best entrainment models found for 
drop concentration determination were also the best for use in determining wave velocity.  The 
Shape and magnitude of these modeled wave velocity agrees closely to the wave speed 
measurements.   
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Figure 5-21:  Modeled film wave speed as a function of downstream position 
5.8 FILM THICKNESS DEVELOPMENT 
The liquid film thickens as a function of downstream position.  The average film thickness 
measured at several downstream positions can be seen in Figure 5-22.  The film grows until 
reaching a fully developed film thickness of 135 µm. Unfortunately, there appears to be a 
random error of approximately 25 µm, which is approximately 1/6 of the fully developed film 
thickness.  The film thickness may be thought of as a modeled using the initial film thickness, 
film mass flow rate, and film speed.   
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Initially, the film thickness appears to be approximately 45 µm.  While the initial film thickness 
can be determined from the experimental measurements, it would be preferred if this value 
could be found using a model.  One difficulty of using a model at the inlet is that a negligible 
flow rate was found at this position.  Most models show that film thickness is proportional to 
the square root of film Reynolds number, meaning that no flow rate equates to no film.   
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Figure 5-22:  Measured film thickness as a function of downstream position 
Using the Van Rossum (1959) developed a physical model for film thickness, which is 
represented by Equation 5-24.  A modified form of this equation was developed by Zoellick 
(2010) for refrigerant-oil flow is shown in Equation 5-25. Neither Van Rossum’s model nor 
Zoellick’s correlation will find a non-trivial initial film thickness because film thickness is 
proportion to liquid film Reynolds number.  It will prove necessary to rectify this situation in the 
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same sort of manner as was used to correct for the film wavelength; the film thickness begins 
to develop at the compressor discharge instead of at the beginning of the compressor 
discharge.   
        (5-24) 
      (5-25) 
To utilize either of these models, it is necessary to determine the interfacial shear stress.  Wallis 
(1969) developed a model for interfacial friction factor as a function of the dimensionless film 
thickness.  This model was developed for air-water flows.  While this model was suggested by 
Zoellick (2010), it would be preferable to use a modified Wallis correlation where the friction 
factor of fully turbulent flow for the gas in a smooth tube is calculated as suggested by Levy 
(1999).  Levy made this modification to correctly capture the friction factor when there is 
negligible film thickness.  The resulting friction factor correlation is given in Equation 5-26.  The 
first term is the Blasius friction factor; this term is only applicable for large Reynolds numbers 
flows. 
    (5-26) 
Starting from the deposition of droplets it is possible to build upon a series of models to arrive 
at a model for film thickness.  The films Reynolds numbers were determined from droplet 
deposition.  It was necessary to solve the interfacial friction factors and film thicknesses by 
iteration.  Fluid properties and tube geometry were also required.  The resulting film thickness 
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is shown in Figure 5-23.  It can be seen that the overall shape of the curves are very similar to 
the film thicknesses shown in Figure 5-22.  However, after the entrance region, there is an 
offset of approximately 10 μm.  This error is on the same order of magnitude as the wave 
height, so the difference may be due to some ambiguity in film thickness definitions. 
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Figure 5-23:  Modeled film thickness as a function of downstream position 
 
Often times film models consider the wave to be a separate region from the base film.  Figure 
5-24 shows the development of wave height and base film thickness.  The base film thickness 
can be determined by subtracting half the wave height from the average film thickness.  The 
base film thickness is shown to grow with the same general shape as the average film thickness.  
The wave height remains relatively constant at around 14.4 μm.  Other researchers have found 
it to be a function of the gas Reynolds number (Han, Zhu, and Gabriel 2006).  They presented 
Equation 5-27 to calculate roughness (wave) height for annular flow.  For this flow condition, 
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this equation would give a height of 20 μm.  As discussed in the section on entrainment, wave 
growth is affected by surface tension.  Using the same scaling to modify this model, as shown 
with Equation 5-28, is found.  Using this new model, a wave height of 11.5 μm was calculated. 
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Figure 5-24:  Empirical base film thickness and wave height development 
      (5-27) 
         (5-28) 
It should be noted that other authors have shown wave height to be proportional to film 
thickness (Gill, Hewitt, Hitchon, and Lacey 1963; Azzopardi 1986).  However, using correlations 
such as that of Van Rossum (1959) for film thickness and using the Blasius formula for friction 
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factor, it can be found that the film thickness is proportional to the gas velocity to the -8/7 
power. This is the same relationship as shown by Han et al. 
 
5.9 LIQUID MASS DISTRIBUTION DEVELOPMENT (NET ENTRAINMENT & DEPOSITION) 
As the liquid enters the tube, it is comprised of a mist of droplets.  While the wall is wetted, 
there is little measureable film flow at the tube entrance.  Because the mass flow rate of liquid 
must be conserved and the liquid only exists as drops or as films, the mass flow distribution of 
the liquid can be modeled using the drop deposition and entrainment correlations previously 
developed in Section 5.5.   
 
The liquid flow rate in the drops can be determined from the concentration values by Equation 
5-29. Figure 5-25 gives an example of how mass flow rate in droplet form develops.  Since 
density and gas flow rate are considered to be constant, the mass flow rate in the drops is 
simply the concentration multiplied by a scaling factor.  Figure 5-26 shows the model for drop 
flow rate development, which is the same as Figure 5-16, but multiplied by the vapor volume 
flow rate. 
      (5-29) 
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Figure 5-25:  Empirical liquid mass flow rate in drop development 
 
Figure 5-26:  Modeled mass flow rate in drop development 
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Mass flow rate in the film is calculated based on experimental measurements of film thickness 
and film speed.  Using Equation 4-27, it was found that the value of C=0.4 showed relatively 
good agreement with experimental results.  The development of liquid flow rate in the film as 
calculated using these equations can be seen in Figure 5-27.  Near the beginning of the tube, 
the waves were nearly stationary so it is believed that there is initially no mass flow in the film.  
As the vapor shear acts on the liquid, waves begin to be pushed down the tube.  Simultaneous 
with this wave movement, the film thickens due to deposition of droplets.  However, because 
mass is conserved, the model for liquid film flow rate can be arrived at by subtracting the drop 
flow rate at any point from the total liquid flow rate.   
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Figure 5-27:  Empirical mass flow in film development 
The total liquid flow rate, in these experiments is given by the initial liquid drop flow rate.  From 
drop concentration measurement and drop entrainment and deposition models, it is possible 
to model the flow rate of the liquid film.  This approach is a continuity based approach where 
the liquid flow which is no longer in the drops must now be in the film.  The results of this 
model are shown in Figure 5-28. 
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Figure 5-28: Mass flow in film development modeled directly from entrainment and 
deposition models 
As a check on the models developed for film thickness and wave speed, an alternative film flow 
rate model could be developed by combining the models.  Because the liquid mass flow rate is 
calculated using Equation 4-27 the only parameters which are needed are wave velocity, total 
film thickness, and wave height.  Models for each of these terms have been developed in 
previous sections of this chapter.  The resulting liquid flow rate result is shown in Figure 5-29.  
There appears to be good agreement between the experiment and the two different modeling 
approaches.  The average error between the two modeling is approximately 10% depending on 
the deposition model selected.  More importantly, the error between the models and the 
experimentally determined flow rate is less than 25%, which is within the order of the 
experimental noise. 
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Figure 5-29:  Mass flow in film development modeled by combining models of film thickness, 
wave height, and wave velocity 
5.10 MODEL ACCURACY 
The quality of the model is determined by comparing the parameters calculated by the model 
with the experimental results.  The percent relative mean absolute deviation between the 
model and the experimental results for each position in the example test condition are given in 
Table 5-1.  The same type of table, which shows the error for every other test condition, may be 
found in Appendix F.  The drop flow rate and film flow rate terms are normalized by the total 
liquid flow rate while the film speed, film wavelength, and film thickness results are normalized 
by their fully-developed values. 
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Table 5-1:  Percent relative mean absolute deviation of model in comparison to experimental 
results for example test condition 
Deposition model Drop flow rate Film flow rate Film speed Film wavelength Film thickness
Paleev & Filippovich 1966 33.8 10.3 28.4 37.1 34.4
Colburn 1933 (analogy) 33.1 9.6 27.9 36.2 33.6
Govan, Hewitt, and Ngan 1988 24.4 7.2 20.0 25.5 25.6
Bennett 1966 27.8 7.0 23.2 30.2 29.1
Leman, Agostini, and Andreussi 1985 22.7 8.9 17.7 21.9 23.2
Andreussi and Azzopardi 1983 20.3 20.8 13.6 14.2 16.1
Cousins and Hewitt 1968 19.5 19.6 13.9 14.4 16.6
Lee, Hanratty, and Adrian 1989 22.7 8.9 17.7 21.9 23.2
Okawa and Kataoka 2005 23.8 10.6 16.4 20.8 22.3
McCoy and Hanratty 1977 22.6 31.9 13.7 11.5 12.7
Farmer 1969 19.7 21.3 13.5 13.7 15.8
Hay, Liu, Hanratty 1996 29.0 46.6 19.6 19.3 13.4  
It can be seen that even the worst of the modified deposition models is able to model the drop 
flow rate and film flow rate to within less than an order of magnitude.  As a reminder the 
models for film speed, wavelength, and thickness were created by combining deposition and 
entrainment models with models for film speed, wavelength, and thickness respectively. Again 
all models captured film thickness to within an order of magnitude.  Those modified deposition 
models which worked best (Leman, Agostini, and Andreussi 1985; Andreussi and Azzopardi 
1983; Cousins and Hewitt 1968; and Lee, Hanratty and Adrian 1989), allowed the collective 
action of deposition and entrainment to be modeled to within approximately 20%.   
 
Because a bulk of the data for a test condition was collected near the beginning of the tube, 
this data may be somewhat skewed as the initial conditions strongly resemble the conditions 
over the first 0.1 m.  Possibly a better judge of the model is to see how well it models 
conditions in the last 0.5 m of the tube, when conditions approach steady state.  These results 
are seen in Table 5-2.  The best of the modified models appear to predict the relevant 
downstream conditions to within about 25%. 
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Table 5-2:  Percent relative mean absolute deviation of model in comparison to experimental 
results for example test condition in last 0.5 m of tube 
Deposition model Drop flow rate Film flow rate Film speed Film wavelength Film thickness
Paleev & Filippovich 1966 22.0 27.3 59.8 47.1 32.3
Colburn 1933 (analogy) 20.3 25.5 58.5 45.8 31.4
Govan, Hewitt, and Ngan 1988 9.1 6.4 42.3 30.4 22.9
Bennett 1966 9.3 9.5 45.8 33.2 24.5
Leman, Agostini, and Andreussi 1985 11.1 6.7 37.2 26.0 20.6
Andreussi and Azzopardi 1983 25.6 21.1 23.0 16.4 14.8
Cousins and Hewitt 1968 23.1 18.6 24.9 17.4 15.6
Lee, Hanratty, and Adrian 1989 11.1 6.7 37.2 26.0 20.6
Okawa and Kataoka 2005 17.7 12.5 29.1 19.6 17.0
McCoy and Hanratty 1977 32.0 27.9 18.0 13.7 13.1
Farmer 1969 24.7 20.3 23.6 16.7 15.1
Hay, Liu, Hanratty 1996 35.8 31.8 15.5 12.1 12.0  
By studying the tables in Appendix F, it can be seen that these models perform similarly well for 
all test conditions with the exception of those where the liquid flow rate is greater than 
approximately 10% of the overall flow rate.  There are two major causes for these errors.  First, 
the deposition models were created for relatively low liquid loading, where drop-drop 
interactions are relatively rare.  Second, a thin film assumption was used in the model.  
Therefore neither the reduction in cross-sectional area for the vapor flow nor the film cross 
sectional area properly considered. 
5.11 CONCLUSIONS 
Example modeling of an experimental flow condition was provided in this chapter, while similar 
results for other test conditions may be found in Appendix E.  The experiments agreed with the 
general trends anticipated by models, but the magnitudes were substantially different.  For this 
reason, new models were developed.  Flow development models have been created to 
accurately describe the transition from predominantly mist to predominantly annular flow.  
These models agree closely with the experimental results.   Starting from a point where all 
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liquid flow is transmitted by droplets at the beginning of the tube, a sequence of models were 
used to determine how other flow parameters develop with respect to downstream position.   
 
While existing models were utilized extensively, modifications were required due to the 
previous correlations being developed with limited fluid combinations.  By considering the 
underlying physics, these models were modified in a manner which showed promise in 
broadening their applicability.  The formulas used in the model are given by Equations 5-13, 5-
14, 5-16, 5-18, 5-19, 5-20, 5-23, 5-25, and 5-28.  The required initial conditions for the model 
were liquid and vapor flow rates, temperature, pressure, Sauter-mean-diameter of the drops, 
drop concentration, mean drop velocity, and tube geometry.  Saturated fluid properties were 
found by applying the models developed by Seeton (2009).  The outputs of the model were 
drop mass flow rate (or concentration), film mass flow rate, film thickness, film wave speed, 
and film wavelength.  From these inputs, downstream drop concentration, film wavelength, 
film speed, and film thickness may all be determined to within 25%. Comparable accuracies 
were seen for other flow conditions, excepting those where the liquid flow rate is more than 
10% of the mass flow.   
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6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Annular-mist flow development has been studied experimentally using a set of newly 
developed video analysis tools.  These tools make it possible for the first time for quantitative 
results to be produced for the mist flow in the core of the tube without disturbing the annular 
film.  This is accomplished by separating the annular film portions of image from the portions of 
the image which are composed of the droplet mist.  The wavelength and wave speed of the 
annular film are automatically determined from the images of the film.  Likewise, droplet size, 
velocity, and concentration are determined from the enhanced view of the droplets.  This new 
image processing technique has been automated, which allows a vast amount of data to be 
analyzed with minimal intervention.  It is hoped that this technique will provide a much faster 
and less expensive method for quantitative, empirical determination of multi-phase flow 
phenomena. 
 
Since annular film thickness is important for pressure drop, heat transfer, and possible 
separator applications, an improvement was made for determining film thickness in round 
tubes.  An optical technique, which determines film thickness via critical reflection along 
straight surfaces, has become a common technique.  However, from a computational optical 
model and from experimental results it was shown to be advantageous to measure film 
thickness along curved surfaces.  A computer program was created allowing film thickness to 
automatically be determined from simple and inexpensive experiments. 
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To demonstrate the application of the newly developed video analysis method and to provide 
some understanding of the wide range of results produced, example results were given.  Due to 
the vast amount of measurements, averages, and distribution functions which can be applied to 
the data, the complete set of experimental results was given in Appendix B.  In addition to 
giving example data, various distribution functions used for drop velocity and size were 
discussed.  The upper-limit log-normal distribution was shown to fit the data best.  The bimodal 
Gaussian distribution was found to best represent the downstream velocity and speed 
distributions.  A Gaussian fit closely matched the measured distribution of drop velocities in the 
vertical direction. 
 
The transition from predominantly mist to predominantly annular flow was studied from a 
collection of videos taken at several downstream locations under the same operating 
conditions.  Due to space constraints, and the similarity of results for other conditions, only one 
condition was explicitly discussed in the text while the results for other conditions were given in 
Appendix C.  When possible, a physical explanation for development phenomena was given.  
Models made for other gas fluid pairs (typically air-water but also steam-water and R113-R113) 
were modified in a manner which broadened their applicability to include the current data set.  
These modifications were based on physical phenomena shown to be important by previous 
researchers but not previously incorporated into other models.  The models were developed so 
that only initial conditions (drop sizes, velocities, and concentration), geometry (tube diameters 
and lengths), overall flow conditions (mass flows, pressures, and temperatures), and fluid 
transport properties were necessary to model all other flow parameters measured at 
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downstream locations.  The modeled results were shown to closely match the experimental 
results, typically to within the precision of the experimental data. 
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APPENDIX A.  COMPUTER CODES 
 
A.1 COMPUTER CODE FOR DETERMINING DROP SIZES, DROP VELOCITIES, DROP 
CONCENTRATIONS, LIQUID FILM VELOCITIES, AND LIQUID FILM WAVELENGTH INCLUDING 
BASIC ANALYSIS STATISTICS AND DISTRIBUTIONS 
clear variables and initialize defaults, save defaults 
clear all; 
close all; 
%set defualts 
set(0,'defaultaxesfontsize',14); 
iptsetpref('ImshowBorder','tight') 
 
warning off MATLAB:xlswrite:AddSheet 
warning off stats:gmdistribution:FailedToConverge 
 
rotangle=0;  %rotation angle used for wave elimination 
requiredslope=7; %slope required in pixel value at drop edge to 
be counted and measured 
% default parameter values 
mindropsize=2; 
maxdropletdiameter=500; %maximum droplet diameter for use in 
histograms 
maxspeed=20; %max speed for use in histograms 
 
scale=1000/82; %micrometers per pixel 
% scale=9250/429; %macro lens with extension tube 
speedbinspacing=.75; %spacing of individual bins for use in 
histograms 
dropsizebinspacing=scale/2; %spacing of individual bins for use 
in hisgograms 
% radius=25; %pixel radius for sorting out data clusters 
% clustermax=5; %maximum number of allowed droplets not to be 
counted as cluster 
 
D=6.35E-3; 
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file/directory stuff 
filepath=input('Please enter the path of the cin files:  ', 
's'); 
%filepath='C:\Documents and 
Settings\swujek\Desktop\temp\matlabtest'; 
fileinfo=dir(strcat(filepath, '\*.cin')); 
cd(filepath) 
for i=1:size(fileinfo,1) 
    fileinfo(i).name=strtok(fileinfo(i).name, '.'); 
end 
clear i 
filenames=strvcat(fileinfo.name); %#ok<VCAT> 
clear fileinfo 
Scale info 
lowmagfilenum=zeros(size(filenames,1),1); 
highfpsfilenum=zeros(size(filenames,1),1); 
for filenum=1:size(filenames,1) 
    
lowmagfilenum(filenum)=logical(isempty(findstr(filenames(filenum
,:), 'lowmag'))==0); 
    
highfpsfilenum(filenum)=logical(isempty(findstr(filenames(filenu
m,:), 'highfps'))==0); 
end 
User inputs 
%present option to crop movie? 
%droplet velocity determination option 
velguess=[55, 0]; 
save('velguess', 'velguess') 
option=1; 
save('defaults', 'rotangle', 'requiredslope', 'mindropsize', 
'maxdropletdiameter', 'maxspeed', 'scale') 
tic 
cinfile conversion process 
time=clock; 
disp(['Began step 1 at ', int2str(time(4)),':', 
int2str(time(5)),':', int2str(time(6)), ', ', int2str(time(2)), 
'/', int2str(time(3)), '/',int2str(time(1)), '.']) 
filenames2=[]; 
for filenum=1:size(filenames,1) 
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    if exist(strcat(filenames(filenum,:), 's1 images'), 
'dir')==0 
        %the following program includes saving internally 
        [cinframes, avgcinframe, newfilenames, 
framerate]=readcinwritematrix(filepath, filenames(filenum,:)); 
%#ok<NASGU> 
        filenames2=strvcat(filenames2, newfilenames); %#ok<VCAT> 
    else 
        filesubset=dir(strcat(filenames(filenum,:),'*images')); 
        filesubset=strvcat(filesubset.name); %#ok<VCAT> 
        for row=1:size(filesubset,1) 
            temp=strtok(filesubset(row,:)); 
            filenames2=strvcat(filenames2,temp); %#ok<VCAT> 
        end 
        clear temp 
    end 
end 
clear cinframes 
clear avgcinframe 
clear framerate 
Wave elimination, find droplets, droplet size determination 
%probably should be sepearted, need to add wavelength and wave 
speed outputs 
time=clock; 
disp(['Began step 2 at ', int2str(time(4)),':', 
int2str(time(5)),':', int2str(time(6)), ', ', int2str(time(2)), 
'/', int2str(time(3)), '/',int2str(time(1)), '.']) 
for filenum=1:size(filenames2,1) 
    cd(strcat(filepath, '\', filenames2(filenum,:), ' images')) 
    if 
(exist('mindifframe6.mat','file')+exist('statsummary.mat', 
'file'))~=4 
        load cinframes 
        load avgcinframe 
        %mindifframe6 is final improved version of frame 
        %statsummary presents info on droplet size 
        %statsummary columns 
        %col 1: frame # 
        %col 2: region # 
        %col 3: BWbigregionnumber 
        %col 4: x Centroid 
        %col 5: y Centroid 
        %col 6: Perimeter 
        %col 7: Equivalent Diameter 
        %col 8: Area 
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        %col 9:12: BoundingBox terms 
        %col 13: areamean pixel value 
        %col 14: areameannorm pixel value 
        %col 15: areameanmindifframe6 pixel value 
        %col 16: comparison 
        %col 17: comparisonnorm 
        %col 18: comparisonmindifframe6 
        %col 19: aspect ratio (MajorAxisLength/MinorAxisLength) 
        %         [mindifframe6, 
statsummary]=filmelimination(cinframes(:,:,1:250), avgcinframe); 
 
        [mindifframe6, shiftrot]=filmelimination3(cinframes, 
avgcinframe, rotangle); 
        save('shiftrot', 'shiftrot') 
        clear shiftrot 
        save('mindifframe6', 'mindifframe6') 
        [statsummary]=dropletdetect(cinframes, avgcinframe, 
mindifframe6); 
 
        %Hanratty inspired droplet size determination 
        dropdiameter = find_d2(statsummary, mindifframe6, 
requiredslope); 
        %col 20: horizontal "diameter" using hanratty method 
        %col 21: vertical "diameter" using hanratty method 
        statsummary=[statsummary,dropdiameter]; 
%#ok<AGROW,NASGU> 
        save('statsummary', 'statsummary') 
    end 
end 
clear statsummary 
clear mindifframe6 
clear cinframes 
clear avgcinframe 
clear dropdiameter 
Wavelength determination 
time=clock; 
disp(['Began step 2.5 at ', int2str(time(4)),':', 
int2str(time(5)),':', int2str(time(6)), ', ', int2str(time(2)), 
'/', int2str(time(3)), '/',int2str(time(1)), '.']) 
for filenum=1:size(filenames2,1) 
    cd(strcat(filepath, '\', filenames2(filenum,:), ' images')) 
    if exist('wavelength.mat','file')==0 
        load movtimeavgnormal 
        wavelength=determinewavelength(movtimeavgnormal); 
        save('wavelength',  'wavelength') 
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    end 
end 
Droplet velocity determination 
%2 options one for high and one for low 
%droplet densities... currently just runs high droplet density 
code 
time=clock; 
disp(['Began step 3 at ', int2str(time(4)),':', 
int2str(time(5)),':', int2str(time(6)), ', ', int2str(time(2)), 
'/', int2str(time(3)), '/',int2str(time(1)), '.']) 
for filenum=1:size(filenames2,1) 
    cd(strcat(filepath, '\', filenames2(filenum,:), ' images')) 
 
 
 
    if option==2 
        if exist('FlowDir.mat', 'file')==0 
            load mindifframe6 
            %high droplet density constants 
            vertsec=12; 
            horzsec=12; 
            padsize=2; 
            Xvelextreme=30; 
            Yvelextreme=10; 
            FlowDir=highdropletdensityvelocityfun(mindifframe6, 
vertsec, horzsec, velguess(1), velguess(2), padsize, 
Xvelextreme, Yvelextreme); 
            save('FlowDir', 'FlowDir') 
            clear vertsec 
            clear horzsec 
            clear padsize 
            clear Xvelextreme 
            clear Yvelextreme 
        end 
    elseif option==1 
        if exist('velocity.mat', 'file')==0; 
            load mindifframe6 
            load statsummary 
            ISradius=[50,10]; 
            if size(statsummary,2)>20000 
                statsummary(15000:end, :)=[]; 
            end 
            
[velocity]=lowdropletdensityvelocityfun(mindifframe6, 
statsummary, velguess, ISradius); 
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            save('velocity', 'velocity') 
            clear statsummary 
            clear ISradius 
            clear velocity 
        end 
    end 
    clear mindifframe6 
end 
convert to physical units and combine from subvideos 
time=clock; 
disp(['Began step 5 at ', int2str(time(4)),':', 
int2str(time(5)),':', int2str(time(6)), ', ', int2str(time(2)), 
'/', int2str(time(3)), '/',int2str(time(1)), '.']) 
for filenum=1:size(filenames,1) 
    if exist(strcat(filepath, '\',filenames(filenum,:), ' 
stats'), 'dir')==0 
        mkdir(strcat(filepath, '\',filenames(filenum,:), ' 
stats')); 
    end 
 
    cd(filepath) 
    filesubset=dir(strcat(filenames(filenum,:),'* images')); 
    filesubset=strvcat(filesubset.name); %#ok<VCAT> 
 
    cd(strcat(filepath, '\', filesubset(1,:))) 
    load framerate 
    save(strcat(filepath,'\', filenames(filenum,:), ' 
stats\framerate'), 'framerate') 
 
    sstemp2=[]; 
    for subsetnum=1:size(filesubset,1) 
 
        cd(strcat(filepath, '\', filesubset(subsetnum,:))) 
        %convert droplet data to real units 
        load statsummary 
        %drop data real units 
        %col 1: frame # 
        %col 2: region # 
        %col 3: x Centroid 
        %col 4: y Centroid 
        %col 5: Perimeter 
        %col 6: Equivalent Diameter 
        %col 7: Area (in image) 
        %col 8: horizontal diameter from Hanratty method 
        %col 9: vertical diameter from Hanratty method 
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        sstemp=statsummary; 
        sstemp(:,1)=sstemp(:,1)+(subsetnum-1)*500; 
        sstemp2=[sstemp2;sstemp]; %#ok<AGROW> 
    end 
    statsummary=sstemp2; 
    clear sstemp 
    clear sstemp2 
    dropdatarealunits=statsummary(:, [1:2, 4:8, 
20:21]).*repmat([1, 1, scale, scale, scale, scale, scale^2, 
scale, scale], [size(statsummary,1), 1]); 
    save(strcat(filepath,'\', filenames(filenum,:), ' 
stats\dropdatarealunits'), 'dropdatarealunits') 
    clear statsummary 
 
    load framerate 
    srtemp2=[]; 
    for subsetnum=1:size(filesubset,1) 
 
        cd(strcat(filepath, '\', filesubset(subsetnum,:))) 
        %film speed in m/s 
        %while this number is calculated for all videos, it may 
not always be 
        %relevant (ie dry tube walls) 
        load shiftrot 
        if subsetnum==1 
            srtemp=shiftrot(:, 1:end-1); 
        else 
            srtemp=shiftrot(:, 3:end-1); 
        end 
        srtemp2=[srtemp2,srtemp]; %#ok<AGROW> 
    end 
    shiftrot=srtemp2; 
    clear srtemp 
    clear srtemp2 
    filmspeedrealunits=shiftrot*framerate*scale/1000000; 
%#ok<NASGU> 
    save(strcat(filepath,'\', filenames(filenum,:), ' 
stats\filmspeedrealunits'), 'filmspeedrealunits') 
    clear shiftrot 
    clear filmspeedrealunits 
 
    wltemp2=[]; 
    for subsetnum=1:size(filesubset,1) 
        cd(strcat(filepath, '\', filesubset(subsetnum,:))) 
        load wavelength 
        if subsetnum==1 
            wltemp=nanmean(wavelength(:, 1:end-3)); 
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        else 
            wltemp=nanmean(wavelength(:,3:end-1)); 
        end 
        wltemp2=[wltemp2, wltemp]; %#ok<AGROW> 
    end 
    wavelengthrealunits=wltemp2*scale; %#ok<NASGU> 
    clear wltemp 
    clear wltemp2 
    save(strcat(filepath,'\', filenames(filenum,:), ' 
stats\wavelengthrealunits'), 'wavelengthrealunits') 
    clear wavelength 
    clear wavelengthrealunits 
 
    clear velrows 
    if option==2 
        %option 2 untested 
        load FlowDir 
        FlowDirrealunits=FlowDir; 
        clear FlowDir        %creates tiled matrix of velocities 
in m/s for each region area of the frame 
        %each region has 3 numbers arranged vertically: 
intensity of 
        %correlation, horizontal speed, vertical speed 
        %pixel displacement->m/s 
        scaling=repmat([1; scale*framerate/1000; 
scale*framerate/1000],[size(FlowDirrealunits,1)/3, 
size(FlowDirrealunits,2)]); 
        %creates tiled matrix of velocities in m/s for each 
region area of the frame 
        %each region has 3 numbers arranged vertically: 
intensity of 
        %correlation, horizontal speed, vertical speed 
        FlowDirrealunits=FlowDirrealunits.*scaling; 
        save('FlowDirrealunits', 'FlowDirrealunits') 
        clear scaling 
        clear FlowDirrealunits 
    elseif option==1 
        vtemp2=[]; 
        for subsetnum=1:size(filesubset,1) 
            cd(strcat(filepath, '\', filesubset(subsetnum,:))) 
            load velocity 
            %velocity matrix    ->  velocity real units 
            %col 1: drop # 
            %col 2: x position pixels->um 
            %col 3: y position pixels->um 
            %col 4: drop perimeter pixels->um 
            %col 5: drop radius pixels->um 
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            %col 6: drop area pixels^2->(um)^2 
            %col 7: relative time 
            %col 8: path notation 
            %col 9: x displacement pixels/frame->m/s 
            %col 10: y displacement pixels/frame->m/s 
            vtemp=velocity; 
            if size(velocity,1)>0 
                vtemp(:,7)=vtemp(:,7)+(subsetnum-1)*500; 
                vtemp2=[vtemp2;vtemp]; %#ok<AGROW> 
            end 
        end 
 
        velocityrealunits=vtemp2; 
        clear vtemp 
        clear vtemp2 
        clear velocity 
        if isempty(velocityrealunits)==0 
            
velocityrealunits(:,[2:5,7,9:10])=[velocityrealunits(:,2:4)*scal
e, velocityrealunits(:,5)*scale^2, 
velocityrealunits(:,7)/framerate, 
velocityrealunits(:,9:10)*scale*framerate/1000000]; 
        end 
        save(strcat(filepath,'\', filenames(filenum,:), ' 
stats\velocityrealunits'), 'velocityrealunits') 
        clear velocityrealunits 
    end 
    clear Framerate 
end 
statistics/histograms function 
time=clock; 
disp(['Began step 6 at ', int2str(time(4)),':', 
int2str(time(5)),':', int2str(time(6)), ', ', int2str(time(2)), 
'/', int2str(time(3)), '/',int2str(time(1)), '.']) 
for filenum=1:size(filenames,1) 
    cd(strcat(filepath, '\', filenames(filenum,:), ' stats')) 
size related 
    load dropdatarealunits 
    load filmspeedrealunits 
    %create histogram of overall droplet sizes 
    dropsizeedges=0:dropsizebinspacing:maxdropletdiameter; 
    dropsizehist=histc(dropdatarealunits(:,6), dropsizeedges); 
    dropsizehisthanratty=[histc(dropdatarealunits(:,8), 
dropsizeedges),histc(dropdatarealunits(:,9), dropsizeedges)] ; 
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    %     %create histogram of size 
    %     
lastnonzero=max([find(dropsizehist);find(dropsizehisthanratty(:,
1));find(dropsizehisthanratty(:,2))]); 
bar3(dropsizeedges(1:lastnonzero)+0.5*(dropsizeedges(2)-
dropsizeedges(1)), [dropsizehist(1:lastnonzero), 
dropsizehisthanratty((1:lastnonzero),:)]) 
bar3(dropsizeedges(1:lastnonzero)+0.5*(dropsizeedges(2)-
dropsizeedges(1)), [dropsizehist(1:lastnonzero), 
dropsizehisthanratty((1:lastnonzero),:)]/size(dropdatarealunits,
1)) 
 
    %Diameters from hanratty with aspect ratios betwenn 0.33 and 
3 
    aspectratio=dropdatarealunits(:,8)./dropdatarealunits(:,9); 
    
meanhanratty=(dropdatarealunits(:,8)+dropdatarealunits(:,9))/2; 
    
dropsizehistmeanhanratty=reshape(histc(meanhanratty((aspectratio
>0.33 & aspectratio<3)), dropsizeedges), [],1); 
    
lastnonzero=max([find(dropsizehist);find(dropsizehistmeanhanratt
y)]); 
    if isempty(lastnonzero)==0  && size(dropsizehist,2)==1  &&  
size(dropsizehistmeanhanratty,2)==1 
        figure(3) 
        bar3(dropsizeedges(1:lastnonzero)+0.5*(dropsizeedges(2)-
dropsizeedges(1)), [dropsizehist(1:lastnonzero), 
dropsizehistmeanhanratty(1:lastnonzero)]) 
        ylabel('Drop diameter [µm]') 
        zlabel('Occurances (#)') 
        legend('Threshhold', 'Hanratty') 
        set(gca, 'XTick', zeros(1,0)) 
    end 
 
    %Rosin-Ramler (Weibull) type fit # based 
    [parmthresh, 
parmthreshlim]=wblfit(double(dropdatarealunits(:,6))); 
    [parmhanratty, 
parmhanrattylim]=wblfit(double(meanhanratty(aspectratio>0.33 & 
aspectratio<3))); 
    RRdist=[[parmthresh; parmthreshlim], [parmhanratty; 
parmhanrattylim]]; 
 
    %Mugelele-Evens type fit (volume based) 
    MEdist(1:2, 1:3)=MugeleEvansdist(dropdatarealunits(:,6)); 
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    MEdist(1:2, 
4:6)=MugeleEvansdist(meanhanratty(aspectratio>0.33 & 
aspectratio<3)); 
 
    %Log-normal type fit, # based 
    [parmthresh, 
parmthreshlim]=lognfit(double(dropdatarealunits(:,6))); 
    [parmhanratty, 
parmhanrattylim]=lognfit(double(meanhanratty(aspectratio>0.33 & 
aspectratio<3))); 
    LNdist=[[parmthresh; parmthreshlim], [parmhanratty; 
parmhanrattylim]]; 
 
    
dropsizemidbin=[dropsizeedges(1:lastnonzero)+0.5*(dropsizeedges(
2)-dropsizeedges(1))]'; 
    temp=0:1:350; 
    %Volume(mass) related 
 
    %threshold histogram and pdfs 
    figure(30) 
    hold off 
    bar(dropsizemidbin, 
(dropsizehist(1:lastnonzero).*(dropsizemidbin.^3))/sum(dropsizeh
ist(1:lastnonzero).*(dropsizemidbin.^3)),'y') 
    hold on 
    plot(temp, dropsizebinspacing*(wblpdf(temp, RRdist(1,1), 
RRdist(1,2)).*temp.^3)/sum(wblpdf(temp, RRdist(1,1), 
RRdist(1,2)).*temp.^3), 'r', 'LineWidth',2) 
    plot(temp, dropsizebinspacing*(lognpdf(temp, LNdist(1,1), 
LNdist(1,2)).*temp.^3)/sum(lognpdf(temp, LNdist(1,1), 
LNdist(1,2)).*temp.^3), 'b', 'LineWidth',2) 
    if MEdist(1,1)>0 
        plot(temp(MEdist(1,3)>temp), 
dropsizebinspacing*(MEdist(1,2)/pi^0.5).*(MEdist(1,3)./(temp(MEd
ist(1,3)>temp).*(MEdist(1,3)-temp(MEdist(1,3)>temp)))).*exp(-
(MEdist(1,2)*log((MEdist(1,1)*temp(MEdist(1,3)>temp))./(MEdist(1
,3)-temp(MEdist(1,3)>temp)))).^2), 'k', 'LineWidth',2); 
    else 
        plot(temp(MEdist(1,3)<temp), 
dropsizebinspacing*(MEdist(1,2)/pi^0.5).*(MEdist(1,3)./(temp(MEd
ist(1,3)<temp).*(MEdist(1,3)-temp(MEdist(1,3)<temp)))).*exp(-
(MEdist(1,2)*log((MEdist(1,1)*temp(MEdist(1,3)<temp))./(MEdist(1
,3)-temp(MEdist(1,3)<temp)))).^2), 'k', 'LineWidth',2); 
    end 
    xlabel('Drop diameter [µm]') 
    ylabel('Mass distribution [-]') 
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    xlim([0, max(temp)]) 
    ylim([0, 0.2]) 
    legend('Histogram', 'Weibull', 'Log-normal', 'Upper-limit 
log-normal') 
 
    %hanratty hisgogram and pdfs 
    figure(31) 
    hold off 
    bar(dropsizemidbin, 
(dropsizehistmeanhanratty(1:lastnonzero).*(dropsizemidbin.^3))/s
um(dropsizehistmeanhanratty(1:lastnonzero).*(dropsizemidbin.^3))
, 'y') 
    hold on 
    plot(temp, dropsizebinspacing*(wblpdf(temp, RRdist(1,3), 
RRdist(1,4)).*temp.^3)/sum(wblpdf(temp, RRdist(1,3), 
RRdist(1,4)).*temp.^3), 'r', 'LineWidth',2) 
    plot(temp, dropsizebinspacing*(lognpdf(temp, LNdist(1,3), 
LNdist(1,4)).*temp.^3)/sum(lognpdf(temp, LNdist(1,3), 
LNdist(1,4)).*temp.^3), 'b', 'LineWidth',2) 
    if MEdist(1,4)>0 
        plot(temp(MEdist(1,6)>temp), 
dropsizebinspacing*(MEdist(1,5)/pi^0.5).*(MEdist(1,6)./(temp(MEd
ist(1,6)>temp).*(MEdist(1,6)-temp(MEdist(1,6)>temp)))).*exp(-
(MEdist(1,5)*log((MEdist(1,4)*temp(MEdist(1,6)>temp))./(MEdist(1
,6)-temp(MEdist(1,6)>temp)))).^2), 'k', 'LineWidth',2); 
    else 
        plot(temp(MEdist(1,6)<temp), 
dropsizebinspacing*(MEdist(1,5)/pi^0.5).*(MEdist(1,6)./(temp(MEd
ist(1,6)<temp).*(MEdist(1,6)-temp(MEdist(1,6)<temp)))).*exp(-
(MEdist(1,5)*log((MEdist(1,4)*temp(MEdist(1,6)<temp))./(MEdist(1
,6)-temp(MEdist(1,6)<temp)))).^2), 'k', 'LineWidth',2); 
    end 
    xlabel('Drop diameter [µm]') 
    ylabel('Mass distribution [-]') 
    xlim([0, max(temp)]) 
    ylim([0, 0.2]) 
    legend('Histogram', 'Weibull', 'Log-normal', 'Upper-limit 
log-normal') 
 
 
    %threshold vs hanratty 
    if isempty(lastnonzero)==0  && size(dropsizehist,2)==1  &&  
size(dropsizehistmeanhanratty,2)==1 
        figure(14) 
        bar3(dropsizeedges(1:lastnonzero)+0.5*(dropsizeedges(2)-
dropsizeedges(1)), repmat(((dropsizeedges(1:lastnonzero).^3)'), 
[1,2]).*[dropsizehist(1:lastnonzero), 
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dropsizehistmeanhanratty(1:lastnonzero)]./repmat(sum(repmat(((dr
opsizeedges(1:lastnonzero).^3)'), 
[1,2]).*[dropsizehist(1:lastnonzero), 
dropsizehistmeanhanratty(1:lastnonzero)]), [lastnonzero,1])) 
        ylabel('Drop diameter [µm]') 
        zlabel('Mass distribution (-)') 
        legend('Threshhold', 'Hanratty') 
        set(gca, 'XTick', zeros(1,0)) 
    end 
Droplet count related 
    dropcount=NaN(max(dropdatarealunits(:,1)), 3); 
    for frame=1:size(dropcount,1) 
        if sum(frame==dropdatarealunits(:,1))>0 
            
dropcount(frame,:)=[sum(frame==dropdatarealunits(:,1)), 
nanmedian(dropdatarealunits(frame==dropdatarealunits(:,1),6)), 
nanmin(dropdatarealunits(frame==dropdatarealunits(:,1),6))]; 
        else 
            dropcount(frame,1)=NaN; 
        end 
    end 
    figure(41) 
    hold off 
    plot([1:size(dropcount,1)]/framerate , dropcount(:,1), 
'.')%#ok<NBRAK> 
    hold on 
    dropcountsmooth=smooth(dropcount(:,1), 51, 'rloess'); 
    plot([1:size(dropcount,1)]/framerate, dropcountsmooth, 'r') 
%#ok<NBRAK> 
    xlabel('Time [s]') 
    ylabel('Droplets found in frame [#]') 
    dropcountxcorr=xcorr(dropcountsmooth-mean(dropcountsmooth)); 
    dropcountxcorr(1:(length(dropcountxcorr)+1)/2)=[]; 
    [pks, loc]= findpeaks(dropcountxcorr, 'minpeakheight', 0); 
    dropcountperiod=[min(loc)/framerate, median((loc(2:end)-
loc(1:end-1))/framerate)]; 
droplet velocity related 
    if isempty(lastnonzero)==0 
        if option==1 
            load velocityrealunits 
            load framerate 
            if isempty(velocityrealunits)==0 
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speed=(velocityrealunits(:,9).^2+velocityrealunits(:,10).^2).^0.
5; 
                %histogram of speeds 
                dropspeededges=0:speedbinspacing:maxspeed; 
                dropspeedyedges=-
0.25*maxspeed:speedbinspacing/2:0.25*maxspeed; 
                dropspeedhist=histc(speed, dropspeededges); 
                dropxvelhist=histc(velocityrealunits(:,9), 
dropspeededges); 
 
                dropyvelhist=histc(velocityrealunits(:,10), 
dropspeedyedges); 
 
                %xvel distribution functions 
                %Log-normal type fit 
                [parm, 
parmlim]=lognfit(double(velocityrealunits(velocityrealunits(:,9)
>0,9))); 
                %Normal type fit 
                [mu, sigma, mulim, 
sigmalim]=normfit(double(velocityrealunits(:,9))); 
                %bimodal type fit 
 
                bimodaloption=statset('MaxIter', 300); 
                bimodalxvel = 
gmdistribution.fit(double(velocityrealunits(:,9)),2, 'Options', 
bimodaloption); 
 
 
                xveldist=[[parm; parmlim], [[mu, sigma];[mulim, 
sigmalim]]]; 
 
 
                %Normal type fit 
                [mu, sigma, mulim, 
sigmalim]=normfit(double(velocityrealunits(:,10))); 
                yveldist=[[mu, sigma];[mulim, sigmalim]]; 
 
 
                %speed distribution functions 
                %Log-normal type fit 
                [parm, parmlim]=lognfit(double(speed(speed>0))); 
                %Normal type fit 
                [mu, sigma, mulim, 
sigmalim]=normfit(double(speed)); 
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                speeddist=[[parm; parmlim], [[mu, sigma];[mulim, 
sigmalim]]]; 
                %Bi-modal type fit 
 
                bimodalspeed = 
gmdistribution.fit(double(speed),2, 'Options', bimodaloption); 
 
 
                temp=min(dropspeededges+0.5*(dropspeededges(2)-
dropspeededges(1))):0.25:max(dropspeededges+0.5*(dropspeededges(
2)-dropspeededges(1))); 
                multtemp=(dropspeededges(2)-dropspeededges(1)); 
 
                %create histogram of speed 
                figure(4) 
                hold off 
                bar(dropspeededges+0.5*(dropspeededges(2)-
dropspeededges(1)),dropspeedhist/sum(dropspeedhist), 'y') 
                hold on 
                plot(temp, multtemp*normpdf(temp, speeddist(1, 
3), speeddist(1, 4)), 'r', 'LineWidth', 2) 
                plot(temp, multtemp*lognpdf(temp, speeddist(1, 
1), speeddist(1, 2)), 'b', 'LineWidth', 2) 
                plot(temp, multtemp*pdf(bimodalspeed, temp'), 
'g', 'LineWidth', 2) 
                xlim([0, max(temp)]) 
                xlabel('Speed [m/s]') 
                ylabel('Number distribution [-]') 
                legend('Histogram', 'Normal', 'Log-normal', 'Bi-
modal') 
 
 
 
                %create histogram of x-velocity 
                figure(32) 
                hold off 
                bar(dropspeededges+0.5*(dropspeededges(2)-
dropspeededges(1)),dropxvelhist/sum(dropxvelhist), 'y') 
                hold on 
                plot(temp, multtemp*normpdf(temp, xveldist(1, 
3), xveldist(1, 4)), 'r', 'LineWidth', 2) 
                plot(temp, multtemp*lognpdf(temp, xveldist(1, 
1), xveldist(1, 2)), 'b', 'LineWidth', 2) 
                plot(temp, multtemp*pdf(bimodalxvel, temp'), 
'g', 'LineWidth', 2) 
                xlim([0, max(temp)]) 
                xlabel('Horizontal velocity [m/s]') 
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                ylabel('Number distribution [-]') 
                legend('Histogram', 'Normal', 'Log-normal', 'Bi-
modal') 
 
 
 
                
temp=min(dropspeedyedges+0.5*(dropspeedyedges(2)-
dropspeedyedges(1))):0.25:max(dropspeedyedges+0.5*(dropspeedyedg
es(2)-dropspeedyedges(1))); 
                multtemp=(dropspeedyedges(2)-
dropspeedyedges(1)); 
 
                %create histogram of y-velocity 
                figure(33) 
                hold off 
                bar(dropspeedyedges+0.5*(dropspeedyedges(2)-
dropspeedyedges(1)),dropyvelhist/sum(dropyvelhist), 'y') 
                hold on 
                plot(temp, multtemp*normpdf(temp, yveldist(1, 
1), yveldist(1, 2)), 'r', 'LineWidth', 2) 
                xlim([min(temp), max(temp)]) 
                xlabel('Vertical velocity [m/s]') 
                ylabel('Number distribution [-]') 
                legend('Histogram', 'Normal') 
 
                %average speed versus time 
 
                timevalues=unique(velocityrealunits(:,7)); 
                %                 
velocityrealunits(:,11)=round(velocityrealunits(:,7)*framerate); 
                %                 for 
dropnum=1:size(velocityrealunits,1) 
                %                     
%velocityrealunits(dropnum, 
12)=dropdatarealunits(intersect_sorted(find(dropdatarealunits(:,
1)==velocityrealunits(dropnum,11)), 
find(dropdatarealunits(:,2)==velocityrealunits(dropnum,1))), 6); 
                %                     velocityrealunits(dropnum, 
12)=dropdatarealunits((dropdatarealunits(:,1)==velocityrealunits
(dropnum,11) & 
dropdatarealunits(:,2)==velocityrealunits(dropnum,1)), 6); 
                %                 end 
 
                avgspeedattime=NaN(length(timevalues),1); 
                for timevalue=1:length(timevalues) 
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avgspeedattime(timevalue)=mean((velocityrealunits(velocityrealun
its(:,7)==timevalues(timevalue), 
9).^2+velocityrealunits(velocityrealunits(:,7)==timevalues(timev
alue), 10).^2).^0.5); 
                end 
                dropspeedsmooth=smooth(avgspeedattime', 41, 
'rlowess'); 
                speedxcorr=xcorr(dropspeedsmooth-
mean(dropspeedsmooth)); 
                speedxcorr(1:(length(speedxcorr)+1)/2)=[]; 
                [pks, loc]= findpeaks(speedxcorr); 
                dropspeedperiod=[min(loc)*(timevalues(2)-
timevalues(1)), median((loc(2:end)-loc(1:end-1))/framerate)]; 
                dropspeedvstimeinfo=[timevalues, avgspeedattime, 
dropspeedsmooth]; %#ok<NASGU> 
                %create time dependant graph of drop velocities 
                figure(5) 
                hold off 
                plot(timevalues, avgspeedattime, '.') 
                hold on 
                plot(timevalues, dropspeedsmooth, 'r') 
                xlabel('Time [s]') 
                ylabel('Speed [m/s]') 
 
 
        cd(strcat(filepath, '\', filenames(filenum,:), ' 
stats')) 
        dropsizeinfo=[dropsizeedges', dropsizehist, 
dropsizehisthanratty, dropsizehistmeanhanratty]; %#ok<NASGU> 
        save('dropsizeinfo', 'dropsizeinfo') 
        if size(dropspeededges')==size(dropspeedhist) 
            dropspeedinfo=[dropspeededges', dropspeedhist, 
dropxvelhist]; %#ok<NASGU> 
            save('dropspeedinfo', 'dropspeedinfo') 
        end 
        if size(dropspeedyedges')==size(dropyvelhist) 
            dropyvelinfo=[dropspeedyedges', dropyvelhist]; 
            save('dropyvelinfo', 'dropyvelinfo') 
        end 
 
        %wave speed vs time and vertical position 
 
        
filmspeedrealunitssmooth=zeros(size(filmspeedrealunits)); 
        for frame=1:size(filmspeedrealunits,2) 
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filmspeedrealunitssmooth(:,frame)=medfilt2(filmspeedrealunits(:,
frame), [7, 3], 'symmetric'); 
        end 
        figure(15) 
        
surf(repmat((1/framerate)*[1:1:size(filmspeedrealunitssmooth,2)]
, [size(filmspeedrealunitssmooth,1),1]), 
repmat([1:size(filmspeedrealunitssmooth,1)]', [1, 
size(filmspeedrealunitssmooth,2)]), 
double(filmspeedrealunitssmooth), 'LineStyle','none') 
%#ok<NBRAK> 
        xlabel('Time [s]') 
        ylabel('Vertical position [-]') 
        zlabel('Wave velocity [m/s]') 
 
        figure(36) 
        
plot((1/framerate)*[1:1:size(filmspeedrealunitssmooth,2)], 
mean(double(filmspeedrealunitssmooth)), '.') %#ok<NBRAK> 
        xlabel('Time [s]') 
        ylabel('Wave velocity [m/s]') 
 
        
wavespeedxcorr=xcorr(mean(double(filmspeedrealunitssmooth(:, 
3:end)))-nanmean(mean(double(filmspeedrealunitssmooth(:, 
3:end))))); 
        wavespeedxcorr(1:(length(wavespeedxcorr)+1)/2)=[]; 
        [pks, loc]= findpeaks(wavespeedxcorr); 
        if isempty(loc) 
            wavespeedperiod=[Inf, Inf]; 
        else 
            wavespeedperiod=[min(loc)*(timevalues(2)-
timevalues(1)), median((loc(2:end)-loc(1:end-1))/framerate)]; 
        end 
 
        %wavelength related 
        load wavelengthrealunits 
        wavelengthrealunits2=wavelengthrealunits; 
        for iteration=1:3 
            medianwavelength=prctile(wavelengthrealunits2, 33); 
            
harmonic=round(wavelengthrealunits2/medianwavelength); 
            harmonic(harmonic==0)=1; 
            wavelengthrealunits2=wavelengthrealunits2./harmonic; 
            %         stdwavelength=9999999; 
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            %         while 
stdwavelength>prctile(wavelengthrealunits2, 65)-
prctile(wavelengthrealunits2,35) 
            %             oldstdwavelength=stdwavelength; 
            medianwavelength=prctile(wavelengthrealunits2, 33); 
            stdwavelength=nanstd(wavelengthrealunits2); 
            
wavelengthrealunits2(wavelengthrealunits2>medianwavelength+2*std
wavelength)=NaN; 
            
wavelengthrealunits2(wavelengthrealunits2<medianwavelength-
2*stdwavelength)=NaN; 
        end 
        figure(37) 
        hold off 
        plot((1/framerate)*[1:1:length(wavelengthrealunits2)], 
wavelengthrealunits2, '.') %#ok<NBRAK> 
        hold on 
        wavelengthsmooth=smooth(wavelengthrealunits2, 41, 
'rlowess'); 
        wavelengthsmooth(wavelengthsmooth==0)=NaN; 
        plot((1/framerate)*[1:1:length(wavelengthsmooth)], 
wavelengthsmooth, 'r') %#ok<NBRAK> 
        xlabel('Time [s]') 
        ylabel('Film wavelength [µm]') 
        ylim([0, ceil(max(wavelengthrealunits2)/100)*100]) 
        save('wavelengthrealunits2', 'wavelengthrealunits2') 
 
        wavelengthsmoothtemp=wavelengthsmooth; 
        
wavelengthsmoothtemp(isfinite(wavelengthsmoothtemp)==0)=nanmean(
wavelengthsmooth); 
        wavelengthxcorr=xcorr(wavelengthsmoothtemp-
nanmean(wavelengthsmoothtemp)); 
        clear wavelengthsmoothtemp 
        wavelengthxcorr(1:(length(wavelengthxcorr)+1)/2)=[]; 
        [pks, loc]= findpeaks(wavelengthxcorr); 
 
        if isempty(loc) 
            wavelengthperiod=[Inf, Inf]; %#ok<NASGU> 
        else 
            wavelengthperiod=[min(loc)/framerate, 
median((loc(2:end)-loc(1:end-1))/framerate)]; %#ok<NASGU> 
        end 
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Average drop sizes (rows are: mean, surface mean, volume mean, Sauter mean, and volume 
moment mean. Columns raw data and upon Rosin-Ramler, Log-normal, and Upper-limit log-
normal pdf) 
        Daverages=NaN(5,8); 
        %from raw data 
 
 
        type=[1,0; 2,0; 3,0; 3, 2; 4,3]; 
 
        for i=1:5 
            p=type(i,1); 
            q=type(i,2); 
 
            sampleDvalues=1:1:500; 
            rawdata=dropdatarealunits(:,6); 
            
Daverages(i,1)=(sum(1*rawdata.^p)/sum(1*rawdata.^q))^(1/(p-q)); 
            Daverages(i,2)=(sum(wblpdf(sampleDvalues, 
RRdist(1,1), 
RRdist(1,2)).*sampleDvalues.^p)/sum(wblpdf(sampleDvalues, 
RRdist(1,1), RRdist(1,2)).*sampleDvalues.^q))^(1/(p-q)); 
            Daverages(i,3)=(sum(lognpdf(sampleDvalues, 
LNdist(1,1), 
LNdist(1,2)).*sampleDvalues.^p)/sum(lognpdf(sampleDvalues, 
LNdist(1,1), LNdist(1,2)).*sampleDvalues.^q))^(1/(p-q)); 
            if MEdist(1,3)>0 
                sampleDvalues(sampleDvalues>MEdist(1,3))=[]; 
            else 
                sampleDvalues(sampleDvalues<MEdist(1,3))=[]; 
            end 
            
Daverages(i,4)=(sum(((MEdist(1,2)/pi^0.5).*(MEdist(1,3)./(sample
Dvalues.*(MEdist(1,3)-sampleDvalues))).*exp(-
(MEdist(1,2)*log((MEdist(1,1)*sampleDvalues)./(MEdist(1,3)-
sampleDvalues))).^2)).*sampleDvalues.^p./(sampleDvalues.^3))/sum
(((MEdist(1,2)/pi^0.5).*(MEdist(1,3)./(sampleDvalues.*(MEdist(1,
3)-sampleDvalues))).*exp(-
(MEdist(1,2)*log((MEdist(1,1)*sampleDvalues)./(MEdist(1,3)-
sampleDvalues))).^2)).*sampleDvalues.^q./(sampleDvalues.^3)))^(1
/(p-q)); 
            %         
averages(4,4)=MEdist(1,3)/(1+MEdist(1,1)*exp(1/(4*MEdist(1,2)^2)
)); 
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            %         
x31=MEdist(1,3)/((1+2*MEdist(1,1)*exp(1/(4*MEdist(1,2))^2)+MEdis
t(1,1)^2*exp(1/(MEdist(1,2)^2)))^0.5); 
 
            sampleDvalues=1:1:500; 
            rawdata=double(meanhanratty(aspectratio>0.33 & 
aspectratio<3)); 
            rawdata(rawdata>prctile(rawdata,99))=[]; 
            
Daverages(i,5)=(sum(1*rawdata.^p)/sum(1*rawdata.^q))^(1/(p-q)); 
            Daverages(i,6)=(sum(wblpdf(sampleDvalues, 
RRdist(1,3), 
RRdist(1,4)).*sampleDvalues.^p)/sum(wblpdf(sampleDvalues, 
RRdist(1,3), RRdist(1,4)).*sampleDvalues.^q))^(1/(p-q)); 
            Daverages(i,7)=(sum(lognpdf(sampleDvalues, 
LNdist(1,3), 
LNdist(1,4)).*sampleDvalues.^p)/sum(lognpdf(sampleDvalues, 
LNdist(1,3), LNdist(1,4)).*sampleDvalues.^q))^(1/(p-q)); 
            if MEdist(1,6)>0 
                sampleDvalues(sampleDvalues>MEdist(1,6))=[]; 
            else 
                sampleDvalues(sampleDvalues<MEdist(1,6))=[]; 
            end 
            
Daverages(i,8)=(sum(((MEdist(1,5)/pi^0.5).*(MEdist(1,6)./(sample
Dvalues.*(MEdist(1,6)-sampleDvalues))).*exp(-
(MEdist(1,5)*log((MEdist(1,4)*sampleDvalues)./(MEdist(1,6)-
sampleDvalues))).^2)).*sampleDvalues.^p./(sampleDvalues.^3))/sum
(((MEdist(1,5)/pi^0.5).*(MEdist(1,6)./(sampleDvalues.*(MEdist(1,
6)-sampleDvalues))).*exp(-
(MEdist(1,5)*log((MEdist(1,4)*sampleDvalues)./(MEdist(1,6)-
sampleDvalues))).^2)).*sampleDvalues.^q./(sampleDvalues.^3)))^(1
/(p-q)); 
 
        end 
        clear sampleDvalues 
Average velocities (rows are speed, xvel, yvel, columns are raw data, normal, lognormal, and 
bimodal distributions 
        Vaverages=NaN(3,4); 
        Vaverages(:,1)=[mean(speed); 
mean(double(velocityrealunits(:,9))); 
mean(double(velocityrealunits(:,10)))]; 
        sampleVvalues=-5:0.25:30; 
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        Vaverages(1, 
2:4)=[sum(sampleVvalues.*normpdf(sampleVvalues, speeddist(1, 3), 
speeddist(1, 4)))./sum(normpdf(sampleVvalues, speeddist(1, 3), 
speeddist(1, 4))), sum(sampleVvalues.*lognpdf(sampleVvalues, 
speeddist(1, 1), speeddist(1, 2)))./sum(lognpdf(sampleVvalues, 
speeddist(1, 1), speeddist(1, 2))), 
sum(sampleVvalues'.*pdf(bimodalspeed, 
sampleVvalues'))./sum(pdf(bimodalspeed, sampleVvalues'))]; 
        Vaverages(2, 
2:4)=[sum(sampleVvalues.*normpdf(sampleVvalues, xveldist(1, 3), 
xveldist(1, 4)))./sum(normpdf(sampleVvalues, xveldist(1, 3), 
xveldist(1, 4))), sum(sampleVvalues.*lognpdf(sampleVvalues, 
xveldist(1, 1), xveldist(1, 2)))./sum(lognpdf(sampleVvalues, 
xveldist(1, 1), xveldist(1, 2))), 
sum(sampleVvalues'.*pdf(bimodalxvel, 
sampleVvalues'))./sum(pdf(bimodalxvel, sampleVvalues'))]; 
        sampleVvalues=-10:0.25:10; 
        Vaverages(3, 
2)=sum(sampleVvalues.*normpdf(sampleVvalues, yveldist(1,1), 
yveldist(1,2)))./sum(normpdf(sampleVvalues, yveldist(1,1), 
yveldist(1,2))); 
        clear sampleVvalues 
Drop liquid flow rate 
        
dropaveragecount=nanmean(dropcount(:,1))*(3.7025/(5.1389-
1.4364*(prctile(dropcount(:,2), 95)/prctile(dropcount(:,2), 
5))));  %correct drop count based on ratio of 95th to 5th 
percentile of medians 
        
dropvolumetricconcentration=(dropaveragecount*(pi*(Daverages(4,5
)*10^(-6))^3/6))/(4.687e-3*1.563e-3*0.155e-3);  %m^3 of drop per 
m^3 of vapor 
        rho_f=1102;  %liquid density in kg/m^3 
        dropconcentration=rho_f*dropvolumetricconcentration;  
%kg of drop per m^3 of vapor 
        
mdotdrop=1000*dropconcentration*nanmean(Vaverages(1,1))*(pi*D^2/
4);  %mass flow in g/s through 1/4" ID tube 
        dropflowstats=[dropaveragecount; 
dropvolumetricconcentration; dropconcentration; mdotdrop]; 
        clear dropaveragecount 
        clear dropvolumetricconcentration 
        clear dropconcentration 
        clear mdotdrop 
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Save variables and figures 
        bimodalspeed=[bimodalspeed.mu, 
[bimodalspeed.Sigma(:,:,1); bimodalspeed.Sigma(:,:,2)], 
bimodalspeed.PComponents']; 
        bimodalxvel=[bimodalxvel.mu, [bimodalxvel.Sigma(:,:,1); 
bimodalxvel.Sigma(:,:,2)], bimodalxvel.PComponents']; 
 
        save('dropspeedvstimeinfo', 'dropspeedvstimeinfo') 
        %save figures 
        saveas(3, 'dropsizehistogram.fig', 'fig') 
        saveas(4, 'dropspeedhistogram.fig', 'fig') 
        saveas(5, 'dropspeedvstime.fig', 'fig') 
        saveas(14, 'dropsizehistmass.fig', 'fig') 
        saveas(15, 'wavespeedvstime.fig', 'fig') 
        saveas(30, 'dropsizedist.fig', 'fig') 
        saveas(31, 'dropsizedisthanratty.fig', 'fig') 
        saveas(32, 'dropxvelhistogram.fig', 'fig') 
        saveas(33, 'dropyvelhistogram.fig', 'fig') 
        saveas(36, 'meanfilmspeed.fig', 'fig') 
        saveas(37, 'wavelength.fig', 'fig') 
        saveas(41, 'dropcount.fig', 'fig') 
        %         saveas(42, 'largedropspeedvstime.fig') 
        %save Rosin-Rammler type distributions 
        save('RRdist', 'RRdist') 
        save('LNdist', 'LNdist') 
        save('MEdist', 'MEdist') 
        save('speeddist', 'speeddist') 
        save('xveldist', 'xveldist') 
        save('yveldist', 'yveldist') 
        save('Daverages', 'Daverages') 
        save('Vaverages', 'Vaverages') 
        save('bimodalxvel', 'bimodalxvel') 
        save('bimodalspeed', 'bimodalspeed') 
        save('dropcount', 'dropcount') 
        save('dropcountsmooth', 'dropcountsmooth') 
        save('dropspeedperiod', 'dropspeedperiod') 
        save('dropspeedsmooth', 'dropspeedsmooth') 
        save('filmspeedrealunitssmooth', 
'filmspeedrealunitssmooth') 
        save('wavelengthsmooth', 'wavelengthsmooth') 
        %         save('largedropspeedperiod', 
'largedropspeedperiod') 
        save('wavespeedperiod', 'wavespeedperiod') 
        save('dropcountperiod', 'dropcountperiod') 
        save('wavelengthperiod', 'wavelengthperiod') 
        save('dropflowstats', 'dropflowstats') 
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    end 
end 
clear timevalue 
clear aspectratio 
clear dropdatarealunits 
clear lastnonzero 
clear dropsizeinfo 
clear dropsizehist 
clear dropsizehisthanratty 
clear dropsizehistmeanhanratty 
clear dropspeedinfo 
clear dropspeededges 
clear dropspeedhist 
clear dropspeedvstimeinfo 
clear timevalues 
clear avgspeedattime 
clear velocityrealunits 
clear parmthresh 
clear parmthreshlim 
clear parmhanratty 
clear parmhanrattylim 
clear Daverages 
clear bimodaloption 
 
clear RRdist 
clear LNdist 
clear MEdist 
clear speeddist 
clear xveldist 
clear yveldist 
clear Daverages 
clear Vaverages 
clear bimodalxvel 
clear bimodalspeed 
clear dropcount 
clear dropcountsmooth 
clear dropspeed period 
clear dropspeedsmooth 
clear filmspeedrealunitssmooth 
clear wavelengthsmooth 
clear wavespeedperiod 
clear dropcountperiod 
clear wavelengthperiod 
clear dropflowstats 
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combine statistics for given flow condition 
time=clock; 
disp(['Began step 7 at ', int2str(time(4)),':', 
int2str(time(5)),':', int2str(time(6)), ', ', int2str(time(2)), 
'/', int2str(time(3)), '/',int2str(time(1)), '.']) 
if size(filenames,1)>1 
used in later sections for analysis 
    condnum=NaN(size(filenames,1),1); 
    downstreampos=NaN(size(filenames,1),1); 
    for filenum=1:size(filenames,1) 
        condnum(filenum)=str2double(filenames(filenum, 
findstr(filenames(filenum,:), 
'cond')+4:find(filenames(filenum,:)=='_', 1, 'first')-1)); 
        downstreampos(filenum)=(str2double(filenames(filenum, 
find(filenames(filenum,:)=='_', 1, 
'first')+1:find(filenames(filenum,:)=='-')-
1))+str2double(filenames(filenum, find(filenames(filenum,:)=='-
')+1:find(filenames(filenum,:)=='_', 1, 'last')-1))/100)*.0254; 
    end 
 
    uniquecond=unique(condnum); 
Basically 3D plotting 
    for uniquecondnum=1:length(uniquecond) 
 
        
condfilenames=filenames(condnum==uniquecond(uniquecondnum),:); 
        
conddownstreampos=downstreampos(condnum==uniquecond(uniquecondnu
m), :); 
        
overalldropsizehist=NaN(floor(maxdropletdiameter/dropsizebinspac
ing)+1, 5, size(condfilenames,1)); 
        for condfilenum=1:size(condfilenames,1) 
            cd(strcat(filepath, '\', 
condfilenames(condfilenum,:), ' stats')) 
            load('dropsizeinfo') 
            overalldropsizehist(:,:,condfilenum)=dropsizeinfo; 
        end 
        clear dropsizeinfo 
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overalldropspeedhist=NaN(floor(maxspeed/speedbinspacing)+1, 3, 
size(condfilenames,1)); 
        for condfilenum=1:size(condfilenames,1) 
            cd(strcat(filepath, '\', 
condfilenames(condfilenum,:), ' stats')) 
            load('dropspeedinfo') 
            overalldropspeedhist(:,:,condfilenum)=dropspeedinfo; 
        end 
        clear dropspeedinfo 
 
        
overalldropyvelhist=NaN(floor((0.5*maxspeed)/(speedbinspacing/2)
)+1, 2, size(condfilenames,1)); 
        for condfilenum=1:size(condfilenames,1) 
            cd(strcat(filepath, '\', 
condfilenames(condfilenum,:), ' stats')) 
            load('dropyvelinfo') 
            overalldropyvelhist(:,:,condfilenum)=dropyvelinfo; 
        end 
        clear dropyvelinfo 
 
        overallwavelength=NaN(size(condfilenames,1),2); 
        overallfilmspeed=NaN(size(condfilenames,1),2); 
        for condfilenum=1:size(condfilenames,1) 
            cd(strcat(filepath, '\', 
condfilenames(condfilenum,:), ' stats')) 
            load('wavelengthrealunits2') 
            load('filmspeedrealunits') 
            overallwavelength(condfilenum, 
:)=[nanmedian(wavelengthrealunits2), 
nanstd(wavelengthrealunits2)]; 
            overallfilmspeed(condfilenum, 
:)=[nanmean(filmspeedrealunits(:)), 
nanstd(filmspeedrealunits(:))]; 
        end 
 
        clear wavelengthrealunits 
        clear filmspeedrealunits 
 
        overalldropcount=NaN(1500, 3, size(condfilenames,1)); 
        for condfilenum=1:size(condfilenames,1) 
            cd(strcat(filepath, '\', 
condfilenames(condfilenum,:), ' stats')) 
            load('dropcount') 
            overalldropcount(1:size(dropcount,1), :, 
condfilenum)=dropcount; 
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        end 
        overalldropcount(:, nansum(overalldropcount)==0)=[]; 
        clear dropcount 
 
        overalldropflowstats=NaN(4, size(condfilenames,1)); 
        for condfilenum=1:size(condfilenames,1) 
            cd(strcat(filepath, '\', 
condfilenames(condfilenum,:), ' stats')) 
            load('dropflowstats') 
            overalldropflowstats(:, condfilenum)=dropflowstats; 
        end 
        clear dropflowstats 
 
        overallfilmthick=NaN(1000, size(condfilenames,1)); 
        for condfilenum=1:size(condfilenames,1) 
            cd(strcat(filepath, '\', 
condfilenames(condfilenum,:), ' stats')) 
            if exist('filmthicksmooth.mat', 'file')>=1 
                load('filmthicksmooth') 
                if 
size(filmthicksmooth,1)>size(overallfilmthick,1) 
                    
overallfilmthick(size(overallfilmthick,1)+1:size(filmthicksmooth
,1), :)=NaN(size(filmthicksmooth,1)-size(overallfilmthick,1), 
size(overallfilmthick,2)); 
                end 
                overallfilmthick(1:length(filmthicksmooth), 
condfilenum)=filmthicksmooth; 
            end 
        end 
        clear filmthicksmooth 
 
        cd(filepath) 
        mkdir(strcat('Cond', 
num2str(uniquecond(uniquecondnum)))) 
        cd(strcat('Cond', num2str(uniquecond(uniquecondnum)))) 
 
        save('overalldropsizehist', 'overalldropsizehist') 
        %         save('overallRRdist', 'overallRRdist') 
        save('overalldropspeedhist', 'overalldropspeedhist') 
        save('overalldropyvelhist', 'overalldropyvelhist') 
        save('overallwavelength', 'overallwavelength') 
        save('overallfilmspeed', 'overallfilmspeed') 
        save('overalldropcount', 'overalldropcount') 
        save('overalldropflowstats', 'overalldropflowstats') 
        save('overallfilmthick', 'overallfilmthick') 
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        clear condlowmagfilenum 
        clear condhighfpsfilenum 
        for condfilenum=1:size(condfilenames,1) 
            
condlowmagfilenum(condfilenum)=logical(isempty(findstr(condfilen
ames(condfilenum,:), 'lowmag'))==0);  %#ok<AGROW> 
            
condhighfpsfilenum(condfilenum)=logical(isempty(findstr(condfile
names(condfilenum,:), 'highfps'))==0);  %#ok<AGROW> 
        end 
 
 
        if sum(condlowmagfilenum)>0 
             
            figure(9) 
            surf(repmat(reshape(conddownstreampos,1,[]), 
[size(overalldropspeedhist,1),1]) , 
repmat(overalldropspeedhist(:,1,1), [1,sum(condlowmagfilenum)]), 
squeeze(overalldropspeedhist(:,2,condlowmagfilenum))./repmat(sum
(squeeze(overalldropspeedhist(:,2,condlowmagfilenum)),1), 
[size(overalldropspeedhist,1),1])) 
            xlabel('Downstream position [m]') 
            ylabel('Droplet speed [m/s]') 
            zlabel('Normalized count [-]') 
            xlim([0, max(downstreampos(:))]) 
            ylim([0, maxspeed]) 
            saveas(9, 'dropspeednormalizedhistogramlowmag.fig', 
'fig') 
 
            figure(26) 
            surf(repmat(reshape(conddownstreampos,1,[]), 
[size(overalldropspeedhist,1),1]) , 
repmat(overalldropspeedhist(:,1,1), [1,sum(condlowmagfilenum)]), 
squeeze(overalldropspeedhist(:,3,condlowmagfilenum))./repmat(sum
(squeeze(overalldropspeedhist(:,3,condlowmagfilenum)),1), 
[size(overalldropspeedhist,1),1])) 
            xlabel('Downstream position [m]') 
            ylabel('Horizontal velocity [m/s]') 
            zlabel('Normalized count [-]') 
            xlim([0, max(downstreampos(:))]) 
            ylim([0, maxspeed]) 
            saveas(26, 'dropxvelnormalizedhistlowmag.fig', 
'fig') 
 
            figure(42) 
            surf(repmat(reshape(conddownstreampos,1,[]), 
[size(overalldropyvelhist,1),1]) , 
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repmat(overalldropyvelhist(:,1,1), [1,sum(condlowmagfilenum)]), 
squeeze(overalldropyvelhist(:,2,condlowmagfilenum))./repmat(sum(
squeeze(overalldropyvelhist(:,2,condlowmagfilenum)),1), 
[size(overalldropyvelhist,1),1])) 
            xlabel('Downstream position [m]') 
            ylabel('Vertical velocity [m/s]') 
            zlabel('Normalized count [-]') 
                        xlim([0, max(downstreampos(:))]) 
            saveas(42, 'dropyvelnormalizedhistlowmag.fig', 
'fig') 
 
 
            figure(25) 
            [zgridspeed, xgridspeed, 
ygridspeed]=gridfit(repmat(reshape(conddownstreampos,1,[]), 
[size(overalldropspeedhist,1),1]) , 
repmat(overalldropspeedhist(:,1,1), [1,sum(condlowmagfilenum)]), 
squeeze(overalldropspeedhist(:,2,condlowmagfilenum))./repmat(sum
(squeeze(overalldropspeedhist(:,2,condlowmagfilenum)),1), 
[size(overalldropspeedhist,1),1]), 30, 40, 'smoothness', 2); 
            zgridspeed(zgridspeed<0)=0; 
            surf(xgridspeed, ygridspeed, zgridspeed) 
            xlabel('Downstream position [m]') 
            ylabel('Droplet speed [m/s]') 
            zlabel('Normalized count [-]') 
                        xlim([0, max(downstreampos(:))]) 
            saveas(25, 
'dropspeednormalizedhistlowmagsmooth.fig', 'fig') 
            save('xgridspeed', 'xgridspeed') 
            save('ygridspeed', 'ygridspeed') 
            save('zgridspeed', 'zgridspeed') 
 
 
 
 
            figure(28) 
            
[zgridxvel]=gridfit(repmat(reshape(conddownstreampos,1,[]), 
[size(overalldropspeedhist,1),1]) , 
repmat(overalldropspeedhist(:,1,1), [1,sum(condlowmagfilenum)]), 
squeeze(overalldropspeedhist(:,3,condlowmagfilenum))./repmat(sum
(squeeze(overalldropspeedhist(:,3,condlowmagfilenum)),1), 
[size(overalldropspeedhist,1),1]), 30, 40, 'smoothness', 2); 
            zgridxvel(zgridxvel<0)=0; 
            surf(xgridspeed, ygridspeed, zgridxvel) 
            xlabel('Downstream position [m]') 
            ylabel('Horizontal velocity [m/s]') 
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            zlabel('Normalized count [-]') 
                        xlim([0, max(downstreampos(:))]) 
            saveas(28, 'dropxvelnormalizedhistlowmagsmooth.fig', 
'fig') 
            save('zgridspeed', 'zgridxvel') 
 
 
 
            figure(29) 
            [zgridyvel, xgridyvel, 
ygridyvel]=gridfit(repmat(reshape(conddownstreampos,1,[]), 
[size(overalldropyvelhist,1),1]) , 
repmat(overalldropyvelhist(:,1,1), [1,sum(condlowmagfilenum)]), 
squeeze(overalldropyvelhist(:,2,condlowmagfilenum))./repmat(sum(
squeeze(overalldropyvelhist(:,2,condlowmagfilenum)),1), 
[size(overalldropyvelhist,1),1]), 30, 40, 'smoothness', 2); 
            zgridyvel(zgridyvel<0)=0; 
            surf(xgridyvel, ygridyvel, zgridyvel) 
            xlabel('Downstream position [m]') 
            ylabel('Vertical velocity [m/s]') 
            zlabel('Normalized count [-]') 
                        xlim([0, max(downstreampos(:))]) 
            saveas(29, 'dropyvelnormalizedhistlowmagsmooth.fig', 
'fig') 
            save('xgridyvel', 'xgridyvel') 
            save('ygridyvel', 'ygridyvel') 
            save('zgridyvel', 'zgridyvel') 
 
 
            figure(17) 
            surf(repmat(reshape(conddownstreampos,1,[]), 
[size(overalldropsizehist,1),1]) , 
repmat(overalldropsizehist(:,1,1), [1,sum(condlowmagfilenum)]), 
squeeze(overalldropsizehist(:,5,condlowmagfilenum))./repmat(sum(
squeeze(overalldropsizehist(:,5,condlowmagfilenum)),1), 
[size(overalldropsizehist,1),1])) 
            xlabel('Downstream position [m]') 
            ylabel('Droplet diameter [µm]') 
            zlabel('Number distribution [-]') 
                        xlim([0, max(downstreampos(:))]) 
            ylim([0, 200]) 
            saveas(17, 
'dropsizenormalizedhistogramlowmaghanratty.fig', 'fig') 
 
 
            figure(18) 
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zvalues=squeeze(overalldropsizehist(:,5,condlowmagfilenum)); 
            zvalues(zvalues==1)=0; 
            zvalues=zvalues./repmat(sum(zvalues,1), 
[size(zvalues,1), 1]); 
            %zvalues=(repmat(overalldropsizehist(:,1,1), 
[1,sum(condlowmagfilenum)]).^3).*zvalues; 
            surf(repmat(reshape(conddownstreampos,1,[]), 
[size(overalldropsizehist,1),1]) , 
repmat(overalldropsizehist(:,1,1), [1,sum(condlowmagfilenum)]), 
zvalues); 
            xlabel('Downstream position [m]') 
            ylabel('Droplet diameter [µm]') 
            zlabel('Mass distribution [-]') 
                        xlim([0, max(downstreampos(:))]) 
            ylim([0, 200]) 
            saveas(18, 
'dropsizemassnormalizedhistogramlowmaghanratty.fig', 'fig') 
 
 
 
            figure(19) 
            sizelimit=find(sum(zvalues,2), 1, 'last'); 
            [zgridhanratty,xgridhanratty,ygridhanratty] = 
gridfit(repmat(reshape(conddownstreampos,1,[]), [sizelimit,1]), 
repmat(overalldropsizehist(1:sizelimit,1,1), 
[1,sum(condlowmagfilenum)]),zvalues(1:sizelimit,:),25,40, 
'smoothness', 2); 
            zgridhanratty(zgridhanratty<0)=0; 
            surf(xgridhanratty,ygridhanratty,zgridhanratty) 
            xlabel('Downstream position [m]') 
            xlim([0, max(downstreampos(:))]) 
            ylim([0, 200]) 
            ylabel('Droplet diameter [µm]') 
            zlabel('Mass distribution [-]') 
            zlim([0, max(zgridhanratty(:))]) 
            saveas(19, 
'smoothdropsizemassnormalizedhistogramlowmaghanratty.fig', 
'fig') 
            save('xgridhanratty', 'xgridhanratty') 
            save('ygridhanratty', 'ygridhanratty') 
            save('zgridhanratty', 'zgridhanratty') 
 
 
            %             for 
condfilenum=1:length(condlowmagfilenum) 
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            %              %   
RRzvalues(:,condfilenum)=wblpdf(0:maxdropletdiameter, 
overallRRdist(1,1,condfilenum), overallRRdist(1,2,condfilenum)); 
            %                 
RRzvalueshanratty(:,condfilenum)=wblpdf(0:maxdropletdiameter, 
overallRRdist(1,3,condfilenum), overallRRdist(1,4,condfilenum)); 
            %             end 
            %            % RRzvaluesvol=(pi/6)*RRzvalues.^3; 
            %            % 
RRzvaluesvol=RRzvaluesvol./repmat(sum(RRzvaluesvol,1), 
[size(RRzvaluesvol,1), 1]); 
            %             
RRzvaluesvolhanratty=(pi/6)*RRzvalueshanratty.^3; 
            %             
RRzvaluesvolhanratty=RRzvaluesvolhanratty./repmat(sum(RRzvaluesv
olhanratty,1), [size(RRzvaluesvolhanratty,1), 1]); 
 
            %             figure(20) 
            %             
surf(repmat(reshape(downstreampos(condlowmagfilenum),1,[]), 
[size(RRzvalues,1),1]), repmat([0:maxdropletdiameter]', [1, 
length(condlowmagfilenum)]), RRzvalues) 
            %             figure(21) 
            %             
surf(repmat(reshape(downstreampos(condlowmagfilenum),1,[]), 
[size(RRzvalueshanratty,1),1]), repmat([0:maxdropletdiameter]', 
[1, length(condlowmagfilenum)]), RRzvalueshanratty) 
            %             figure(22) 
            %             
surf(repmat(reshape(downstreampos(condlowmagfilenum),1,[]), 
[size(RRzvalues,1),1]), repmat([0:maxdropletdiameter]', [1, 
length(condlowmagfilenum)]), RRzvaluesvol) 
            %             figure(23) 
            %             
surf(repmat(reshape(downstreampos(condlowmagfilenum),1,[]), 
[size(RRzvalueshanratty,1),1]), repmat([0:maxdropletdiameter]', 
[1, length(condlowmagfilenum)]), RRzvaluesvolhanratty) 
 
            %             figure(24) 
            %             [zgridRR, xgridRR, 
ygridRR]=gridfit(repmat(reshape(downstreampos(condlowmagfilenum)
,1,[]), [size(RRzvalueshanratty,1),1]), 
repmat([0:maxdropletdiameter]', [1, length(condlowmagfilenum)]), 
RRzvaluesvolhanratty, 30, 40, 'smoothness', 0.25); 
            %             zgridRR(zgridRR<0)=0; 
            %             surf(xgridRR, ygridRR, zgridRR) 
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            %             saveas(19, 
'smoothdropsizemassnormalizedRRdistlowmaghanratty.fig') 
            %             save('xgridRR', 'xgridRR') 
            %             save('ygridRR', 'ygridRR') 
            %             save('zgridRR', 'zgridRR') 
 
            figure(38) 
            plot(conddownstreampos, 
overallfilmspeed(condlowmagfilenum,1), '.') 
            xlabel('Downstream position [m]') 
            ylabel('Film speed [m/s]') 
            xlim([0, max(downstreampos(:))]) 
            ylim([0, max(overallfilmspeed(:,1))]) 
            saveas(38, 'filmspeed.fig', 'fig') 
 
            figure(39) 
            plot(conddownstreampos, 
overallwavelength(condlowmagfilenum,1), '.') 
            xlabel('Downstream position [m]') 
            ylabel('Film wavelenth [µm]') 
            xlim([0, max(downstreampos(:))]) 
            ylim([0, 
ceil(max(overallwavelength(condlowmagfilenum,1))/100)*100]) 
            saveas(39, 'filmwavelength.fig', 'fig') 
 
            figure(43) 
            plot(conddownstreampos, 
overalldropflowstats(4,condlowmagfilenum), '.') 
            xlabel('Downstream position [m]') 
            ylabel('Liquid flow rate in drops [g/s]') 
            xlim([0, max(downstreampos(:))]) 
            saveas(43, 'dropflowrate.fig', 'fig') 
 
            figure(44) 
            plot(conddownstreampos, nanmean(overallfilmthick(:, 
condlowmagfilenum)), '.') 
            xlabel('Downstream position [m]') 
            ylabel('Film thickness [µm]') 
            xlim([0, max(downstreampos(:))]) 
            saveas(44, 'filmthick.fig', 'fig') 
 
            figure(46) 
            plot(conddownstreampos, 
overalldropflowstats(3,condlowmagfilenum), '.') 
            xlabel('Downstream position [m]') 
            ylabel('Drop concentration [kg/m^3]') 
            xlim([0, max(downstreampos(:))]) 
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            saveas(46, 'dropconcentration.fig', 'fig') 
Film flow rate 
            
filmflowrate1=pi*D*nanmean(overallfilmthick).*overallfilmspeed(:
,1)'*(10^(-6))*rho_f*1000; 
            C=0.4; 
            
filmflowrate2=2*pi*D*overallfilmspeed(:,1)'.*((prctile(overallfi
lmthick, 95)-prctile(overallfilmthick, 
5))/2+C*prctile(overallfilmthick, 5))*(10^(-6))*rho_f*1000; 
            C=1/14; 
            
filmflowrate3=2*pi*D*overallfilmspeed(:,1)'.*((prctile(overallfi
lmthick, 95)-prctile(overallfilmthick, 
5))/2+C*prctile(overallfilmthick, 5))*(10^(-6))*rho_f*1000; 
            overallfilmflowrate=[filmflowrate1;filmflowrate2; 
filmflowrate3]; 
            clear filmflowrate1 
            clear filmflowrate2 
            clear filmflowrate3 
 
            figure(45) 
            hold off 
            plot(conddownstreampos, overallfilmflowrate(1, 
condlowmagfilenum), 'b.') 
            hold on 
            plot(conddownstreampos, overallfilmflowrate(2, 
condlowmagfilenum), 'r.') 
            plot(conddownstreampos, overallfilmflowrate(3, 
condlowmagfilenum), 'g.') 
 
 
            xlabel('Downstream position [m]') 
            ylabel('Liquid flow rate in film [g/s]') 
            xlim([0, max(downstreampos(:))]) 
            ylim([0, nanmax(overallfilmflowrate(:))]) 
            legend('Linear profile', 'Wave & Base, C=2/5', 'Wave 
& Base C=1/14') 
            saveas(45, 'filmflowrate.fig', 'fig') 
 
            save('overallfilmflowrate', 'overallfilmflowrate') 
        end 
 
        if sum(condhighfpsfilenum)>0 
            figure(10) 
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surf(repmat(reshape(downstreampos(condhighfpsfilenum),1,[]), 
[size(overalldropsizehist,1),1]) , 
repmat(overalldropsizehist(:,1,1), [1,sum(condhighfpsfilenum)]), 
squeeze(overalldropsizehist(:,2,condhighfpsfilenum))) 
            xlabel('Downstream position [m]') 
            ylabel('Droplet diameter [µm]') 
            zlabel('Count [-]') 
 
            figure(11) 
            
surf(repmat(reshape(downstreampos(condhighfpsfilenum),1,[]), 
[size(overalldropsizehist,1),1]) , 
repmat(overalldropsizehist(:,1,1), [1,sum(condhighfpsfilenum)]), 
squeeze(overalldropsizehist(:,2,condhighfpsfilenum))./repmat(sum
(squeeze(overalldropsizehist(:,2,condhighfpsfilenum)),1), 
[size(overalldropsizehist,1),1])) 
            xlabel('Downstream position [m]') 
            ylabel('Droplet diameter [µm]') 
            zlabel('Normalized count [-]') 
 
            figure(12) 
            
surf(repmat(reshape(downstreampos(condhighfpsfilenum),1,[]), 
[size(overalldropspeedhist,1),1]) , 
repmat(overalldropspeedhist(:,1,1), 
[1,sum(condhighfpsfilenum)]), 
squeeze(overalldropspeedhist(:,2,condhighfpsfilenum))) 
            xlabel('Downstream position [m]') 
            ylabel('Droplet speed [m/s]') 
            zlabel('Count [-]') 
            ylim([0, 3.3]) 
 
            figure(13) 
            
surf(repmat(reshape(downstreampos(condhighfpsfilenum),1,[]), 
[size(overalldropspeedhist,1),1]) , 
repmat(overalldropspeedhist(:,1,1), 
[1,sum(condhighfpsfilenum)]), 
squeeze(overalldropspeedhist(:,2,condhighfpsfilenum))./repmat(su
m(squeeze(overalldropspeedhist(:,2,condhighfpsfilenum)),1), 
[size(overalldropspeedhist,1),1])) 
            xlabel('Downstream position [m]') 
            ylabel('Droplet speed [m/s]') 
            zlabel('Normalized count [-]') 
            ylim([0, 3.3]) 
        end 
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            save('conddownstreampos', 'conddownstreampos') 
            clear position 
 
        cd(filepath) 
 
    end 
end 
Drop size distribution fitting based on curve fits from individual files 
disp(['Began step 8 at ', int2str(time(4)),':', 
int2str(time(5)),':', int2str(time(6)), ', ', int2str(time(2)), 
'/', int2str(time(3)), '/',int2str(time(1)), '.']) 
if size(filenames,1)>1 
 
 
    for uniquecondnum=1:size(uniquecond) 
        condfilenames=filenames(condnum==uniquecond(1),:); 
        cd(filepath) 
        cd(strcat('Cond', num2str(uniquecond(uniquecondnum)))) 
        load('conddownstreampos') 
 
        overallRRdist=NaN(3,4, size(condfilenames,1)); 
        for condfilenum=1:size(condfilenames,1) 
            cd(strcat(filepath, '\', 
condfilenames(condfilenum,:), ' stats')) 
            load('RRdist') 
            overallRRdist(:,:, condfilenum)=RRdist; 
        end 
        clear RRdist 
 
 
        overallLNdist=NaN(3,4, size(condfilenames,1)); 
        for condfilenum=1:size(condfilenames,1) 
            cd(strcat(filepath, '\', 
condfilenames(condfilenum,:), ' stats')) 
            load('LNdist') 
            overallLNdist(:,:, condfilenum)=LNdist; 
        end 
        clear LNdist 
 
        overallMEdist=NaN(2,6, size(condfilenames,1)); 
        for condfilenum=1:size(condfilenames,1) 
            cd(strcat(filepath, '\', 
condfilenames(condfilenum,:), ' stats')) 
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            load('MEdist') 
            overallMEdist(:,:, condfilenum)=MEdist; 
        end 
        clear MEdist 
 
clear condlowmagfilenum 
        for condfilenum=1:size(condfilenames,1) 
            
condlowmagfilenum(condfilenum)=logical(isempty(findstr(condfilen
ames(condfilenum,:), 'lowmag'))==0); %#ok<AGROW> 
        end 
 
        downstreamgrid=repmat(0:0.1:2, 
[length(1:maxdropletdiameter), 1]); 
        dropdiametergrid=repmat([1:maxdropletdiameter]', [1, 
length(0:0.1:2)]); 
 
        b=[robustfit(conddownstreampos, 
squeeze(overallMEdist(1,4,condlowmagfilenum))),robustfit(conddow
nstreampos, squeeze(overallMEdist(2,4,condlowmagfilenum))), 
robustfit(conddownstreampos, 
squeeze(overallMEdist(2,5,condlowmagfilenum))), 
robustfit(conddownstreampos, 
squeeze(overallMEdist(2,6,condlowmagfilenum)))]; 
        x_m=b(1,1)+b(2,1)*downstreamgrid; 
        x_50=b(1,2)+b(2,2)*downstreamgrid; 
        u_50=b(1,3)+b(2,3)*downstreamgrid; 
        u_90=b(1,4)+b(2,4)*downstreamgrid; 
        a=(x_m-x_50)./x_50; 
        delta=0.394./(log10(u_90./u_50)); 
        y=(delta/pi^0.5).*(x_m./(dropdiametergrid.*(x_m-
dropdiametergrid))).*exp(-
(delta.*log((a.*dropdiametergrid)./(x_m-dropdiametergrid))).^2); 
        y=real(y); 
        y(isfinite(y)==0)=NaN; 
        figure(34) 
        surf(downstreamgrid, dropdiametergrid, y) 
 
        % a=b(1,1)+b(2,1)*downstreamgrid; 
        % delta=b(1,2)+b(2,2)*downstreamgrid; 
        % x_m=b(1,3)+b(2,3)*downstreamgrid; 
        % y=(delta/(pi^0.5)).*(x_m./(dropdiametergrid.*(x_m-
dropdiametergrid))).*exp(-
(delta.*log((a.*dropdiametergrid)./(x_m-dropdiametergrid))).^2); 
 
        figure(35) 
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        b=[robustfit(conddownstreampos, 
squeeze(overallLNdist(1,3,condlowmagfilenum))), 
robustfit(conddownstreampos, 
squeeze(overallLNdist(1,4,condlowmagfilenum)))]; 
        logn1=b(1,1)+b(2,1)*downstreamgrid; 
        logn2=b(1,2)+b(2,2)*downstreamgrid; 
        y=lognpdf(dropdiametergrid, logn1, logn2); 
        surf(downstreamgrid, dropdiametergrid, y) 
 
    end 
end 
Connect to pressure files 
pressurepath='C:\Documents and Settings\swujek\Desktop\scott 
compressor\Scott high speed pressure data'; 
[pressurefilenames, mintimedif]=pressurefileconnect(filepath, 
filenames, pressurepath); 
pressure=NaN(2000, size(pressurefilenames,1)); 
pressuredrop=NaN(2000, size(pressurefilenames,1)); 
for filenum=1:size(pressurefilenames,1) 
    pressurevolts=load([pressurepath, '\', 
pressurefilenames(filenum,:)]); 
    pressuredrop(:,filenum)=35.1171*pressurevolts(:,1)- 0.0361; 
    pressure(:,filenum)=831.3223*pressurevolts(:,2)+12.4699; 
end 
clear pressurevolts 
clear mintimedif 
pressuretimeinterval=3*10E-6; 
pressuretime=pressuretimeinterval:pressuretimeinterval:2000*pres
suretimeinterval; 
 
for filenum=1:size(pressurefilenames,1) 
    cd(strcat(filepath, '\', filenames(filenum,:), ' stats')) 
    if exist('smoothpressure.mat', 'file')==0 
        figure(40) 
        hold off 
        plot(pressuretime, pressure(:,filenum), '.') 
        hold on 
        smoothpressure=smooth(pressure(:,filenum), 51, 
'rlowess'); 
        plot(pressuretime, smoothpressure, 'r') 
        xlabel('Time [s]') 
        ylabel('Pressure [kPa]') 
        ylim([median(pressure(:,filenum))-
3*std(pressure(:,filenum)), 
median(pressure(:,filenum))+3*std(pressure(:,filenum))]) 
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        saveas(40, strcat(filepath, '\', filenames(filenum,:), ' 
stats\', 'pressure.fig'), 'fig') 
 
        pressurexcorr=xcorr(smoothpressure-
mean(smoothpressure)); 
        pressurexcorr(1:(length(pressurexcorr)+1)/2)=[]; 
        [pks, loc]= findpeaks(pressurexcorr); 
        pressureperiod=[min(loc)*pressuretimeinterval, 
median((loc(2:end)-loc(1:end-1))*pressuretimeinterval)]; 
        clear pks 
        clear loc 
 
        save('pressureperiod', 'pressureperiod'); 
        averagepressure=mean(smoothpressure); 
        save('averagepressure', 'averagepressure') 
        save('smoothpressure', 'smoothpressure') 
    end 
end 
 
clear pressuretimeinterval 
wrap up loose ends 
cd(filepath) 
%clear defaults 
clear maxdropletdiameter 
clear maxspeed 
clear speedbinspacing 
clear dropsizebinspacing 
clear filenum 
clear requiredslope 
 
 
time=clock; 
disp(['All done at ', int2str(time(4)),':', 
int2str(time(5)),':', int2str(time(6)), ', ', int2str(time(2)), 
'/', int2str(time(3)), '/',int2str(time(1)), '!']) 
clear time 
toc 
 
A.2  FUNCTIONS USED IN CODE PRESENTED IN APPENDIX A.1 
A.2.1  FUNCTION FOR .CIN FILE CONVERSION 
function [cinframes, avgcinframe, newfilenames, framerate, 
shutter]=readcinwritematrix(filepath, filename) 
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% outputs: 
% cinframes:  raw pixel values from an entire cine file 
% avgcinframe:  average pixel values at each location 
% framerate:  framing rate of original cine file 
% saves each of these matrices to folder "{filepath}\{filename} 
images" 
% 
% inputs: 
%  filepath:  complete file path where .cin file is located 
%  filename:  file name (without suffix) of cin file 
%  variables should be entered as text strings (ie using ' ') 
 
% clear 
% close all 
% filepath=input('Please enter the path of the cin file:  ', 
's'); 
% filename=input('Please enter cin file name (without suffix):  
', 's'); 
 
 
cd(filepath); 
 
%open cine file to read in data 
fid = fopen(strcat(filename, '.cin'), 'r'); 
 
% read the count of images saved to this file 
f_pt = fseek(fid, 20 , 'bof'); %#ok<NASGU> 
ImageCounttotal = single(fread(fid, 1, 'uint32')); 
%        disp([num2str(ImageCounttotal) ' frames in cin file']); 
 
% read the image header offset 
OffImageHeader = fread(fid, 1, 'uint32'); 
 
% read the image setup offset 
OffSetup = fread(fid, 1, 'uint32'); 
 
% read the offset for the image 
OffImageOffsets = fread(fid, 1, 'uint32'); 
 
% read the trigger time 
triggertime=fread(fid, 1, 'uint64'); %#ok<NASGU> 
% delete above line and replace with next 2 lines for easier 
time, 
% otherwise grab the first 31 characters from binary string 
%triggertimefractionsec=fread(fid, 1, 'uint32'); %#ok<NASGU> 
%triggertime=fread(fid, 1, 'uint32'); %#ok<NASGU> 
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% read the image width and height 
fseek(fid, OffImageHeader+4, 'bof'); 
biWidth = fread(fid, 1, 'int32'); 
biHeight = fread(fid,1, 'int32'); 
 
% read bit per pixel 
fseek(fid, 2, 'cof'); 
biBitCount = fread(fid, 1, 'uint16'); 
pxlbit = strcat('uint', int2str(biBitCount)); 
 
% read the frame rate 
fseek(fid, OffSetup, 'bof'); 
framerate = fread(fid, 1, 'uint16'); 
 
% read the shutter (exposure) time 
shutter= fread(fid, 1, 'uint16'); 
 
 
% read the image pointer table 
fseek(fid, OffImageOffsets, 'bof'); 
pImag = fread(fid, double(ImageCounttotal), 'uint32'); 
 
% read the images before fuel come out as background reference 
fseek(fid, pImag(1,1),'bof'); 
 
 
%clear unneeded variables to free up some memory 
clear OffImageHeader; 
clear OffSetup; 
clear biBitCount; 
%    clear pImag; 
 
numfiles=ceil(ImageCounttotal/500); 
remainder=ImageCounttotal-500*(numfiles-1); 
 
 
%read in frames and save them 
for filenum=1:numfiles 
    if filenum<numfiles 
        ImageCount=500; 
    else 
        ImageCount=remainder; 
    end 
 
    if filenum==1 
        cinframes=zeros(biHeight, biWidth, ImageCount, 'uint8'); 
        start=1; 
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    else 
        cinframes=zeros(biHeight, biWidth, ImageCount-6, 
'uint8'); 
        cinframes(:,:,1:6)=appendcinframes; 
        start=7; 
    end 
 
    for i= start:ImageCount; 
        AnnotationandImageSize = fread(fid, 2, 'uint32'); 
%#ok<NASGU> 
        for j=1:biHeight 
            cinframes(biHeight-j+1, :, i) =fread(fid, biWidth, 
pxlbit); 
        end 
    end 
 
    appendcinframes=zeros(biHeight, biWidth, 6, 'uint8'); 
   if filenum<numfiles; 
        for i= 1:6; 
            AnnotationandImageSize = fread(fid, 2, 'uint32'); 
%#ok<NASGU> 
            for j=1:biHeight 
                appendcinframes(biHeight-j+1, :, i) =fread(fid, 
biWidth, pxlbit); 
            end 
        end 
            
cinframes(:,:,size(cinframes,3)+1:size(cinframes,3)+6)=appendcin
frames; 
  end 
 
 
    %create a new folder to put the matrices switch to that 
folder 
    %and save cinframes 
 
    newfilenames(filenum,:)=(strcat(filename, 's', 
num2str(filenum))); 
    mkdir(strcat(filename, 's', num2str(filenum),' images' )); 
    cd(strcat(filename, 's', num2str(filenum),' images' )); 
    save('cinframes', 'cinframes') 
    save('framerate', 'framerate') 
    save('triggertime', 'triggertime') 
    save('shutter', 'shutter') 
 
    %calcualte average pixel value at each location 
    avgcinframe=uint8(mean(cinframes,3)); 
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    save('avgcinframe', 'avgcinframe') 
    cd(filepath) 
end 
 
fclose(fid); 
 
clear AnnotationandImageSize; 
 
 
clear row 
clear column 
 
 
%go back to directory where cin file was located 
cd(filepath); 
 
clear pxlbit; 
clear biWidth; 
clear biHeight; 
A.2.2  FUNCTION FOR FILM ELIMINATION 
function [mindifframe6, statsummary]=filmelimination(cinframes, 
avgcinframe) 
%This file goes from the cinfile and avg cinframe matrices 
through the 
%final stages of improving that image. 
Reformat the raw information into proper data types/account for uneven lighting 
%statsummary(end+1,:)=single([frame, region, BWbigregionnumber, 
stats(region).Centroid, stats(region).Perimeter, 
stats(region).EquivDiameter, stats(region).Area, 
stats(region).BoundingBox, areamean,areameannorm, 
areameanmindifframe6, comparison, comparisonnorm, 
comparisonmindifframe6, 
stats(region).MajorAxisLength/stats(region).MinorAxisLength]); 
 
rotangle=0; 
 
% %this next paragraph is used when the zoom is such that the 
array is not 
% %totally illuminated, the next paragraph should be used when 
the array is 
% %unifomly illuminated 
% cinframes=single(cinframes); 
% avgcinframe=single(avgcinframe); 
% normalized=zeros(size(cinframes), 'int8'); 
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% p1 = -0.0046328; 
% p2 = 1.2012; 
% p3 = -2.1085; 
% normalizer= p1.*avgcinframe.^2 + p2.*avgcinframe +p3; 
% for frame=1:size(cinframes, 3) 
%     normalized(:,:,frame)=int8(((cinframes(:,:,frame)-
avgcinframe)./normalizer)*128); 
% end 
 
cinframes=int16(cinframes); 
avgcinframe=int16(avgcinframe); 
normalized = bsxfun(@minus, cinframes, avgcinframe); 
normalized=int8(normalized); 
 
% cinframes=uint8(cinframes); 
% save('cinframes', 'cinframes') 
% clear cinframes 
% avgcinframe=uint8(avgcinframe); 
% save('avgcinframe', 'avgcinframe') 
% clear avgcinframe 
clear p1 
clear p2 
clear p3 
clear normalizer 
 
movtimeavgnormal=zeros(size(normalized,1), size(normalized,2), 
size(normalized,3)-2, 'int8'); 
for frame=3:size(normalized,3)-2 
    movtimeavgnormal(:, :, frame)=(int8(sum(normalized(:, :, 
frame-2:frame+2),3))-normalized(:,:,frame))./4; 
end 
 
normalminusmovtimeavg=zeros(size(normalized,1), 
size(normalized,2), size(normalized,3)-2, 'int8'); 
for frame=3:size(normalized,3)-2 
    normalminusmovtimeavg(:,:,frame)=normalized(:,:,frame)-
movtimeavgnormal(:,:,frame); 
end 
save('movtimeavgnormal', 'movtimeavgnormal') 
clear movtimeavgnormal 
if rotangle~=0 
    maxlocal=zeros(size(normalminusmovtimeavg,1), 
size(normalminusmovtimeavg,3)-1); 
    maxvalue=zeros(size(normalminusmovtimeavg,1), 
size(normalminusmovtimeavg,3)-1); 
    for row=1:size(normalminusmovtimeavg, 1) 
        for frame=3:size(normalminusmovtimeavg,3)-1 
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            [maxvalue(row, frame), maxlocal(row, 
frame)]=max(xcorr(single(normalminusmovtimeavg(row, :, frame)), 
single(normalminusmovtimeavg(row, :, frame+1)), 'biased')); 
        end 
    end 
    shift=single(round(maxlocal-size(normalminusmovtimeavg,2))); 
    shiftmedian=sum((shift.*maxvalue),1)./(sum(maxvalue,1)); 
    % shiftmedian=round(median(shift,1)); 
    shiftmedian(1:2)=0; 
    shiftmedian(shiftmedian<0)=median(shiftmedian); 
    clear maxlocal 
    clear maxvalue 
    %clear shift 
    shift(shift<0)=0; 
    for frame=3:size(normalminusmovtimeavg,3)-1 
        
shift(shift(:,frame)>shiftmedian(frame)*2,frame)=round(shiftmedi
an(frame)); 
    end 
end 
normalminusmovtimeavg2=imrotate(normalminusmovtimeavg, 
rotangle); 
maxlocalrot=zeros(size(normalminusmovtimeavg2,1), 
size(normalminusmovtimeavg2,3)-1); 
maxvaluerot=zeros(size(normalminusmovtimeavg2,1), 
size(normalminusmovtimeavg2,3)-1); 
for row=1:size(normalminusmovtimeavg2, 1) 
    for frame=3:size(normalminusmovtimeavg2,3)-1 
        [maxvaluerot(row, frame), maxlocalrot(row, 
frame)]=max(xcorr(single(normalminusmovtimeavg2(row, :, frame)), 
single(normalminusmovtimeavg2(row, :, frame+1)), 'biased')); 
    end 
end 
shiftrot=single(round(maxlocalrot-
size(normalminusmovtimeavg2,2))); 
shiftmedianrot=sum((shiftrot.*maxvaluerot),1)./(sum(maxvaluerot,
1)); 
% shiftmedian=round(median(shift,1)); 
shiftmedianrot(1:2)=0; 
shiftmedianrot(shiftmedianrot<0)=median(shiftmedianrot); 
 
shiftrot(shiftrot<0)=0; 
for frame=3:size(normalminusmovtimeavg2,3)-1 
    
shiftrot(shiftrot(:,frame)>shiftmedianrot(frame)*2,frame)=round(
shiftmedianrot(frame)); 
end 
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clear normalminusmovtimeavg2 
clear normalminusmovtimeavg 
clear maxlocalrot 
clear maxvaluerot 
%maxframe=zeros(size(normalized,1), size(normalized,2), 
size(normalized,3)-4, 'int8'); 
minframe=zeros(size(normalized,1), size(normalized,2), 
size(normalized,3)-4, 'int8'); 
normalized2=imrotate(normalized,rotangle); 
normalized3=imrotate(normalized2(:,:,1:5), -rotangle, 'crop');  
%first 5 frames used as a sample 
[filledrows, filledcols]=find(sum(abs(normalized3),3)); 
clear normalized3 
save('temp') 
clear 
load('temp') 
for frame=4:size(shiftmedianrot,2)-1 
    nextframe=(zeros(size(normalized2,1), size(normalized2,2))); 
    previousframe=(zeros(size(normalized2,1), 
size(normalized2,2))); 
    for row=1:size(shiftrot,1) 
    
nextframe(row,1+2*max(round(shiftmedianrot(:))):size(normalized2
,2)-2*max(round(shiftmedianrot(:))))    =normalized2(row, 1-
shiftrot(row, frame)  +2*max(round(shiftmedianrot(:))):end-
2*max(round(shiftmedianrot(:)))-shiftrot(row, frame),   
frame+1); 
    
previousframe(row,1+2*max(round(shiftmedianrot(:))):size(normali
zed2,2)-2*max(round(shiftmedianrot(:))))=normalized2(row, 
1+shiftrot(row, frame-1)+2*max(round(shiftmedianrot(:))):end-
2*max(round(shiftmedianrot(:)))+shiftrot(row, frame-1), frame-
1); 
    end 
    nextframe=imrotate(nextframe, -rotangle, 'crop'); 
    previousframe=imrotate(previousframe, -rotangle, 'crop'); 
  %  
maxframe(:,:,frame)=imresize(max(previousframe(min(filledrows):m
ax(filledrows), min(filledcols):max(filledcols)), 
nextframe(min(filledrows):max(filledrows), 
min(filledcols):max(filledcols), :)), [size(normalized,1), 
size(normalized,2)]); 
    
minframe(:,:,frame)=imresize(min(previousframe(min(filledrows):m
ax(filledrows), min(filledcols):max(filledcols)), 
nextframe(min(filledrows):max(filledrows), 
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min(filledcols):max(filledcols), :)), [size(normalized,1), 
size(normalized,2)]); 
end 
clear shiftrot 
clear filledrows 
clear filledcols 
clear normalized2 
clear nextframe 
clear previousframe 
if rotangle~=0 
    for frame=4:size(shiftmedian,2)-1 
        nextframe=zeros(size(normalized,1), size(normalized,2), 
'int8'); 
        previousframe=zeros(size(normalized,1), 
size(normalized,2), 'int8'); 
        for row=1:size(shift,1) 
        
nextframe(row,1+2*round(max(shiftmedian(:))):size(normalized,2)-
2*round(max(shiftmedian(:))))    =normalized(row, 1-shift(row, 
frame)  +2*round(max(shiftmedian(:))):end-
2*round(max(shiftmedian(:)))-shift(row, frame),   frame+1); 
        
previousframe(row,1+2*round(max(shiftmedian(:))):size(normalized
,2)-2*round(max(shiftmedian(:))))=normalized(row, 1+shift(row, 
frame-1)+2*round(max(shiftmedian(:))):end-
2*round(max(shiftmedian(:)))+shift(row, frame-1), frame-1); 
        end 
       % maxframe(:,:,frame)=max(maxframe(:,:,frame), 
max(previousframe, nextframe)); 
        minframe(:,:,frame)=min(minframe(:,:,frame), 
min(previousframe, nextframe)); 
    end 
    clear shift 
    clear filledrows 
    clear filledcols 
    clear nextframe 
    clear previousframe 
end 
load('movtimeavgnormal') 
minframe=min(minframe, movtimeavgnormal(:,:, 1:end-2)); 
%maxframe=max(maxframe, movtimeavgnormal(:,:, 1:end-2)); 
 
clear movtimeavgnormal 
% find max and min in 5x1 region instead of single point 
for frame=1:size(minframe,3) 
 %   maxframepad=zeros(size(maxframe,1), 
size(maxframe,2)+4,3,'int8'); 
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 %   maxframepad(:,1:end-4,1)=maxframe(:,:,frame); 
 %   maxframepad(:,2:end-3,2)=maxframe(:,:,frame); 
 %   maxframepad(:,3:end-2,3)=maxframe(:,:,frame); 
 %   maxframepad(:,4:end-1,4)=maxframe(:,:,frame); 
 %   maxframepad(:,5:end,5)=maxframe(:,:,frame); 
 %   maxframe(:,:,frame)=max(maxframe(:,:,frame), 
max(maxframepad(:,3:end-2,:),[],3)); 
    minframepad=zeros(size(minframe,1), 
size(minframe,2)+4,3,'int8'); 
    minframepad(:,1:end-4,1)=minframe(:,:,frame); 
    minframepad(:,2:end-3,2)=minframe(:,:,frame); 
    minframepad(:,3:end-2,3)=minframe(:,:,frame); 
    minframepad(:,4:end-1,4)=minframe(:,:,frame); 
    minframepad(:,5:end,5)=minframe(:,:,frame); 
    minframe(:,:,frame)=min(minframe(:,:,frame), 
min(minframepad(:,3:end-2,:),[],3)); 
end 
clear minframepad 
clear maxframepad 
 
 
% %% 
% mindifframe=zeros(size(minframe), 'int8'); 
% 
%mindifframe(:,:,4:end)=mindifframe(:,:,4:end)+(int8(normalized(
:,:,4:end-4)>maxframe(:,:,4:end)).*(normalized(:,:,4:end-4)-
maxframe(:,:,4:end))); 
% 
mindifframe(:,:,4:end)=mindifframe(:,:,4:end)+(int8(normalized(:
,:,4:end-4)<minframe(:,:,4:end)).*(normalized(:,:,4:end-4)-
minframe(:,:,4:end))); 
% if rotangle==0 
%     shiftmedian=shiftmedianrot; 
% end 
% 
%noise=mean(mean(sum(abs(mindifframe(1+round(max(shiftmedian(:))
):end-round(max(shiftmedian(:))), 
1+round(max(shiftmedian(:))):end-
round(max(shiftmedian(:))),:)),3)))/size(mindifframe,3); 
% clear mindifframe 
save('temp') 
clear 
load('temp') 
second file 
mindifframe6=zeros(size(minframe), 'int8'); 
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mindifframe6(:,:,4:end)=mindifframe6(:,:,4:end)+int8(normalized(
:,:,4:end-4)<minframe(:,:,4:end)).*((normalized(:,:,4:end-4)-
minframe(:,:,4:end))); 
 
clear minframe 
clear maxframe 
clear minframe6 
clear minframe6final 
clear normmean 
clear transitions 
filter=[[ones(3),ones(3),ones(3)];[ones(3),zeros(3),ones(3)]; 
[ones(3),ones(3),ones(3)]]/(3^2*8); 
load('avgcinframe') 
load('cinframes') 
for frame=1:size(normalized,3)-4 
    filter3(:,:,frame)=int8(single(normalized(:,:,frame))-
filter2(filter,(normalized(:,:,frame))))<-25; 
    filter3cin(:,:,frame)=int8(single(cinframes(:,:,frame))-
single(avgcinframe)-filter2(filter,single(cinframes(:,:,frame))-
single(avgcinframe)))<-15; 
end 
 
filter3total=filter3==1 & filter3cin==1; 
filter3total(1:4, :,:)=0; 
filter3total(end-3:end, :,:)=0; 
filter3total(:, 1:4, :)=0; 
filter3total(:, end-3:end, :)=0; 
clear filter3 
clear filter3cin 
statsummary=[]; 
BW=zeros(size(mindifframe6), 'int16'); 
%BWbigregion=zeros(size(mindifframe6), 'uint8'); 
for frame=4:size(mindifframe6,3) 
    BWtemp=im2bw(uint8(128-int16(mindifframe6(:,:,frame))), 
(128+30)/256);   %20*noise 
    BWtemp=BWtemp|filter3total(:,:,frame); 
    BWtemp=imfill(BWtemp, 'holes'); 
    BWtemp=bwmorph(BWtemp, 'bridge'); 
    BWtemp=bwmorph(BWtemp, 'fill'); 
    %BWtemp=bwmorph(BWtemp, 'clean'); 
    BWtemp=imclearborder(BWtemp); 
    BW(:,:,frame)=bwlabel(BWtemp,4); 
    clear BWtemp 
 
    BWbigregiontemp=im2bw(uint8(128-
int16(mindifframe6(:,:,frame))), (128+10)/256); 
    BWbigregiontemp=imfill(BWbigregiontemp, 'holes'); 
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    BWbigregiontemp=bwmorph(BWbigregiontemp, 'clean'); 
    BWbigregiontemp=bwmorph(BWbigregiontemp, 'open'); 
    BWbigregiontemp=uint8(bwlabel(BWbigregiontemp,4)); 
 
 
    stats=regionprops(BW(:,:,frame), 'Centroid', 
'Perimeter','EquivDiameter','Area','BoundingBox', 
'MajorAxisLength', 'MinorAxisLength'); 
    normalizedtemp=normalized(:,:, frame); 
    mindifframe6temp=mindifframe6(:,:,frame); 
    cinframestemp=cinframes(:,:,frame); 
 
    for region=1:size(stats,1) 
        if stats(region).Perimeter>0 
            
BWbigregionnumber=single(BWbigregiontemp(round(stats(region).Cen
troid(:,2)), round(stats(region).Centroid(:,1)))); 
 
            areamean=mean(cinframestemp(BW(:,:,frame)==region))-
mean(avgcinframe(BW(:,:,frame)==region)); 
            
areameannorm=mean(normalizedtemp(BW(:,:,frame)==region)); 
            
areameanmindifframe6=mean(mindifframe6temp(BW(:,:,frame)==region
)); 
 
            masklimits=[max(1,round(stats(region).Centroid(:,2)-
1.5*stats(region).BoundingBox(:,4))), 
min(size(normalizedtemp,1), 
round(stats(region).Centroid(:,2)+1.5*stats(region).BoundingBox(
:,4))), max(1, round(stats(region).Centroid(:,1)-
1.5*stats(region).BoundingBox(:,3))), min(size(normalizedtemp, 
2), 
round(stats(region).Centroid(:,1)+1.5*stats(region).BoundingBox(
:,3)))]; 
            mask=zeros(size(normalizedtemp), 'int8'); 
            mask(masklimits(1):masklimits(2), 
masklimits(3):masklimits(4))=ones(masklimits(2)-masklimits(1)+1, 
masklimits(4)-masklimits(3)+1); 
            mask(BW(:,:,frame)==region)=0; 
 
            comparisonvalues=double(cinframestemp(mask==1))-
double(avgcinframe(mask==1)); 
            comparisonnormvalues=normalizedtemp(mask==1); 
            
comparisonmindifframe6values=mindifframe6temp(mask==1); 
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            comparison=prctile(single(comparisonvalues), 25); 
            comparisonnorm=prctile(single(comparisonnormvalues), 
10); 
            
comparisonmindifframe6=prctile(single(comparisonmindifframe6valu
es), 5); 
 
            %if 
areameannorm(region)<=prctile(comparisonmeannorm(region,:),0.25)
-3*noise && 
areamean(region)<=prctile(comparisonmean(region,:),0.25)-
1.5*noise && 
mindifframe6mean(region)/2<=prctile(comparisonmindif6mean(region
,:),0.5) 
&&stats(region).MajorAxisLength/stats(region).MinorAxisLength<2 
            %statsummary(end+1,:)=single([frame, region, 
BWbigregionnumber, stats(region).Centroid, 
stats(region).Perimeter, stats(region).EquivDiameter, 
stats(region).Area, stats(region).BoundingBox, 
areameannorm(region), comparisonmeannorm(region,:), 
areamean(region), comparisonmean(region,:), 
areameannorm(region)<=prctile(comparisonmeannorm(region,:),0.25)
-3*noise, 
areamean(region)<=prctile(comparisonmean(region,:),0.25)-
1.5*noise, 
mindifframe6mean(region)/2<=prctile(comparisonmindif6mean(region
,:),0.5), 
stats(region).MajorAxisLength/stats(region).MinorAxisLength]); 
            statsummary(end+1,:)=single([frame, region, 
BWbigregionnumber, stats(region).Centroid, 
stats(region).Perimeter, stats(region).EquivDiameter, 
stats(region).Area, stats(region).BoundingBox, 
areamean,areameannorm, areameanmindifframe6, comparison, 
comparisonnorm, comparisonmindifframe6, 
stats(region).MajorAxisLength/stats(region).MinorAxisLength]); 
            %end 
            clear areamean 
            clear comparisonmean 
            clear comparisonmeannorm 
        end 
    end 
    clear stats 
end 
%should be darker than surroundings 
%keeper=(statsummary(:,end-4)<2*min(-1, statsummary(:, end-1)) | 
statsummary(:,end-5)<2*min(-1, statsummary(:, end-2))); 
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keeper=(statsummary(:,end-4)<1.75*min(-1, statsummary(:, end-1)) 
| statsummary(:,end-5)<1.75*min(-1, statsummary(:, end-2))); 
statsummary=statsummary(keeper, :); 
clear keeper 
 
%aspect ratio check, small regions excluded since they can 
easily be skewed 
keeper=statsummary(:, end)<2 | statsummary(:, 8)<=4 
|statsummary(:, end)<2.5 & statsummary(:, 8)<=10; 
statsummary=statsummary(keeper,:); 
clear keeper 
 
%region should be darker than surroudings 
keeper=(statsummary(:,end-6)<(statsummary(:,end-3))-1); 
statsummary=statsummary(keeper,:); 
save temp 
clear 
load temp.mat statsummary mindifframe6 
 
output=find_d(statsummary(:,[1:2,4:5]), mindifframe6); 
% keep only droplets which are in focus using Hanratty method 
clear statsummary 
clear mindifframe6 
load temp.mat 
 
keeper=(output(:,1)==3); 
statsummary=statsummary(keeper,:); 
%output=output(keeper, :); 
delete temporary files 
delete temp.mat 
 
A.2.3 FUNCTION FOR DROP DETECTION 
function [statsummary]=dropletdetect(cinframes, avgcinframe, 
mindifframe6) 
Thresholding 
filter=[[ones(3),ones(3),ones(3)];[ones(3),zeros(3),ones(3)]; 
[ones(3),ones(3),ones(3)]]/(3^2*8); 
% load('avgcinframe') 
% load('cinframes') 
filter3= false(size(mindifframe6)); 
filter3cin=false(size(mindifframe6)); 
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for frame=1:size(mindifframe6,3) 
    filter3(:,:,frame)=int8(single(mindifframe6(:,:,frame))-
filter2(filter,(mindifframe6(:,:,frame))))<-25; 
    filter3cin(:,:,frame)=int8(single(cinframes(:,:,frame))-
single(avgcinframe)-filter2(filter,single(cinframes(:,:,frame))-
single(avgcinframe)))<-15; 
end 
 
%attempt to elimate stuff due to wave 
for frame=1:size(mindifframe6,3) 
    filter3label=bwlabel(filter3(:,:,frame)); 
    filter3cinlabel=bwlabel(filter3cin(:,:,frame)); 
    filter3stats=regionprops(filter3label, 'Area'); 
    filter3cinstats=regionprops(filter3cinlabel, 'Area'); 
 
    %re incorporate possibly earlier dismissed drops (didn't 
make through to 
    %minddifframe6) 
    darkerthanaverage=bwlabel(single(cinframes(:,:,frame))-
single(avgcinframe)<3); 
    darkerthanaveragestats=regionprops(darkerthanaverage, 
'Area'); 
    framereplace=zeros(size(mindifframe6,1), 
size(mindifframe6,2), 'int8'); 
 
    for region=find([filter3cinstats.Area]<20) 
        %if max(filter3label(filter3cinlabel==region))==0 
 
        
darkerregionnum=max(darkerthanaverage(filter3cinlabel==region)); 
 
        if darkerregionnum>0 && 
filter3cinstats(region).Area>darkerthanaveragestats(darkerregion
num).Area-1 
            
filter3label(filter3cinlabel==region)=size(filter3stats,1)+1; 
            
%filter3stats(size(filter3stats,1)+1).Area=filter3cinstats(regio
n).Area; 
            framereplace(filter3cinlabel==region)=1; 
        end 
        %end 
    end 
    replacevaluestemp=(single(cinframes(:,:,frame))-
single(avgcinframe)); 
    replacevaluestemp(replacevaluestemp>0)=0; 
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    % this gets rid of stuff which is part of a wave by looking 
to see if 
    % it overlaps with large dark regions found in the 
cinframes-average version 
    framemultiplier=ones(size(mindifframe6,1), 
size(mindifframe6,2), 'int8'); 
    for region=1:size(filter3stats,1) 
        cinregionnum=max(filter3cinlabel(filter3label==region)); 
        if cinregionnum~=0 
            if 
filter3stats(region).Area<0.5*filter3cinstats(cinregionnum).Area  
&&  filter3cinstats(cinregionnum).Area>150 
                filter3label(filter3label==region)=0; 
                framemultiplier(filter3cinlabel==region)=0; 
            end 
        end 
    end 
    
mindifframe6(:,:,frame)=(mindifframe6(:,:,frame)+int8(3*single(f
ramereplace).*single(replacevaluestemp))).*framemultiplier; 
 
 
    filter3(:,:,frame)=filter3label>0; 
end 
 
save('mindifframe6', 'mindifframe6') 
 
filter3total=filter3; 
% filter3total=filter3==1 & filter3cin==1; 
% filter3total(1:4, :,:)=0; 
% filter3total(end-3:end, :,:)=0; 
% filter3total(:, 1:4, :)=0; 
% filter3total(:, end-3:end, :)=0; 
clear filter3 
clear filter3cin 
 
clear filter3label 
clear filter3cinlabel 
clear filter3stats 
clear filter3cinstats 
clear cinregionnum 
%statsummary=[]; 
statsummary=zeros(100000, 19, 'single'); 
BW=zeros(size(mindifframe6), 'int16'); 
%BWbigregion=zeros(size(mindifframe6), 'uint8'); 
for frame=4:size(mindifframe6,3) 
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    BWtemp=im2bw(uint8(128-int16(mindifframe6(:,:,frame))), 
(128+30)/256);   %20*noise 
    BWtemp=BWtemp|filter3total(:,:,frame); 
    BWtemp=imfill(BWtemp, 'holes'); 
    BWtemp=bwmorph(BWtemp, 'bridge'); 
    BWtemp=bwmorph(BWtemp, 'fill'); 
    %BWtemp=bwmorph(BWtemp, 'clean'); 
    BWtemp=imclearborder(BWtemp); 
    BW(:,:,frame)=bwlabel(BWtemp,4); 
    clear BWtemp 
 
    BWbigregiontemp=im2bw(uint8(128-
int16(mindifframe6(:,:,frame))), (128+10)/256); 
    BWbigregiontemp=imfill(BWbigregiontemp, 'holes'); 
    BWbigregiontemp=bwmorph(BWbigregiontemp, 'clean'); 
    BWbigregiontemp=bwmorph(BWbigregiontemp, 'open'); 
    BWbigregiontemp=uint8(bwlabel(BWbigregiontemp,4)); 
 
 
    stats=regionprops(BW(:,:,frame), 'Centroid', 
'Perimeter','EquivDiameter','Area','BoundingBox', 
'MajorAxisLength', 'MinorAxisLength'); 
    mindifframe6temp=mindifframe6(:,:,frame); 
    cinframestemp=cinframes(:,:,frame); 
 
    for region=1:size(stats,1) 
        if stats(region).Perimeter>0  %eliminates single pixels 
            
BWbigregionnumber=single(BWbigregiontemp(round(stats(region).Cen
troid(:,2)), round(stats(region).Centroid(:,1)))); 
 
            areamean=mean(cinframestemp(BW(:,:,frame)==region))-
mean(avgcinframe(BW(:,:,frame)==region)); 
            
areameannorm=mean(mindifframe6temp(BW(:,:,frame)==region)); 
            
areameanmindifframe6=mean(mindifframe6temp(BW(:,:,frame)==region
)); 
 
            masklimits=[max(1,round(stats(region).Centroid(:,2)-
1.5*stats(region).BoundingBox(:,4))), 
min(size(mindifframe6temp,1), 
round(stats(region).Centroid(:,2)+1.5*stats(region).BoundingBox(
:,4))), max(1, round(stats(region).Centroid(:,1)-
1.5*stats(region).BoundingBox(:,3))), min(size(mindifframe6temp, 
2), 
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round(stats(region).Centroid(:,1)+1.5*stats(region).BoundingBox(
:,3)))]; 
            mask=zeros(size(mindifframe6temp), 'int8'); 
            mask(masklimits(1):masklimits(2), 
masklimits(3):masklimits(4))=ones(masklimits(2)-masklimits(1)+1, 
masklimits(4)-masklimits(3)+1); 
            mask(BW(:,:,frame)==region)=0; 
 
            comparisonvalues=double(cinframestemp(mask==1))-
double(avgcinframe(mask==1)); 
            comparisonnormvalues=mindifframe6temp(mask==1); 
            
comparisonmindifframe6values=mindifframe6temp(mask==1); 
 
            comparison=prctile(single(comparisonvalues), 25); 
            comparisonnorm=prctile(single(comparisonnormvalues), 
10); 
            
comparisonmindifframe6=prctile(single(comparisonmindifframe6valu
es), 5); 
 
            %if 
areameannorm(region)<=prctile(comparisonmeannorm(region,:),0.25)
-3*noise && 
areamean(region)<=prctile(comparisonmean(region,:),0.25)-
1.5*noise && 
mindifframe6mean(region)/2<=prctile(comparisonmindif6mean(region
,:),0.5) 
&&stats(region).MajorAxisLength/stats(region).MinorAxisLength<2 
            %statsummary(end+1,:)=single([frame, region, 
BWbigregionnumber, stats(region).Centroid, 
stats(region).Perimeter, stats(region).EquivDiameter, 
stats(region).Area, stats(region).BoundingBox, 
areameannorm(region), comparisonmeannorm(region,:), 
areamean(region), comparisonmean(region,:), 
areameannorm(region)<=prctile(comparisonmeannorm(region,:),0.25)
-3*noise, 
areamean(region)<=prctile(comparisonmean(region,:),0.25)-
1.5*noise, 
mindifframe6mean(region)/2<=prctile(comparisonmindif6mean(region
,:),0.5), 
stats(region).MajorAxisLength/stats(region).MinorAxisLength]); 
            %      statsummary(end+1,:)=single([frame, region, 
BWbigregionnumber, stats(region).Centroid, 
stats(region).Perimeter, stats(region).EquivDiameter, 
stats(region).Area, stats(region).BoundingBox, 
areamean,areameannorm, areameanmindifframe6, comparison, 
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comparisonnorm, comparisonmindifframe6, 
stats(region).MajorAxisLength/stats(region).MinorAxisLength]); 
            statsummary(find(statsummary(:,1)==0,1, 
'first'),:)=single([frame, region, BWbigregionnumber, 
stats(region).Centroid, stats(region).Perimeter, 
stats(region).EquivDiameter, stats(region).Area, 
stats(region).BoundingBox, areamean,areameannorm, 
areameanmindifframe6, comparison, comparisonnorm, 
comparisonmindifframe6, 
stats(region).MajorAxisLength/stats(region).MinorAxisLength]); 
            if statsummary(end,1)~=0 
                statsummary(end+1:end+19,:)=zeros(19); 
            end 
            %end 
            clear areamean 
            clear comparisonmean 
            clear comparisonmeannorm 
        end 
    end 
    clear stats 
end 
statsummary(find(statsummary(:,1)==0,1,'first'):find(statsummary
(:,1)==0,1,'last'),:)=[]; 
%should be darker than surroundings 
%keeper=(statsummary(:,end-4)<2*min(-1, statsummary(:, end-1)) | 
statsummary(:,end-5)<2*min(-1, statsummary(:, end-2))); 
keeper=(statsummary(:,end-4)<1.75*min(-1, statsummary(:, end-1)) 
| statsummary(:,end-5)<1.75*min(-1, statsummary(:, end-2))); 
statsummary=statsummary(keeper, :); 
clear keeper 
 
%aspect ratio check, small regions excluded since they can 
easily be skewed 
keeper=statsummary(:, end)<2 | statsummary(:, 8)<=4 
|statsummary(:, end)<2.5 & statsummary(:, 8)<=10; 
statsummary=statsummary(keeper,:); 
clear keeper 
 
%region should be darker than surroudings 
keeper=(statsummary(:,end-6)<(statsummary(:,end-3))-1); 
statsummary=statsummary(keeper,:); 
 
A.2.4 FUNCTION FOR FUNDAMENTAL WAVELENGTH DETERMINATION 
function [wavelength]=determinewavelength(images) 
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 maxvalue=NaN(size(images,1), size(images,2)*2-1); 
 %wavelength=NaN(1, size(images,3)); 
 
% for frame=3:size(images,3) 
%     for row=1:size(images, 1) 
%         maxvalue(row, :)=xcorr(single(images(row, :, frame)), 
single(images(row, :, frame)), 'biased'); 
%     end 
% 
%     avgcorrelation=mean(maxvalue(:, size(images,2):end)); 
%     slopeavgcorrelation=avgcorrelation(2:end)-
avgcorrelation(1:end-1); 
%     minimalocation=find(slopeavgcorrelation>0, 1, 'first'); 
%     
wavelength(frame)=mean(find(max(avgcorrelation(minimalocation:en
d))==avgcorrelation(minimalocation:end)))+minimalocation; 
% end 
 
overallwavelength=NaN(size(images, 1), size(images,3)); 
for frame=3:size(images,3) 
    wavelength=NaN(1, size(images,1)); 
    for row=1:size(images, 1) 
        maxvalue=double(xcorr(single(images(row, :, frame)), 
'biased')); 
        maxvalue2=xcorr(maxvalue((length(maxvalue)+1)/2:end), 
'biased'); 
        %[val, 
loc]=findpeaks(maxvalue2((length(maxvalue2)+1)/2:end),'npeaks',1
); 
        %wavelength(row,frame)=loc; 
 
        maxvalue3=maxvalue2((length(maxvalue2)+1)/2:end); 
%         wavelength(row,frame)=find((maxvalue3(2:end-
1)>maxvalue3(1:end-2)) & (maxvalue3(2:end-
1)>(maxvalue3(3:end))), 1, 'first'); 
 
 
 
% avgwavelength=repmat(prctile(wavelength, 25), 
[size(wavelength,1), 1]); 
% harmonic=round(wavelength./avgwavelength); 
% harmonic(harmonic==0)=1; 
% wavelength=wavelength./harmonic; 
 
% wavelength=wavelength(:,3)'; 
if sum((maxvalue3(2:end-1)>maxvalue3(1:end-2)) & 
(maxvalue3(2:end-1)>(maxvalue3(3:end))))>=1 
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wavelength(row)=find((maxvalue3(2:end-1)>maxvalue3(1:end-2)) & 
(maxvalue3(2:end-1)>(maxvalue3(3:end))), 1, 'first'); 
end 
    end 
    clear maxvalue* 
likelyharmonicvalue=round(wavelength./nanmedian(wavelength)); 
possharmonicvalue=[abs(wavelength(1:end-1)./wavelength(2:end)), 
0]; 
wavelength2=NaN(size(wavelength)); 
wavelength2(find(likelyharmonicvalue==1 & 
round(possharmonicvalue)==1))=wavelength(find(likelyharmonicvalu
e==1 & round(possharmonicvalue)==1)); %#ok<FNDSB> 
likelyfalse=find(abs(wavelength2-
nanmean(wavelength2))>2*nanstd(wavelength2)); 
wavelength2(likelyfalse)=NaN(length(likelyfalse),1); 
 
avgstep=ceil(2*nanmean(abs(wavelength2(1:end-1)-
wavelength2(2:end)))); 
wavelength3=NaN(size(wavelength2)); %#ok<NASGU> 
indextofix=intersect(find(isnan(wavelength2)), 
find(likelyharmonicvalue>1)); 
wavelength3=wavelength./round(likelyharmonicvalue); 
for i=1:length(indextofix) 
replaceindex=indextofix(avgstep>=abs(wavelength3(indextofix)-
wavelength2(max(1,indextofix-1))) | 
avgstep>=abs(wavelength3(indextofix)-
wavelength2(min(length(wavelength2),indextofix+1)))); 
wavelength2(replaceindex)=wavelength3(replaceindex); 
end 
clear wavelength3 
indextofix=intersect(find(isnan(wavelength2)), 
find(likelyharmonicvalue==1)); 
for i=1:length(indextofix) 
replaceindex=indextofix(avgstep>=abs(wavelength(indextofix)-
wavelength2(max(1,indextofix-1))) | 
avgstep>=abs(wavelength(indextofix)-
wavelength2(min(length(wavelength2),indextofix+1)))); 
wavelength2(replaceindex)=wavelength(replaceindex); 
end 
overallwavelength(:,frame)=wavelength2'; 
end 
    wavelength=overallwavelength; 
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A.2.5 FUNCTION FOR DETERMINING THE FUNDAMENTAL WAVELENGTH OF THE LIQUID 
FILM 
function [wavelength]=determinewavelength(images) 
 
 maxvalue=NaN(size(images,1), size(images,2)*2-1); 
 %wavelength=NaN(1, size(images,3)); 
 
% for frame=3:size(images,3) 
%     for row=1:size(images, 1) 
%         maxvalue(row, :)=xcorr(single(images(row, :, frame)), 
single(images(row, :, frame)), 'biased'); 
%     end 
% 
%     avgcorrelation=mean(maxvalue(:, size(images,2):end)); 
%     slopeavgcorrelation=avgcorrelation(2:end)-
avgcorrelation(1:end-1); 
%     minimalocation=find(slopeavgcorrelation>0, 1, 'first'); 
%     
wavelength(frame)=mean(find(max(avgcorrelation(minimalocation:en
d))==avgcorrelation(minimalocation:end)))+minimalocation; 
% end 
 
overallwavelength=NaN(size(images, 1), size(images,3)); 
for frame=3:size(images,3) 
    wavelength=NaN(1, size(images,1)); 
    for row=1:size(images, 1) 
        maxvalue=double(xcorr(single(images(row, :, frame)), 
'biased')); 
        maxvalue2=xcorr(maxvalue((length(maxvalue)+1)/2:end), 
'biased'); 
        %[val, 
loc]=findpeaks(maxvalue2((length(maxvalue2)+1)/2:end),'npeaks',1
); 
        %wavelength(row,frame)=loc; 
 
        maxvalue3=maxvalue2((length(maxvalue2)+1)/2:end); 
%         wavelength(row,frame)=find((maxvalue3(2:end-
1)>maxvalue3(1:end-2)) & (maxvalue3(2:end-
1)>(maxvalue3(3:end))), 1, 'first'); 
 
 
 
% avgwavelength=repmat(prctile(wavelength, 25), 
[size(wavelength,1), 1]); 
% harmonic=round(wavelength./avgwavelength); 
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% harmonic(harmonic==0)=1; 
% wavelength=wavelength./harmonic; 
 
% wavelength=wavelength(:,3)'; 
if sum((maxvalue3(2:end-1)>maxvalue3(1:end-2)) & 
(maxvalue3(2:end-1)>(maxvalue3(3:end))))>=1 
wavelength(row)=find((maxvalue3(2:end-1)>maxvalue3(1:end-2)) & 
(maxvalue3(2:end-1)>(maxvalue3(3:end))), 1, 'first'); 
end 
    end 
    clear maxvalue* 
likelyharmonicvalue=round(wavelength./nanmedian(wavelength)); 
possharmonicvalue=[abs(wavelength(1:end-1)./wavelength(2:end)), 
0]; 
wavelength2=NaN(size(wavelength)); 
wavelength2(find(likelyharmonicvalue==1 & 
round(possharmonicvalue)==1))=wavelength(find(likelyharmonicvalu
e==1 & round(possharmonicvalue)==1)); %#ok<FNDSB> 
likelyfalse=find(abs(wavelength2-
nanmean(wavelength2))>2*nanstd(wavelength2)); 
wavelength2(likelyfalse)=NaN(length(likelyfalse),1); 
 
avgstep=ceil(2*nanmean(abs(wavelength2(1:end-1)-
wavelength2(2:end)))); 
wavelength3=NaN(size(wavelength2)); %#ok<NASGU> 
indextofix=intersect(find(isnan(wavelength2)), 
find(likelyharmonicvalue>1)); 
wavelength3=wavelength./round(likelyharmonicvalue); 
for i=1:length(indextofix) 
replaceindex=indextofix(avgstep>=abs(wavelength3(indextofix)-
wavelength2(max(1,indextofix-1))) | 
avgstep>=abs(wavelength3(indextofix)-
wavelength2(min(length(wavelength2),indextofix+1)))); 
wavelength2(replaceindex)=wavelength3(replaceindex); 
end 
clear wavelength3 
indextofix=intersect(find(isnan(wavelength2)), 
find(likelyharmonicvalue==1)); 
for i=1:length(indextofix) 
replaceindex=indextofix(avgstep>=abs(wavelength(indextofix)-
wavelength2(max(1,indextofix-1))) | 
avgstep>=abs(wavelength(indextofix)-
wavelength2(min(length(wavelength2),indextofix+1)))); 
wavelength2(replaceindex)=wavelength(replaceindex); 
end 
overallwavelength(:,frame)=wavelength2'; 
end 
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    wavelength=overallwavelength; 
 
A.2.6 FUNCTION FOR DROP VELOCITY DETERMINATION 
function [velocity]=lowdropletdensityvelocityfun(doctored, 
statsummary, velguess, ISradius) 
eliminate points to due to memory limitations 
 if size(statsummary, 1)>20000; 
     statsummary=statsummary(1:20000, :); 
 end 
Vision=single(round(statsummary(:, [2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 1]))); 
%Vision=[drop#, x-centroid, y-centroid, Perimeter, 
EquivDiameter, Area, frame#(maybemodified)]; 
%statsummary(end+1,:)=single([frame, region, BWbigregionnumber, 
stats(region).Centroid, stats(region).Perimeter, 
stats(region).EquivDiameter, stats(region).Area, 
stats(region).BoundingBox, areamean,areameannorm, 
areameanmindifframe6, comparison, comparisonnorm, 
comparisonmindifframe6, 
stats(region).MajorAxisLength/stats(region).MinorAxisLength]); 
 
% %interrogation spot radius in x and y directions respectively 
% ISradius=[40 ,10]; 
 
% velguess(1)=input('Input estimated droplet x velocity 
component (-=left +=right):  '); 
% velguess(2)=input('Input estimated droplet y velocity 
component (-=down +=up):  '); 
 
yrange=NaN(size(Vision, 1),4); 
xrange=NaN(size(Vision, 1),4); 
for i=1:size(Vision, 1) 
    if Vision(i,7)<max(Vision(:,7))-1 
        %normal              ,   %initial location near edge 
        yrange(i,1)=min(max(Vision(i,3)-ISradius(2), 1), 
size(doctored,1)-2*ISradius(2)); 
        yrange(i,2)=yrange(i,1)+2*ISradius(2); 
        yrange(i, 3:4)=yrange(i,1:2)-velguess(2); 
        if yrange(i,4)>size(doctored,1) 
            if 
yrange(i,4)>size(doctored,1)+round(ISradius(2)*0.33) 
                yrange(i,:)=NaN(1,4); 
            else 
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                yrange(i,4)=size(doctored,1); 
                yrange(i,3)=yrange(i,4)-2*ISradius(2); 
                yrange(i,1:2)=yrange(i,3:4)+velguess(2); 
                if yrange(i,1)<1 
                    yrange(i,:)=NaN(1,4); 
                end 
            end 
        end 
        if yrange(i,3)<1 
            if yrange(i,3)<1-round(ISradius(2)*0.33) 
                yrange(i,:)=NaN(1,4); 
            else 
                yrange(i,3)=1; 
                yrange(i,4)=1+2*ISradius(2); 
                yrange(i,1:2)=yrange(i,3:4)+velguess(2); 
                if yrange(i,2)>size(doctored,1) 
                    yrange(i,:)=NaN(1,4); 
                end 
            end 
        end 
 
        %normal              ,   %initial location near edge 
        xrange(i,1)=min(max(Vision(i,2)-ISradius(1),  1), 
size(doctored,2)-2*ISradius(1)); 
        xrange(i,2)=xrange(i,1)+2*ISradius(1); 
        xrange(i, 3:4)=xrange(i,1:2)+velguess(1); 
        if xrange(i,4)>size(doctored,2) 
            if 
xrange(i,4)>size(doctored,2)+round(ISradius(1)*0.33) 
                xrange(i,:)=NaN(1,4); 
            else 
                xrange(i,4)=size(doctored,2); 
                xrange(i,3)=xrange(i,4)-2*ISradius(1); 
                xrange(i,1:2)=xrange(i,3:4)-velguess(1); 
                if xrange(i,1)<1 
                    xrange(i,:)=NaN(1,4); 
                end 
            end 
        end 
        if xrange(i,3)<1 
            if xrange(i,3)<1-round(ISradius(1)*0.33) 
                xrange(i,:)=NaN(1,4); 
            else 
                xrange(i,3)=1; 
                xrange(i,4)=1+2*ISradius(1); 
                xrange(i,1:2)=xrange(i,3:4)-velguess(1); 
                if xrange(i,2)>size(doctored,2) 
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                    xrange(i,:)=NaN(1,4); 
                end 
            end 
        end 
    end 
end 
 
IS=zeros(2+2*ISradius(2), 1+2*ISradius(1), size(Vision,1), 2, 
'int16'); 
null=zeros(1,size(xrange,1)); 
for i=1:size(xrange,1) 
    if isfinite(yrange(i,1)) && isfinite(xrange(i,1)) 
        IS(1,1:8, i, 1)=[Vision(i,:),99]; 
        IS(2:end,:,i,1)=doctored(yrange(i,1):yrange(i,2), 
xrange(i,1):xrange(i,2), Vision(i,7)); 
        IS(2:end,:,i,2)=doctored(yrange(i,3):yrange(i,4), 
xrange(i,3):xrange(i,4), Vision(i,7)+1); 
    else 
        null(i)=i; 
    end 
end 
 
IS(:,:,null>0,:)=[]; 
clear null 
clear doctored 
%flip negative values to positive; eliminate all (previously) 
positive numbers 
%IS(2:end,:,:,:)=single(uint8(-IS(2:end,:,:,:))); 
IS(2:end, :,:,:)=uint8((-IS(2:end,:,:,:))).^2; 
 
%try square all terms in IS to enhance cross correlation 
%IS(2:end,:,:,:)=IS(2:end,:,:,:).^2; 
peak=NaN(size(IS,3), 2); 
parfor i=1:size(IS,3) 
    IStemp=single(IS(:,:,i,:)); 
    crosscorr=conv2olam(IStemp(2:end,:,1,2), 
rot90(conj(IStemp(2:end,:,1,1)),2)); 
    [MAXp, I1]=max(crosscorr); 
    [MAXp, I2]=max(MAXp); 
    I1=single(I1); 
    I2=single(I2); 
    peak(i,:)=[I2-(size(crosscorr,2)-1)/2, I1(I2)-
(size(crosscorr,1)-1)/2]; 
end 
 
velocity=single(zeros(size(peak,1), 10)); 
for i=1:size(peak,1) 
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    velocity(i,:)=[IS(1,1:8,i,1), peak(i,1)+velguess(1), 
velguess(2)-peak(i,2)]; 
end 
% clear IS 
clear peak 
new code to get rid of repeated velocity or fixation on a single point 
velocity2=[]; 
for k=min(velocity(:,7)):max(velocity(:,7)) 
    index=find(velocity(:,7)==k); 
    if size(index,1)>=1 
        subvelocity=[velocity(index,:), 
velocity(index,2)+velocity(index,9), velocity(index,3)-
velocity(index,10)]; 
 
        subvelocity=sortrows(subvelocity, [9 10 -6]); 
        for i=size(subvelocity,1):-1:2 
            if subvelocity(i,9)==subvelocity(i-1,9) && 
subvelocity(i,10)==subvelocity(i-1, 10) 
                subvelocity(i,:)=[]; 
                subvelocity(i-1, 8)=subvelocity(i-1,8)+10; 
            end 
        end 
 
        subvelocity=sortrows(subvelocity, [11 12 -6]); 
        for i=size(subvelocity,1):-1:2 
            if abs(subvelocity(i,11)-subvelocity(i-1,11))<=1 && 
abs(subvelocity(i,12)-subvelocity(i-1, 12))<=1 
                subvelocity(i,:)=[]; 
                subvelocity(i-1, 8)=subvelocity(i-1,8)+20; 
            end 
        end 
        subvelocity=sortrows(subvelocity, 1); 
 
        velocity2=[velocity2; subvelocity(:,1:10)]; 
    end 
end 
velocity=velocity2; 
clear index 
 
 
velocity2=[]; 
for i=1:size(velocity,1) 
    if velocity(i,9)>velguess(1)-ISradius(1) && 
velocity(i,9)<velguess(1)+ISradius(1) && 
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velocity(i,10)>velguess(2)-ISradius(2) && 
velocity(i,10)<velguess(2)+ISradius(2) 
        velocity2=[velocity2;velocity(i,:)]; 
    end 
end 
velocity=velocity2; 
clear velocity2 
 
%velocity matrix 
%col 1: drop # 
%col 2: x position 
%col 3: y position 
%col 4: drop perimeter 
%col 5: drop radius 
%col 6: drop area 
%col 7: frame # 
%col 8: path notation 
%col 9: x displacement 
%col 10: y displacement 
 
A.2.7 FUNCTION FOR DETERMINING MUGELE-EVANS TYPE DISTRIBUTION PARAMETERS 
function MEterms=MugeleEvansdist(D) 
% Gives distibution based on Mugele and Evans 1951 
% PDF is given by 
% y=(delta/pi^0.5).*(x_m./(temp.*(x_m-temp))).*exp(-
(delta*log((a*temp)./(x_m-temp))).^2); 
% or 
% y=(MEterms(2)/pi^0.5).*(MEterms(3)./(temp.*(MEterms(3)-
temp))).*exp(-(MEterms(2)*log((MEterms(1)*temp)./(MEterms(3)-
temp))).^2); 
% where temp is an array of numbers going from min(D) to max(D) 
 
D=sort(double(D)); 
 
if length(D)>1 
D(D>mean(D)+5*std(D))=[]; 
 
Vol=(pi/6)*D.^3; 
totalV=sum(Vol); 
cummulativeVol=cumsum(Vol); 
 
 
v=cummulativeVol/totalV; 
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x=NaN(1,9); 
for percentile=1:9 
    x(percentile)=D(find(v<percentile/10, 1, 'last')); 
end 
 
 
 
x_m=x(5)*(x(5)*(x(9)+x(1))-2*(x(9)*x(1)))/(x(5)^2-(x(9)*x(1))); 
a=(x_m-x(5))/x(5); 
u_50=x(5)/(x_m-x(5)); 
u_90=x(9)/(x_m-x(9)); 
delta=0.394/(log10(u_90/u_50)); 
 
MEterms=[a, delta, x_m; x(5), u_50, u_90]; 
 
% temp=1:1:200; 
% y=(delta/pi^0.5).*(x_m./(temp.*(x_m-temp))).*exp(-
(delta*log((a*temp)./(x_m-temp))).^2); 
else 
    MEterms=NaN(2, 3); 
end 
 
A.2.8 FUNCTION TO CONNECT SYNCHRONIZED PRESSURE FILES TO VIDEOS USED IN 
ANALYSIS 
function[pressurefilenames,mintimedif]=pressurefileconnect(filep
ath, filenames, pressurepath) 
Collect times for videos 
time=NaN(size(filenames,1), 1); 
for filenum=1:size(filenames,1) 
    cd(strcat(filepath, '\', filenames(filenum,:), 's1 images')) 
    load('triggertime.mat') 
    time(filenum,:)=triggertime; 
end 
date=NaN(size(time,1), 6); 
for file=1:size(time,1) 
    binarytime=dec2bin(time(file)); 
    time2=bin2dec(binarytime(1:31))-5*60*60; 
    date(file,:)= datevec(datenum([1970  1  1  0  0  time2])); 
end 
clear time2 
clear binarytime 
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clear time 
time=datenum(date); 
Collect times for pressure files 
cd(pressurepath) 
fileinfo=dir(strcat(pressurepath, '\*.csv')); 
pressurefilenames=strvcat(fileinfo.name); %#ok<VCAT> 
pressuretime=datenum(strvcat(fileinfo.date)); %#ok<VCAT> 
Find pressure file with time nearest to trigger time of videos 
%times are offset by about 0.185 due to different computer 
clocks 
 
mintimedif=NaN(1, size(time,1)); 
corresponding=NaN(1, size(time,1)); 
for file=1:size(time,1) 
    mintimedif(file)=min(abs((time(file)-0.0186)-pressuretime)); 
    corresponding(file)=find(   
(mintimedif(file)==abs((time(file)-0.0186)-pressuretime)), 1, 
'first'); 
end 
 
pressurefilenames=pressurefilenames(corresponding, :); 
 
A.3  COMPUTER CODE FOR MODELING OPTICAL INTERACTIONS BETWEEN A POINT SOURCE OF 
LIGHT AND CONCENTRIC CYLINDERS 
Initialize program 
clear 
close all 
tic 
set(0,'defaultaxesfontsize',14); 
scrsz = get(0,'ScreenSize'); 
Indices of refraction 
%ntape=1.5; 
ntube=1.43; 
noil=1.25; 
ngas=1; 
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Geometric constants 
%all lengths in mm 
Douter=9.525; 
tubethick=1.5875; 
Router=Douter/2; 
clear Douter 
Rinner=Router-tubethick; 
%filmthickoptions=0:0.05:2; 
filmthickoptions=[0, 1E-3, 10E-3, 25E-3, 50E-3, 100E-3, 200E-3]; 
 
for filmthicknum=1:length(filmthickoptions) 
    filmthick=filmthickoptions(filmthicknum); 
 
 
    Rfilm=Rinner-filmthick; 
    R=[Rfilm, Rinner, Router]; 
    clear Rfilm 
    n=[ngas, noil, ntube]; 
modify for dry tube 
    if filmthick==0 
        n=[n(1), n(3)]; 
        R=R(2:3); 
    end 
Variables 
    position=[R(end), 0];  %position where light enters tube 
    surface=size(R,2);  %surface where light enters tube 
 
 
    phioptions=[0.51:0.002:1.49]*pi; %#ok<NBRAK> 
    ellipseangleoptions=[.01, .05, .075, 0.1, .125, 0.15, 0.2, 
0.25, .3, .35, .401, .45, 0.5, .55, .599, .65, .7, .75, .8, .85, 
.875, .9, .925, .95, .99]*pi;  %angle that the cross sections of 
tube make with axis 
    angleintensitypeak=pi*1; 
    sigma=(pi/2)/4; 
    intensityvalues=(1/(2*pi*sigma^2))*exp(-(((phioptions-
angleintensitypeak).^2)/(2*sigma^2))); 
    %phioptions=pi 
 
    %intensityvalues=2*(0.5-abs(phioptions/pi-1)).^2;  
%intensity distribution of light entrance as a function of light 
angle 
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    accuracy=0.99;  %ratio of light which must strike outer 
surface again for program to consider it good enough 
Light out determinations 
    anglestep=pi/1440; 
    anglefromhoriz=single([anglestep:anglestep:2*pi-
anglestep]'); %#ok<NBRAK> 
    intensitymodematrix=NaN(length(phioptions), 1, 
length(ellipseangleoptions), 'single'); 
    anglemodematrix=NaN(length(phioptions), 1, 
length(ellipseangleoptions), 'single'); 
    permutations=NaN(length(ellipseangleoptions), 1); 
    initialbeamlength=NaN(1, length(phioptions), 
length(ellipseangleoptions)); 
    for ellipseanglenum=1:length(ellipseangleoptions) 
        lightoutmatrix=[]; 
        for lightanglenum=1:length(phioptions) 
            
[lightout]=refractionfun(R,n,intensityvalues(lightanglenum), 
position, phioptions(lightanglenum), surface, 
ellipseangleoptions(ellipseanglenum), accuracy); 
            lightoutmatrix=[lightoutmatrix, 
[[lightout.intensity]./[lightout.lengthsquared]; 
[lightout.position]; [lightout.path]; [lightout.path2]; 
repmat(phioptions(lightanglenum), [1,(size(lightout,2))])]]; 
%#ok<AGROW> 
        end 
        clear lightout 
        clear initialbeamlength 
        nearestangle=angle(complex(lightoutmatrix(2,:), 
lightoutmatrix(3,:))); 
        lightoutmatrix=[lightoutmatrix;nearestangle]; 
%#ok<AGROW> 
        clear nearestangle 
determine intensity out at each "radial" angle due to the different modes of reflection 
        
permutations(ellipseanglenum,1:length(unique(lightoutmatrix(7,:)
)))=unique(lightoutmatrix(7,:)); 
 
        for mode=1:find(permutations(ellipseanglenum,:), 1, 
'last'); 
            %if 
length(lightoutmatrix(9,lightoutmatrix(7,:)==permutations(ellips
eanglenum,mode)))>1 
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phitemp=lightoutmatrix(8,lightoutmatrix(7,:)==permutations(ellip
seanglenum,mode)); 
            
intensitytemp=lightoutmatrix(1,lightoutmatrix(7,:)==permutations
(ellipseanglenum,mode)); 
            
positiontemp=lightoutmatrix(9,lightoutmatrix(7,:)==permutations(
ellipseanglenum,mode)); 
            
intensitymodematrix(:,mode,ellipseanglenum)=NaN(length(phioption
s),1,1); 
            
anglemodematrix(:,mode,ellipseanglenum)=NaN(length(phioptions),1
,1); 
            for selection=1:length(phitemp) 
                
intensitymodematrix(phitemp(selection)==phioptions, mode, 
ellipseanglenum)=intensitytemp(selection); 
                anglemodematrix( phitemp(selection)==phioptions, 
mode, ellipseanglenum)=wrapTo2Pi(positiontemp(selection)); 
            end 
 
            %end 
        end 
    end 
    clear ellipseanglenum 
    clear lightanglenum 
    %clear lightoutmatrix 
 
    permutations2=unique(permutations); 
    permutations2(permutations2==0)=[]; 
    permutations2=reshape(permutations2, 1, []); 
    intensitymodematrix2=NaN(size(intensitymodematrix)); 
    anglemodematrix2=NaN(size(anglemodematrix)); 
    for ellipseanglenum=1:length(ellipseangleoptions) 
        for mode=1:length(permutations2) 
            if 
sum(permutations(ellipseanglenum,:)==permutations2(mode))==1 
 
                
intensitymodematrix2(:,mode,ellipseanglenum)=intensitymodematrix
(:,permutations(ellipseanglenum,:)==permutations2(mode), 
ellipseanglenum); 
                
anglemodematrix2(:,mode,ellipseanglenum)=anglemodematrix(:,permu
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tations(ellipseanglenum,:)==permutations2(mode), 
ellipseanglenum); 
 
            end 
        end 
    end 
 
    anglemodematrix=anglemodematrix2; 
    anglemodematrix(anglemodematrix==0)=NaN; 
    clear anglemodematrix2; 
    intensitymodematrix=intensitymodematrix2; 
    clear intensitymodematrix2; 
 
 
    intensitymatrix=zeros(length(anglefromhoriz), 
length(ellipseangleoptions)); 
    intensitymatrixmodal=zeros(length(anglefromhoriz), 
size(intensitymodematrix,2), length(ellipseangleoptions)); 
    dtheta=anglefromhoriz(2)-anglefromhoriz(1); 
    for ellipseanglenum=1:length(ellipseangleoptions) 
 
        for mode=1:size(intensitymodematrix,2) 
 
            
indices=find(isfinite(anglemodematrix(:,mode,ellipseanglenum))); 
            indicesiso=indices; 
            indices=indices((indices(2:end)-indices(1:end-
1))==1); 
            indicesiso=setdiff(indicesiso,indices); 
 
            %for continuous values 
            for step=1:length(indices) 
                
anglebound=anglemodematrix(indices(step):indices(step)+1, mode, 
ellipseanglenum); 
                if abs(anglebound(1)-anglebound(2))<pi*1.5 
                    
insertindex=find(anglefromhoriz<=max(anglebound)& 
anglefromhoriz>min(anglebound)); 
                    if isempty(insertindex)==0 
                        intensitymatrix(insertindex, 
ellipseanglenum)=intensitymatrix(insertindex, 
ellipseanglenum)+interp1(anglebound, 
intensitymodematrix(indices(step):indices(step)+1, mode, 
ellipseanglenum), anglefromhoriz(insertindex)); 
                        intensitymatrixmodal(insertindex, mode, 
ellipseanglenum)=intensitymatrixmodal(insertindex, mode, 
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ellipseanglenum)+interp1(anglebound, 
intensitymodematrix(indices(step):indices(step)+1, mode, 
ellipseanglenum), anglefromhoriz(insertindex)); 
                    else 
                        
insertindex=[find(anglefromhoriz<=min(anglebound), 1, 'last'), 
find(anglefromhoriz>min(anglebound), 1, 'first')]; 
                        intensitymatrix(insertindex, 
ellipseanglenum)=intensitymatrix(insertindex, 
ellipseanglenum)+interp1(anglebound, 
intensitymodematrix(indices(step):indices(step)+1, mode, 
ellipseanglenum), anglefromhoriz(insertindex), 'linear', 
'extrap'); 
                    end 
                    %             else 
                    %                             
insertindex=find(wrapToPi(anglefromhoriz)<=max(wrapToPi(anglebou
nd))& wrapToPi(anglefromhoriz)>min(wrapToPi(anglebound))); 
                    %             if isempty(insertindex)==0 
                    %                 
intensitymatrix(insertindex, 
ellipseanglenum)=intensitymatrix(insertindex, 
ellipseanglenum)+interp1(wrapToPi(anglebound), 
intensitymodematrix(indices(step):indices(step)+1, mode, 
ellipseanglenum), wrapToPi(anglefromhoriz(insertindex))); 
                    %                 
intensitymatrixmodal(insertindex, mode, 
ellipseanglenum)=intensitymatrixmodal(insertindex, 
ellipseanglenum)+interp1(wrapToPi(anglebound), 
intensitymodematrix(indices(step):indices(step)+1, mode, 
ellipseanglenum), wrapToPi(anglefromhoriz(insertindex))); 
                    %             end 
                end 
            end 
            %for isolated values 
            for step=1:length(indicesiso) 
                insertindex=find(abs(anglefromhoriz-
anglemodematrix(indicesiso(step)))==min(abs(anglefromhoriz-
anglemodematrix(indicesiso(step))))); 
                if length(insertindex)==1 
                    intensitymatrix(insertindex, 
ellipseanglenum)=intensitymatrix(insertindex, 
ellipseanglenum)+intensitymodematrix(indicesiso(step), mode, 
ellipseanglenum); 
                elseif length(insertindex)==2; 
                    intensitymatrix(insertindex, 
ellipseanglenum)=intensitymatrix(insertindex, 
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ellipseanglenum)+intensitymodematrix(indicesiso(step), mode, 
ellipseanglenum)/2; 
                end 
            end 
 
        end 
    end 
 
 
    intensitymatrix(intensitymatrix==0)=NaN; 
    intensitymatrixmodal(intensitymatrixmodal==0)=NaN; 
plotting of results 
    Z=   (max(R)*sin(repmat(anglefromhoriz, 
[1,length(ellipseangleoptions)])))./tan(repmat(ellipseangleoptio
ns, [length(anglefromhoriz),1])); 
 
   viewangleoptions=0; 
    minord=NaN(size(viewangleoptions)); 
    for step=1:length(viewangleoptions) 
        viewangle=viewangleoptions(step); 
        angledif=anglefromhoriz-viewangle; 
        [X2,Y2] = pol2cart(angledif,max(R)); 
        [temp,indices]=sort(wrapToPi(angledif)); 
        indices2=find(wrapToPi(angledif)>=-pi/2 & 
wrapToPi(angledif)<=pi/2); 
        nonnegX=indices(ismember(indices,indices2)); 
 
        clear temp 
        clear indices 
        clear indices2 
 
        %Realistic view 
        figure('Position',[1 1, scrsz(3), scrsz(4)]) 
        surf([repmat(Y2(nonnegX,:), 
[1,length(ellipseangleoptions)]), 
Y2(flipud(nonnegX),1)],[Z(nonnegX,:), Z(flipud(nonnegX),1)], 
(double([intensitymatriximportant(nonnegX,:), 
flipud(intensitymatriximportant(nonnegX,1))])))  %first column 
is repeated upside down at end to complete the tube 
        shading interp 
        colormap bone 
        daspect([1, 1, 
max(max(intensitymatriximportant(nonnegX,:)))/max(Z(isfinite(Z))
)]) 
        xlabel('Y [mm]') 
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        ylabel('Z [mm]') 
        ylim([max(min(Z(:)),-
2*(max(R))),min(max(Z(:)),2*max(R))]) 
        xlim([-max(R), max(R)]) 
        view(90,90) 
 
        % critical minor diamter determination 
        crosssliceindex=find(sum(abs(Z),1)==min(sum(abs(Z),1))); 
        intensityslice=intensitymatriximportant(nonnegX, 
crosssliceindex); 
        Yslice=Y2(nonnegX); 
        center=-sin(viewangle)*max(R); 
        
minord(step)=abs(Yslice(max(intensityslice(Yslice<center))==inte
nsityslice(Yslice<center))- 
Yslice(find(max(intensityslice(Yslice>center))==intensityslice, 
1, 'last'))); 
    end 
    disp(filmthick) 
    disp([viewangleoptions, minord]) 
 
    % plot(rad2deg(viewangleoptions), minord) 
    % xlim([0, max(rad2deg(viewangleoptions))]); 
    % xlabel('Viewing angle [degrees]') 
    % ylabel('Projected minor diameter [mm]') 
 
    minordgrid(:,:,filmthicknum)=[repmat(filmthick, 
[length(minord),1]), rad2deg(viewangleoptions), minord]; 
    toc 
end 
 
 
figure 
plot(squeeze(minordgrid(1,1,:)), squeeze(minordgrid(1,3,:))) 
xlabel('Film thickness [mm]') 
ylabel('Projected minor diameter [mm]') 
xlim([0, max(squeeze(minordgrid(1,1,:)))]) 
 
 
A.3.1  FUNCTION FOR DETERMINING ANGLES AND INTENSITIES AT EACH INTERACTION OF 
LIGHT RAY WITH A SURFACE 
function[lightout,initialbeamlength]=refractionfun(R,n,intensity
, position, phi, surface, ellipseangle, accuracy) 
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% n=[1, 1.25, 1.43]; 
% R=[2.9750, 3.1750 , 4.7625]; 
% position=[R(end), 0]; 
% intensity=1; 
% phi= pi*.9; 
% surface=size(R,2); 
% ellipseangle=pi/4; 
% accuracy=0.999; 
light.phi=wrapToPi(phi); 
light.intensity=intensity; 
light.position=position; 
light.surface=surface; 
intensity0=intensity; 
clear phi 
clear intensity 
clear position 
clear surface; 
 
lightgrid{1}=light; 
 
Rmajor=R/sin(ellipseangle);  %corrected mistake from previous 
codes 
n0=n(light.surface); 
interaction=1; 
branch=1; 
lightoutnum=1; 
lightout=struct('intensity', {}, 'position', {}, 'path', {}); 
completed=0; 
while completed~=1 
find location of next interface interaction 
    if ellipseangle~=0 
        A=tan(light.phi)^2+Rmajor.^2./R.^2; 
        B=-
2*light.position(1)*tan(light.phi)^2+2*tan(light.phi)*light.posi
tion(2); 
        C=light.position(1)^2*tan(light.phi)^2-
2*tan(light.phi)*light.position(1)*light.position(2)-
Rmajor.^2+light.position(2)^2; 
        locationtemp=(-B+(B^2-4*A.*C).^0.5)./(2*A); 
        locationtemp(end+1:end+size(R,2))=(-B-(B^2-
4*A.*C).^0.5)./(2*A); 
        locationtemp(2,:)=tan(light.phi)*(locationtemp-
light.position(1))+light.position(2); 
        %         clear A 
        %         clear B 
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        %         clear C 
    else 
        locationtemp=[R, -R]; 
        locationtemp(2,:)=tan(light.phi)*(locationtemp-
light.position(1))+light.position(2); 
    end 
 
    locationpossible=NaN(1,size(locationtemp,2)); 
    for k=1:size(locationtemp,2) 
        locationpossible(k)=isreal(locationtemp(1,k)); 
    end 
 
    if light.phi>=pi/2 || light.phi<=-pi/2 
        
locationpossible=locationpossible.*(locationtemp(1,:)<=light.pos
ition(1)); 
    else 
        
locationpossible=locationpossible.*(locationtemp(1,:)>=light.pos
ition(1)); 
    end 
    if light.phi>=0 
        
locationpossible=locationpossible.*(locationtemp(2,:)>=light.pos
ition(2)); 
    else 
        
locationpossible=locationpossible.*(locationtemp(2,:)<=light.pos
ition(2)); 
    end 
 
    locationpossible(2,:)=((locationtemp(1,:)-
light.position(1)).^2+(locationtemp(2,:)-
light.position(2)).^2).^0.5; 
    locationpossible(2, locationpossible(2,:)<0.00001)=999; 
 
    index=find(locationpossible(2, :)==min(locationpossible(2, 
locationpossible(1,:)==1))&locationpossible(1,:)==1); 
 
    %new matrices 
    light.position(1)=locationtemp(1,index); 
    light.position(2)=locationtemp(2,index); 
 
    if interaction==1 
        initialbeamlength=(sum((light.position-
lightgrid{1,1}.position).^2))^0.5; 
    end 
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Identify surface 
    light.surface=mod(index,size(R,2)); 
    light.surface(light.surface==0)=size(R,2); 
    %     clear index 
Fresnel's equation 
    if light.surface~=size(R,2) 
        %determine index of refraction based on which direction 
light is going 
        if interaction>1 
            if light.surface<lightgrid{interaction-
1,ceil(branch/2)}.surface 
                n1=n(light.surface+1); 
                n2=n(light.surface); 
            else 
                n1=n(light.surface); 
                n2=n(light.surface+1); 
            end 
        else 
            n1=n0; 
            clear n0 
            n2=n(light.surface); 
        end 
 
        %  determine angle of surface 
        %         if light.surface~=size(R,2) 
        if ellipseangle~=0 
            if light.position(2)~=0 
                phisurface=atan(-
(Rmajor(light.surface)/R(light.surface))^2*(light.position(1)/li
ght.position(2))); 
            else 
                phisurface=pi/2; 
            end 
        else 
            phisurface=pi/2; 
        end 
        %         end 
 
        %T=transmited, R=reflected 
 
        [Transmitted, Reflected, phiT, phiR]=fresnel(n1, n2, 
phisurface, light.phi); 
 
        light.intensity=light.intensity*Reflected; 
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        if phiR<-pi || phiR>pi 
            light.phi=wrapTopi(phiR); 
        else 
            light.phi=phiR; 
        end 
        lightgrid{interaction+1,2*(branch-1)+2}=light;  
%#ok<*AGROW> 
 
        if isfinite(Transmitted) 
            
light.intensity=(light.intensity/Reflected)*Transmitted; %have 
to divide back by reflected since it has already overwritten 
light.intensity 
            light.phi=wrapToPi(phiT); 
            lightgrid{interaction+1,2*(branch-1)+1}=light; 
        else 
            light.phi=NaN; 
            light.intensity=0; 
            lightgrid{interaction+1,2*(branch-1)+1}=light; 
        end 
 
    else 
        light.phi=NaN; 
        light.intensity=light.intensity; 
        lightgrid{interaction+1,2*(branch-1)+1}=light; 
        lightgrid{interaction+1,2*(branch-1)+2}=0; 
 
        %path=NaN(interaction,1); 
        branchtemp=branch; 
        for intnum=interaction:-1:1 
            path2(intnum)=lightgrid{intnum, branchtemp}.surface; 
            branchtemp=ceil(branchtemp/2); 
        end 
        path2=path2(length(path2):-1:1); 
        path2=sum([size(R,2), path2].*(10.^(0:interaction))); 
 
        branchtemp=branch; 
        for intnum=interaction:-1:1 
            positions(intnum,:)=lightgrid{intnum, 
branchtemp}.position; 
            branchtemp=ceil(branchtemp/2); 
        end 
        positions(2:size(positions,1)+1,:)=positions; 
        positions(1,:)=light.position; 
        cumulativelength=0; 
        for step=1:size(positions,1)-1 
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cumulativelength=cumulativelength+(sum((positions(step,:)-
positions(step+1,:)).^2)); 
        end 
 
 
        lightout(lightoutnum).intensity=light.intensity; 
        lightout(lightoutnum).position=[light.position(1); 
light.position(2)*sin(ellipseangle); 
light.position(2)*cos(ellipseangle)]; 
        lightout(lightoutnum).path2=path2; 
        lightout(lightoutnum).path=[interaction; branch]; 
        lightout(lightoutnum).lengthsquared=cumulativelength; 
        lightoutnum=lightoutnum+1; 
 
 
    end 
 
decide on if done or next set to analyze and reload variable; 
    if sum([lightout.intensity])>accuracy*intensity0  || 
interaction>10 
        completed=1; 
    else 
        completed=0; 
        phi=NaN; 
        intensity=1; 
        while isfinite(phi)==0 
            if branch<2^(interaction-1) 
                branch=branch+1; 
            else 
                branch=1; 
                interaction=interaction+1; 
            end 
            if isstruct(lightgrid{interaction, branch}) 
                phi=lightgrid{interaction, branch}.phi; 
                intensity=lightgrid{interaction, 
branch}.intensity; 
            end 
        end 
 
        position=lightgrid{interaction, branch}.position; 
        surface=lightgrid{interaction, branch}.surface; 
        light.intensity=intensity; 
        light.position=position; 
        light.surface=surface; 
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        light.phi=phi; 
    end 
end 
 
 
 
A.4  COMPUTER CODE FOR DETERMINING FILM THICKNESS FROM  VIDEOS 
clear 
close all 
 
filepath=input('Please enter the path of the cin files:  ', 
's'); 
Dmm=input('Enter tube diameter in millimeters:  '); 
 
 
fileinfo=dir(strcat(filepath, '\*.cin')); 
for i=1:size(fileinfo,1) 
    fileinfo(i).name=strtok(fileinfo(i).name, '.'); 
end 
clear i 
filenames=strvcat(fileinfo.name); %#ok<VCAT> 
%filenames=strvcat(filenames, 'no1 resize'); 
clear fileinfo 
 
%cinfile conversion process 
 
for filenum=1:size(filenames,1) 
    if exist(strcat(filenames(filenum,:), ' images'), 'dir')==0 
        disp(filenum) 
        [cinfiles]=readcinwritematrix(filepath, 
filenames(filenum,:)); 
        clear cinfiles 
    end 
end 
 
select=zeros(1,size(filenames,1)); 
 
%critical reflection determination 
for filenum=1:size(filenames,1) 
    cd(strcat(filepath, '\', filenames(filenum,:), ' images')) 
    %current update is used so that filmthickness .m file is not 
run if 
    %information in the director is current. 
    currentupdatever=17; 
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    if exist('currentupdate.mat', 'file')==2 
        load currentupdate 
    else 
        currentupdate=0; 
    end 
 
    if currentupdate<currentupdatever 
        load cinframes 
        disp(filenum) 
 
        [ellipseradius, scale, tubeangle, x, laserposition, 
axiseq]=filmthickness4(cinframes, Dmm); 
 
 
 
        imshow(cinframes(:,:,100)*1.5) 
        hold on 
        plot(x(:,2,100), x(:,3,100), 'b.') 
        plot([1,size(cinframes,2)], 
axiseq(1,100)+(median(scale)*Dmm)/2+axiseq(2,100)*[1,size(cinfra
mes,2)], 'r') 
        plot([1,size(cinframes,2)], axiseq(1,100)-
(median(scale)*Dmm)/2+axiseq(2,100)*[1,size(cinframes,2)], 'r') 
        plot(laserposition(100,2), laserposition(100,3), 'r.') 
        temp=fit_ellipse(x(isfinite(x(:,2,100)),2,100), 
x(isfinite(x(:,2,100)),3,100), gcf); 
        text(10,10,strvcat(filenames(filenum,:), strcat('long 
axis:  ', num2str(temp.long_axis)), strcat('short axis:  ', 
num2str(temp.short_axis)), strcat('scale:  ', 
num2str(median(scale))), laserposition(100,1) ), 'color', 
'g','VerticalAlignment', 'top','HorizontalAlignment','left' ) 
%#ok<VCAT> 
        clear temp 
        hgsave('samplefig') 
        hold off 
 
 
        clear cinframes 
        save('ellipseradius', 'ellipseradius') 
        save('scale', 'scale') 
        save('x', 'x') 
        save('laserposition', 'laserposition') 
        save('tubeangle','tubeangle') 
        currentupdate=currentupdatever; 
        save('currentupdate', 'currentupdate') 
        clear cinframes 
        clear ellipseradius 
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        clear scale 
        clear x 
        clear laserposition 
        clear tubeangle 
 
    end 
end 
close(gcf) 
 
%critical reflection data loading 
for filenum=1:size(filenames,1) 
    load(strcat(filepath, '\', filenames(filenum,:), ' 
images\ellipseradius')); 
    if filenum==1 
        
ellipseradiuscompiled=zeros([size(ellipseradius),size(filenames,
1)]); 
    end 
    ellipseradiuscompiled(:,:,filenum)=ellipseradius; 
    clear ellipseradius 
 
    load(strcat(filepath, '\', filenames(filenum,:), ' 
images\scale')); 
    if filenum==1 
        scalecompiled=zeros(size(scale,1), size(filenames,1)); 
    end 
    scalecompiled(:,filenum)=scale; 
    clear scale 
 
    load(strcat(filepath, '\', filenames(filenum,:), ' 
images\x')); 
    if filenum==1 
        xcompiled=zeros([size(x),size(filenames,1)], 'single'); 
    end 
    xcompiled(:,:,:,filenum)=single(x); 
    clear x 
 
    load(strcat(filepath, '\', filenames(filenum,:), ' 
images\laserposition')); 
    if filenum==1 
        laserpositioncompiled=zeros(size(laserposition,1), 
size(laserposition,2), size(filenames,1)); 
    end 
    laserpositioncompiled(:,:,filenum)=laserposition; 
    clear laserposition 
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    load(strcat(filepath, '\', filenames(filenum,:), ' 
images\tubeangle')); 
    if filenum==1 
        tubeanglecompiled=zeros(size(tubeangle,1), 
size(filenames,1)); 
    end 
    tubeanglecompiled(:,filenum)=tubeangle; 
    clear tubeangle 
 
    open(strcat(filepath, '\', filenames(filenum,:), ' 
images\samplefig.fig')); 
end 
cd(filepath) 
 
 
 
%symbol generator 
symbol= ['+';'o';'*';'.';'x';'s';'d';'^';'v';'>';'<';'p';'h']; 
color=['k','b','g', 'r','c','m']; 
marker=repmat('-', [size(filenames,1),3]); 
for filenum=1:size(filenames,1) 
marker(filenum,1)=symbol(double(mod(filenum,13))+1); 
marker(filenum,2)=color(double(mod(filenum, 6))+1); 
if (double(filenum))>13 
    marker(filenum,3)=':'; 
end 
end 
 
figure(100), hold on 
for filenum=1:size(filenames,1) 
plot(reshape(ellipseradiuscompiled(:,2,filenum),[],1)./repmat(me
dian(scalecompiled(:,filenum)), [size(ellipseradiuscompiled,1), 
1]), marker(filenum,:)) 
end 
legend(filenames) 
 
figure(101), hold on 
for filenum=1:size(filenames,1) 
    plot(reshape((0.5-laserpositioncompiled(:,1,filenum)),[],1),   
reshape(ellipseradiuscompiled(:,2,filenum),[],1)./repmat(median(
scalecompiled(:,filenum)), [size(ellipseradiuscompiled,1),1]), 
marker(filenum, 1:2)) 
end 
legend(filenames) 
 
 
setrange=NaN(max(double(filenames(:,6))-48),2); 
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setstats=NaN(size(setrange,1),4); 
for set=1:max(double(filenames(:,6))-48) 
    setrange(set,:)=[find(double(filenames(:,6))-
48==set,1,'first'),find(double(filenames(:,6))-
48==set,1,'last')]; 
end 
for set=1:size(setrange,1) 
 %   
datafromset=reshape(reshape(ellipseradiuscompiled(:,1:2,setrange
(set,1):setrange(set,2)),[], 2, 
range(setrange(set,:))+1)./repmat(reshape(median(scalecompiled(:
,setrange(set,1):setrange(set,2))),1,1,[]), 
[size(ellipseradiuscompiled,1),2, 1]),[], 2); 
    
datafromset=reshape(permute(ellipseradiuscompiled(:,1:2,setrange
(set,1):setrange(set,2))./repmat(reshape(median(scalecompiled(:,
setrange(set,1):setrange(set,2))),1,1,[]), 
[size(ellipseradiuscompiled,1),2, 1]), [1,3,2]),[],2,1); 
    setstats(set,:)=[mean(datafromset(:,1)), 
std(datafromset(:,1)), mean(datafromset(:,2)), 
std(datafromset(:,2))]; 
    clear datafromset 
end 
disp(strvcat('set  mean major std major  mean minor std minor', 
num2str([[1:size(setrange,1)]',setstats]))) %#ok<NBRAK,VCAT> 
disp(strcat('overall', num2str([mean(setstats(:,1)), 
std(setstats(:,1)),mean(setstats(:,3)), std(setstats(:,3))]))) 
 
 
 
 
beep 
 
 
A.4.1 FUNCTION WHICH DETERMINES REFLECTED ELLIPSE SIZE 
function [ellipseradius, scale, tubeangle, x, laserposition, 
axiseq]=filmthickness4(cinframes, Dmm) 
%function finds pertinant information for determining 
filmthickness using 
%critical angle reflection 
% 
%outputs: 
%  "ellipse radius" simplified data on ellipse formed by 
critically 
%  reflected light 
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%     1st column is major axis 
%     2nd column is minor axis 
%     3rd column is angle of major axis w.r.t. horizontal 
%     4th and 5th columns are ellipse center 
%     each row corresponds to frame in video 
%  "tube angle" angle tube makes with the horizontal 
%  "x" is raw data describing points where laser found 
%   1st column of x is angle from centroid 
%   2nd,3rd columns of x locations of light circle 
%   4rd, 5th columns of x locations of laser circle 
%   6th column of x is radius of reflected circle 
%   7th column of x is radius of laser circle 
%     each sheet corresponds to frame in video 
%  "scale"  pixels per {unit given for tube diameter} 
%  "laserposition" how centered laser is relative to tube edge 
% 
%inputs: 
%  "filepath"=file path where file "cinframes.mat" should be 
found 
%  "Dmm"=tube diameter 
 
 
numberofangles=120; 
 
%pre allocated variables 
scale=NaN(size(cinframes,3),1); 
ellipseradius=NaN(size(cinframes,3),5); 
x=NaN(numberofangles,7,size(cinframes,3)); 
laserposition=NaN(size(cinframes,3),3); 
tubeangle=NaN(size(cinframes,3),1); 
%tubeeq=NaN(2,2,size(cinframes,3)); 
axiseq=NaN(2, size(cinframes,3)); 
 
%re-used variables 
gaussian=[1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1; 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1; 1 2 4 4 4 4 4 2 
1; 1 2 4 6 6 6 4 2 1; 1 2 4 6 6 6 4 2 1;1 2 4 6 6 6 4 2 1; 1 2 4 
4 4 4 4 2 1; 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1; 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1]; 
 
for imagenum=1:size(cinframes,3) 
    rawimage=cinframes(:,:,imagenum); 
    %find area and centroid of area which laser directly 
illuminates (should be washed out) 
    laserdot=im2bw(rawimage, 0.95); 
    lasercentroid=regionprops(bwlabel(laserdot), 'centroid', 
'area'); 
 
    if size(lasercentroid,1)>1 
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        regionarea=zeros(size(lasercentroid,1),1); 
        for region=1:size(lasercentroid,1) 
            regionarea(region)=lasercentroid(region).Area; 
        end 
        
lasercentroid=lasercentroid(regionarea==max(regionarea)); 
        laserdot=bwareaopen(laserdot, max(regionarea)-1); 
    end 
 
 
    %create a smoothed version of the original image 
    smoothimage=uint8(filter2(gaussian./sum(gaussian(:)), 
single(rawimage))); 
 
 
    [laserrow, lasercol]=find(laserdot); 
 
 
avgtubepixel=median(mean(smoothimage(min(laserrow):max(laserrow)
, [max(1,min(lasercol)-range(lasercol)):min(lasercol), 
max(lasercol):min(size(smoothimage,2)  
,max(lasercol)+range(lasercol))]))); 
%stdtubepixel=median(std(single(smoothimage(min(laserrow):max(la
serrow), [1:11, end-10:end])))); 
 
%BW=smoothimage(:,min(lasercol)-
round(0.5*range(lasercol)):max(lasercol)+round(0.5*range(laserco
l)))>avgtubepixel;      %+2*max(stdtubepixel,2); 
%tubeDpixels=prctile(sum(BW),95); 
 
smoothcurve=mean(smoothimage(:, min(lasercol):max(lasercol)),2); 
smoothcurve(smoothcurve>avgtubepixel)=avgtubepixel; 
minsmoothcurve=prctile(smoothcurve,5); 
edgevalue=mean([avgtubepixel,minsmoothcurve]); 
pt1=find(smoothcurve>edgevalue,1,'last'); 
pt2=find(smoothcurve>edgevalue,1,'first'); 
tubeDpixels=   (   pt1+(edgevalue-
smoothcurve(pt1))./(smoothcurve(pt1)-smoothcurve(pt1+1))  )  - (   
pt2-1+(edgevalue-smoothcurve(pt2-1))./(smoothcurve(pt2-1)-
smoothcurve(pt2))    )-1; 
 
 
%tubeaxis=nanmean(BW.*repmat([1:size(BW,1)]', [1, 
size(BW,2)]))./nanmean(BW); %#ok<NBRAK> 
%A=[ones(size(tubeaxis,2),1),[1:size(tubeaxis,2)]']; %#ok<NBRAK> 
%axiseq(:,imagenum)=(A'*A)^(-1)*A'*tubeaxis'; 
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%axiseq(1,imagenum)=axiseq(1,imagenum)-
axiseq(2,imagenum)*(min(lasercol)-round(0.5*range(lasercol))); 
axiseq(:,imagenum)=[(pt1+pt2)/2;0]; 
%tubeangle(imagenum)=-atan(axiseq(2,imagenum)); 
tubeangle(imagenum)=0; 
%laserposition(imagenum,:)=[0.5+(lasercentroid.Centroid(2)-
(axiseq(1,imagenum)+axiseq(2,imagenum)*lasercentroid.Centroid(1)
))/tubeDpixels, lasercentroid.Centroid(1), 
lasercentroid.Centroid(2)]; 
laserposition(imagenum,:)=[(lasercentroid.Centroid(2)-pt1)/(pt2-
pt1), lasercentroid.Centroid(1), lasercentroid.Centroid(2)]; 
 
 
    radius=NaN(numberofangles, 7); 
 
    for anglenumber=1:numberofangles 
        angle=(360/numberofangles)*anglenumber*pi/180; 
        
x1=lasercentroid.Centroid(1)+(3*tubeDpixels/4)*cos(angle+tubeang
le(imagenum)); 
        y1=lasercentroid.Centroid(2)-
(3*tubeDpixels/4)*sin(angle+tubeangle(imagenum)); 
 
        vectlength=round((lasercentroid.Centroid(1)-
x1)^2+(lasercentroid.Centroid(2)- y1)^2)^0.5; 
        
xvalues=linspace(lasercentroid.Centroid(1),x1,vectlength); 
        
yvalues=linspace(lasercentroid.Centroid(2),y1,vectlength); 
        if exist('Xgrid', 'var')==0 || exist('Ygrid', 'var')==0 
            [Xgrid,Ygrid]=meshgrid(1:size(smoothimage,2), 
1:size(smoothimage,1)); 
        end 
        lineprofile=(qinterp2(Xgrid, Ygrid,single(smoothimage), 
xvalues, yvalues))'; 
        
lineprofile(isnan(lineprofile))=lineprofile(find(isnan(lineprofi
le), 1, 'first')-1); 
 
        if anglenumber==1; 
            lineprofiletemp=NaN(size(radius,1), 
size(lineprofile,1)); 
        end 
 
        lineprofiletemp(anglenumber,:)=lineprofile'; 
        radius(anglenumber,1)=angle; 
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    end 
 
%    lineprofiletemp=filter2(ones(3)/9, 
[[lineprofiletemp(end,1), 
lineprofiletemp(end,:),lineprofiletemp(end,end)];[lineprofiletem
p(:,1),lineprofiletemp,lineprofiletemp(:,end)];[lineprofiletemp(
1,1), lineprofiletemp(1,:),lineprofiletemp(1,end)]], 'valid'); 
    slopetemp=filter2([.5, .5 , 0, -.5, -.5], 
[lineprofiletemp(:,1),lineprofiletemp,lineprofiletemp(:,end)], 
'valid'); 
 
 
    laseredgetemp=NaN(size(lineprofiletemp,1),1); 
    startsearchedgetemp=NaN(size(lineprofiletemp,1),1); 
    endsearchedgetemp=NaN(size(lineprofiletemp,1),1); 
    AVGlineprofiletemp=NaN(size(lineprofiletemp,1),1); 
    edgedetect=NaN(size(lineprofiletemp,1),1); 
    for row=1:size(lineprofiletemp,1) 
        
laseredgetemp(row,1)=find(lineprofiletemp(row,:)>255*.98, 1, 
'last'); 
    end 
        
laseredgeposition=[lasercentroid.Centroid(1)+laseredgetemp.*cos(
radius(:,1)+tubeangle(imagenum))*(3*tubeDpixels/4)/size(lineprof
ile,1), lasercentroid.Centroid(2)-
laseredgetemp.*sin(radius(:,1)+tubeangle(imagenum))*(3*tubeDpixe
ls/4)/size(lineprofile,1)]; 
    %this step added incase isolated pixels are ~as bright as 
laser dot 
    %(would be unnecissary if used laser dot in first place, but 
    %interpolation along lines is slow) 
    
redoanglenumber=find(laserdot(round(laseredgeposition(:,2))+(rou
nd(laseredgeposition(:,1))-1)*size(laserdot, 1))==0); 
        for redo=1:size(redoanglenumber,1) 
            anglenumber=redoanglenumber(redo); 
            angle=(360/numberofangles)*anglenumber*pi/180; 
        
x1=lasercentroid.Centroid(1)+(3*tubeDpixels/4)*cos(angle+tubeang
le(imagenum)); 
        y1=lasercentroid.Centroid(2)-
(3*tubeDpixels/4)*sin(angle+tubeangle(imagenum)); 
        
xvalues=linspace(lasercentroid.Centroid(1),x1,vectlength); 
        
yvalues=linspace(lasercentroid.Centroid(2),y1,vectlength); 
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        laserprofile=(qinterp2(Xgrid, Ygrid,single(laserdot), 
xvalues, yvalues))'; 
        laseredgetemp(anglenumber,1)=find(laserprofile>.95, 1, 
'last'); 
        
laseredgeposition(anglenumber,:)=[lasercentroid.Centroid(1)+lase
redgetemp(anglenumber,1).*cos(radius(anglenumber,1)+tubeangle(im
agenum))*(3*tubeDpixels/4)/size(lineprofile,1), 
lasercentroid.Centroid(2)-
laseredgetemp(anglenumber,1).*sin(radius(anglenumber,1)+tubeangl
e(imagenum))*(3*tubeDpixels/4)/size(lineprofile,1)]; 
        end 
 
    for row=1:size(lineprofiletemp,1) 
        if sum(slopetemp(row,laseredgetemp(row):end)<0)>=1; 
            
startsearchedgetemp(row,1)=find(slopetemp(row,laseredgetemp(row)
:end)<0, 1, 'first')+laseredgetemp(row); 
        end 
        if isfinite(startsearchedgetemp(row)) && 
max(lineprofiletemp(row, 
startsearchedgetemp(row):end))>=1.1*lineprofiletemp(row, 
startsearchedgetemp(row)) 
            endsearchedgetemp(row,1)=startsearchedgetemp(row)-
1+find(lineprofiletemp(row,startsearchedgetemp(row):end)==max(li
neprofiletemp(row,startsearchedgetemp(row):end)), 1, 'last'); 
        end 
        if isfinite(startsearchedgetemp(row)) && 
isfinite(endsearchedgetemp(row)) && 
max(lineprofiletemp(row,startsearchedgetemp(row):end))>=1.1*line
profiletemp(row, startsearchedgetemp(row)) && 
endsearchedgetemp(row)>startsearchedgetemp(row) 
            
AVGlineprofiletemp(row,1)=(lineprofiletemp(row,endsearchedgetemp
(row))+min(lineprofiletemp(row,startsearchedgetemp(row):endsearc
hedgetemp(row))))/2; 
        end 
        if isfinite(AVGlineprofiletemp(row)) 
            edgedetect(row,1)=startsearchedgetemp(row)-
1+find(lineprofiletemp(row,startsearchedgetemp(row):endsearchedg
etemp(row))<AVGlineprofiletemp(row), 1, 'last'); 
        end 
    end 
       %  
startsearchposition=[lasercentroid.Centroid(1)+startsearchedgete
mp.*cos(radius(:,1)+tubeangle(imagenum))*(3*tubeDpixels/4)/size(
lineprofile,1), lasercentroid.Centroid(2)-
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startsearchedgetemp.*sin(radius(:,1)+tubeangle(imagenum))*(3*tub
eDpixels/4)/size(lineprofile,1)]; 
       %  
endsearchposition=[lasercentroid.Centroid(1)+endsearchedgetemp.*
cos(radius(:,1)+tubeangle(imagenum))*(3*tubeDpixels/4)/size(line
profile,1), lasercentroid.Centroid(2)-
endsearchedgetemp.*sin(radius(:,1)+tubeangle(imagenum))*(3*tubeD
pixels/4)/size(lineprofile,1)]; 
 
    
edgedetectposition=[lasercentroid.Centroid(1)+edgedetect.*cos(ra
dius(:,1)+tubeangle(imagenum))*(3*tubeDpixels/4)/size(lineprofil
e,1), lasercentroid.Centroid(2)-
edgedetect.*sin(radius(:,1)+tubeangle(imagenum))*(3*tubeDpixels/
4)/size(lineprofile,1)]; 
    radius(:,2:7)=[edgedetectposition, laseredgeposition, 
edgedetect*(3*tubeDpixels/4)/size(lineprofile,1), 
laseredgetemp*(3*tubeDpixels/4)/size(lineprofile,1)]; 
 
 
 
    ellipsedata=fit_ellipse(radius(isfinite(radius(:,2)),2), 
radius(isfinite(radius(:,2)),3)); 
 
    if isempty(ellipsedata.long_axis)==0 
        %eliminate points which are off from ellipse 
        
radcheckest=((ellipsedata.long_axis/2)*(ellipsedata.short_axis/2
))./(((ellipsedata.short_axis/2)*cos(radius(:,1))).^2+((ellipsed
ata.long_axis/2)*sin(radius(:,1))).^2).^(0.5); 
        radcheck=radcheckest-radius(:,6); 
        stdradcheck=nanstd(radcheck); 
        centerdistance=(sum((lasercentroid.Centroid-
[ellipsedata.X0_in, ellipsedata.Y0_in]).^2))^0.5; 
        radius(abs(radcheck)-
centerdistance>stdradcheck,[2:3,6])=NaN(sum(abs(radcheck)-
centerdistance>stdradcheck),3); 
    end 
    ellipsedata=fit_ellipse(radius(isfinite(radius(:,2)),2), 
radius(isfinite(radius(:,2)),3)); 
 
 
 
    %ellipseradius is major and minor axis of ellipse formed by 
least 
    %square fit of light circle 
    if isempty(ellipsedata.long_axis)==0 
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        ellipseradius(imagenum,:)=[ellipsedata.long_axis, 
ellipsedata.short_axis, ellipsedata.phi, ellipsedata.X0_in, 
ellipsedata.Y0_in]; 
    end 
    clear ellipsedata 
 
    radius(:,1)=mod(radius(:,1),2*pi); 
    %1st column of x is angle from centroid 
    %2nd,3rd columns of x locations of light circle 
    %4rd, 5th columns of x locations of laser circle 
    %6th column of x is radius of reflected circle 
    %7th column of x is radius of laser circle 
    %8 column of x is pixel value slope where light circle was 
found 
    x(:,:,imagenum)=radius; 
end 
 
 
 
%sort out data in x which doesn't seem to make sense due to it 
not fitting 
%within 2 standard deviations of median thickness, assumes that 
ellipse is 
%symetric about tube axis and normal directions 
 
distfromcenter=NaN(numberofangles,size(x,3)); 
for frame=1:size(x,3) 
    distfromcenter(:,frame)=(((x(:,2,frame)-ellipseradius(frame, 
4)).^2+(x(:,3,frame)-ellipseradius(frame, 5)).^2).^0.5)-
(((min(ellipseradius(frame,2)*1.1 
,ellipseradius(frame,1))/2).*(ellipseradius(frame,2)/2))./((((mi
n(ellipseradius(frame,2)*1.1 
,ellipseradius(frame,1))/2)*sin(x(:,1,frame))).^2+((ellipseradiu
s(frame,2)/2)*cos(x(:,1,frame))).^2).^0.5)); 
end 
stddistfromcenter=nanmean(nanstd(distfromcenter)); 
for frame=1:size(x,3) 
    
x(abs(distfromcenter(:,frame))>2*stddistfromcenter,:,frame)=NaN(
sum(abs(distfromcenter(:,frame))>2*stddistfromcenter), 
size(x,2)); 
end 
 
 
 
%eliminate those points which are more different from 
surrounding points 
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%than typical 
xslope=filter2([-1;2;-1], reshape(x(:,6,:),[],size(x,3))); 
for frame=1:size(x,3) 
    x(abs(xslope(:,frame))>2*mean(nanstd(xslope)) | 
isnan(xslope(:,frame)),:,frame)=NaN(sum(abs(xslope(:,frame))>2* 
mean(nanstd(xslope))| isnan(xslope(:,frame))),size(x,2)); 
end 
 
 
ellipseradius=NaN(size(x,3), 5); 
for frame=1:size(x,3) 
    ellipsedata=fit_ellipse(x(isfinite(x(:,2,frame)),2,frame), 
x(isfinite(x(:,2,frame)),3,frame)); 
        if isempty(ellipsedata.long_axis)==0 
            ellipseradius(frame,:)=[ellipsedata.long_axis, 
ellipsedata.short_axis, ellipsedata.phi, ellipsedata.X0_in, 
ellipsedata.Y0_in]; 
        end 
end 
 [mean(scale),std(scale)]; [mean(laserposition), 0]; 
[mean(tubeangle)*180/pi, mean(ellipseradius(:,3))*180/pi]]) 
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APPENDIX B.  QUANTITATIVE RESULTS FROM APPLYING NEW VIDEO 
ANALYSIS TECHNIQUE TO VIDEOS 
  
Figure B-1:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition A 
downstream 0.00635 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition A 
downstream 0.00635 meters from entrance 
  
Table B-2:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition A downstream 0.00635 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-2:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition A downstream 0.00635 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-3:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition A downstream 0.00635 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-4:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition A downstream 0.00635 meters 
from entrance 
  
Table B-3:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition A downstream 0.00635 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-4:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition A downstream 0.00635 meters 
from entrance 
  
 
Figure B-5:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition A downstream 0.00635 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-6:  Liquid wave speed for Condition A downstream 0.00635 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-7:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition A 
downstream 0.0127 meters from entrance 
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Table B-5:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition A 
downstream 0.0127 meters from entrance 
 
  
Table B-6:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition A downstream 0.0127 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-8:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition A downstream 0.0127 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-9:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition A downstream 0.0127 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-10:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition A downstream 0.0127 meters 
from entrance 
  
Table B-7:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition A downstream 0.0127 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-8:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition A downstream 0.0127 meters 
from entrance 
  
 
Figure B-11:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition A downstream 0.0127 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-12:  Liquid wave speed for Condition A downstream 0.0127 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-13:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition A 
downstream 0.01905 meters from entrance 
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Table B-9:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition A 
downstream 0.01905 meters from entrance 
 
  
Table B-10:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition A downstream 0.01905 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-14:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition A downstream 0.01905 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-15:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition A downstream 0.01905 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-16:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition A downstream 0.01905 
meters from entrance 
  
Table B-11:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition A downstream 0.01905 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-12:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition A downstream 0.01905 
meters from entrance 
  
 
Figure B-17:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition A downstream 0.01905 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-18:  Liquid wave speed for Condition A downstream 0.01905 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-19:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition A 
downstream 0.0254 meters from entrance 
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Table B-13:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition A 
downstream 0.0254 meters from entrance 
 
  
Table B-14:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition A downstream 0.0254 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-20:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition A downstream 0.0254 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-21:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition A downstream 0.0254 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-22:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition A downstream 0.0254 meters 
from entrance 
  
Table B-15:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition A downstream 0.0254 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-16:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition A downstream 0.0254 meters 
from entrance 
  
 
Figure B-23:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition A downstream 0.0254 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-24:  Liquid wave speed for Condition A downstream 0.0254 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-25:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition A 
downstream 0.0381 meters from entrance 
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Table B-17:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition A 
downstream 0.0381 meters from entrance 
 
  
Table B-18:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition A downstream 0.0381 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-26:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition A downstream 0.0381 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-27:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition A downstream 0.0381 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-28:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition A downstream 0.0381 meters 
from entrance 
  
Table B-19:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition A downstream 0.0381 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-20:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition A downstream 0.0381 meters 
from entrance 
  
 
Figure B-29:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition A downstream 0.0381 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-30:  Liquid wave speed for Condition A downstream 0.0381 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-31:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition A 
downstream 0.0508 meters from entrance 
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Table B-21:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition A 
downstream 0.0508 meters from entrance 
 
  
Table B-22:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition A downstream 0.0508 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-32:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition A downstream 0.0508 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-33:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition A downstream 0.0508 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-34:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition A downstream 0.0508 meters 
from entrance 
  
Table B-23:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition A downstream 0.0508 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-24:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition A downstream 0.0508 meters 
from entrance 
  
 
Figure B-35:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition A downstream 0.0508 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-36:  Liquid wave speed for Condition A downstream 0.0508 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-37:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition A 
downstream 0.0635 meters from entrance 
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Table B-25:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition A 
downstream 0.0635 meters from entrance 
  
Table B-26:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition A downstream 0.0635 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-38:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition A downstream 0.0635 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-39:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition A downstream 0.0635 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-40:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition A downstream 0.0635 meters 
from entrance 
  
Table B-27:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition A downstream 0.0635 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-28:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition A downstream 0.0635 meters 
from entrance 
  
 
Figure B-41:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition A downstream 0.0635 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-42:  Liquid wave speed for Condition A downstream 0.0635 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-43:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition A 
downstream 0.0762 meters from entrance 
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Table B-29:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition A 
downstream 0.0762 meters from entrance 
 
  
Table B-30:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition A downstream 0.0762 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-44:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition A downstream 0.0762 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-45:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition A downstream 0.0762 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-46:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition A downstream 0.0762 meters 
from entrance 
  
Table B-31:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition A downstream 0.0762 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-32:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition A downstream 0.0762 meters 
from entrance 
 
 
Figure B-47:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition A downstream 0.0762 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-48:  Liquid wave speed for Condition A downstream 0.0762 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-49:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition A 
downstream 0.1016 meters from entrance 
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Table B-33:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition A 
downstream 0.1016 meters from entrance 
 
  
Table B-34:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition A downstream 0.1016 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-50:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition A downstream 0.1016 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-51:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition A downstream 0.1016 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-52:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition A downstream 0.1016 meters 
from entrance 
  
Table B-35:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition A downstream 0.1016 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-36:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition A downstream 0.1016 meters 
from entrance 
 
 
Figure B-53:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition A downstream 0.1016 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-54:  Liquid wave speed for Condition A downstream 0.1016 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-55:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition A 
downstream 0.127 meters from entrance 
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Table B-37:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition A 
downstream 0.127 meters from entrance 
 
  
Table B-38:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition A downstream 0.127 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-56:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition A downstream 0.127 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-57:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition A downstream 0.127 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-58:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition A downstream 0.127 meters 
from entrance 
  
Table B-39:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition A downstream 0.127 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-40:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition A downstream 0.127 meters 
from entrance 
 
 
Figure B-59:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition A downstream 0.127 meters from entrance 
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Figure B-60:  Liquid wave speed for Condition A downstream 0.127 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-61:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition A 
downstream 0.1524 meters from entrance 
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Table B-41:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition A 
downstream 0.1524 meters from entrance 
 
  
Table B-42:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition A downstream 0.1524 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-62:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition A downstream 0.1524 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-63:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition A downstream 0.1524 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-64:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition A downstream 0.1524 meters 
from entrance 
  
Table B-43:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition A downstream 0.1524 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-44:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition A downstream 0.1524 meters 
from entrance 
 
 
Figure B-65:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition A downstream 0.1524 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-66:  Liquid wave speed for Condition A downstream 0.1524 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-67:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition A 
downstream 0.2032 meters from entrance 
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Table B-45:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition A 
downstream 0.2032 meters from entrance 
 
  
Table B-46:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition A downstream 0.2032 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-68:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition A downstream 0.2032 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-69:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition A downstream 0.2032 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-70:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition A downstream 0.2032 meters 
from entrance 
  
Table B-47:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition A downstream 0.2032 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-48:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition A downstream 0.2032 meters 
from entrance 
 
 
Figure B-71:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition A downstream 0.2032 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-72:  Liquid wave speed for Condition A downstream 0.2032 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-73:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition A 
downstream 0.254 meters from entrance 
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Table B-49:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition A 
downstream 0.254 meters from entrance 
 
  
Table B-50:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition A downstream 0.254 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-74:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition A downstream 0.254 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-75:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition A downstream 0.254 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-76:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition A downstream 0.254 meters 
from entrance 
  
Table B-51:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition A downstream 0.254 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-52:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition A downstream 0.254 meters 
from entrance 
  
 
Figure B-77:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition A downstream 0.254 meters from entrance 
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Figure B-78:  Liquid wave speed for Condition A downstream 0.254 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-79:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition A 
downstream 0.3048 meters from entrance 
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Table B-53:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition A 
downstream 0.3048 meters from entrance 
 
  
Table B-54:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition A downstream 0.3048 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-80:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition A downstream 0.3048 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-81:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition A downstream 0.3048 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-82:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition A downstream 0.3048 meters 
from entrance 
  
Table B-55:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition A downstream 0.3048 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-56:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition A downstream 0.3048 meters 
from entrance 
 
 
Figure B-83:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition A downstream 0.3048 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-84:  Liquid wave speed for Condition A downstream 0.3048 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-85:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition A 
downstream 0.3556 meters from entrance 
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Table B-57:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition A 
downstream 0.3556 meters from entrance 
 
  
Table B-58:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition A downstream 0.3556 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-86:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition A downstream 0.3556 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-87:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition A downstream 0.3556 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-88:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition A downstream 0.3556 meters 
from entrance 
  
Table B-59:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition A downstream 0.3556 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-60:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition A downstream 0.3556 meters 
from entrance 
  
 
Figure B-89:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition A downstream 0.3556 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-90:  Liquid wave speed for Condition A downstream 0.3556 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-91:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition A 
downstream 0.4064 meters from entrance 
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Table B-61:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition A 
downstream 0.4064 meters from entrance 
 
  
Table B-62:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition A downstream 0.4064 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-92:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition A downstream 0.4064 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-93:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition A downstream 0.4064 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-94:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition A downstream 0.4064 meters 
from entrance 
  
Table B-63:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition A downstream 0.4064 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-64:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition A downstream 0.4064 meters 
from entrance 
 
 
Figure B-95:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition A downstream 0.4064 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-96:  Liquid wave speed for Condition A downstream 0.4064 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-97:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition A 
downstream 0.4826 meters from entrance 
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Table B-65:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition A 
downstream 0.4826 meters from entrance 
 
  
Table B-66:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition A downstream 0.4826 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-98:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition A downstream 0.4826 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-99:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition A downstream 0.4826 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-100:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition A downstream 0.4826 
meters from entrance 
  
Table B-67:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition A downstream 0.4826 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-68:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition A downstream 0.4826 meters 
from entrance 
 
 
Figure B-101:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition A downstream 0.4826 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-102:  Liquid wave speed for Condition A downstream 0.4826 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-103:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition A 
downstream 0.5588 meters from entrance 
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Table B-69:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition A 
downstream 0.5588 meters from entrance 
 
  
Table B-70:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition A downstream 0.5588 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-104:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition A downstream 0.5588 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-105:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition A downstream 0.5588 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-106:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition A downstream 0.5588 
meters from entrance 
  
Table B-71:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition A downstream 0.5588 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-72:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition A downstream 0.5588 meters 
from entrance 
 
 
Figure B-107:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition A downstream 0.5588 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-108:  Liquid wave speed for Condition A downstream 0.5588 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-109:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition A 
downstream 0.635 meters from entrance 
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Table B-73:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition A 
downstream 0.635 meters from entrance 
 
  
Table B-74:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition A downstream 0.635 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-110:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition A downstream 0.635 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-111:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition A downstream 0.635 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-112:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition A downstream 0.635 meters 
from entrance 
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Figure B-113:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition A downstream 0.635 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-114:  Liquid wave speed for Condition A downstream 0.635 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-115:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition A 
downstream 0.7112 meters from entrance 
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Figure B-116:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition A downstream 0.7112 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-117:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition A downstream 0.7112 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-118:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition A downstream 0.7112 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-119:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition A downstream 0.7112 meters from 
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Figure B-120:  Liquid wave speed for Condition A downstream 0.7112 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-121:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition A 
downstream 0.7874 meters from entrance 
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Figure B-122:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition A downstream 0.7874 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-123:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition A downstream 0.7874 
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Figure B-124:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition A downstream 0.7874 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-126:  Liquid wave speed for Condition A downstream 0.7874 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-127:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition A 
downstream 0.8636 meters from entrance 
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Figure B-128:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition A downstream 0.8636 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-129:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition A downstream 0.8636 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-130:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition A downstream 0.8636 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-131:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition A downstream 0.8636 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-132:  Liquid wave speed for Condition A downstream 0.8636 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-133:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition A 
downstream 0.9398 meters from entrance 
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Figure B-134:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition A downstream 0.9398 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-135:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition A downstream 0.9398 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-136:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition A downstream 0.9398 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-137:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition A downstream 0.9398 meters from 
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Figure B-138:  Liquid wave speed for Condition A downstream 0.9398 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-139:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition A 
downstream 1.016 meters from entrance 
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Figure B-140:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition A downstream 1.016 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-141:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition A downstream 1.016 
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Figure B-142:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition A downstream 1.016 meters 
from entrance 
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Figure B-143:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition A downstream 1.016 meters from 
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Figure B-144:  Liquid wave speed for Condition A downstream 1.016 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-145:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition A 
downstream 1.1684 meters from entrance 
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Figure B-146:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition A downstream 1.1684 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-147:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition A downstream 1.1684 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-148:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition A downstream 1.1684 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-149:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition A downstream 1.1684 meters from 
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Figure B-150:  Liquid wave speed for Condition A downstream 1.1684 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-151:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition A 
downstream 1.3208 meters from entrance 
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Figure B-152:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition A downstream 1.3208 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-153:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition A downstream 1.3208 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-154:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition A downstream 1.3208 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-156:  Liquid wave speed for Condition A downstream 1.3208 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-157:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition A 
downstream 1.4732 meters from entrance 
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Figure B-158:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition A downstream 1.4732 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-159:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition A downstream 1.4732 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-160:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition A downstream 1.4732 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-161:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition A downstream 1.4732 meters from 
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Figure B-162:  Liquid wave speed for Condition A downstream 1.4732 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-163:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition A 
downstream 1.6256 meters from entrance 
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Figure B-164:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition A downstream 1.6256 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-165:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition A downstream 1.6256 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-166:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition A downstream 1.6256 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-167:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition A downstream 1.6256 meters from 
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Figure B-168:  Liquid wave speed for Condition A downstream 1.6256 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-169:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition A 
downstream 1.778 meters from entrance 
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Figure B-170:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition A downstream 1.778 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-171:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition A downstream 1.778 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-172:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition A downstream 1.778 meters 
from entrance 
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Figure B-173:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition A downstream 1.778 meters from 
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Figure B-174:  Liquid wave speed for Condition A downstream 1.778 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-175:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition A 
downstream 1.9304 meters from entrance 
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Figure B-176:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition A downstream 1.9304 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-177:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition A downstream 1.9304 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-178:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition A downstream 1.9304 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-179:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition A downstream 1.9304 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-180:  Liquid wave speed for Condition A downstream 1.9304 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-181:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition A 
downstream 2.0828 meters from entrance 
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Figure B-182:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition A downstream 2.0828 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-183:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition A downstream 2.0828 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-184:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition A downstream 2.0828 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-185:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition A downstream 2.0828 meters from 
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Figure B-186:  Liquid wave speed for Condition A downstream 2.0828 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-187:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition A 
downstream 2.1844 meters from entrance 
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Figure B-188:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition A downstream 2.1844 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-189:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition A downstream 2.1844 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-190:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition A downstream 2.1844 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-191:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition A downstream 2.1844 meters from 
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Figure B-192:  Liquid wave speed for Condition A downstream 2.1844 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-193:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition B 
downstream 0.00635 meters from entrance 
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Figure B-194:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition B downstream 0.00635 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-195:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition B downstream 0.00635 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-196:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition B downstream 0.00635 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-197:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition B downstream 0.00635 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-198:  Liquid wave speed for Condition B downstream 0.00635 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-199:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition B 
downstream 0.0127 meters from entrance 
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Figure B-200:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition B downstream 0.0127 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-201:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition B downstream 0.0127 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-202:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition B downstream 0.0127 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-204:  Liquid wave speed for Condition B downstream 0.0127 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-205:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition B 
downstream 0.01905 meters from entrance 
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Figure B-206:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition B downstream 0.01905 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-207:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition B downstream 0.01905 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-208:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition B downstream 0.01905 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-210:  Liquid wave speed for Condition B downstream 0.01905 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-211:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition B 
downstream 0.0254 meters from entrance 
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Figure B-212:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition B downstream 0.0254 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-213:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition B downstream 0.0254 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-214:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition B downstream 0.0254 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-215:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition B downstream 0.0254 meters from 
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Figure B-216:  Liquid wave speed for Condition B downstream 0.0254 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-217:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition B 
downstream 0.0381 meters from entrance 
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Figure B-218:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition B downstream 0.0381 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-219:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition B downstream 0.0381 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-220:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition B downstream 0.0381 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-222:  Liquid wave speed for Condition B downstream 0.0381 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-223:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition B 
downstream 0.0508 meters from entrance 
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Figure B-224:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition B downstream 0.0508 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-225:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition B downstream 0.0508 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-226:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition B downstream 0.0508 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-228:  Liquid wave speed for Condition B downstream 0.0508 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-229:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition B 
downstream 0.0762 meters from entrance 
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Figure B-230:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition B downstream 0.0762 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-231:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition B downstream 0.0762 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-232:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition B downstream 0.0762 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-234:  Liquid wave speed for Condition B downstream 0.0762 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-235:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition B 
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Figure B-236:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition B downstream 0.1016 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-237:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition B downstream 0.1016 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-238:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition B downstream 0.1016 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-240:  Liquid wave speed for Condition B downstream 0.1016 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-241:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition B 
downstream 0.127 meters from entrance 
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Figure B-242:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition B downstream 0.127 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-243:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition B downstream 0.127 
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Figure B-244:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition B downstream 0.127 meters 
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Figure B-246:  Liquid wave speed for Condition B downstream 0.127 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-247:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition B 
downstream 0.1524 meters from entrance 
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Figure B-248:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition B downstream 0.1524 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-249:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition B downstream 0.1524 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-250:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition B downstream 0.1524 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-252:  Liquid wave speed for Condition B downstream 0.1524 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-253:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition B 
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Figure B-254:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition B downstream 0.2032 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-255:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition B downstream 0.2032 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-256:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition B downstream 0.2032 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-257:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition B downstream 0.2032 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-258:  Liquid wave speed for Condition B downstream 0.2032 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-259:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition B 
downstream 0.254 meters from entrance 
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Figure B-260:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition B downstream 0.254 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-261:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition B downstream 0.254 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-262:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition B downstream 0.254 meters 
from entrance 
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Figure B-263:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition B downstream 0.254 meters from 
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Figure B-264:  Liquid wave speed for Condition B downstream 0.254 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-265:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition B 
downstream 0.3048 meters from entrance 
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Figure B-266:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition B downstream 0.3048 meters from 
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Figure B-270:  Liquid wave speed for Condition B downstream 0.3048 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-271:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition B 
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Figure B-272:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition B downstream 0.3556 meters from 
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Figure B-274:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition B downstream 0.3556 
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Figure B-276:  Liquid wave speed for Condition B downstream 0.3556 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-277:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition B 
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Figure B-278:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition B downstream 0.4064 meters from 
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Figure B-282:  Liquid wave speed for Condition B downstream 0.4064 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-283:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition B 
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Figure B-284:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition B downstream 0.4826 meters from 
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Figure B-286:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition B downstream 0.4826 
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Figure B-288:  Liquid wave speed for Condition B downstream 0.4826 meters from entrance 
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Figure B-296:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition B downstream 0.635 meters from 
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Figure B-300:  Liquid wave speed for Condition B downstream 0.635 meters from entrance 
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Figure B-302:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition B downstream 0.7112 meters from 
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Figure B-304:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition B downstream 0.7112 
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Figure B-306:  Liquid wave speed for Condition B downstream 0.7112 meters from entrance 
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Figure B-308:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition B downstream 0.7874 meters from 
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Figure B-310:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition B downstream 0.7874 
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Figure B-312:  Liquid wave speed for Condition B downstream 0.7874 meters from entrance 
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Figure B-314:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition B downstream 0.8636 meters from 
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Figure B-316:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition B downstream 0.8636 
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Figure B-318:  Liquid wave speed for Condition B downstream 0.8636 meters from entrance 
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Figure B-320:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition B downstream 0.9398 meters from 
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Figure B-322:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition B downstream 0.9398 
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Figure B-324:  Liquid wave speed for Condition B downstream 0.9398 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-325:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition B 
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Figure B-326:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition B downstream 1.016 meters from 
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Figure B-328:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition B downstream 1.016 meters 
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Figure B-330:  Liquid wave speed for Condition B downstream 1.016 meters from entrance 
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Figure B-332:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition B downstream 1.1684 meters from 
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Figure B-334:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition B downstream 1.1684 
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Figure B-336:  Liquid wave speed for Condition B downstream 1.1684 meters from entrance 
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Figure B-338:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition B downstream 1.3208 meters from 
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Figure B-340:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition B downstream 1.3208 
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Figure B-342:  Liquid wave speed for Condition B downstream 1.3208 meters from entrance 
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Figure B-344:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition B downstream 1.4732 meters from 
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Figure B-348:  Liquid wave speed for Condition B downstream 1.4732 meters from entrance 
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Figure B-350:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition B downstream 1.6256 meters from 
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Figure B-352:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition B downstream 1.6256 
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Figure B-356:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition B downstream 1.778 meters from 
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Figure B-360:  Liquid wave speed for Condition B downstream 1.778 meters from entrance 
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Figure B-362:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition B downstream 1.9304 meters from 
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Figure B-364:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition B downstream 1.9304 
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Figure B-368:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition B downstream 2.0828 meters from 
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Figure B-370:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition B downstream 2.0828 
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Figure B-398:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition C downstream 0.0254 meters from 
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Figure B-404:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition C downstream 0.0381 meters from 
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entrance 
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Figure B-1026:  Liquid wave speed for Condition F downstream 0.4826 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1027:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition F 
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Figure B-1028:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition F downstream 0.5588 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1029:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition F downstream 0.5588 
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Figure B-1030:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition F downstream 0.5588 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1032:  Liquid wave speed for Condition F downstream 0.5588 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1033:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition F 
downstream 0.635 meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1034:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition F downstream 0.635 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1036:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition F downstream 0.635 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1038:  Liquid wave speed for Condition F downstream 0.635 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1039:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition F 
downstream 0.7112 meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1040:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition F downstream 0.7112 meters from 
entrance 
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meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1042:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition F downstream 0.7112 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1044:  Liquid wave speed for Condition F downstream 0.7112 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1045:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition F 
downstream 0.7874 meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1046:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition F downstream 0.7874 meters from 
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Figure B-1048:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition F downstream 0.7874 
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Figure B-1050:  Liquid wave speed for Condition F downstream 0.7874 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1051:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition F 
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Figure B-1052:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition F downstream 0.8636 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1054:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition F downstream 0.8636 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1056:  Liquid wave speed for Condition F downstream 0.8636 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1057:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition F 
downstream 0.9398 meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1058:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition F downstream 0.9398 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1059:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition F downstream 0.9398 
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Figure B-1060:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition F downstream 0.9398 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1062:  Liquid wave speed for Condition F downstream 0.9398 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1063:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition F 
downstream 1.016 meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1064:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition F downstream 1.016 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1066:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition F downstream 1.016 
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Figure B-1068:  Liquid wave speed for Condition F downstream 1.016 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1069:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition F 
downstream 1.1684 meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1070:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition F downstream 1.1684 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1072:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition F downstream 1.1684 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1074:  Liquid wave speed for Condition F downstream 1.1684 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1075:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition F 
downstream 1.3208 meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1076:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition F downstream 1.3208 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1077:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition F downstream 1.3208 
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Figure B-1078:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition F downstream 1.3208 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1080:  Liquid wave speed for Condition F downstream 1.3208 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1081:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition F 
downstream 1.4732 meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1082:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition F downstream 1.4732 meters from 
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Figure B-1084:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition F downstream 1.4732 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1086:  Liquid wave speed for Condition F downstream 1.4732 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1087:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition F 
downstream 1.6256 meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1088:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition F downstream 1.6256 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1089:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition F downstream 1.6256 
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Figure B-1090:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition F downstream 1.6256 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1092:  Liquid wave speed for Condition F downstream 1.6256 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1093:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition F 
downstream 1.778 meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1094:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition F downstream 1.778 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1096:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition F downstream 1.778 
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Figure B-1098:  Liquid wave speed for Condition F downstream 1.778 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1099:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition F 
downstream 1.9304 meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1100:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition F downstream 1.9304 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1102:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition F downstream 1.9304 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1104:  Liquid wave speed for Condition F downstream 1.9304 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1105:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition F 
downstream 2.0828 meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1106:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition F downstream 2.0828 meters from 
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Figure B-1108:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition F downstream 2.0828 
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Figure B-1110:  Liquid wave speed for Condition F downstream 2.0828 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1111:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition F 
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Figure B-1112:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition F downstream 2.1844 meters from 
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meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1114:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition F downstream 2.1844 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1116:  Liquid wave speed for Condition F downstream 2.1844 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1117:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition G 
downstream 0.00635 meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1118:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition G downstream 0.00635 meters from 
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Figure B-1120:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition G downstream 0.00635 
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Figure B-1122:  Liquid wave speed for Condition G downstream 0.00635 meters from 
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Figure B-1123:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition G 
downstream 0.0127 meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1124:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition G downstream 0.0127 meters from 
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Figure B-1126:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition G downstream 0.0127 
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Figure B-1128:  Liquid wave speed for Condition G downstream 0.0127 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1129:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition G 
downstream 0.01905 meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1136:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition G downstream 0.0254 meters from 
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Figure B-1140:  Liquid wave speed for Condition G downstream 0.0254 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1141:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition G 
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Figure B-1142:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition G downstream 0.0381 meters from 
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Figure B-1144:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition G downstream 0.0381 
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Figure B-1146:  Liquid wave speed for Condition G downstream 0.0381 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1147:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition G 
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Figure B-1148:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition G downstream 0.0508 meters from 
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Figure B-1150:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition G downstream 0.0508 
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Figure B-1152:  Liquid wave speed for Condition G downstream 0.0508 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1153:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition G 
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Figure B-1154:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition G downstream 0.0635 meters from 
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Figure B-1156:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition G downstream 0.0635 
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Figure B-1158:  Liquid wave speed for Condition G downstream 0.0635 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1159:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition G 
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Figure B-1160:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition G downstream 0.0762 meters from 
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Figure B-1162:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition G downstream 0.0762 
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Figure B-1164:  Liquid wave speed for Condition G downstream 0.0762 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1165:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition G 
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Figure B-1166:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition G downstream 0.1016 meters from 
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Figure B-1168:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition G downstream 0.1016 
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Figure B-1170:  Liquid wave speed for Condition G downstream 0.1016 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1171:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition G 
downstream 0.127 meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1172:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition G downstream 0.127 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1173:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition G downstream 0.127 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1174:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition G downstream 0.127 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-784:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition G downstream 0.127 meters 
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Figure B-1175:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition G downstream 0.127 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1176:  Liquid wave speed for Condition G downstream 0.127 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1177:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition G 
downstream 0.1524 meters from entrance 
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Table B-786:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition G downstream 0.1524 meters from 
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Figure B-1178:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition G downstream 0.1524 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1179:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition G downstream 0.1524 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1180:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition G downstream 0.1524 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-788:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition G downstream 0.1524 
meters from entrance 
 
  
Figure B-1181:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition G downstream 0.1524 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1182:  Liquid wave speed for Condition G downstream 0.1524 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1183:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition G 
downstream 0.2032 meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1184:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition G downstream 0.2032 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1185:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition G downstream 0.2032 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1186:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition G downstream 0.2032 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-792:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition G downstream 0.2032 
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Figure B-1187:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition G downstream 0.2032 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1188:  Liquid wave speed for Condition G downstream 0.2032 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1189:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition G 
downstream 0.254 meters from entrance 
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Table B-794:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition G downstream 0.254 meters from 
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Figure B-1190:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition G downstream 0.254 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1191:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition G downstream 0.254 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1192:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition G downstream 0.254 
meters from entrance 
  
Table B-795:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition G downstream 0.254 
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Table B-796:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition G downstream 0.254 meters 
from entrance 
 
  
Figure B-1193:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition G downstream 0.254 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1194:  Liquid wave speed for Condition G downstream 0.254 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1195:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition G 
downstream 0.3048 meters from entrance 
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Table B-797:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition G 
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Table B-798:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition G downstream 0.3048 meters from 
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Figure B-1196:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition G downstream 0.3048 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1197:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition G downstream 0.3048 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1198:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition G downstream 0.3048 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-800:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition G downstream 0.3048 
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Figure B-1199:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition G downstream 0.3048 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1200:  Liquid wave speed for Condition G downstream 0.3048 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1201:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition G 
downstream 0.3556 meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1202:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition G downstream 0.3556 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1203:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition G downstream 0.3556 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1204:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition G downstream 0.3556 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-804:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition G downstream 0.3556 
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Figure B-1205:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition G downstream 0.3556 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1206:  Liquid wave speed for Condition G downstream 0.3556 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1207:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition G 
downstream 0.4064 meters from entrance 
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Table B-806:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition G downstream 0.4064 meters from 
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Figure B-1208:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition G downstream 0.4064 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1209:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition G downstream 0.4064 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1210:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition G downstream 0.4064 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-808:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition G downstream 0.4064 
meters from entrance 
 
  
Figure B-1211:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition G downstream 0.4064 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1212:  Liquid wave speed for Condition G downstream 0.4064 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1213:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition G 
downstream 0.4826 meters from entrance 
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Table B-810:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition G downstream 0.4826 meters from 
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Figure B-1214:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition G downstream 0.4826 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1215:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition G downstream 0.4826 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1216:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition G downstream 0.4826 
meters from entrance 
  
Table B-811:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition G downstream 0.4826 
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Table B-812:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition G downstream 0.4826 
meters from entrance 
 
  
Figure B-1217:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition G downstream 0.4826 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1218:  Liquid wave speed for Condition G downstream 0.4826 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1219:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition G 
downstream 0.5588 meters from entrance 
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Table B-813:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition G 
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Table B-814:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition G downstream 0.5588 meters from 
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Figure B-1220:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition G downstream 0.5588 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1221:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition G downstream 0.5588 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1222:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition G downstream 0.5588 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-816:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition G downstream 0.5588 
meters from entrance 
 
  
Figure B-1223:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition G downstream 0.5588 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1224:  Liquid wave speed for Condition G downstream 0.5588 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1225:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition G 
downstream 0.635 meters from entrance 
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Table B-818:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition G downstream 0.635 meters from 
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Figure B-1226:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition G downstream 0.635 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1227:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition G downstream 0.635 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1228:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition G downstream 0.635 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-820:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition G downstream 0.635 meters 
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Figure B-1229:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition G downstream 0.635 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1230:  Liquid wave speed for Condition G downstream 0.635 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1231:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition G 
downstream 0.7112 meters from entrance 
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Table B-821:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition G 
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Table B-822:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition G downstream 0.7112 meters from 
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Figure B-1232:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition G downstream 0.7112 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1233:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition G downstream 0.7112 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1234:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition G downstream 0.7112 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-824:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition G downstream 0.7112 
meters from entrance 
 
  
Figure B-1235:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition G downstream 0.7112 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1236:  Liquid wave speed for Condition G downstream 0.7112 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1237:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition G 
downstream 0.7874 meters from entrance 
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Table B-825:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition G 
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Table B-826:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition G downstream 0.7874 meters from 
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Figure B-1238:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition G downstream 0.7874 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1239:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition G downstream 0.7874 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1240:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition G downstream 0.7874 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-828:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition G downstream 0.7874 
meters from entrance 
 
  
Figure B-1241:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition G downstream 0.7874 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1242:  Liquid wave speed for Condition G downstream 0.7874 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1243:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition G 
downstream 0.8636 meters from entrance 
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Table B-830:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition G downstream 0.8636 meters from 
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Figure B-1244:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition G downstream 0.8636 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1245:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition G downstream 0.8636 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1246:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition G downstream 0.8636 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-832:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition G downstream 0.8636 
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Figure B-1247:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition G downstream 0.8636 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1248:  Liquid wave speed for Condition G downstream 0.8636 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1249:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition G 
downstream 0.9398 meters from entrance 
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Table B-834:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition G downstream 0.9398 meters from 
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Figure B-1250:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition G downstream 0.9398 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1251:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition G downstream 0.9398 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1252:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition G downstream 0.9398 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-836:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition G downstream 0.9398 
meters from entrance 
 
  
Figure B-1253:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition G downstream 0.9398 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1254:  Liquid wave speed for Condition G downstream 0.9398 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1255:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition G 
downstream 1.016 meters from entrance 
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Table B-838:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition G downstream 1.016 meters from 
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Figure B-1256:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition G downstream 1.016 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1257:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition G downstream 1.016 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1258:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition G downstream 1.016 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-840:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition G downstream 1.016 meters 
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Figure B-1259:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition G downstream 1.016 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1260:  Liquid wave speed for Condition G downstream 1.016 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1261:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition G 
downstream 1.1684 meters from entrance 
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Table B-842:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition G downstream 1.1684 meters from 
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Figure B-1262:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition G downstream 1.1684 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1263:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition G downstream 1.1684 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1264:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition G downstream 1.1684 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-844:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition G downstream 1.1684 
meters from entrance 
 
  
Figure B-1265:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition G downstream 1.1684 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1266:  Liquid wave speed for Condition G downstream 1.1684 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1267:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition G 
downstream 1.3208 meters from entrance 
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Table B-846:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition G downstream 1.3208 meters from 
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Figure B-1268:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition G downstream 1.3208 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1269:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition G downstream 1.3208 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1270:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition G downstream 1.3208 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-848:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition G downstream 1.3208 
meters from entrance 
 
  
Figure B-1271:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition G downstream 1.3208 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1272:  Liquid wave speed for Condition G downstream 1.3208 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1273:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition G 
downstream 1.4732 meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1274:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition G downstream 1.4732 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1275:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition G downstream 1.4732 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1276:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition G downstream 1.4732 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-852:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition G downstream 1.4732 
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Figure B-1277:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition G downstream 1.4732 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1278:  Liquid wave speed for Condition G downstream 1.4732 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1279:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition G 
downstream 1.6256 meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1280:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition G downstream 1.6256 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1281:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition G downstream 1.6256 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1282:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition G downstream 1.6256 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-856:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition G downstream 1.6256 
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Figure B-1283:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition G downstream 1.6256 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1284:  Liquid wave speed for Condition G downstream 1.6256 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1285:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition G 
downstream 1.778 meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1286:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition G downstream 1.778 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1287:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition G downstream 1.778 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1288:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition G downstream 1.778 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-860:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition G downstream 1.778 meters 
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Figure B-1289:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition G downstream 1.778 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1290:  Liquid wave speed for Condition G downstream 1.778 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1291:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition G 
downstream 1.9304 meters from entrance 
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Table B-862:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition G downstream 1.9304 meters from 
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Figure B-1292:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition G downstream 1.9304 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1293:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition G downstream 1.9304 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1294:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition G downstream 1.9304 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-864:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition G downstream 1.9304 
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Figure B-1295:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition G downstream 1.9304 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1296:  Liquid wave speed for Condition G downstream 1.9304 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1297:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition G 
downstream 2.0828 meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1298:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition G downstream 2.0828 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1299:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition G downstream 2.0828 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1300:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition G downstream 2.0828 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-868:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition G downstream 2.0828 
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Figure B-1301:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition G downstream 2.0828 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1302:  Liquid wave speed for Condition G downstream 2.0828 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1303:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition G 
downstream 2.1844 meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1304:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition G downstream 2.1844 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1305:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition G downstream 2.1844 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1306:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition G downstream 2.1844 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-872:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition G downstream 2.1844 
meters from entrance 
 
  
Figure B-1307:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition G downstream 2.1844 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1308:  Liquid wave speed for Condition G downstream 2.1844 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1309:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition H 
downstream 0 meters from entrance 
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Table B-874:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition H downstream 0 meters from 
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Figure B-1310:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition H downstream 0 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1311:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition H downstream 0 meters 
from entrance 
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Figure B-1312:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition H downstream 0 meters 
from entrance 
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Table B-876:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition H downstream 0 meters 
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Figure B-1313:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition H downstream 0 meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1314:  Liquid wave speed for Condition H downstream 0 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1315:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition H 
downstream 0.00635 meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1316:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition H downstream 0.00635 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1317:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition H downstream 0.00635 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1318:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition H downstream 0.00635 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-880:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition H downstream 0.00635 
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Figure B-1319:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition H downstream 0.00635 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1320:  Liquid wave speed for Condition H downstream 0.00635 meters from 
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Figure B-1387:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition H 
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Figure B-1467:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition H downstream 1.6256 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1468:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition H downstream 1.6256 
meters from entrance 
  
Table B-979:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition H downstream 1.6256 
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Table B-980:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition H downstream 1.6256 
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Figure B-1469:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition H downstream 1.6256 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1470:  Liquid wave speed for Condition H downstream 1.6256 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1471:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition H 
downstream 1.778 meters from entrance 
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Table B-981:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition H 
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Table B-982:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition H downstream 1.778 meters from 
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Figure B-1472:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition H downstream 1.778 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1473:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition H downstream 1.778 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1474:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition H downstream 1.778 
meters from entrance 
  
Table B-983:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition H downstream 1.778 
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Table B-984:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition H downstream 1.778 meters 
from entrance 
 
  
Figure B-1475:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition H downstream 1.778 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1476:  Liquid wave speed for Condition H downstream 1.778 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1477:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition H 
downstream 1.9304 meters from entrance 
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Table B-985:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition H 
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Table B-986:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition H downstream 1.9304 meters from 
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Figure B-1478:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition H downstream 1.9304 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1479:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition H downstream 1.9304 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1480:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition H downstream 1.9304 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-988:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition H downstream 1.9304 
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Figure B-1481:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition H downstream 1.9304 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1482:  Liquid wave speed for Condition H downstream 1.9304 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1483:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition H 
downstream 2.0828 meters from entrance 
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Table B-989:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition H 
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Table B-990:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition H downstream 2.0828 meters from 
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Figure B-1484:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition H downstream 2.0828 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1485:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition H downstream 2.0828 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1486:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition H downstream 2.0828 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-992:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition H downstream 2.0828 
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Figure B-1487:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition H downstream 2.0828 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1488:  Liquid wave speed for Condition H downstream 2.0828 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1489:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition H 
downstream 2.1844 meters from entrance 
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Table B-993:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition H 
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Table B-994:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition H downstream 2.1844 meters from 
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Figure B-1490:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition H downstream 2.1844 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1491:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition H downstream 2.1844 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1492:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition H downstream 2.1844 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-996:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition H downstream 2.1844 
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Figure B-1493:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition H downstream 2.1844 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1494:  Liquid wave speed for Condition H downstream 2.1844 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1495:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition I 
downstream 0.00635 meters from entrance 
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Table B-998:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition I downstream 0.00635 meters from 
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Figure B-1496:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition I downstream 0.00635 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1497:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition I downstream 0.00635 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1498:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition I downstream 0.00635 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-1000:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition I downstream 0.00635 
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Figure B-1499:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition I downstream 0.00635 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1500:  Liquid wave speed for Condition I downstream 0.00635 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1501:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition I 
downstream 0.0127 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1001:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition I 
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Table B-1002:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition I downstream 0.0127 meters from 
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Figure B-1502:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition I downstream 0.0127 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1503:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition I downstream 0.0127 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1504:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition I downstream 0.0127 
meters from entrance 
  
Table B-1003:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition I downstream 0.0127 
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Table B-1004:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition I downstream 0.0127 
meters from entrance 
 
  
Figure B-1505:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition I downstream 0.0127 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1506:  Liquid wave speed for Condition I downstream 0.0127 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1507:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition I 
downstream 0.01905 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1005:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition I 
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Table B-1006:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition I downstream 0.01905 meters 
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Figure B-1508:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition I downstream 0.01905 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1509:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition I downstream 0.01905 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1510:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition I downstream 0.01905 
meters from entrance 
  
Table B-1007:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition I downstream 0.01905 
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Table B-1008:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition I downstream 0.01905 
meters from entrance 
 
  
Figure B-1511:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition I downstream 0.01905 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1512:  Liquid wave speed for Condition I downstream 0.01905 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1513:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition I 
downstream 0.0254 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1009:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition I 
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Table B-1010:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition I downstream 0.0254 meters from 
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Figure B-1514:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition I downstream 0.0254 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1515:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition I downstream 0.0254 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1516:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition I downstream 0.0254 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-1012:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition I downstream 0.0254 
meters from entrance 
 
  
Figure B-1517:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition I downstream 0.0254 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1518:  Liquid wave speed for Condition I downstream 0.0254 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1519:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition I 
downstream 0.0381 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1013:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition I 
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Table B-1014:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition I downstream 0.0381 meters from 
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Figure B-1520:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition I downstream 0.0381 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1521:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition I downstream 0.0381 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1522:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition I downstream 0.0381 
meters from entrance 
  
Table B-1015:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition I downstream 0.0381 
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Table B-1016:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition I downstream 0.0381 
meters from entrance 
 
  
Figure B-1523:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition I downstream 0.0381 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1524:  Liquid wave speed for Condition I downstream 0.0381 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1525:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition I 
downstream 0.0508 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1017:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition I 
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Table B-1018:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition I downstream 0.0508 meters from 
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Figure B-1526:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition I downstream 0.0508 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1527:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition I downstream 0.0508 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1528:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition I downstream 0.0508 
meters from entrance 
  
Table B-1019:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition I downstream 0.0508 
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Table B-1020:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition I downstream 0.0508 
meters from entrance 
  
 
Figure B-1529:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition I downstream 0.0508 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1530:  Liquid wave speed for Condition I downstream 0.0508 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1531:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition I 
downstream 0.0762 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1021:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition I 
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Table B-1022:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition I downstream 0.0762 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1532:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition I downstream 0.0762 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1533:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition I downstream 0.0762 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1534:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition I downstream 0.0762 
meters from entrance 
  
Table B-1023:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition I downstream 0.0762 
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Table B-1024:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition I downstream 0.0762 
meters from entrance 
  
 
Figure B-1535:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition I downstream 0.0762 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1536:  Liquid wave speed for Condition I downstream 0.0762 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1537:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition I 
downstream 0.1016 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1025:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition I 
downstream 0.1016 meters from entrance 
 
  
Table B-1026:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition I downstream 0.1016 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1538:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition I downstream 0.1016 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1539:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition I downstream 0.1016 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1540:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition I downstream 0.1016 
meters from entrance 
  
Table B-1027:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition I downstream 0.1016 
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Table B-1028:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition I downstream 0.1016 
meters from entrance 
  
 
Figure B-1541:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition I downstream 0.1016 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1542:  Liquid wave speed for Condition I downstream 0.1016 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1543:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition I 
downstream 0.127 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1029:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition I 
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Table B-1030:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition I downstream 0.127 meters from 
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Figure B-1544:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition I downstream 0.127 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1545:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition I downstream 0.127 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1546:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition I downstream 0.127 meters 
from entrance 
  
Table B-1031:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition I downstream 0.127 
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Table B-1032:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition I downstream 0.127 
meters from entrance 
 
  
Figure B-1547:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition I downstream 0.127 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1548:  Liquid wave speed for Condition I downstream 0.127 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1549:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition I 
downstream 0.1524 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1033:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition I 
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Table B-1034:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition I downstream 0.1524 meters from 
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Figure B-1550:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition I downstream 0.1524 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1551:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition I downstream 0.1524 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1552:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition I downstream 0.1524 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-1036:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition I downstream 0.1524 
meters from entrance 
 
  
Figure B-1553:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition I downstream 0.1524 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1554:  Liquid wave speed for Condition I downstream 0.1524 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1555:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition I 
downstream 0.2032 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1037:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition I 
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Table B-1038:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition I downstream 0.2032 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1556:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition I downstream 0.2032 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1557:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition I downstream 0.2032 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1558:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition I downstream 0.2032 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-1040:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition I downstream 0.2032 
meters from entrance 
 
  
Figure B-1559:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition I downstream 0.2032 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1560:  Liquid wave speed for Condition I downstream 0.2032 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1561:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition I 
downstream 0.254 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1041:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition I 
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Table B-1042:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition I downstream 0.254 meters from 
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Figure B-1562:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition I downstream 0.254 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1563:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition I downstream 0.254 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1564:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition I downstream 0.254 meters 
from entrance 
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Table B-1044:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition I downstream 0.254 
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Figure B-1565:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition I downstream 0.254 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1566:  Liquid wave speed for Condition I downstream 0.254 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1567:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition I 
downstream 0.3048 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1046:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition I downstream 0.3048 meters from 
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Figure B-1568:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition I downstream 0.3048 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1569:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition I downstream 0.3048 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1570:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition I downstream 0.3048 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-1048:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition I downstream 0.3048 
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Figure B-1571:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition I downstream 0.3048 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1572:  Liquid wave speed for Condition I downstream 0.3048 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1573:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition I 
downstream 0.3556 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1049:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition I 
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Table B-1050:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition I downstream 0.3556 meters from 
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Figure B-1574:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition I downstream 0.3556 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1575:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition I downstream 0.3556 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1576:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition I downstream 0.3556 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-1052:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition I downstream 0.3556 
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Figure B-1577:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition I downstream 0.3556 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1578:  Liquid wave speed for Condition I downstream 0.3556 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1579:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition I 
downstream 0.4064 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1054:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition I downstream 0.4064 meters from 
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Figure B-1580:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition I downstream 0.4064 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1581:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition I downstream 0.4064 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1582:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition I downstream 0.4064 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-1056:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition I downstream 0.4064 
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Figure B-1583:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition I downstream 0.4064 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1584:  Liquid wave speed for Condition I downstream 0.4064 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1585:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition I 
downstream 0.4826 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1058:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition I downstream 0.4826 meters from 
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Figure B-1586:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition I downstream 0.4826 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1587:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition I downstream 0.4826 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1588:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition I downstream 0.4826 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-1060:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition I downstream 0.4826 
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Figure B-1589:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition I downstream 0.4826 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1590:  Liquid wave speed for Condition I downstream 0.4826 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1591:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition I 
downstream 0.5588 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1062:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition I downstream 0.5588 meters from 
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Figure B-1592:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition I downstream 0.5588 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1593:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition I downstream 0.5588 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1594:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition I downstream 0.5588 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-1064:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition I downstream 0.5588 
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Figure B-1595:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition I downstream 0.5588 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1596:  Liquid wave speed for Condition I downstream 0.5588 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1597:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition I 
downstream 0.635 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1066:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition I downstream 0.635 meters from 
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Figure B-1598:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition I downstream 0.635 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1599:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition I downstream 0.635 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1600:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition I downstream 0.635 meters 
from entrance 
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Table B-1068:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition I downstream 0.635 
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Figure B-1601:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition I downstream 0.635 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1602:  Liquid wave speed for Condition I downstream 0.635 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1603:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition I 
downstream 0.7112 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1070:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition I downstream 0.7112 meters from 
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Figure B-1604:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition I downstream 0.7112 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1605:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition I downstream 0.7112 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1606:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition I downstream 0.7112 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-1072:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition I downstream 0.7112 
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Figure B-1607:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition I downstream 0.7112 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1608:  Liquid wave speed for Condition I downstream 0.7112 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1609:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition I 
downstream 0.7874 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1074:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition I downstream 0.7874 meters from 
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Figure B-1610:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition I downstream 0.7874 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1611:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition I downstream 0.7874 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1612:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition I downstream 0.7874 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-1076:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition I downstream 0.7874 
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Figure B-1613:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition I downstream 0.7874 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1614:  Liquid wave speed for Condition I downstream 0.7874 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1615:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition I 
downstream 0.8636 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1077:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition I 
downstream 0.8636 meters from entrance 
 
  
Table B-1078:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition I downstream 0.8636 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1616:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition I downstream 0.8636 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1617:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition I downstream 0.8636 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1618:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition I downstream 0.8636 
meters from entrance 
  
Table B-1079:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition I downstream 0.8636 
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Table B-1080:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition I downstream 0.8636 
meters from entrance 
 
  
Figure B-1619:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition I downstream 0.8636 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1620:  Liquid wave speed for Condition I downstream 0.8636 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1621:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition I 
downstream 0.9398 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1081:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition I 
downstream 0.9398 meters from entrance 
 
  
Table B-1082:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition I downstream 0.9398 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1622:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition I downstream 0.9398 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1623:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition I downstream 0.9398 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1624:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition I downstream 0.9398 
meters from entrance 
  
Table B-1083:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition I downstream 0.9398 
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Table B-1084:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition I downstream 0.9398 
meters from entrance 
 
  
Figure B-1625:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition I downstream 0.9398 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1626:  Liquid wave speed for Condition I downstream 0.9398 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1627:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition I 
downstream 1.016 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1085:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition I 
downstream 1.016 meters from entrance 
 
  
Table B-1086:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition I downstream 1.016 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1628:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition I downstream 1.016 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1629:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition I downstream 1.016 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1630:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition I downstream 1.016 meters 
from entrance 
  
Table B-1087:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition I downstream 1.016 
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Table B-1088:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition I downstream 1.016 
meters from entrance 
 
  
Figure B-1631:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition I downstream 1.016 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1632:  Liquid wave speed for Condition I downstream 1.016 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1633:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition I 
downstream 1.1684 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1089:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition I 
downstream 1.1684 meters from entrance 
 
  
Table B-1090:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition I downstream 1.1684 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1634:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition I downstream 1.1684 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1635:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition I downstream 1.1684 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1636:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition I downstream 1.1684 
meters from entrance 
  
Table B-1091:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition I downstream 1.1684 
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Table B-1092:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition I downstream 1.1684 
meters from entrance 
 
  
Figure B-1637:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition I downstream 1.1684 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1638:  Liquid wave speed for Condition I downstream 1.1684 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1639:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition I 
downstream 1.3208 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1093:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition I 
downstream 1.3208 meters from entrance 
 
  
Table B-1094:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition I downstream 1.3208 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1640:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition I downstream 1.3208 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1641:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition I downstream 1.3208 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1642:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition I downstream 1.3208 
meters from entrance 
  
Table B-1095:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition I downstream 1.3208 
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Table B-1096:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition I downstream 1.3208 
meters from entrance 
 
  
Figure B-1643:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition I downstream 1.3208 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1644:  Liquid wave speed for Condition I downstream 1.3208 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1645:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition I 
downstream 1.4732 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1097:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition I 
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Table B-1098:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition I downstream 1.4732 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1646:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition I downstream 1.4732 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1647:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition I downstream 1.4732 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1648:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition I downstream 1.4732 
meters from entrance 
  
Table B-1099:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition I downstream 1.4732 
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Table B-1100:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition I downstream 1.4732 
meters from entrance 
 
  
Figure B-1649:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition I downstream 1.4732 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1650:  Liquid wave speed for Condition I downstream 1.4732 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1651:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition I 
downstream 1.6256 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1101:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition I 
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Table B-1102:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition I downstream 1.6256 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1652:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition I downstream 1.6256 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1653:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition I downstream 1.6256 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1654:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition I downstream 1.6256 
meters from entrance 
  
Table B-1103:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition I downstream 1.6256 
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Table B-1104:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition I downstream 1.6256 
meters from entrance 
 
  
Figure B-1655:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition I downstream 1.6256 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1656:  Liquid wave speed for Condition I downstream 1.6256 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1657:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition I 
downstream 1.778 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1105:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition I 
downstream 1.778 meters from entrance 
 
  
Table B-1106:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition I downstream 1.778 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1658:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition I downstream 1.778 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1659:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition I downstream 1.778 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1660:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition I downstream 1.778 meters 
from entrance 
  
Table B-1107:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition I downstream 1.778 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-1108:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition I downstream 1.778 
meters from entrance 
 
  
Figure B-1661:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition I downstream 1.778 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1662:  Liquid wave speed for Condition I downstream 1.778 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1663:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition I 
downstream 1.9304 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1109:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition I 
downstream 1.9304 meters from entrance 
 
  
Table B-1110:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition I downstream 1.9304 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1664:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition I downstream 1.9304 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1665:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition I downstream 1.9304 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1666:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition I downstream 1.9304 
meters from entrance 
  
Table B-1111:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition I downstream 1.9304 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-1112:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition I downstream 1.9304 
meters from entrance 
 
  
Figure B-1667:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition I downstream 1.9304 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1668:  Liquid wave speed for Condition I downstream 1.9304 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1669:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition I 
downstream 2.0828 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1113:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition I 
downstream 2.0828 meters from entrance 
 
  
Table B-1114:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition I downstream 2.0828 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1670:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition I downstream 2.0828 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1671:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition I downstream 2.0828 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1672:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition I downstream 2.0828 
meters from entrance 
  
Table B-1115:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition I downstream 2.0828 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-1116:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition I downstream 2.0828 
meters from entrance 
 
  
Figure B-1673:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition I downstream 2.0828 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1674:  Liquid wave speed for Condition I downstream 2.0828 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1675:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition I 
downstream 2.1844 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1117:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition I 
downstream 2.1844 meters from entrance 
 
  
Table B-1118:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition I downstream 2.1844 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1676:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition I downstream 2.1844 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1677:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition I downstream 2.1844 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1678:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition I downstream 2.1844 
meters from entrance 
  
Table B-1119:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition I downstream 2.1844 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-1120:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition I downstream 2.1844 
meters from entrance 
 
  
Figure B-1679:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition I downstream 2.1844 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1680:  Liquid wave speed for Condition I downstream 2.1844 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1681:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition J 
downstream 0.00635 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1121:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition J 
downstream 0.00635 meters from entrance 
 
  
Table B-1122:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition J downstream 0.00635 meters 
from entrance 
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Figure B-1682:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition J downstream 0.00635 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1683:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition J downstream 0.00635 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1684:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition J downstream 0.00635 
meters from entrance 
  
Table B-1123:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition J downstream 0.00635 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-1124:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition J downstream 0.00635 
meters from entrance 
 
  
Figure B-1685:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition J downstream 0.00635 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1686:  Liquid wave speed for Condition J downstream 0.00635 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1687:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition J 
downstream 0.0127 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1125:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition J 
downstream 0.0127 meters from entrance 
 
  
Table B-1126:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition J downstream 0.0127 meters 
from entrance 
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Figure B-1688:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition J downstream 0.0127 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1689:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition J downstream 0.0127 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1690:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition J downstream 0.0127 
meters from entrance 
  
Table B-1127:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition J downstream 0.0127 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-1128:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition J downstream 0.0127 
meters from entrance 
 
  
Figure B-1691:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition J downstream 0.0127 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1692:  Liquid wave speed for Condition J downstream 0.0127 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1693:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition J 
downstream 0.01905 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1129:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition J 
downstream 0.01905 meters from entrance 
 
  
Table B-1130:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition J downstream 0.01905 meters 
from entrance 
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Figure B-1694:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition J downstream 0.01905 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1695:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition J downstream 0.01905 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1696:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition J downstream 0.01905 
meters from entrance 
  
Table B-1131:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition J downstream 0.01905 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-1132:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition J downstream 0.01905 
meters from entrance 
 
  
Figure B-1697:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition J downstream 0.01905 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1698:  Liquid wave speed for Condition J downstream 0.01905 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1699:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition J 
downstream 0.0254 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1133:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition J 
downstream 0.0254 meters from entrance 
 
  
Table B-1134:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition J downstream 0.0254 meters 
from entrance 
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Figure B-1700:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition J downstream 0.0254 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1701:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition J downstream 0.0254 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1702:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition J downstream 0.0254 
meters from entrance 
  
Table B-1135:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition J downstream 0.0254 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-1136:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition J downstream 0.0254 
meters from entrance 
 
  
Figure B-1703:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition J downstream 0.0254 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1704:  Liquid wave speed for Condition J downstream 0.0254 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1705:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition J 
downstream 0.0381 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1137:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition J 
downstream 0.0381 meters from entrance 
 
  
Table B-1138:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition J downstream 0.0381 meters 
from entrance 
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Figure B-1706:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition J downstream 0.0381 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1707:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition J downstream 0.0381 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1708:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition J downstream 0.0381 
meters from entrance 
  
Table B-1139:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition J downstream 0.0381 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-1140:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition J downstream 0.0381 
meters from entrance 
 
  
Figure B-1709:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition J downstream 0.0381 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1710:  Liquid wave speed for Condition J downstream 0.0381 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1711:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition J 
downstream 0.0508 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1141:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition J 
downstream 0.0508 meters from entrance 
 
  
Table B-1142:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition J downstream 0.0508 meters 
from entrance 
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Figure B-1712:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition J downstream 0.0508 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1713:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition J downstream 0.0508 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1714:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition J downstream 0.0508 
meters from entrance 
  
Table B-1143:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition J downstream 0.0508 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-1144:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition J downstream 0.0508 
meters from entrance 
 
  
Figure B-1715:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition J downstream 0.0508 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1716:  Liquid wave speed for Condition J downstream 0.0508 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1717:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition J 
downstream 0.0635 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1145:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition J 
downstream 0.0635 meters from entrance 
 
  
Table B-1146:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition J downstream 0.0635 meters 
from entrance 
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Figure B-1718:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition J downstream 0.0635 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1719:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition J downstream 0.0635 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1720:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition J downstream 0.0635 
meters from entrance 
  
Table B-1147:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition J downstream 0.0635 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-1148:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition J downstream 0.0635 
meters from entrance 
 
  
Figure B-1721:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition J downstream 0.0635 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1722:  Liquid wave speed for Condition J downstream 0.0635 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1723:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition J 
downstream 0.0762 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1149:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition J 
downstream 0.0762 meters from entrance 
 
  
Table B-1150:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition J downstream 0.0762 meters 
from entrance 
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Figure B-1724:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition J downstream 0.0762 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1725:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition J downstream 0.0762 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1726:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition J downstream 0.0762 
meters from entrance 
  
Table B-1151:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition J downstream 0.0762 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-1152:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition J downstream 0.0762 
meters from entrance 
 
 
Figure B-1727:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition J downstream 0.0762 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1728:  Liquid wave speed for Condition J downstream 0.0762 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1729:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition J 
downstream 0.1016 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1153:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition J 
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Table B-1154:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition J downstream 0.1016 meters 
from entrance 
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Figure B-1730:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition J downstream 0.1016 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1731:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition J downstream 0.1016 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1732:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition J downstream 0.1016 
meters from entrance 
  
Table B-1155:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition J downstream 0.1016 
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Table B-1156:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition J downstream 0.1016 
meters from entrance 
 
 
Figure B-1733:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition J downstream 0.1016 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1734:  Liquid wave speed for Condition J downstream 0.1016 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1735:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition J 
downstream 0.127 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1157:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition J 
downstream 0.127 meters from entrance 
 
  
Table B-1158:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition J downstream 0.127 meters from 
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Figure B-1736:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition J downstream 0.127 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1737:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition J downstream 0.127 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1738:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition J downstream 0.127 meters 
from entrance 
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Table B-1160:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition J downstream 0.127 
meters from entrance 
 
  
Figure B-1739:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition J downstream 0.127 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1740:  Liquid wave speed for Condition J downstream 0.127 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1741:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition J 
downstream 0.1524 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1161:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition J 
downstream 0.1524 meters from entrance 
 
  
Table B-1162:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition J downstream 0.1524 meters 
from entrance 
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Figure B-1742:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition J downstream 0.1524 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1743:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition J downstream 0.1524 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1744:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition J downstream 0.1524 
meters from entrance 
  
Table B-1163:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition J downstream 0.1524 
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Table B-1164:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition J downstream 0.1524 
meters from entrance 
 
  
Figure B-1745:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition J downstream 0.1524 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1746:  Liquid wave speed for Condition J downstream 0.1524 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1747:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition J 
downstream 0.2032 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1165:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition J 
downstream 0.2032 meters from entrance 
 
  
Table B-1166:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition J downstream 0.2032 meters 
from entrance 
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Figure B-1748:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition J downstream 0.2032 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1749:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition J downstream 0.2032 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1750:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition J downstream 0.2032 
meters from entrance 
  
Table B-1167:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition J downstream 0.2032 
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Table B-1168:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition J downstream 0.2032 
meters from entrance 
 
  
Figure B-1751:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition J downstream 0.2032 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1752:  Liquid wave speed for Condition J downstream 0.2032 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1753:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition J 
downstream 0.254 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1169:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition J 
downstream 0.254 meters from entrance 
 
  
Table B-1170:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition J downstream 0.254 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1754:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition J downstream 0.254 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1755:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition J downstream 0.254 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1756:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition J downstream 0.254 meters 
from entrance 
  
Table B-1171:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition J downstream 0.254 
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Table B-1172:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition J downstream 0.254 
meters from entrance 
 
  
Figure B-1757:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition J downstream 0.254 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1758:  Liquid wave speed for Condition J downstream 0.254 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1759:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition J 
downstream 0.3048 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1173:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition J 
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Table B-1174:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition J downstream 0.3048 meters 
from entrance 
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Figure B-1760:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition J downstream 0.3048 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1761:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition J downstream 0.3048 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1762:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition J downstream 0.3048 
meters from entrance 
  
Table B-1175:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition J downstream 0.3048 
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Table B-1176:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition J downstream 0.3048 
meters from entrance 
 
  
Figure B-1763:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition J downstream 0.3048 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1764:  Liquid wave speed for Condition J downstream 0.3048 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1765:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition J 
downstream 0.3556 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1177:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition J 
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Table B-1178:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition J downstream 0.3556 meters 
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Figure B-1766:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition J downstream 0.3556 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1767:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition J downstream 0.3556 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1768:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition J downstream 0.3556 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-1180:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition J downstream 0.3556 
meters from entrance 
 
  
Figure B-1769:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition J downstream 0.3556 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1770:  Liquid wave speed for Condition J downstream 0.3556 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1771:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition J 
downstream 0.4064 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1181:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition J 
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Table B-1182:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition J downstream 0.4064 meters 
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Figure B-1772:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition J downstream 0.4064 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1773:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition J downstream 0.4064 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1774:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition J downstream 0.4064 
meters from entrance 
  
Table B-1183:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition J downstream 0.4064 
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Table B-1184:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition J downstream 0.4064 
meters from entrance 
 
  
Figure B-1775:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition J downstream 0.4064 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1776:  Liquid wave speed for Condition J downstream 0.4064 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1777:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition J 
downstream 0.4826 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1185:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition J 
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Table B-1186:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition J downstream 0.4826 meters 
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Figure B-1778:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition J downstream 0.4826 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1779:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition J downstream 0.4826 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1780:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition J downstream 0.4826 
meters from entrance 
  
Table B-1187:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition J downstream 0.4826 
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Table B-1188:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition J downstream 0.4826 
meters from entrance 
 
  
Figure B-1781:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition J downstream 0.4826 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1782:  Liquid wave speed for Condition J downstream 0.4826 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1783:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition J 
downstream 0.5588 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1189:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition J 
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Table B-1190:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition J downstream 0.5588 meters 
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Figure B-1784:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition J downstream 0.5588 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1785:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition J downstream 0.5588 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1786:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition J downstream 0.5588 
meters from entrance 
  
Table B-1191:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition J downstream 0.5588 
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Table B-1192:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition J downstream 0.5588 
meters from entrance 
 
  
Figure B-1787:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition J downstream 0.5588 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1788:  Liquid wave speed for Condition J downstream 0.5588 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1789:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition J 
downstream 0.635 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1193:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition J 
downstream 0.635 meters from entrance 
 
  
Table B-1194:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition J downstream 0.635 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1790:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition J downstream 0.635 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1791:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition J downstream 0.635 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1792:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition J downstream 0.635 meters 
from entrance 
  
Table B-1195:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition J downstream 0.635 
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Table B-1196:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition J downstream 0.635 
meters from entrance 
 
  
Figure B-1793:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition J downstream 0.635 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1794:  Liquid wave speed for Condition J downstream 0.635 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1795:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition J 
downstream 0.7112 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1197:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition J 
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Table B-1198:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition J downstream 0.7112 meters 
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Figure B-1796:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition J downstream 0.7112 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1797:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition J downstream 0.7112 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1798:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition J downstream 0.7112 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-1200:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition J downstream 0.7112 
meters from entrance 
 
  
Figure B-1799:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition J downstream 0.7112 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1800:  Liquid wave speed for Condition J downstream 0.7112 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1801:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition J 
downstream 0.7874 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1201:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition J 
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Table B-1202:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition J downstream 0.7874 meters 
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Figure B-1802:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition J downstream 0.7874 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1803:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition J downstream 0.7874 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1804:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition J downstream 0.7874 
meters from entrance 
  
Table B-1203:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition J downstream 0.7874 
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Table B-1204:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition J downstream 0.7874 
meters from entrance 
 
  
Figure B-1805:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition J downstream 0.7874 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1806:  Liquid wave speed for Condition J downstream 0.7874 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1807:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition J 
downstream 0.8636 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1206:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition J downstream 0.8636 meters 
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Figure B-1808:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition J downstream 0.8636 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1809:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition J downstream 0.8636 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1810:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition J downstream 0.8636 
meters from entrance 
  
Table B-1207:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition J downstream 0.8636 
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Table B-1208:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition J downstream 0.8636 
meters from entrance 
 
  
Figure B-1811:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition J downstream 0.8636 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1812:  Liquid wave speed for Condition J downstream 0.8636 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1813:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition J 
downstream 1.016 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1209:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition J 
downstream 1.016 meters from entrance 
 
  
Table B-1210:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition J downstream 1.016 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1814:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition J downstream 1.016 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1815:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition J downstream 1.016 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1816:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition J downstream 1.016 meters 
from entrance 
  
Table B-1211:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition J downstream 1.016 
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Table B-1212:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition J downstream 1.016 
meters from entrance 
 
  
Figure B-1817:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition J downstream 1.016 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1818:  Liquid wave speed for Condition J downstream 1.016 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1819:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition J 
downstream 1.1684 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1213:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition J 
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Table B-1214:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition J downstream 1.1684 meters 
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Figure B-1820:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition J downstream 1.1684 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1821:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition J downstream 1.1684 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1822:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition J downstream 1.1684 
meters from entrance 
  
Table B-1215:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition J downstream 1.1684 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-1216:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition J downstream 1.1684 
meters from entrance 
  
 
Figure B-1823:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition J downstream 1.1684 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1824:  Liquid wave speed for Condition J downstream 1.1684 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1825:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition J 
downstream 1.3208 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1217:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition J 
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Table B-1218:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition J downstream 1.3208 meters 
from entrance 
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Figure B-1826:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition J downstream 1.3208 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1827:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition J downstream 1.3208 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1828:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition J downstream 1.3208 
meters from entrance 
  
Table B-1219:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition J downstream 1.3208 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-1220:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition J downstream 1.3208 
meters from entrance 
 
  
Figure B-1829:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition J downstream 1.3208 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1830:  Liquid wave speed for Condition J downstream 1.3208 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1831:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition J 
downstream 1.4732 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1221:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition J 
downstream 1.4732 meters from entrance 
 
  
Table B-1222:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition J downstream 1.4732 meters 
from entrance 
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Figure B-1832:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition J downstream 1.4732 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1833:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition J downstream 1.4732 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1834:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition J downstream 1.4732 
meters from entrance 
  
Table B-1223:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition J downstream 1.4732 
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Table B-1224:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition J downstream 1.4732 
meters from entrance 
 
  
Figure B-1835:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition J downstream 1.4732 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1836:  Liquid wave speed for Condition J downstream 1.4732 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1837:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition J 
downstream 1.6256 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1225:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition J 
downstream 1.6256 meters from entrance 
 
  
Table B-1226:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition J downstream 1.6256 meters 
from entrance 
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Figure B-1838:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition J downstream 1.6256 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1839:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition J downstream 1.6256 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1840:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition J downstream 1.6256 
meters from entrance 
  
Table B-1227:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition J downstream 1.6256 
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Table B-1228:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition J downstream 1.6256 
meters from entrance 
 
  
Figure B-1841:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition J downstream 1.6256 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1842:  Liquid wave speed for Condition J downstream 1.6256 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1843:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition J 
downstream 1.778 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1229:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition J 
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Table B-1230:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition J downstream 1.778 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1844:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition J downstream 1.778 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1845:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition J downstream 1.778 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1846:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition J downstream 1.778 meters 
from entrance 
  
Table B-1231:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition J downstream 1.778 
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Table B-1232:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition J downstream 1.778 
meters from entrance 
 
  
Figure B-1847:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition J downstream 1.778 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1848:  Liquid wave speed for Condition J downstream 1.778 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1849:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition J 
downstream 1.9304 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1233:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition J 
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Table B-1234:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition J downstream 1.9304 meters 
from entrance 
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Figure B-1850:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition J downstream 1.9304 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1851:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition J downstream 1.9304 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1852:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition J downstream 1.9304 
meters from entrance 
  
Table B-1235:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition J downstream 1.9304 
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Table B-1236:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition J downstream 1.9304 
meters from entrance 
 
 
Figure B-1853:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition J downstream 1.9304 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1854:  Liquid wave speed for Condition J downstream 1.9304 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1855:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition J 
downstream 2.0828 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1238:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition J downstream 2.0828 meters 
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Figure B-1856:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition J downstream 2.0828 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1857:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition J downstream 2.0828 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1858:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition J downstream 2.0828 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-1240:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition J downstream 2.0828 
meters from entrance 
 
  
Figure B-1859:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition J downstream 2.0828 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1860:  Liquid wave speed for Condition J downstream 2.0828 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1861:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition J 
downstream 2.1844 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1242:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition J downstream 2.1844 meters 
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Figure B-1862:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition J downstream 2.1844 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1863:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition J downstream 2.1844 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1864:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition J downstream 2.1844 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-1244:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition J downstream 2.1844 
meters from entrance 
 
  
Figure B-1865:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition J downstream 2.1844 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1866:  Liquid wave speed for Condition J downstream 2.1844 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1867:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition K 
downstream 0.00635 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1246:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition K downstream 0.00635 meters 
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Figure B-1868:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition K downstream 0.00635 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1869:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition K downstream 0.00635 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1870:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition K downstream 0.00635 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-1248:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition K downstream 0.00635 
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Figure B-1871:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition K downstream 0.00635 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1872:  Liquid wave speed for Condition K downstream 0.00635 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1873:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition K 
downstream 0.0127 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1250:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition K downstream 0.0127 meters 
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Figure B-1874:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition K downstream 0.0127 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1875:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition K downstream 0.0127 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1876:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition K downstream 0.0127 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-1252:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition K downstream 0.0127 
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Figure B-1877:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition K downstream 0.0127 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1878:  Liquid wave speed for Condition K downstream 0.0127 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1879:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition K 
downstream 0.0254 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1254:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition K downstream 0.0254 meters 
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Figure B-1880:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition K downstream 0.0254 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1881:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition K downstream 0.0254 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1882:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition K downstream 0.0254 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-1256:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition K downstream 0.0254 
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Figure B-1883:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition K downstream 0.0254 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1884:  Liquid wave speed for Condition K downstream 0.0254 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1885:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition K 
downstream 0.0381 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1258:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition K downstream 0.0381 meters 
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Figure B-1886:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition K downstream 0.0381 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1887:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition K downstream 0.0381 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1888:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition K downstream 0.0381 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-1260:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition K downstream 0.0381 
meters from entrance 
 
  
Figure B-1889:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition K downstream 0.0381 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1890:  Liquid wave speed for Condition K downstream 0.0381 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1891:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition K 
downstream 0.0508 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1262:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition K downstream 0.0508 meters 
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Figure B-1892:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition K downstream 0.0508 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1893:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition K downstream 0.0508 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1894:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition K downstream 0.0508 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-1264:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition K downstream 0.0508 
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Figure B-1895:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition K downstream 0.0508 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1896:  Liquid wave speed for Condition K downstream 0.0508 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1897:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition K 
downstream 0.0635 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1266:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition K downstream 0.0635 meters 
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Figure B-1898:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition K downstream 0.0635 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1899:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition K downstream 0.0635 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1900:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition K downstream 0.0635 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-1268:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition K downstream 0.0635 
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Figure B-1901:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition K downstream 0.0635 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1902:  Liquid wave speed for Condition K downstream 0.0635 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1903:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition K 
downstream 0.1016 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1270:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition K downstream 0.1016 meters 
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Figure B-1904:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition K downstream 0.1016 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1905:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition K downstream 0.1016 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1906:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition K downstream 0.1016 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-1272:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition K downstream 0.1016 
meters from entrance 
 
  
Figure B-1907:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition K downstream 0.1016 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1908:  Liquid wave speed for Condition K downstream 0.1016 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1909:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition K 
downstream 0.127 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1273:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition K 
downstream 0.127 meters from entrance 
 
  
Table B-1274:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition K downstream 0.127 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1910:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition K downstream 0.127 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1911:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition K downstream 0.127 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1912:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition K downstream 0.127 
meters from entrance 
  
Table B-1275:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition K downstream 0.127 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-1276:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition K downstream 0.127 
meters from entrance 
 
  
Figure B-1913:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition K downstream 0.127 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1914:  Liquid wave speed for Condition K downstream 0.127 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1915:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition K 
downstream 0.1524 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1277:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition K 
downstream 0.1524 meters from entrance 
 
  
Table B-1278:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition K downstream 0.1524 meters 
from entrance 
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Figure B-1916:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition K downstream 0.1524 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1917:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition K downstream 0.1524 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1918:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition K downstream 0.1524 
meters from entrance 
  
Table B-1279:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition K downstream 0.1524 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-1280:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition K downstream 0.1524 
meters from entrance 
 
  
Figure B-1919:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition K downstream 0.1524 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1920:  Liquid wave speed for Condition K downstream 0.1524 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1921:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition K 
downstream 0.2032 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1281:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition K 
downstream 0.2032 meters from entrance 
 
  
Table B-1282:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition K downstream 0.2032 meters 
from entrance 
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Figure B-1922:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition K downstream 0.2032 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1923:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition K downstream 0.2032 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1924:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition K downstream 0.2032 
meters from entrance 
  
Table B-1283:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition K downstream 0.2032 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-1284:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition K downstream 0.2032 
meters from entrance 
 
  
Figure B-1925:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition K downstream 0.2032 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1926:  Liquid wave speed for Condition K downstream 0.2032 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1927:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition K 
downstream 0.254 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1285:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition K 
downstream 0.254 meters from entrance 
 
  
Table B-1286:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition K downstream 0.254 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1928:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition K downstream 0.254 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1929:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition K downstream 0.254 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1930:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition K downstream 0.254 
meters from entrance 
  
Table B-1287:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition K downstream 0.254 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-1288:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition K downstream 0.254 
meters from entrance 
 
  
Figure B-1931:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition K downstream 0.254 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1932:  Liquid wave speed for Condition K downstream 0.254 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1933:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition K 
downstream 0.3048 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1289:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition K 
downstream 0.3048 meters from entrance 
 
  
Table B-1290:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition K downstream 0.3048 meters 
from entrance 
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Figure B-1934:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition K downstream 0.3048 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1935:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition K downstream 0.3048 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1936:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition K downstream 0.3048 
meters from entrance 
  
Table B-1291:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition K downstream 0.3048 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-1292:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition K downstream 0.3048 
meters from entrance 
 
  
Figure B-1937:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition K downstream 0.3048 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1938:  Liquid wave speed for Condition K downstream 0.3048 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1939:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition K 
downstream 0.3556 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1293:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition K 
downstream 0.3556 meters from entrance 
 
  
Table B-1294:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition K downstream 0.3556 meters 
from entrance 
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Figure B-1940:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition K downstream 0.3556 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1941:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition K downstream 0.3556 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1942:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition K downstream 0.3556 
meters from entrance 
  
Table B-1295:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition K downstream 0.3556 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-1296:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition K downstream 0.3556 
meters from entrance 
 
  
Figure B-1943:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition K downstream 0.3556 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1944:  Liquid wave speed for Condition K downstream 0.3556 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1945:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition K 
downstream 0.4064 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1297:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition K 
downstream 0.4064 meters from entrance 
 
  
Table B-1298:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition K downstream 0.4064 meters 
from entrance 
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Figure B-1946:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition K downstream 0.4064 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1947:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition K downstream 0.4064 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1948:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition K downstream 0.4064 
meters from entrance 
  
Table B-1299:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition K downstream 0.4064 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-1300:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition K downstream 0.4064 
meters from entrance 
 
  
Figure B-1949:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition K downstream 0.4064 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1950:  Liquid wave speed for Condition K downstream 0.4064 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1951:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition K 
downstream 0.4826 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1301:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition K 
downstream 0.4826 meters from entrance 
 
  
Table B-1302:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition K downstream 0.4826 meters 
from entrance 
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Figure B-1952:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition K downstream 0.4826 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1953:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition K downstream 0.4826 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1954:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition K downstream 0.4826 
meters from entrance 
  
Table B-1303:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition K downstream 0.4826 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-1304:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition K downstream 0.4826 
meters from entrance 
 
  
Figure B-1955:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition K downstream 0.4826 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1956:  Liquid wave speed for Condition K downstream 0.4826 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1957:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition K 
downstream 0.5588 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1305:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition K 
downstream 0.5588 meters from entrance 
 
  
Table B-1306:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition K downstream 0.5588 meters 
from entrance 
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Figure B-1958:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition K downstream 0.5588 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1959:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition K downstream 0.5588 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1960:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition K downstream 0.5588 
meters from entrance 
  
Table B-1307:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition K downstream 0.5588 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-1308:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition K downstream 0.5588 
meters from entrance 
 
  
Figure B-1961:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition K downstream 0.5588 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1962:  Liquid wave speed for Condition K downstream 0.5588 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1963:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition K 
downstream 0.635 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1309:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition K 
downstream 0.635 meters from entrance 
 
  
Table B-1310:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition K downstream 0.635 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1964:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition K downstream 0.635 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1965:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition K downstream 0.635 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1966:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition K downstream 0.635 
meters from entrance 
  
Table B-1311:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition K downstream 0.635 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-1312:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition K downstream 0.635 
meters from entrance 
 
  
Figure B-1967:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition K downstream 0.635 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1968:  Liquid wave speed for Condition K downstream 0.635 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1969:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition K 
downstream 0.7112 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1313:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition K 
downstream 0.7112 meters from entrance 
 
  
Table B-1314:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition K downstream 0.7112 meters 
from entrance 
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Figure B-1970:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition K downstream 0.7112 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1971:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition K downstream 0.7112 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1972:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition K downstream 0.7112 
meters from entrance 
  
Table B-1315:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition K downstream 0.7112 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-1316:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition K downstream 0.7112 
meters from entrance 
 
  
Figure B-1973:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition K downstream 0.7112 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1974:  Liquid wave speed for Condition K downstream 0.7112 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1975:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition K 
downstream 0.7874 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1317:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition K 
downstream 0.7874 meters from entrance 
 
  
Table B-1318:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition K downstream 0.7874 meters 
from entrance 
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Figure B-1976:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition K downstream 0.7874 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1977:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition K downstream 0.7874 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1978:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition K downstream 0.7874 
meters from entrance 
  
Table B-1319:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition K downstream 0.7874 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-1320:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition K downstream 0.7874 
meters from entrance 
 
  
Figure B-1979:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition K downstream 0.7874 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1980:  Liquid wave speed for Condition K downstream 0.7874 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1981:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition K 
downstream 0.8636 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1321:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition K 
downstream 0.8636 meters from entrance 
 
  
Table B-1322:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition K downstream 0.8636 meters 
from entrance 
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Figure B-1982:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition K downstream 0.8636 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1983:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition K downstream 0.8636 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1984:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition K downstream 0.8636 
meters from entrance 
  
Table B-1323:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition K downstream 0.8636 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-1324:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition K downstream 0.8636 
meters from entrance 
 
  
Figure B-1985:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition K downstream 0.8636 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1986:  Liquid wave speed for Condition K downstream 0.8636 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1987:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition K 
downstream 0.9398 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1325:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition K 
downstream 0.9398 meters from entrance 
 
  
Table B-1326:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition K downstream 0.9398 meters 
from entrance 
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Figure B-1988:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition K downstream 0.9398 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1989:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition K downstream 0.9398 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1990:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition K downstream 0.9398 
meters from entrance 
  
Table B-1327:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition K downstream 0.9398 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-1328:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition K downstream 0.9398 
meters from entrance 
 
  
Figure B-1991:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition K downstream 0.9398 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1992:  Liquid wave speed for Condition K downstream 0.9398 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1993:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition K 
downstream 1.016 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1329:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition K 
downstream 1.016 meters from entrance 
 
  
Table B-1330:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition K downstream 1.016 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1994:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition K downstream 1.016 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-1995:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition K downstream 1.016 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-1996:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition K downstream 1.016 
meters from entrance 
  
Table B-1331:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition K downstream 1.016 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-1332:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition K downstream 1.016 
meters from entrance 
 
  
Figure B-1997:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition K downstream 1.016 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-1998:  Liquid wave speed for Condition K downstream 1.016 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-1999:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition K 
downstream 1.1684 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1333:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition K 
downstream 1.1684 meters from entrance 
 
  
Table B-1334:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition K downstream 1.1684 meters 
from entrance 
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Figure B-2000:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition K downstream 1.1684 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-2001:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition K downstream 1.1684 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-2002:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition K downstream 1.1684 
meters from entrance 
  
Table B-1335:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition K downstream 1.1684 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-1336:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition K downstream 1.1684 
meters from entrance 
 
  
Figure B-2003:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition K downstream 1.1684 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-2004:  Liquid wave speed for Condition K downstream 1.1684 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-2005:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition K 
downstream 1.3208 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1337:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition K 
downstream 1.3208 meters from entrance 
 
  
Table B-1338:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition K downstream 1.3208 meters 
from entrance 
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Figure B-2006:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition K downstream 1.3208 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-2007:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition K downstream 1.3208 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-2008:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition K downstream 1.3208 
meters from entrance 
  
Table B-1339:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition K downstream 1.3208 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-1340:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition K downstream 1.3208 
meters from entrance 
 
  
Figure B-2009:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition K downstream 1.3208 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-2010:  Liquid wave speed for Condition K downstream 1.3208 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-2011:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition K 
downstream 1.4732 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1341:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition K 
downstream 1.4732 meters from entrance 
 
  
Table B-1342:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition K downstream 1.4732 meters 
from entrance 
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Figure B-2012:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition K downstream 1.4732 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-2013:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition K downstream 1.4732 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-2014:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition K downstream 1.4732 
meters from entrance 
  
Table B-1343:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition K downstream 1.4732 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-1344:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition K downstream 1.4732 
meters from entrance 
 
  
Figure B-2015:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition K downstream 1.4732 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-2016:  Liquid wave speed for Condition K downstream 1.4732 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-2017:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition K 
downstream 1.6256 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1345:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition K 
downstream 1.6256 meters from entrance 
 
  
Table B-1346:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition K downstream 1.6256 meters 
from entrance 
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Figure B-2018:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition K downstream 1.6256 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-2019:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition K downstream 1.6256 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-2020:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition K downstream 1.6256 
meters from entrance 
  
Table B-1347:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition K downstream 1.6256 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-1348:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition K downstream 1.6256 
meters from entrance 
 
  
Figure B-2021:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition K downstream 1.6256 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-2022:  Liquid wave speed for Condition K downstream 1.6256 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-2023:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition K 
downstream 1.778 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1349:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition K 
downstream 1.778 meters from entrance 
 
  
Table B-1350:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition K downstream 1.778 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-2024:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition K downstream 1.778 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-2025:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition K downstream 1.778 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-2026:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition K downstream 1.778 
meters from entrance 
  
Table B-1351:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition K downstream 1.778 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-1352:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition K downstream 1.778 
meters from entrance 
 
  
Figure B-2027:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition K downstream 1.778 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-2028:  Liquid wave speed for Condition K downstream 1.778 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-2029:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition K 
downstream 2.0828 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1353:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition K 
downstream 2.0828 meters from entrance 
 
  
Table B-1354:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition K downstream 2.0828 meters 
from entrance 
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Figure B-2030:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition K downstream 2.0828 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-2031:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition K downstream 2.0828 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-2032:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition K downstream 2.0828 
meters from entrance 
  
Table B-1355:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition K downstream 2.0828 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-1356:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition K downstream 2.0828 
meters from entrance 
 
  
Figure B-2033:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition K downstream 2.0828 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-2034:  Liquid wave speed for Condition K downstream 2.0828 meters from entrance 
 
Figure B-2035:  Droplet mass distribution based on edge detection technique for Condition K 
downstream 2.1844 meters from entrance 
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Table B-1357:  Average droplet size based on edge detection technique for Condition K 
downstream 2.1844 meters from entrance 
 
  
Table B-1358:  Droplet size fitting parameters for Condition K downstream 2.1844 meters 
from entrance 
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Figure B-2036:  Droplet speed distribution for Condition K downstream 2.1844 meters from 
entrance 
 
Figure B-2037:  Droplet horizontal velocity distribution for Condition K downstream 2.1844 
meters from entrance 
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Figure B-2038:  Droplet vertical velocity distribution for Condition K downstream 2.1844 
meters from entrance 
  
Table B-1359:  Average droplet speed and velocity [m/s] for Condition K downstream 2.1844 
meters from entrance 
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Table B-1360:  Velocity and speed fitting parameters for Condition K downstream 2.1844 
meters from entrance 
 
  
Figure B-2039:  Liquid film wavelength for Condition K downstream 2.1844 meters from 
entrance 
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Figure B-2040:  Liquid wave speed for Condition K downstream 2.1844 meters from entrance 
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APPENDIX C.  EXPERIMENTAL FLOW DEVELOPMENT RESULTS FOR EACH TEST 
CONDITION 
 
Figure C-1:  Drop size number distribution for Condition A 
 
Figure C-2:  Drop size mass distribution for Condition A 
1996 
 
 
Figure C-3:  Smoothed drop size mass distribution for Condition A 
 
Figure C-4:  Drop speed distribution for Condition A 
1997 
 
 
Figure C-5:  Smoothed drop speed distribution for Condition A 
 
Figure C-6:  Drop horizontal velocity distribution for Condition A 
1998 
 
 
Figure C-7:  Smoothed drop horizontal velocity distribution for Condition A 
 
Figure C-8:  Drop vertical velocity distribution for Condition A 
1999 
 
 
Figure C-9:  Smoothed drop vertical velocity distribution for Condition A 
 
Figure C-10:  Mean drop concentration for Condition A 
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Figure C-11:  Mean drop flowrate for Condition A 
 
Figure C-12:  Mean film wavelength for Condition A 
2001 
 
 
Figure C-13:  Mean film speed for Condition A 
 
Figure C-14:  Mean film thickness for Condition A 
2002 
 
 
Figure C-15:  Mean film mass flow rate for Condition A 
 
Figure C-16:  Drop size number distribution for Condition B 
2003 
 
 
Figure C-17:  Drop size mass distribution for Condition B 
 
Figure C-18:  Smoothed drop size mass distribution for Condition B 
2004 
 
 
Figure C-19:  Drop speed distribution for Condition B 
 
Figure C-20:  Smoothed drop speed distribution for Condition B 
2005 
 
 
Figure C-21:  Drop horizontal velocity distribution for Condition B 
 
Figure C-22:  Smoothed drop horizontal velocity distribution for Condition B 
2006 
 
 
Figure C-23:  Drop vertical velocity distribution for Condition B 
 
Figure C-24:  Smoothed drop vertical velocity distribution for Condition B 
2007 
 
 
Figure C-25:  Mean drop concentration for Condition B 
 
Figure C-26:  Mean drop flowrate for Condition B 
2008 
 
 
Figure C-27:  Mean film wavelength for Condition B 
 
Figure C-28:  Mean film speed for Condition B 
2009 
 
 
Figure C-29:  Mean film thickness for Condition B 
 
Figure C-30:  Mean film mass flow rate for Condition B 
2010 
 
 
Figure C-31:  Drop size number distribution for Condition C 
 
Figure C-32:  Drop size mass distribution for Condition C 
2011 
 
 
Figure C-33:  Smoothed drop size mass distribution for Condition C 
 
Figure C-34:  Drop speed distribution for Condition C 
2012 
 
 
Figure C-35:  Smoothed drop speed distribution for Condition C 
 
Figure C-36:  Drop horizontal velocity distribution for Condition C 
2013 
 
 
Figure C-37:  Smoothed drop horizontal velocity distribution for Condition C 
 
Figure C-38:  Drop vertical velocity distribution for Condition C 
2014 
 
 
Figure C-39:  Smoothed drop vertical velocity distribution for Condition C 
 
Figure C-40:  Mean drop concentration for Condition C 
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Figure C-41:  Mean drop flowrate for Condition C 
 
Figure C-42:  Mean film wavelength for Condition C 
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Figure C-43:  Mean film speed for Condition C 
 
Figure C-44:  Mean film thickness for Condition C 
2017 
 
 
Figure C-45:  Mean film mass flow rate for Condition C 
 
Figure C-46:  Drop size number distribution for Condition D 
2018 
 
 
Figure C-47:  Drop size mass distribution for Condition D 
 
Figure C-48:  Smoothed drop size mass distribution for Condition D 
2019 
 
 
Figure C-49:  Drop speed distribution for Condition D 
 
Figure C-50:  Smoothed drop speed distribution for Condition D 
2020 
 
 
Figure C-51:  Drop horizontal velocity distribution for Condition D 
 
Figure C-52:  Smoothed drop horizontal velocity distribution for Condition D 
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Figure C-53:  Drop vertical velocity distribution for Condition D 
 
Figure C-54:  Smoothed drop vertical velocity distribution for Condition D 
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Figure C-55:  Mean drop concentration for Condition D 
 
Figure C-56:  Mean drop flowrate for Condition D 
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Figure C-57:  Mean film wavelength for Condition D 
 
Figure C-58:  Mean film speed for Condition D 
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Figure C-59:  Mean film thickness for Condition D 
 
Figure C-60:  Mean film mass flow rate for Condition D 
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Figure C-61:  Drop size number distribution for Condition E 
 
Figure C-62:  Drop size mass distribution for Condition E 
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Figure C-63:  Smoothed drop size mass distribution for Condition E 
 
Figure C-64:  Drop speed distribution for Condition E 
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Figure C-65:  Smoothed drop speed distribution for Condition E 
 
Figure C-66:  Drop horizontal velocity distribution for Condition E 
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Figure C-67:  Smoothed drop horizontal velocity distribution for Condition E 
 
Figure C-68:  Drop vertical velocity distribution for Condition E 
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Figure C-69:  Smoothed drop vertical velocity distribution for Condition E 
 
Figure C-70:  Mean drop concentration for Condition E 
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Figure C-71:  Mean drop flowrate for Condition E 
 
Figure C-72:  Mean film wavelength for Condition E 
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Figure C-73:  Mean film speed for Condition E 
 
Figure C-74:  Mean film thickness for Condition E 
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Figure C-75:  Mean film mass flow rate for Condition E 
 
Figure C-76:  Drop size number distribution for Condition F 
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Figure C-77:  Drop size mass distribution for Condition F 
 
Figure C-78:  Smoothed drop size mass distribution for Condition F 
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Figure C-79:  Drop speed distribution for Condition F 
 
Figure C-80:  Smoothed drop speed distribution for Condition F 
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Figure C-81:  Drop horizontal velocity distribution for Condition F 
 
Figure C-82:  Smoothed drop horizontal velocity distribution for Condition F 
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Figure C-83:  Drop vertical velocity distribution for Condition F 
 
Figure C-84:  Smoothed drop vertical velocity distribution for Condition F 
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Figure C-85:  Mean drop concentration for Condition F 
 
Figure C-86:  Mean drop flowrate for Condition F 
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Figure C-87:  Mean film wavelength for Condition F 
 
Figure C-88:  Mean film speed for Condition F 
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Figure C-89:  Mean film thickness for Condition F 
 
Figure C-90:  Mean film mass flow rate for Condition F 
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Figure C-91:  Drop size number distribution for Condition G 
 
Figure C-92:  Drop size mass distribution for Condition G 
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Figure C-93:  Smoothed drop size mass distribution for Condition G 
 
Figure C-94:  Drop speed distribution for Condition G 
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Figure C-95:  Smoothed drop speed distribution for Condition G 
 
Figure C-96:  Drop horizontal velocity distribution for Condition G 
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Figure C-97:  Smoothed drop horizontal velocity distribution for Condition G 
 
Figure C-98:  Drop vertical velocity distribution for Condition G 
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Figure C-99:  Smoothed drop vertical velocity distribution for Condition G 
 
Figure C-100:  Mean drop concentration for Condition G 
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Figure C-101:  Mean drop flowrate for Condition G 
 
Figure C-102:  Mean film wavelength for Condition G 
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Figure C-103:  Mean film speed for Condition G 
 
Figure C-104:  Mean film thickness for Condition G 
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Figure C-105:  Mean film mass flow rate for Condition G 
 
Figure C-106:  Drop size number distribution for Condition H 
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Figure C-107:  Drop size mass distribution for Condition H 
 
Figure C-108:  Smoothed drop size mass distribution for Condition H 
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Figure C-109:  Drop speed distribution for Condition H 
 
Figure C-110:  Smoothed drop speed distribution for Condition H 
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Figure C-111:  Drop horizontal velocity distribution for Condition H 
 
Figure C-112:  Smoothed drop horizontal velocity distribution for Condition H 
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Figure C-113:  Drop vertical velocity distribution for Condition H 
 
Figure C-114:  Smoothed drop vertical velocity distribution for Condition H 
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Figure C-115:  Mean drop concentration for Condition H 
 
Figure C-116:  Mean drop flowrate for Condition H 
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Figure C-117:  Mean film wavelength for Condition H 
 
Figure C-118:  Mean film speed for Condition H 
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Figure C-119:  Mean film thickness for Condition H 
 
Figure C-120:  Mean film mass flow rate for Condition H 
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Figure C-121:  Drop size number distribution for Condition I 
 
Figure C-122:  Drop size mass distribution for Condition I 
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Figure C-123:  Smoothed drop size mass distribution for Condition I 
 
Figure C-124:  Drop speed distribution for Condition I 
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Figure C-125:  Smoothed drop speed distribution for Condition I 
 
Figure C-126:  Drop horizontal velocity distribution for Condition I 
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Figure C-127:  Smoothed drop horizontal velocity distribution for Condition I 
 
Figure C-128:  Drop vertical velocity distribution for Condition I 
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Figure C-129:  Smoothed drop vertical velocity distribution for Condition I 
 
Figure C-130:  Mean drop concentration for Condition I 
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Figure C-131:  Mean drop flowrate for Condition I 
 
Figure C-132:  Mean film wavelength for Condition I 
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Figure C-133:  Mean film speed for Condition I 
 
Figure C-134:  Mean film thickness for Condition I 
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Figure C-135:  Mean film mass flow rate for Condition I 
 
Figure C-136:  Drop size number distribution for Condition J 
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Figure C-137:  Drop size mass distribution for Condition J 
 
Figure C-138:  Smoothed drop size mass distribution for Condition J 
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Figure C-139:  Drop speed distribution for Condition J 
 
Figure C-140:  Smoothed drop speed distribution for Condition J 
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Figure C-141:  Drop horizontal velocity distribution for Condition J 
 
Figure C-142:  Smoothed drop horizontal velocity distribution for Condition J 
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Figure C-143:  Drop vertical velocity distribution for Condition J 
 
Figure C-144:  Smoothed drop vertical velocity distribution for Condition J 
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Figure C-145:  Mean drop concentration for Condition J 
 
Figure C-146:  Mean drop flowrate for Condition J 
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Figure C-147:  Mean film wavelength for Condition J 
 
Figure C-148:  Mean film speed for Condition J 
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Figure C-149:  Mean film thickness for Condition J 
 
Figure C-150:  Mean film mass flow rate for Condition J 
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Figure C-151:  Drop size number distribution for Condition K 
 
Figure C-152:  Drop size mass distribution for Condition K 
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Figure C-153:  Smoothed drop size mass distribution for Condition K 
 
Figure C-154:  Drop speed distribution for Condition K 
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Figure C-155:  Smoothed drop speed distribution for Condition K 
 
Figure C-156:  Drop horizontal velocity distribution for Condition K 
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Figure C-157:  Smoothed drop horizontal velocity distribution for Condition K 
 
Figure C-158:  Drop vertical velocity distribution for Condition K 
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Figure C-159:  Smoothed drop vertical velocity distribution for Condition K 
 
Figure C-160:  Mean drop concentration for Condition K 
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Figure C-161:  Mean drop flowrate for Condition K 
 
Figure C-162:  Mean film wavelength for Condition K 
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Figure C-163:  Mean film speed for Condition K 
 
Figure C-164:  Mean film thickness for Condition K 
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Figure C-165:  Mean film mass flow rate for Condition K 
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APPENDIX D.  TEST CONDITIONS 
Table D-1:  Operating temperatures for Condition A 
Component Location Fluid Temp [°C]
Compressor Outlet R134a/PAG 103.0
Condenser Inlet R134a/PAG 95.7
Condenser Outlet R134a/PAG 50.1
Exp. Valve Inlet R134a/PAG 49.3
Evaporator Inlet R134a/PAG 11.2
Evaporator Outlet R134a/PAG 25.2
Condenser Inlet Air 37.9
Condenser Outlet Air 55.8
Evaporator Inlet Air 26.7
Evaporator Outlet Air 17.7  
Table D-2:  Other operating conditions for Condition A 
Meaurement Compoent Location Value Unit
Pressure Condenser Inlet 1377.7 kPa
Pressure Evaporator Outlet 350.1 kPa
Mass flow rate Condenser Outlet 21.5 g/s
Density Condenser Outlet 1106.6 kg/m3
Refractive Index Condenser Outlet 1.24 -
Speed Motor Shaft 29.0 Hz
Quality Condenser Outlet 5.1 %  
 
Table D-3:  Operating temperatures for Condition B 
Component Location Fluid Temp [°C]
Compressor Outlet R134a/PAG 94.2
Condenser Inlet R134a/PAG 87.2
Condenser Outlet R134a/PAG 48.1
Exp. Valve Inlet R134a/PAG 47.3
Evaporator Inlet R134a/PAG 9.8
Evaporator Outlet R134a/PAG 26.3
Condenser Inlet Air 36.2
Condenser Outlet Air 52.0
Evaporator Inlet Air 27.7
Evaporator Outlet Air 18.9  
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Table D-4:  Other operating conditions for Condition B 
Meaurement Compoent Location Value Unit
Pressure Condenser Inlet 1285.9 kPa
Pressure Evaporator Outlet 341.2 kPa
Mass flow rate Condenser Outlet 19.8 g/s
Density Condenser Outlet 1109.7 kg/m3
Refractive Index Condenser Outlet 1.24 -
Speed Motor Shaft 22.2 Hz
Quality Condenser Outlet 5.3 %  
Table D-5:  Operating temperatures for Condition C 
Component Location Fluid Temp [°C]
Compressor Outlet R134a/PAG 85.2
Condenser Inlet R134a/PAG 76.4
Condenser Outlet R134a/PAG 39.0
Exp. Valve Inlet R134a/PAG 37.8
Evaporator Inlet R134a/PAG -0.8
Evaporator Outlet R134a/PAG 19.1
Condenser Inlet Air 31.1
Condenser Outlet Air 42.3
Evaporator Inlet Air 25.0
Evaporator Outlet Air 8.2  
Table D-6:  Other operating conditions for Condition C 
Meaurement Compoent Location Value Unit
Pressure Condenser Inlet 1026.0 kPa
Pressure Evaporator Outlet 236.6 kPa
Mass flow rate Condenser Outlet 13.1 g/s
Density Condenser Outlet 1151.0 kg/m3
Refractive Index Condenser Outlet 1.23 -
Speed Motor Shaft 19.3 Hz
Quality Condenser Outlet 6.8 %  
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Table D-7:  Operating temperatures for Condition D 
Component Location Fluid Temp [°C]
Compressor Outlet R134a/PAG 90.3
Condenser Inlet R134a/PAG 82.5
Condenser Outlet R134a/PAG 32.4
Exp. Valve Inlet R134a/PAG 32.7
Evaporator Inlet R134a/PAG 5.2
Evaporator Outlet R134a/PAG 17.2
Condenser Inlet Air 26.6
Condenser Outlet Air 43.9
Evaporator Inlet Air 19.4
Evaporator Outlet Air 13.3  
Table D-8:  Other operating conditions for Condition D 
Meaurement Compoent Location Value Unit
Pressure Condenser Inlet 1128.3 kPa
Pressure Evaporator Outlet 310.6 kPa
Mass flow rate Condenser Outlet 19.5 g/s
Density Condenser Outlet 1169.8 kg/m3
Refractive Index Condenser Outlet 1.23 -
Speed Motor Shaft 25.1 Hz
Quality Condenser Outlet 11 %  
 
Table D-9:  Operating temperatures for Condition E 
Component Location Fluid Temp [°C]
Compressor Outlet R134a/PAG 73.1
Condenser Inlet R134a/PAG 67.7
Condenser Outlet R134a/PAG 33.4
Exp. Valve Inlet R134a/PAG 33.0
Evaporator Inlet R134a/PAG 3.8
Evaporator Outlet R134a/PAG 0.4
Condenser Inlet Air 28.3
Condenser Outlet Air 44.7
Evaporator Inlet Air 15.9
Evaporator Outlet Air 6.9  
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Table D-10:  Other operating conditions for Condition E 
Meaurement Compoent Location Value Unit
Pressure Condenser Inlet 1197.6 kPa
Pressure Evaporator Outlet 296.5 kPa
Mass flow rate Condenser Outlet 20.2 g/s
Density Condenser Outlet 1166.1 kg/m3
Refractive Index Condenser Outlet 1.23 -
Speed Motor Shaft 21.3 Hz
Quality Condenser Outlet 7.1 %  
 
Table D-11:  Operating temperatures for Condition F 
Component Location Fluid Temp [°C]
Compressor Outlet R134a/PAG 88.6
Condenser Inlet R134a/PAG 79.8
Condenser Outlet R134a/PAG 28.5
Exp. Valve Inlet R134a/PAG 28.1
Evaporator Inlet R134a/PAG -2.1
Evaporator Outlet R134a/PAG 22.5
Condenser Inlet Air 26.9
Condenser Outlet Air 45.2
Evaporator Inlet Air 26.1
Evaporator Outlet Air 12.0  
Table D-12:  Other operating conditions for Condition F 
Meaurement Compoent Location Value Unit
Pressure Condenser Inlet 1217.9 kPa
Pressure Evaporator Outlet 241.1 kPa
Mass flow rate Condenser Outlet 13.5 g/s
Density Condenser Outlet 1187.5 kg/m3
Refractive Index Condenser Outlet 1.23 -
Speed Motor Shaft 18.4 Hz
Quality Condenser Outlet 2.7 %  
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Table D-13:  Operating temperatures for Condition G 
Component Location Fluid Temp [°C]
Compressor Outlet R134a/PAG 74.7
Condenser Inlet R134a/PAG 68.6
Condenser Outlet R134a/PAG 29.4
Exp. Valve Inlet R134a/PAG 29.2
Evaporator Inlet R134a/PAG 1.4
Evaporator Outlet R134a/PAG -0.9
Condenser Inlet Air 28.4
Condenser Outlet Air 45.2
Evaporator Inlet Air 21.7
Evaporator Outlet Air 5.4  
Table D-14:  Other operating conditions for Condition G 
Meaurement Compoent Location Value Unit
Pressure Condenser Inlet 1255.2 kPa
Pressure Evaporator Outlet 275.8 kPa
Mass flow rate Condenser Outlet 16.4 g/s
Density Condenser Outlet 1183.6 kg/m3
Refractive Index Condenser Outlet 1.23 -
Speed Motor Shaft 17.4 Hz
Quality Condenser Outlet 7 %  
Table D-15:  Operating temperatures for Condition H 
Component Location Fluid Temp [°C]
Compressor Outlet R134a/PAG 44.7
Condenser Inlet R134a/PAG 43.5
Condenser Outlet R134a/PAG 38.3
Exp. Valve Inlet R134a/PAG 37.5
Evaporator Inlet R134a/PAG 17.7
Evaporator Outlet R134a/PAG 20.0
Condenser Inlet Air 33.1
Condenser Outlet Air 41.1
Evaporator Inlet Air 21.9
Evaporator Outlet Air 19.8  
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Table D-16:  Other operating conditions for Condition H 
Meaurement Compoent Location Value Unit
Pressure Condenser Inlet 1163.2 kPa
Pressure Evaporator Outlet 580.2 kPa
Mass flow rate Condenser Outlet 6.3 g/s
Density Condenser Outlet 1109.3 kg/m3
Refractive Index Condenser Outlet 1.23 -
Speed Motor Shaft 8.2 Hz
Quality Condenser Outlet 1.1 %  
 
Table D-17:  Operating temperatures for Condition I 
Component Location Fluid Temp [°C]
Compressor Outlet R134a/PAG 93.1
Condenser Inlet R134a/PAG 85.2
Condenser Outlet R134a/PAG 36.5
Exp. Valve Inlet R134a/PAG 35.8
Evaporator Inlet R134a/PAG 4.7
Evaporator Outlet R134a/PAG 6.1
Condenser Inlet Air 27.2
Condenser Outlet Air 45.7
Evaporator Inlet Air 23.9
Evaporator Outlet Air 9.4  
Table D-18:  Other operating conditions for Condition I 
Meaurement Compoent Location Value Unit
Pressure Condenser Inlet 1079.8 kPa
Pressure Evaporator Outlet 289.2 kPa
Mass flow rate Condenser Outlet 18.6 g/s
Density Condenser Outlet 1161.4 kg/m3
Refractive Index Condenser Outlet 1.23 -
Speed Motor Shaft 29.0 Hz
Quality Condenser Outlet 5.8 %  
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Table D-19:  Operating temperatures for Condition J 
Component Location Fluid Temp [°C]
Compressor Outlet R134a/PAG 51.9
Condenser Inlet R134a/PAG 48.0
Condenser Outlet R134a/PAG 26.2
Exp. Valve Inlet R134a/PAG 26.0
Evaporator Inlet R134a/PAG 15.8
Evaporator Outlet R134a/PAG 18.4
Condenser Inlet Air 23.3
Condenser Outlet Air 39.7
Evaporator Inlet Air 22.1
Evaporator Outlet Air 18.1  
Table D-20:  Other operating conditions for Condition J 
Meaurement Compoent Location Value Unit
Pressure Condenser Inlet 1139.4 kPa
Pressure Evaporator Outlet 506.1 kPa
Mass flow rate Condenser Outlet 10.2 g/s
Density Condenser Outlet 1177.1 kg/m3
Refractive Index Condenser Outlet 1.23 -
Speed Motor Shaft 9.7 Hz
Quality Condenser Outlet 18.5 %  
Table D-21:  Operating temperatures for Condition K 
Component Location Fluid Temp [°C]
Compressor Outlet R134a/PAG 67.2
Condenser Inlet R134a/PAG 60.1
Condenser Outlet R134a/PAG 26.9
Exp. Valve Inlet R134a/PAG 26.8
Evaporator Inlet R134a/PAG 15.5
Evaporator Outlet R134a/PAG 25.0
Condenser Inlet Air 25.1
Condenser Outlet Air 39.8
Evaporator Inlet Air 25.9
Evaporator Outlet Air 23.5  
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Table D-22:  Other operating conditions for Condition K 
Meaurement Compoent Location Value Unit
Pressure Condenser Inlet 1128.3 kPa
Pressure Evaporator Outlet 476.2 kPa
Mass flow rate Condenser Outlet 10.2 g/s
Density Condenser Outlet 1176.6 kg/m3
Refractive Index Condenser Outlet 1.23 -
Speed Motor Shaft 11.6 Hz
Quality Condenser Outlet 15.8 %  
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APPENDIX E.  MODELED FLOW DEVELOPMENT RESULTS CORRESPONDING TO 
EACH TEST CONDITION 
 
Figure E-1:  Modeled drop mass flow rate for Condition A using modified deposition and 
entrainment models 
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Figure E-2:  Directly modeled film mass flow rate for Condition A using modified deposition 
and entrainment models 
 
 
Figure E-3:  Indirectly modeled drop mass flow rate for Condition A using modified deposition 
and entrainment models 
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Figure E-4:  Modeled wave velocity for Condition A 
 
 
Figure E-5:  Modeled film wavelength for Condition A 
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Figure E-6:  Modeled film thickness for Condition A 
 
Figure E-7:  Modeled drop mass flow rate for Condition B using modified deposition and 
entrainment models 
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Figure E-8:  Directly modeled film mass flow rate for Condition B using modified deposition 
and entrainment models 
 
 
Figure E-9:  Indirectly modeled drop mass flow rate for Condition B using modified deposition 
and entrainment models 
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Figure E-10:  Modeled wave velocity for Condition B 
 
 
Figure E-11:  Modeled film wavelength for Condition B 
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Figure E-12:  Modeled film thickness for Condition B 
 
Figure E-13:  Modeled drop mass flow rate for Condition C using modified deposition and 
entrainment models 
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Figure E-14:  Directly modeled film mass flow rate for Condition C using modified deposition 
and entrainment models 
 
 
Figure E-15:  Indirectly modeled drop mass flow rate for Condition C using modified 
deposition and entrainment models 
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Figure E-16:  Modeled wave velocity for Condition C 
 
 
Figure E-17:  Modeled film wavelength for Condition C 
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Figure E-18:  Modeled film thickness for Condition C 
 
Figure E-19:  Modeled drop mass flow rate for Condition D using modified deposition and 
entrainment models 
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Figure E-20:  Directly modeled film mass flow rate for Condition D using modified deposition 
and entrainment models 
 
 
Figure E-21:  Indirectly modeled drop mass flow rate for Condition D using modified 
deposition and entrainment models 
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Figure E-22:  Modeled wave velocity for Condition D 
 
 
Figure E-23:  Modeled film wavelength for Condition D 
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Figure E-24:  Modeled film thickness for Condition D 
 
Figure E-25:  Modeled drop mass flow rate for Condition E using modified deposition and 
entrainment models 
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Figure E-26:  Directly modeled film mass flow rate for Condition E using modified deposition 
and entrainment models 
 
 
Figure E-27:  Indirectly modeled drop mass flow rate for Condition E using modified 
deposition and entrainment models 
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Figure E-28:  Modeled wave velocity for Condition E 
 
 
Figure E-29:  Modeled film wavelength for Condition E 
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Figure E-30:  Modeled film thickness for Condition E 
 
Figure E-31:  Modeled drop mass flow rate for Condition F using modified deposition and 
entrainment models 
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Figure E-32:  Directly modeled film mass flow rate for Condition F using modified deposition 
and entrainment models 
 
 
Figure E-33:  Indirectly modeled drop mass flow rate for Condition F using modified 
deposition and entrainment models 
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Figure E-34:  Modeled wave velocity for Condition F 
 
 
Figure E-35:  Modeled film wavelength for Condition F 
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Figure E-36:  Modeled film thickness for Condition F 
 
Figure E-37:  Modeled drop mass flow rate for Condition G using modified deposition and 
entrainment models 
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Figure E-38:  Directly modeled film mass flow rate for Condition G using modified deposition 
and entrainment models 
 
 
Figure E-39:  Indirectly modeled drop mass flow rate for Condition G using modified 
deposition and entrainment models 
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Figure E-40:  Modeled wave velocity for Condition G 
 
 
Figure E-41:  Modeled film wavelength for Condition G 
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Figure E-42:  Modeled film thickness for Condition G 
 
Figure E-43:  Modeled drop mass flow rate for Condition H using modified deposition and 
entrainment models 
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Figure E-44:  Directly modeled film mass flow rate for Condition H using modified deposition 
and entrainment models 
 
 
Figure E-45:  Indirectly modeled drop mass flow rate for Condition H using modified 
deposition and entrainment models 
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Figure E-46:  Modeled wave velocity for Condition H 
 
 
Figure E-47:  Modeled film wavelength for Condition H 
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Figure E-48:  Modeled film thickness for Condition H 
 
Figure E-49:  Modeled drop mass flow rate for Condition I using modified deposition and 
entrainment models 
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Figure E-50:  Directly modeled film mass flow rate for Condition I using modified deposition 
and entrainment models 
 
 
Figure E-51:  Indirectly modeled drop mass flow rate for Condition I using modified deposition 
and entrainment models 
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Figure E-52:  Modeled wave velocity for Condition I 
 
 
Figure E-53:  Modeled film wavelength for Condition I 
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Figure E-54:  Modeled film thickness for Condition I 
 
Figure E-55:  Modeled drop mass flow rate for Condition J using modified deposition and 
entrainment models 
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Figure E-56:  Directly modeled film mass flow rate for Condition J using modified deposition 
and entrainment models 
 
 
Figure E-57:  Indirectly modeled drop mass flow rate for Condition J using modified deposition 
and entrainment models 
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Figure E-58:  Modeled wave velocity for Condition J 
 
 
Figure E-59:  Modeled film wavelength for Condition J 
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Figure E-60:  Modeled film thickness for Condition J 
 
Figure E-61:  Modeled drop mass flow rate for Condition K using modified deposition and 
entrainment models 
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Figure E-62:  Directly modeled film mass flow rate for Condition K using modified deposition 
and entrainment models 
 
 
Figure E-63:  Indirectly modeled drop mass flow rate for Condition K using modified 
deposition and entrainment models 
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Figure E-64:  Modeled wave velocity for Condition K 
 
Figure E-65:  Modeled film wavelength for Condition K 
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Figure E-66:  Modeled film thickness for Condition K 
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APPENDIX F.  MODEL ACCURACY 
Table F-1:  Percent relative mean absolute deviation of model to experiment for Condition A 
Deposition model Drop flow rate Film flow rate Film speed Film wavelength Film thickness
Paleev & Filippovich 1966 33.8 10.3 28.4 48.4 44.7
Colburn 1933 (analogy) 33.2 9.6 27.9 47.8 44.0
Govan, Hewitt, and Ngan 1988 24.8 7.2 20.0 41.5 36.9
Bennett 1966 28.0 7.0 23.2 44.2 39.9
Leman, Agostini, and Andreussi 1985 23.2 8.9 17.7 39.2 34.8
Andreussi and Azzopardi 1983 21.0 20.8 13.6 31.9 28.6
Cousins and Hewitt 1968 20.3 19.6 13.9 32.4 29.0
Lee, Hanratty, and Adrian 1989 23.2 8.9 17.7 39.2 34.8
Okawa and Kataoka 2005 24.3 10.6 16.4 38.1 33.8
McCoy and Hanratty 1977 23.6 31.9 13.7 25.6 25.8
Farmer 1969 20.5 21.3 13.5 31.5 28.4
Hay, Liu, Hanratty 1996 30.4 46.6 19.6 19.1 27.2  
 
Table F-2:  Percent relative mean absolute deviation of model to experiment for Condition B 
Deposition model Drop flow rate Film flow rate Film speed Film wavelength Film thickness
Paleev & Filippovich 1966 19.8 15.4 42.9 52.2 17.3
Colburn 1933 (analogy) 22.1 17.4 44.4 53.9 15.0
Govan, Hewitt, and Ngan 1988 12.9 8.4 36.0 44.3 29.0
Bennett 1966 15.2 9.9 36.6 45.3 26.8
Leman, Agostini, and Andreussi 1985 12.4 7.9 33.8 41.9 31.7
Andreussi and Azzopardi 1983 23.1 21.5 23.0 30.7 46.9
Cousins and Hewitt 1968 19.5 18.0 25.6 33.2 43.5
Lee, Hanratty, and Adrian 1989 12.4 7.9 33.8 41.9 31.7
Okawa and Kataoka 2005 18.9 14.9 27.5 35.8 39.6
McCoy and Hanratty 1977 30.3 29.1 17.5 24.5 55.2
Farmer 1969 22.1 20.7 23.6 31.1 46.3
Hay, Liu, Hanratty 1996 41.9 41.6 14.1 16.9 69.7  
 
Table F-3:  Percent relative mean absolute deviation of model to experiment for Condition C 
Deposition model Drop flow rate Film flow rate Film speed Film wavelength Film thickness
Paleev & Filippovich 1966 63.2 85.2 89.8 39.2 81.7
Colburn 1933 (analogy) 63.7 85.5 90.0 38.5 80.5
Govan, Hewitt, and Ngan 1988 43.4 53.7 79.7 38.8 120.6
Bennett 1966 56.7 73.2 86.5 39.9 94.7
Leman, Agostini, and Andreussi 1985 44.8 55.5 80.7 38.3 117.2
Andreussi and Azzopardi 1983 41.8 49.0 73.1 47.6 141.0
Cousins and Hewitt 1968 40.2 49.8 73.7 45.7 139.2
Lee, Hanratty, and Adrian 1989 44.8 55.5 80.7 38.3 117.2
Okawa and Kataoka 2005 43.8 49.2 76.2 46.5 132.4
McCoy and Hanratty 1977 49.7 46.5 67.1 61.3 158.5
Farmer 1969 45.1 47.5 69.8 54.6 150.8
Hay, Liu, Hanratty 1996 61.2 52.8 60.7 81.8 173.6  
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Table F-4:  Percent relative mean absolute deviation of model to experiment for Condition D 
Deposition model Drop flow rate Film flow rate Film speed Film wavelength Film thickness
Paleev & Filippovich 1966 22.3 9.2 20.4 34.8 58.8
Colburn 1933 (analogy) 22.3 9.2 20.6 34.7 59.0
Govan, Hewitt, and Ngan 1988 20.8 15.7 16.2 24.9 76.9
Bennett 1966 20.4 13.2 16.7 28.8 69.4
Leman, Agostini, and Andreussi 1985 20.8 18.2 16.1 22.0 82.4
Andreussi and Azzopardi 1983 23.8 31.8 21.6 14.6 107.9
Cousins and Hewitt 1968 22.7 29.9 20.4 14.6 105.0
Lee, Hanratty, and Adrian 1989 20.8 18.2 16.1 22.0 82.4
Okawa and Kataoka 2005 19.7 20.4 15.1 21.5 84.9
McCoy and Hanratty 1977 28.7 40.5 29.1 14.3 122.3
Farmer 1969 22.4 29.2 19.9 14.7 103.8
Hay, Liu, Hanratty 1996 35.7 53.3 40.7 22.5 138.5  
 
Table F-5:  Percent relative mean absolute deviation of model to experiment for Condition E 
Deposition model Drop flow rate Film flow rate Film speed Film wavelength Film thickness
Paleev & Filippovich 1966 59.4 26.4 63.9 70.3 58.9
Colburn 1933 (analogy) 59.5 27.6 65.2 72.1 57.0
Govan, Hewitt, and Ngan 1988 68.8 27.0 53.1 59.0 82.3
Bennett 1966 65.3 25.6 57.1 63.0 73.7
Leman, Agostini, and Andreussi 1985 71.7 27.9 50.8 56.5 87.9
Andreussi and Azzopardi 1983 92.9 41.7 36.2 37.5 125.7
Cousins and Hewitt 1968 87.8 38.0 39.4 42.2 116.7
Lee, Hanratty, and Adrian 1989 71.7 27.9 50.8 56.5 87.9
Okawa and Kataoka 2005 79.7 32.0 46.3 51.3 100.0
McCoy and Hanratty 1977 104.6 51.1 30.3 28.8 142.3
Farmer 1969 88.1 38.3 39.2 42.0 117.2
Hay, Liu, Hanratty 1996 124.6 64.8 23.1 14.7 168.4  
 
Table F-6:  Percent relative mean absolute deviation of model to experiment for Condition F 
Deposition model Drop flow rate Film flow rate Film speed Film wavelength Film thickness
Paleev & Filippovich 1966 23.3 2.4 44.6 47.1 18.6
Colburn 1933 (analogy) 21.2 2.3 24.0 43.0 18.2
Govan, Hewitt, and Ngan 1988 26.1 3.6 65.1 47.9 23.5
Bennett 1966 26.9 4.4 74.2 55.3 22.4
Leman, Agostini, and Andreussi 1985 25.0 2.8 55.9 46.4 21.6
Andreussi and Azzopardi 1983 30.0 6.9 99.3 58.7 31.7
Cousins and Hewitt 1968 28.6 5.6 86.2 53.9 28.7
Lee, Hanratty, and Adrian 1989 25.0 2.8 55.9 46.4 21.6
Okawa and Kataoka 2005 32.0 8.8 119.6 70.2 35.5
McCoy and Hanratty 1977 32.1 9.1 120.6 70.6 37.1
Farmer 1969 30.3 7.2 102.1 59.6 32.5
Hay, Liu, Hanratty 1996 35.6 13.1 156.7 98.1 45.9  
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Table F-7:  Percent relative mean absolute deviation of model to experiment for Condition G 
Deposition model Drop flow rate Film flow rate Film speed Film wavelength Film thickness
Paleev & Filippovich 1966 58.6 44.7 57.4 50.3 21.7
Colburn 1933 (analogy) 61.1 47.3 58.8 53.3 18.0
Govan, Hewitt, and Ngan 1988 46.0 31.0 49.6 34.0 35.1
Bennett 1966 54.3 40.0 54.9 44.4 24.5
Leman, Agostini, and Andreussi 1985 49.4 34.3 51.8 37.4 30.3
Andreussi and Azzopardi 1983 34.9 21.5 39.3 25.2 55.4
Cousins and Hewitt 1968 35.9 22.6 41.6 26.0 51.2
Lee, Hanratty, and Adrian 1989 49.4 34.3 51.8 37.4 30.3
Okawa and Kataoka 2005 39.0 24.4 43.9 30.3 45.9
McCoy and Hanratty 1977 34.6 21.1 31.6 23.6 70.9
Farmer 1969 35.5 22.3 41.1 25.7 52.0
Hay, Liu, Hanratty 1996 42.0 34.9 23.1 32.0 92.8  
 
Table F-8:  Percent relative mean absolute deviation of model to experiment for Condition C 
Deposition model Drop flow rate Film flow rate Film speed Film wavelength Film thickness
Paleev & Filippovich 1966 63.2 85.2 89.8 39.2 81.7
Colburn 1933 (analogy) 63.7 85.5 90.0 38.5 80.5
Govan, Hewitt, and Ngan 1988 43.4 53.7 79.7 38.8 120.6
Bennett 1966 56.7 73.2 86.5 39.9 94.7
Leman, Agostini, and Andreussi 1985 44.8 55.5 80.7 38.3 117.2
Andreussi and Azzopardi 1983 41.8 49.0 73.1 47.6 141.0
Cousins and Hewitt 1968 40.2 49.8 73.7 45.7 139.2
Lee, Hanratty, and Adrian 1989 44.8 55.5 80.7 38.3 117.2
Okawa and Kataoka 2005 43.8 49.2 76.2 46.5 132.4
McCoy and Hanratty 1977 49.7 46.5 67.1 61.3 158.5
Farmer 1969 45.1 47.5 69.8 54.6 150.8
Hay, Liu, Hanratty 1996 61.2 52.8 60.7 81.8 173.6  
 
Table F-9:  Percent relative mean absolute deviation of model to experiment for Condition I 
Deposition model Drop flow rate Film flow rate Film speed Film wavelength Film thickness
Paleev & Filippovich 1966 71.4 19.2 19.6 19.7 16.5
Colburn 1933 (analogy) 75.9 21.4 21.8 21.2 14.2
Govan, Hewitt, and Ngan 1988 56.0 11.1 12.9 15.3 24.9
Bennett 1966 58.8 12.5 13.7 17.7 22.2
Leman, Agostini, and Andreussi 1985 59.5 12.5 14.2 16.0 22.4
Andreussi and Azzopardi 1983 35.9 33.8 12.3 26.0 49.1
Cousins and Hewitt 1968 34.3 28.2 11.0 22.8 45.5
Lee, Hanratty, and Adrian 1989 59.5 12.5 14.2 16.0 22.4
Okawa and Kataoka 2005 43.5 18.2 9.2 20.7 35.6
McCoy and Hanratty 1977 37.9 50.8 18.0 38.1 60.0
Farmer 1969 37.6 19.5 9.8 18.3 38.7
Hay, Liu, Hanratty 1996 51.3 76.0 29.0 56.6 73.5  
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Table F-10:  Percent relative mean absolute deviation of model to experiment for Condition J 
Deposition model Drop flow rate Film flow rate Film speed Film wavelength Film thickness
Paleev & Filippovich 1966 23.7 26.7 45.9 79.5 19.6
Colburn 1933 (analogy) 24.8 13.2 57.2 87.1 14.4
Govan, Hewitt, and Ngan 1988 32.5 40.5 39.1 75.4 24.6
Bennett 1966 27.0 34.5 41.2 76.6 24.2
Leman, Agostini, and Andreussi 1985 25.1 25.8 46.8 80.6 16.2
Andreussi and Azzopardi 1983 43.5 59.0 28.3 67.5 38.6
Cousins and Hewitt 1968 33.5 42.1 38.3 74.9 25.5
Lee, Hanratty, and Adrian 1989 25.1 25.8 46.8 80.6 16.2
Okawa and Kataoka 2005 46.1 62.4 27.5 66.5 39.0
McCoy and Hanratty 1977 43.1 56.8 31.6 69.6 34.7
Farmer 1969 38.3 50.2 34.3 72.0 30.4
Hay, Liu, Hanratty 1996 53.7 71.3 27.3 64.0 43.2  
 
Table F-11:  Percent relative mean absolute deviation of model to experiment for Condition K 
Deposition model Drop flow rate Film flow rate Film speed Film wavelength Film thickness
Paleev & Filippovich 1966 30.0 20.0 43.3 56.1 141.6
Colburn 1933 (analogy) 23.7 17.6 50.7 72.9 101.3
Govan, Hewitt, and Ngan 1988 44.5 32.9 36.0 48.4 166.8
Bennett 1966 36.3 26.1 39.3 48.6 159.7
Leman, Agostini, and Andreussi 1985 35.0 24.6 40.9 54.9 146.2
Andreussi and Azzopardi 1983 63.3 49.5 27.2 31.9 204.4
Cousins and Hewitt 1968 47.9 35.7 34.5 46.2 173.3
Lee, Hanratty, and Adrian 1989 35.0 24.6 40.9 54.9 146.2
Okawa and Kataoka 2005 64.7 50.4 26.9 32.9 205.3
McCoy and Hanratty 1977 63.5 49.3 28.0 36.7 200.4
Farmer 1969 60.3 46.3 29.2 38.6 194.8
Hay, Liu, Hanratty 1996 79.0 64.5 23.5 26.2 225.9  
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APPENDIX G.  FLUID PROPERTY MEASUREMENTS 
 
G.1  INTRODUCTION 
Oil, which is needed to lubricate the compressor, is carried with the refrigerant throughout the 
system.  Oil affects fluid properties such as enthalpy, thermal conductivity, and viscosity and 
can impact the ability to accurately measure heat exchanger and system performance.  Fluid 
property and flow maps have been developed for various refrigerant-oil mixtures; in 
combination with these maps the ability to accurately measure OCR online may prove to be a 
powerful tool in quickly measuring, analyzing, and improving system performance. Without this 
ability to accurately measure the oil circulation rate over the range of operating conditions, it is 
impossible to create accurate thermodynamic balances based entirely on the properties of the 
refrigerant portion of the working fluid.   
 
As described by Gibb’s Phase Law, for a single phase fluid comprised of two components, it is 
necessary to measure three independent intensive fluid properties to completely describe its 
state.  Since the temperature and pressure are easily obtainable and generally measured in 
experimental air-conditioning systems, only one additional fluid property needs to be 
measured.  It is believed that density, which is the inverse of specific volume, can be used to 
provide the additional independent intensive fluid property.    
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Oil circulation ratio, or oil circulation rate, (OCR) is a measure of the fraction of oil flowing 
within the working fluid of the system.  OCR is defined by Equation 1 and equals the mass 
flowrate of oil divided by the total mass flow rate of the combined refrigerant and oil.  
oiltrefrigeran
oil
mm
m
OCR



                                                            (G-1) 
It should be noted that OCR is neither a measure of the overall concentration of oil in the 
system, nor a measure of the local oil concentration at a specific point in the system. The local 
oil concentration changes throughout the system; some points, such as the compressor sump, 
have large local concentrations of oil but little circulation.  
 
Currently the measurement standard for determining the concentration of miscible oils in 
refrigeration systems is described by ASHRAE Standard 41.4.  This standard has the virtue of 
being very accurate for traditional air-conditioning systems with miscible oils and significant 
refrigerant charges; however it requires the taking of a sample from an operating system which 
can then lead to a change in the operation of that system and is not suitable for online, real 
time analysis.  ASHRAE Standard 41.4 involves thoroughly cleaning and evacuating a suitably 
sized sample cylinder.  The cylinder’s evacuated weight is recorded and the cylinder is 
connected to the liquid line of the system.  When an OCR measurement is desired, a valve is 
opened allowing the refrigerant oil mixture into the sample cylinder.  The cylinder is then 
closed and removed from the system and weighed.  The refrigerant, in its vapor phase, is 
allowed to slowly escape and a vacuum is applied to remove any dissolved refrigerant from the 
liquid lubricant.  The cylinder is then weighed again and using the differences in weights the 
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ratio of oil circulating in the liquid refrigerant stream is determined.  The cylinder must then be 
cleaned prior to the next OCR measurement.  In order to maintain system charge, the 
appropriate amount of oil and refrigerant must be added back to the system to replace what 
was removed by the sample procedure.  As can be seen, many tedious steps must be 
completed in order to calculate a single OCR.   
 
Due to the numerous difficulties of the sampling technique it is desirable to create a technique 
for measuring OCR online.  Since oil concentrations vary throughout the system, OCR should be 
measured in a location where oil holdup is minimal thus ensuring that all oil contained within 
the working fluid is in circulation at the sample location.  Additionally, only in single phase 
regions can OCR be readily determined since vapor-liquid phase slip may occur when different 
phases are present.  Since the only location where single phase conditions typically exist is in 
the subcooled regions of the condenser and in the liquid line, ASHRAE 41.4 specifies that the 
OCR measurement be taken in the liquid line as locations within the condenser are typically 
difficult to access.  A pressure-enthalpy diagram showing the phases present in a traditional air 
conditioning system can be seen in Figure G-1. 
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Figure G-1: Phases present in a traditional air-conditioning system 
Baustian, Pate, and Bergles suggested several different fluid properties which could be used to 
measure OCR online.  Their work was done with paraffinic, napthenic, and alkylbenzene oils 
with R113.  They listed the pros and cons of a wide range of fluid property measurements which 
they believed could be used for measuring OCR online.  Their main focus was on the properties 
which were most disparate between pure refrigerant and oil and which could be accurately 
measured with a simple, low cost meter.  They believed that some of the most promising 
results could be obtained from measuring density, index of refraction, ultra-violet light 
absorption, speed of sound, and electrical capacitance of the refrigerant oil mixture.  Since that 
time, several devices have been developed, and are currently marketed, to measure the OCR 
online.  Japan Spectroscopic markets an ultra-violet absorption meter.  Anton-Parr 
manufactures a device to measure the speed of sound in the bulk liquid.  However, all of these 
devices add further complexity to experimental systems.  These devices also add, a sometimes 
substantial, cost to experimental setups.  Coriolis type flow meters, such as those produced by 
Micromotion and Siemens, are often installed in the liquid line of experimental systems to 
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measure the mass flow rate.  These devices are also able to measure the density of the working 
fluid by measuring the period at which the tubes inside the flow meter oscillate.  Newell 
Instruments produces a device which measures the critical angle at which light is reflected, this 
is a measure of the index of refraction.  This device has been shown to measure the 
concentration of PAG oil in R134a with a great degree of accuracy.   
G.2   EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 
Two different experimental apparatuses were used.  The first was used for measuring R134a 
with PAG properties while the second was used for measuring the properties of R410A with PVE 
and R744 with POE.  The details of the experimental apparatus and test procedures for the 
R134a with PAG tests can be found in Wujek and Hrnjak 2007 and Wujek and Hrnjak 2009.  The 
facility for all other tests is described in this section. 
 
To cover the range of conditions experienced in the liquid line during air-conditioning 
operation, it was necessary to construct a system capable of independently varying 
temperature, pressure, and OCR.  The experimental apparatus was located within a chamber 
which was capable of controlling the temperature over the range of test conditions.  The air 
temperature in the chamber was controlled to match the liquid temperature to decrease the 
capacity requirements of the liquid heat exchanger and to minimize temperature differences 
between instruments.   
 
A schematic of the test setup can be seen in Figure G-2.  The working fluid was circulated by a 
magnetically driven gear pump.  The speed of the drive motor was set to provide a flow rate of 
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approximately 20 g/s.  This pump was selected since no oil was needed for lubrication and the 
drive did not incorporate a shaft seal thus allowing pure refrigerant test conditions at high 
pressures.  A sight glass was installed in the same housing which contains the RTD and 
viscometer.  The purpose of the sight glass during the testing was to determine if the fluid 
combination was miscible.   
thermostatic bath
RI, T
, ρ, Tm
RTD, µ
P
N2
 
Figure G-2:  Schematic of fluid property measurement facility  
Index of refraction was measured with a Newell Instruments 600 Series sensor which is based 
on critical light reflection.  The sensor was calibrated with sucrose-water solutions and the 
calibration was verified in pure refrigerant testing.  Temperature compensation was calibrated 
in pure refrigerant testing. 
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A Micromotion CMF-25 allowed for mass flow rate and density to be measured based on the 
Coriolis Effect.  The CMF-25 was connected to the data logger via a Micromotion RFT-9739 
transmitter; according to the manufacturer, the combination of transmitter and Coriolis meter 
will yield a density accurate to within 0.2 kg/m3.   
 
A Parker hydraulic cylinder with an internal volume of 475 cm3 was used to vary the internal 
volume of the system in order to create a subcooled liquid.  Slight changes in internal volume 
caused by the movement of the piston can create large changes in the pressure of the working 
fluid.  The temperature was measured with an Omega immersion platinum RTD and the 
pressure was measured by a Sensotec TJE pressure transducer with an accuracy of 10.5 kPa.  Oil 
and refrigerant were added gravimetrically via a charging port to within 0.2 grams. As the 
combination was miscible and only a single phase was present, the concentration throughout 
the liquid was believed to be uniform.  A photograph of the facility can be seen in Figure G-3.   
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Figure G-3:  Photograph of liquid property measurement facility   
 
All measurement instruments in the loop were connected to a Microstar data logger.  Data 
acquisition software from a Labview program was used to read the signals from the data logger 
and to record data.  With the exception of charging the refrigerant oil mixture into the test 
facility, all other tasks were automated.  The output voltages of the data acquisition card and 
the serial port on the computer were able to control the temperatures of the recirculating 
liquid bath, the chamber temperature, and the system pressure.  A series of relays were used to 
prove additional capacity through cold fingers placed in the recirculating bath.   
 
Unfortunately, the hard drive on the computer used for performing these experiments is no 
longer operable, so the programming and a great deal of data has been lost and can no longer 
be provided.  This includes an entire set or refrigerants and oils in addition to those given in this 
chapter, plus the higher concentrations portions of the R744-POE data. 
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The experimental method was consistently performed in a way which covered the entire test 
matrix.  The initial test was conducted with pure refrigerant.  When tests were run, the 
chamber began at room temperature.  The working fluid was circulated with a gear pump to 
help ensure uniformity.  The circulating bath was controlled in such a manner as to achieve the 
highest temperature in the test matrix.  The pressure was increased to the high pressure limit 
of the experiment by compressing the hydraulic cylinder with nitrogen gas.  After steady state is 
achieved at the test condition, data is recorded every 5 seconds for 5 minutes.   After recording 
data, the pressure was decreased by releasing some of the nitrogen charge through a solenoid 
valve.  Data continued to be recorded until the bubble point was reached.  The temperature of 
the liquid and the chamber were decreased to the next test condition.  At the new chamber 
temperature, the process was repeated to cover all experimental test conditions. Once all 
required data was recorded for a given oil concentration, the charge was collected, the system 
thoroughly cleaned, and the entire process repeated for every concentration. 
 
The temperatures, pressures, and concentrations of the recorded data points can be seen in 
Figure G-4 through G-6.  The number of data points for the R134a-PAG test was far greater than 
for the other tests due to the different experimental procedure.  The saturation line for pure 
refrigerant has been depicted in each of these plots.  The final oil concentrations were verified 
using ASHRAE Standard 41.4. 
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Figure G-4:  Temperature, pressure, and concentration of data points for R134a with PAG 
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Figure G-5:  Temperature, pressure, and concentration of data points for R410A with PVE 
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Figure G-6:  Temperature, pressure, and concentration of data points for R744 with POE 
 
G.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
While curve fits were presented for the R134a-ND-8 data by Wujek and Hrnjak 2007 and 2009, 
models for non-ideal multi-component liquid phase mixture are highly inaccurate to lack of 
knowledge regarding the structure of the oil molecules and the inaccessible critical point 
properties.  Because the precision of the fits was on the on the same order as the precision 
necessary to determine concentration, a computational strategy has been developed to allow 
more accurate results through interpolation.   
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A computer program was developed in Matlab, which allows multi-dimensional plots of the 
data to be produced.  Examples of these plots are given in Figures G-7 through G-12.  To give an 
idea as to the experimental values which were measured for the different tests, slices of that 
data can be seen in Figures G-13 through G18.  The large spikes in refractive indices seen in the 
R744-POE data were caused by multiple phases being presented, both through immiscibilities 
at low temperatures and the appearance of vapor near the critical point.  These immiscibilities 
were confirmed visually through the sight glass.  The regions typically appeared extremely dark 
owing to the large concentration of interfaces which interfere with the transmission of light.  
These interfaces also cause the refraction sensor to give false readings (Newell Instruments). 
 
Figure G-7:  Relationship between temperature, pressure, concentration, and density for 
R134a-PAG liquid mixtures 
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Figure G-8:  Relationship between temperature, pressure, concentration, and refractive index 
for R134a-PAG liquid mixtures 
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Figure G-9:  Relationship between temperature, pressure, concentration, and density for 
R410A-PVE liquid mixtures 
 
 
Figure G-10:  Relationship between temperature, pressure, concentration, and refractive 
index for R410A-PVE liquid mixtures 
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Figure G-11:  Relationship between temperature, pressure, concentration, and density for 
R744-POE liquid mixtures 
 
Figure G-12:  Relationship between temperature, pressure, concentration, and refractive 
index for R410A-PVE liquid mixtures 
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Figure G-13:  Relationship between temperature, concentration, and density for R134a-PAG 
liquid mixtures at a pressure of 1500 kPa 
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Figure G-14:  Relationship between temperature, concentration, and refractive index for 
R134a-PAG liquid mixtures at a pressure of 1500 kPa 
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Figure G-15:  Relationship between temperature, concentration, and density for R410A-PVE 
liquid mixtures at a pressure of 1500 kPa 
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Figure G-16:  Relationship between temperature, concentration, and refractive index for 
R410A-PVE liquid mixtures at a pressure of 1500 kPa 
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Figure G-17:  Relationship between temperature, concentration, and density for R744-POE 
liquid mixtures at a pressure of 8000 kPa 
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Figure G-18:  Relationship between temperature, concentration, and refractive index for 
R744-POE liquid mixtures at a pressure of 8000 kPa 
While graphical information is interesting to look at, it is difficult to fully utilize for the purpose 
of concentration measurement.  For this purpose, the program is also able to perform multi-
dimensional interpolation between temperature, pressure, and an additional property for the 
purpose of determining oil concentration.  This analysis program is included in Section G.6.  This 
computer program utilizes average data for each concentration, temperature, and pressure as 
its data set.  This matrix of experimental results from which the three dimensional 
interpolations may be performed is presented in Section G.7 for R410A-PVE and R744-POE 
mixtures.  Due to the vast quantity of data collected for R134a-PAG, and the fact that adequate 
curve fits have been presented previously, it was impractical to include this data set.  The 
program can also be run in reverse, which is to say other fluid properties (density, refractive 
index, viscosity) can be interpolated for a given temperature, pressure, and concentration.   
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Density is not the preferred property to use for determining concentration because, at certain 
temperatures and pressures, a density could be the result of two different concentrations.  This 
is due to a mixture non-ideality whereby as the concentration of oil increases from zero, the oil 
can cause the density to increase slightly.  As additional oil is added, the density begins to 
decrease towards the density of pure oil.  Therefore, for the purpose of measuring 
concentration, refractive index was found to be superior to density because for a given 
temperature, pressure, and refractive index there is only a unique concentration. While 
refractive index does change with fluid density, in the liquid phase the refractive index is a far 
stronger function of each component’s dielectric constant.  It would also be reasonable to 
expect that viscosity may also be a good property to measure for the purpose of measuring 
concentration.  However, viscosity can only be easily measured when the fluid is laminar and 
devices which accurately measure viscosity online are either expensive or have very limited 
operating ranges.  Due to the limited range of the installed viscometer piston, only a limited 
amount of viscosity data was obtained.  
G.4 CONCLUSIONS 
A test facility was designed and built for the purpose of obtaining properties of subcooled liquid 
refrigerant-oil mixtures.  Results were presented for three different combinations of fluids:  
R134a-PAG, R410-PVE, and R744-POE.  For the purpose of determining oil concentration 
density and refractive index were both explored.  While density can be measured at no 
additional cost in systems were Corriolis flow meters are used, the property causes difficulties 
in determining concentration due to a lack of unique solutions.  Primarily for this reason it is 
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believed that refraction sensors are preferable.  These sensors are relatively inexpensive, give 
precise results, and have minimal impact on system performance.  Since mixture equations of 
state have difficulty precisely modeling fluid properties, a three-dimensional numerical 
interpolation approach was developed. 
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G.6 LIQUID MIXTURE ANALYSIS SOFTWARE 
close all; 
clc; 
clear; 
%warning('off') 
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set(0,'defaultaxesfontsize',14); 
set(0,'DefaultLineLineWidth',2) 
 
disp('Programmed August, 2009 by Scott Wujek') 
disp(' ') 
disp('Please wait, loading data from Excel file'); 
 
%determine number of sheets in excel file 
%cd('C:\Documents and Settings\swujek\Desktop\ACRC project\new 
OCR loop') 
% [type, sheetnames]=xlsfinfo('CO2_with_Reniso_raw_data_final'); 
cd('C:\Documents and Settings\swujek\Desktop\ACRC project\new 
OCR loop') 
[type, 
sheetnames]=xlsfinfo('R410a_with_POE_data_lastsheetremoved'); 
% cd('C:\Documents and Settings\swujek\Desktop\ACRC 
project\R134a ND8') 
% [type, sheetnames]=xlsfinfo('R134a nd8 data in new format2'); 
clear type; 
numsheet=length(sheetnames); 
tic 
% numsheet=numsheet-4 
data=repmat(struct('conc', [], 'T', struct('junc', [],'RTD', 
[],'T1', [],'T2', [],'T3', [], 'chamber', []),'MM', 
struct('mdot', [], 'rho', [],'T', []), 'CS', struct('nu', 
[],'T', []), 'NI', struct('IR', [],'T', []), 'P', 
[]),numsheet,1); 
 
%load data from excel file and place into structure 
for i=1:numsheet 
    XLSdata=[]; 
%      XLSdata=[XLSdata; 
xlsread('CO2_with_Reniso_raw_data_final', i,'A6:P200')]; 
    XLSdata=[XLSdata; xlsread('R410a_with_POE_data', i, 
'A6:P200')]; 
%     XLSdata=[XLSdata; xlsread('R134a nd8 data in new format2', 
i, 'A6:P1000')]; 
    data(i).conc=XLSdata(1,1); 
    data(i).T.junc=XLSdata(:,2); 
    data(i).MM.mdot=XLSdata(:,3); 
    data(i).MM.rho=XLSdata(:,4); 
    data(i).CS.nu=XLSdata(:,5); 
    data(i).CS.T=XLSdata(:,6); 
    data(i).MM.T=XLSdata(:,7); 
    data(i).NI.IR=XLSdata(:,8); 
    data(i).NI.T=XLSdata(:,9); 
    data(i).P=XLSdata(:,10); 
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    data(i).T.RTD=XLSdata(:,12); 
    data(i).T.T1=XLSdata(:,13); 
    data(i).T.T2=XLSdata(:,14); 
    data(i).T.T3=XLSdata(:,15); 
    data(i).T.chamber=XLSdata(:,16); 
    disp(['Worksheet ' sheetnames{i} ' loaded.']) 
end 
clear XLSdata 
cd('C:\Documents and Settings\swujek\My Documents\MATLAB') 
 
toc 
Colors=strvcat('k', 'r', 'g', 'b', 'c', 'm', 'y', 'k', 'r', 'g', 
'b', 'c', 'm', 'y','k', 'r', 'g', 'b', 'c', 'm', 'y','k', 'r', 
'g', 'b', 'c', 'm', 'y', 'k', 'r', 'g', 'b', 'c', 'm', 'y','k', 
'r', 'g', 'b', 'c', 'm', 'y'); 
Shapes=strvcat('.', '+', 'x', 'o', '*', 'square', 'diamond','.', 
'+', 'x', 'o', '*', 'square', 'diamond','.', '+', 'x', 'o', '*', 
'square', 'diamond','.', '+', 'x', 'o', '*', 'square', 
'diamond'); 
Lines=strvcat('-', ':', '-.','--','-', ':', '-.','--','-', ':', 
'-.','--','-', ':', '-.','--'); 
Tspacing=2.5; 
Pspacing=250; 
% Tspacing=1.5; 
% Pspacing=50; 
disp(' ') 
 
%correct index of refraction based on sensor calibration 
for i=1:numsheet 
%    data(i).NI.IRcomp=0.839814843+0.961655061.*data(i).NI.IR-
0.000849779.*(data(i).NI.T+273.15)-6.51927E-
06.*(data(i).NI.T+273.15).^2;  %this is the one I used for a 
long time but had a large error 
    %this is a new one created using Chae, Schmidt, Moldover 
(1990) and 
    %pure R134a measurements 
    %for R134a 
   data(i).NI.IRcomp= 0.03189469*data(i).NI.IR + 1.17296033+(-
0.0061685361*data(i).NI.T.^2 + 0.0347694005*data(i).NI.T - 
0.0487708201); 
%       data(i).NI.IRcomp= -0.03189469*data(i).NI.IR + 
1.17296033+(-0.0061685361*data(i).NI.T.^2 + 
0.0347694005*data(i).NI.T - 0.0487708201); 
end 
 
%preliminary density correction for heat transfer and pressure 
for i=1:numsheet 
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    data(i).MM.rho=data(i).MM.rho+4.501888955-
0.068232416.*(data(i).T.RTD-data(i).T.chamber)-
0.000415697.*data(i).P; 
end 
 
%remove points where density is less than the 700 for R410A 
for i=1:numsheet 
    %denselimrows=find(data(i).MM.rho<700); 
    denselimrows=find(data(i).MM.rho<1000); 
    data(i).T.junc(denselimrows)=[]; 
    data(i).MM.mdot(denselimrows)=[]; 
    data(i).MM.rho(denselimrows)=[]; 
    data(i).CS.nu(denselimrows)=[]; 
    data(i).CS.T(denselimrows)=[]; 
    data(i).MM.T(denselimrows)=[]; 
    data(i).NI.IR(denselimrows)=[]; 
    data(i).NI.T(denselimrows)=[]; 
    data(i).NI.IRcomp(denselimrows)=[]; 
    data(i).P(denselimrows)=[]; 
    data(i).T.RTD(denselimrows)=[]; 
    data(i).T.T1(denselimrows)=[]; 
    data(i).T.T2(denselimrows)=[]; 
    data(i).T.T3(denselimrows)=[]; 
    data(i).T.chamber(denselimrows)=[]; 
 
end 
 
 
%fit data using gridfit.m 
for i=1:numsheet 
    %find temperature and pressure vectors to be used in gridfit 
    
data(i).grid.T=(floor(min(data(i).T.RTD)/Tspacing)*Tspacing:Tspa
cing:ceil(max(data(i).T.RTD)/Tspacing)*Tspacing); 
    
data(i).grid.P=(floor(min(data(i).P)/Pspacing)*Pspacing:Pspacing
:ceil(max(data(i).P)/Pspacing)*Pspacing); 
    %estimate saturation pressure for interpolating "saturation" 
properties 
    %based on 4th order polynomial fit of pure CO2 saturation 
from EES 
    data(i).grid.satT=data(i).grid.T(1:end); 
%      data(i).grid.satT(data(i).grid.satT>30.9)=[]; 
%      data(i).grid.satT(end+1)=30.98; 
%CO2 
%     data(i).grid.satP=0.00003208*data(i).grid.satT.^4 + 
0.00481495*data(i).grid.satT.^3 + 
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0.89834345*data(i).grid.satT.^2 + 92.08688995*data(i).grid.satT 
+ 3485.13900995; 
% R134a 
% data(i).grid.satP=0.0000019*data(i).grid.satT.^4 
+0.0008991*data(i).grid.satT.^3 + 0.1481556*data(i).grid.satT.^2 
+ 10.6167502*data(i).grid.satT + 293.0002235; 
 
%R410A 
      data(i).grid.satP=0.0000046*data(i).grid.satT.^4 
+0.0016190*data(i).grid.satT.^3 + 0.3050569*data(i).grid.satT.^2 
+ 25.3655648*data(i).grid.satT + 798.5251212; 
 
     %gridfit density and index of refraction 
    
data(i).grid.rho=gridfit(data(i).T.RTD,data(i).P,data(i).MM.rho,
data(i).grid.T,data(i).grid.P); 
    
data(i).grid.IRcomp=gridfit(data(i).T.RTD,data(i).P,data(i).NI.I
Rcomp,data(i).grid.T,data(i).grid.P); 
    %interpolated saturation properties at tempeeratures used in 
gridfit 
    for j=1:length(data(i).grid.satT)-1 
        Tvalue=find(data(i).grid.T==data(i).grid.satT(j), 1, 
'last'); 
        Pfloor=find(data(i).grid.P<data(i).grid.satP(j), 1, 
'last'); 
        Pceil=find(data(i).grid.P>data(i).grid.satP(j), 1, 
'first'); 
        if isempty(Pfloor)==0 && isempty(Pceil)==0 
            xP=(data(i).grid.satP(j)-
data(i).grid.P(Pfloor))/(data(i).grid.P(Pceil)-
data(i).grid.P(Pfloor)); 
            
data(i).grid.satrho(j)=data(i).grid.rho(Pfloor,Tvalue)+xP.*(data
(i).grid.rho(Pceil,Tvalue)-data(i).grid.rho(Pfloor,Tvalue)); 
        else 
            data(i).grid.satrho(j)=NaN; 
        end 
        clear Tvalue 
        clear Pfloor 
        clear Pceil 
        clear xP 
        clear rhointerpT 
    end 
 
 
    %critical point 
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    Tfloor=find(data(i).grid.T<data(i).grid.satT(end), 1, 
'last'); 
    Tceil=find(data(i).grid.T>data(i).grid.satT(end), 1, 
'first'); 
    if isempty(Tceil)==1 
       Tceil=find(max(data(i).grid.T)); 
    end 
 
    xT=(data(i).grid.satT(end)-
data(i).grid.T(Tfloor))/(data(i).grid.T(Tceil)-
data(i).grid.T(Tfloor)); 
    Pfloor=find(data(i).grid.P<data(i).grid.satP(end), 1, 
'last'); 
    Pceil=find(data(i).grid.P>data(i).grid.satP(end), 1, 
'first'); 
    xP=(data(i).grid.satP(end)-
data(i).grid.P(Pfloor))/(data(i).grid.P(Pceil)-
data(i).grid.P(Pfloor)); 
    
rhointerpT=data(i).grid.rho(Pfloor:Pceil,Tfloor)+xT.*(data(i).gr
id.rho(Pfloor:Pceil,Tceil)-
data(i).grid.rho(Pfloor:Pceil,Tfloor)); 
    data(i).grid.satrho(end+1)=rhointerpT(1)+xP.*(rhointerpT(2)-
rhointerpT(1)); 
    clear Tfloor 
    clear Tceil 
    clear xT 
    clear Pfloor 
    clear Pceil 
    clear xP 
    clear rhointerpT 
 
 
    %get rid of data outside of test range (P~<Pmeasured) 
    for j=1:length(data(i).grid.T) 
        Trows=find(data(i).grid.T(j)-Tspacing*2<=data(i).T.RTD & 
data(i).grid.T(j)+Tspacing*2>=data(i).T.RTD); 
        if size(Trows,1)==0 
            Prange=[min(data(i).grid.P), max(data(i).grid.P)]; 
        else 
            Prange=round([min(data(i).P(Trows)), 
max(data(i).P(Trows))]/Pspacing)*Pspacing; 
        end 
        elimrows=find(data(i).grid.P<Prange(1) | 
data(i).grid.P>Prange(2)); 
        data(i).grid.rho(elimrows,j)=NaN; 
        data(i).grid.IRcomp(elimrows,j)=NaN; 
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        clear elimrows 
        clear Trows 
        clear Prange 
    end 
end 
 
%error of grid fit from actual points 
for i=1:numsheet 
    for j=1:length(data(i).MM.rho) 
        Tfloor=find(data(i).grid.T<data(i).T.RTD(j), 1, 'last'); 
        Tceil=find(data(i).grid.T>data(i).T.RTD(j), 1, 'first'); 
        xT=(data(i).T.RTD(j)-
data(i).grid.T(Tfloor))/(data(i).grid.T(Tceil)-
data(i).grid.T(Tfloor)); 
        Pfloor=find(data(i).grid.P<data(i).P(j), 1, 'last'); 
        Pceil=find(data(i).grid.P>data(i).P(j), 1, 'first'); 
        xP=(data(i).P(j)-
data(i).grid.P(Pfloor))/(data(i).grid.P(Pceil)-
data(i).grid.P(Pfloor)); 
        
rhointerpT=data(i).grid.rho(Pfloor:Pceil,Tfloor)+xT.*(data(i).gr
id.rho(Pfloor:Pceil,Tceil)-
data(i).grid.rho(Pfloor:Pceil,Tfloor)); 
        
data(i).grid.calcrho(j,1)=rhointerpT(1)+xP.*(rhointerpT(2)-
rhointerpT(1)); 
        clear Tfloor 
        clear Tceil 
        clear xT 
        clear Pfloor 
        clear Pceil 
        clear xP 
        clear rhointerpT 
    end 
end 
 
 
 
disp(' ') 
disp('Make plots?') 
disp(' 1. Yes') 
disp(' 2. No') 
makeplots=input('Enter option number: '); 
h=0; 
if makeplots==1 
    figure(1), hold 
end 
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while makeplots==1 || makeplots==3  || makeplots==4 
    % other plotting options 
    if makeplots==1  || makeplots==3 
        m=0; 
        legendinfo=[]; 
        disp(' ') 
        disp('Plotting options:') 
        disp(' 1. Density versus temperature and pressure') 
        disp(' 2. Density fit versus temperature and pressure') 
        disp(' 3. Index of refraction versus temperature and 
pressure') 
        disp(' 4. Index of refraction fit versus temperature and 
pressure') 
        disp(' 5. Density fit versus temperature at a fixed 
pressure') 
        disp(' 6. Density fit versus pressure at a fixed 
temperature') 
        disp(' 7. Density fit with actual density at a fixed 
concentration') 
        disp(' 8. Density fit versus concentration at a fixed 
temperature and pressure') 
        disp(' 9. Temperature versus pressure with 
concentrations') 
        disp(' 10.  Error of density fit versus temperature and 
pressure') 
        disp(' 11.  Index of refraction fit  versus 
concentration at a fixed temperature and pressure') 
        plotoption=input('Enter option number:  '); 
    end 
    m=m+1; 
    if plotoption==1 
        %plot density vs temp and pressure 
        for i=1:numsheet 
            plot3(data(i).T.RTD, data(i).P, data(i).MM.rho, 
Shapes(ceil(i/7)), 'Color', Colors(i)) 
        end 
        xlabel('Temperature [°C]'); 
        ylabel('Pressure [kPa]'); 
        zlabel('Density [kg/m^3]'); 
        legend(num2str([data(1:numsheet).conc]'),'location', 
'Best') 
    elseif plotoption==2 
        %plot density fit vs temp and pressure 
        for i=1:numsheet 
            
mesh(data(i).grid.T,data(i).grid.P,data(i).grid.rho,'EdgeColor', 
Colors(i), 'FaceAlpha', 0.25) 
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        end 
        xlabel('Temperature [°C]'); 
        ylabel('Pressure [kPa]'); 
        zlabel('Density [kg/m^3]'); 
        legend(num2str([data(1:numsheet).conc]'),'location', 
'Best') 
    elseif plotoption==3 
        %plot index of refaction vs temp and pressure 
        for i=1:numsheet 
            plot3(data(i).T.RTD, data(i).P, data(i).NI.IRcomp, 
Shapes(ceil(i/7)), 'Color', Colors(i)) 
        end 
        xlabel('Temperature [°C]'); 
        ylabel('Pressure [kPa]'); 
        zlabel('Index of refraction [-]'); 
        legend(num2str([data(1:numsheet).conc]'),'location', 
'Best') 
    elseif plotoption==4 
        %plot index of refraction fit vs temp and pressure 
        for i=1:numsheet 
            
mesh(data(i).grid.T,data(i).grid.P,data(i).grid.IRcomp,'EdgeColo
r', Colors(i)) 
        end 
        xlabel('Temperature [°C]'); 
        ylabel('Pressure [kPa]'); 
        zlabel('Index of refraction [-]'); 
        legend(num2str([data(1:numsheet).conc]'),'location', 
'Best') 
    elseif plotoption==5 
        %plot density at a constant pressure 
        disp(' ') 
        Pconst=input('Create graph of density versus temperature 
at what pressure in kPa?  '); 
        Pconst=round(Pconst/Pspacing)*Pspacing; 
        for i=1:numsheet 
            Prows=find(data(i).grid.P==Pconst); 
            if isempty(Prows)==0 
                Tcol=find(isfinite(data(i).grid.rho(Prows,:))); 
                
plot(data(i).grid.T(Tcol),data(i).grid.rho(Prows,Tcol),'Color', 
Colors(i), 'linestyle', Lines(ceil(i/7),:)) 
                %legendinfo=strvcat(legendinfo, ['P=' 
num2str(Pconst) ' [kPa], C=' num2str(data(i).conc) ' [g/g]']); 
                                legendinfo=strvcat(legendinfo, 
['C=' num2str(data(i).conc) ' [g/g]']); 
            else 
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                disp(['Pressure not available at a concentration 
of ' char(sheetnames(i)) '.']) 
            end 
        end 
        xlabel('Temperature [°C]') 
        ylabel('Density [kg/m^3]') 
        legend(legendinfo,'location', 'Best') 
    elseif plotoption==6 
        %plot density at a constant temperature 
        disp(' ') 
        Tconst=input('Create graph of density versus pressure at 
what temperature in °C?  '); 
        Tconst=round(Tconst/Tspacing)*Tspacing; 
        for i=1:numsheet 
            Tcol=find(data(i).grid.T==Tconst); 
            if isempty(Tcol)==0 
                Prows=find(isfinite(data(i).grid.rho(:,Tcol))); 
                
plot(data(i).grid.P(Prows),data(i).grid.rho(Prows,Tcol),'Color', 
Colors(i), 'linestyle', Lines(ceil(i/7),:)) 
                legendinfo=strvcat(legendinfo, ['T=' 
num2str(Tconst) ' [kPa], C=' num2str(data(i).conc) ' [g/g]']); 
            else 
                disp(['Temperature not available at a 
concentration of ' char(sheetnames(i)) '.']) 
            end 
        end 
        xlabel('Pressure [kPa]') 
        ylabel('Density [kg/m^3]') 
        legend(legendinfo,'location', 'Best') 
    elseif plotoption==7 
        %plot density as a function of temperature and pressure 
at a fixed 
        %concentration with both actual data and curve fit 
        disp(' ') 
        for i=1:numsheet 
            disp([num2str(i) '.' char(sheetnames(i))]) 
        end 
        Xconst=input('Select number for concentration desired:  
'); 
        if Xconst>0 && Xconst<=numsheet 
            plot3(data(Xconst).T.RTD, data(Xconst).P, 
data(Xconst).MM.rho, Shapes(ceil(Xconst/7)), 'Color', 
Colors(Xconst)) 
            
mesh(data(Xconst).grid.T,data(Xconst).grid.P,data(Xconst).grid.r
ho,'EdgeColor', Colors(Xconst),'FaceAlpha',0.5) 
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        end 
        xlabel('Temperature [°C]'); 
        ylabel('Pressure [kPa]'); 
        zlabel('Density [kg/m^3]'); 
        legendinfo=strvcat(legendinfo,['Data C=' 
num2str([data(Xconst).conc]) ' g/g'],['Fit C=' 
num2str([data(Xconst).conc]) ' g/g']); 
        legend(legendinfo,'location', 'Best') 
        clear Xconst 
    elseif plotoption==8 
        disp(' ') 
        Pconst=input('Create graph of density versus 
concentration at what pressure in kPa?  '); 
        Pconst=round(Pconst/Pspacing)*Pspacing; 
        Tconst=input('Create graph of density versus 
concentration at what temperature in °C?  '); 
        Tconst=round(Tconst/Tspacing)*Tspacing; 
        for i=1:numsheet 
            if Pconst<min(data(i).grid.P) 
                disp(['Pressure too low at a concentration of ' 
char(sheetnames(i)) '.']) 
                Prows(i)=NaN; 
            elseif Pconst>max(data(i).grid.P) 
                disp(['Pressure too high at a concentration of ' 
char(sheetnames(i)) '.']) 
                Prows(i)=NaN; 
            else 
                Prows(i)=find(data(i).grid.P==Pconst); 
            end 
            if isnan(Prows(i))==1 
                Tcol(i)=NaN; 
            elseif Tconst<min(data(i).grid.T) 
                disp(['Temperature too low at a concentration of 
' char(sheetnames(i)) '.']) 
                Tcol(i)=NaN; 
            elseif Tconst>max(data(i).grid.T) 
                disp(['Temperature too high at a concentration 
of ' char(sheetnames(i)) '.']) 
                Tcol(i)=NaN; 
            else 
                Tcol(i)=find(data(i).grid.T==Tconst); 
            end 
        end 
        rho=[]; 
        conc=[]; 
        for i=1:numsheet 
            if isnan(Prows(i))==0 && isnan(Tcol(i))==0 
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                conc(i)=data(i).conc; 
                rho(i)=data(i).grid.rho(Prows(i),Tcol(i)); 
            else 
                conc(i)=NaN; 
                rho(i)=NaN; 
            end 
        end 
        if isempty(conc)==0 
            plot(conc,rho, Shapes(m), 'LineStyle', Lines(m,:)) 
 
            legendinfo=strvcat(legendinfo, ['P=' num2str(Pconst) 
' [kPa] T=' num2str(Tconst) ' [°C]']); 
            xlabel('Concentration [g/g]') 
            ylabel('Density [kg/m^3]') 
            legend(legendinfo,'location', 'Best') 
        end 
        clear conc 
        clear rho 
    elseif plotoption==9 
        %plot temperature, pressure, and concentration 
measurement 
        %locations 
 
        plot(data(1).grid.satT, data(1).grid.satP, 'k') 
 
        for i=1:numsheet 
            plot( data(i).T.RTD, data(i).P, Shapes(ceil(i/7)), 
'Color', Colors(i)) 
        end 
        xlabel('Temperature [°C]'); 
        ylabel('Pressure [kPa]'); 
        legend(strvcat('Pure refrigerant Saturation', 
num2str([data(1:numsheet).conc]')),'location', 'Best') 
    elseif plotoption==10 
        %Error of density fit versus temperature and pressure 
        for i=1:numsheet 
            plot3(data(i).T.RTD, data(i).P, 
data(i).grid.calcrho-data(i).MM.rho, Shapes(ceil(i/7)), 'Color', 
Colors(i)) 
        end 
        xlabel('Temperature [°C]'); 
        ylabel('Pressure [kPa]'); 
        zlabel('Density error [kg/m^3]'); 
        legend(num2str([data(1:numsheet).conc]'),'location', 
'Best') 
    elseif plotoption==11 
        %Index of refraction fit versus concentration at a fixed 
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        %temperature and pressure') 
        disp(' ') 
        Pconst=input('Create graph of density versus 
concentration at what pressure in kPa?  '); 
        Pconst=round(Pconst/Pspacing)*Pspacing; 
        Tconst=input('Create graph of density versus 
concentration at what temperature in °C?  '); 
        Tconst=round(Tconst/Tspacing)*Tspacing; 
        for i=1:numsheet 
            if Pconst<min(data(i).grid.P) 
                disp(['Pressure too low at a concentration of ' 
char(sheetnames(i)) '.']) 
                Prows(i)=NaN; 
            elseif Pconst>max(data(i).grid.P) 
                disp(['Pressure too high at a concentration of ' 
char(sheetnames(i)) '.']) 
                Prows(i)=NaN; 
            else 
                Prows(i)=find(data(i).grid.P==Pconst); 
            end 
            if isnan(Prows(i))==1 
                Tcol(i)=NaN; 
            elseif Tconst<min(data(i).grid.T) 
                disp(['Temperature too low at a concentration of 
' char(sheetnames(i)) '.']) 
                Tcol(i)=NaN; 
            elseif Tconst>max(data(i).grid.T) 
                disp(['Temperature too high at a concentration 
of ' char(sheetnames(i)) '.']) 
                Tcol(i)=NaN; 
            else 
                Tcol(i)=find(data(i).grid.T==Tconst); 
            end 
        end 
        conc=[]; 
        IRcomp=[]; 
        for i=1:numsheet 
            if isnan(Prows(i))==0 && isnan(Tcol(i))==0 
                conc(i)=data(i).conc; 
                IRcomp(i)=data(i).grid.IRcomp(Prows(i),Tcol(i)); 
            else 
                conc(i)=NaN; 
                IRcomp(i)=NaN; 
            end 
        end 
        if isempty(conc)==0 
            plot(conc,IRcomp, Shapes(m),'LineStyle', Lines(m,:)) 
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            legendinfo=strvcat(legendinfo, ['P=' num2str(Pconst) 
' [kPa] T=' num2str(Tconst) ' [°C]']); 
            xlabel('Concentration [g/g]') 
            ylabel('Refractive index [-]') 
            legend(legendinfo,'location', 'Best') 
        end 
        clear conc 
        clear IRcomp 
        set(1,'Color', [1 1 1]) 
    end 
    disp(' ') 
    disp('Make additional plots?') 
    disp(' 1. Yes, retain plots') 
    disp(' 2. No') 
    disp(' 3. Yes, but close current plots') 
    if plotoption==5 || plotoption==6|| plotoption==7 || 
plotoption==8 || plotoption==11 
        disp(' 4. Append to current figure') 
    end 
    makeplots=input('Enter option number: '); 
    if makeplots==1 
        clear legendinfo 
        h=gcf; 
        figure(h+1),hold 
    elseif makeplots==2 
        clear legendinfo 
    elseif makeplots==3 
        clear legendinfo 
        close all force; 
        figure; 
        clf; 
        hold; 
    end 
end 
 
disp(' ') 
disp('Perform numerical interpolation?') 
disp(' 1. Yes') 
disp(' 2. No') 
numeric=input('Enter option number: '); 
if numeric==1 
    disp(' ') 
    disp('Interpolation options:') 
    disp('1. Enter temperature, pressure, and concentration to 
output density') 
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    disp('2. Enter temperature, pressure, and density to output 
concentration') 
    interpoption=input('Enter option number:  '); 
    if interpoption==1 
        disp(' ') 
        Tconst=input('Enter temperature in Celsius: '); 
        Pconst=input('Enter pressure in kPa: '); 
        Xconst=input('Enter mass concentration of oil in 
refrigerant: '); 
        for i=1:numsheet 
            conc(i)=data(i).conc; 
        end 
        if Xconst>=min(conc) && Xconst<=max(conc) 
            for i=1:numsheet 
                if min(data(i).grid.T)<=Tconst 
                    Tfloor(i)=find(data(i).grid.T<=Tconst, 1, 
'last'); 
                else 
                    Tfloor(i)=NaN; 
                end 
                if max(data(i).grid.T)>=Tconst 
                    Tceil(i)=find(data(i).grid.T>=Tconst, 1, 
'first'); 
                else 
                    Tceil(i)=NaN; 
                end 
 
                if min(data(i).grid.P)<=Pconst 
                    Pfloor(i)=find(data(i).grid.P<=Pconst, 1, 
'last'); 
                else 
                    Pfloor(i)=NaN; 
                end 
                if max(data(i).grid.P)>=Pconst 
                    Pceil(i)=find(data(i).grid.P>=Pconst, 1, 
'first'); 
                else 
                    Pceil(i)=NaN; 
                end 
            end 
            Xfloor=find(conc<=Xconst, 1, 'last'); 
            Xceil=find(conc>=Xconst, 1, 'first'); 
 
            condition1=isnan(Tfloor(Xfloor)) + 
isnan(Tceil(Xfloor))  + isnan(Pfloor(Xfloor)) + 
isnan(Pceil(Xfloor)); 
            while condition1>1 
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               Xfloor=Xfloor-1; 
               if Xfloor==0 
                   condition1=-1; 
               else 
                   condition1=isnan(Tfloor(Xfloor))==0 + 
isnan(Tceil(Xfloor))  + isnan(Pfloor(Xfloor))==0 + 
isnan(Pceil(Xfloor))==0; 
               end 
            end 
            if condition1==0 
                disp(['Lower interpolation concentration is ' 
char(sheetnames(Xfloor)) '.']) 
            else 
                disp('Lower concentration at that temperature 
and pressure could not be found.') 
            end 
 
            condition2=isnan(Tfloor(Xceil)) + 
isnan(Tceil(Xceil))  + isnan(Pfloor(Xceil)) + 
isnan(Pceil(Xceil)); 
            while condition2>1 
               Xceil=Xceil+1; 
               if Xceil==length(conc) 
                   condition2=-1; 
               else 
                   condition2=isnan(Tfloor(Xceil))==0 + 
isnan(Tceil(Xceil))  + isnan(Pfloor(Xceil))==0 + 
isnan(Pceil(Xceil))==0; 
               end 
            end 
            if condition2==0 
                disp(['Upper interpolation concentration is ' 
char(sheetnames(Xceil)) '.']) 
            else 
                disp('Upper concentration at that temperature 
and pressure could not be found.') 
            end 
            condition=condition1+condition2; 
            clear condition1 
            clear condition2 
 
            if condition==0 
 
 
            if Tceil(Xfloor)~=Tfloor(Xfloor) 
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            xT=(Tconst-
data(Xfloor).grid.T(Tfloor(Xfloor)))/(data(Xfloor).grid.T(Tceil(
Xfloor))-data(Xfloor).grid.T(Tfloor(Xfloor))); 
            else 
                xT=0; 
            end 
            if Pceil(Xfloor)~=Pfloor(Xfloor) 
            xP=(Pconst-
data(Xfloor).grid.P(Pfloor(Xfloor)))/(data(Xfloor).grid.P(Pceil(
Xfloor))-data(Xfloor).grid.P(Pfloor(Xfloor))); 
            else 
                xP=0; 
            end 
            xX=(Xconst-conc(Xfloor))/(conc(Xceil)-conc(Xfloor)); 
 
           
rhointerpT=[data(Xfloor).grid.rho(Pfloor(Xfloor),Tfloor(Xfloor))
+xT.*(data(Xfloor).grid.rho(Pfloor(Xfloor),Tceil(Xfloor))-
data(Xfloor).grid.rho(Pfloor(Xfloor),Tfloor(Xfloor))), 
data(Xfloor).grid.rho(Pceil(Xfloor),Tfloor(Xfloor))+xT.*(data(Xf
loor).grid.rho(Pceil(Xfloor),Tceil(Xfloor))-
data(Xfloor).grid.rho(Pceil(Xfloor),Tfloor(Xfloor))); 
data(Xceil).grid.rho(Pfloor(Xceil),Tfloor(Xceil))+xT.*(data(Xcei
l).grid.rho(Pfloor(Xceil),Tceil(Xceil))-
data(Xceil).grid.rho(Pfloor(Xceil),Tfloor(Xceil))), 
data(Xceil).grid.rho(Pceil(Xceil),Tfloor(Xceil))+xT.*(data(Xceil
).grid.rho(Pceil(Xceil),Tceil(Xceil))-
data(Xceil).grid.rho(Pceil(Xceil),Tfloor(Xceil)))]; 
 
 
           rhointerpP=rhointerpT(:,1)+xP.*(rhointerpT(:,2)-
rhointerpT(:,1)); 
           rhointerp=rhointerpP(1)+xX.*(rhointerpP(2)-
rhointerpP(1)); 
           disp(['Density is ' num2str(rhointerp) ' kg/m3.']) 
            end 
        elseif Xconst<min(conc) 
            disp('Concentration too low, cannot be 
interpolated.') 
        elseif Xconst>max(conc) 
            disp('Concentration too high, cannot be 
interpolated.') 
        end 
    end 
end 
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    clear makeplots 
    clear Tconst 
    clear Pconst 
    clear Prows 
    clear Tcol 
    clear plotoption 
 
    clear h 
    clear i 
    clear j 
    clear m 
    clear Pspacing 
    clear Tspacing 
    clear sheetnames 
 
    clear Colors 
    clear Lines 
    clear Shapes 
    clear numsheet 
    %clear data 
 
G.7 MEASURED LIQUID REFRIGERANT-OIL MIXTURE PROPERTIES 
G.7.1  R410A with PVE oil 
Oil concentration Density Refractive index Pressure Temperature 
g/g kg/m3 - kPa C 
0 1171.65 1.140 1785.29 0.33 
0 1172.18 1.138 1686.39 0.06 
0 1172.61 1.138 1585.60 -0.17 
0 1172.90 1.136 1485.63 -0.36 
0 1173.21 1.136 1388.29 -0.49 
0 1173.12 1.134 1290.61 -0.48 
0 1172.40 1.134 1187.13 -0.41 
0 1171.25 1.134 1090.50 -0.32 
0 1170.40 1.134 989.63 -0.24 
0 1169.09 1.134 881.15 -0.06 
0 1168.72 1.133 819.32 0.04 
0 1163.71 1.148 2016.68 2.96 
0 1162.93 1.147 1915.34 2.98 
0 1161.90 1.148 1816.03 2.99 
0 1161.80 1.147 1713.87 3.01 
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0 1160.81 1.147 1604.25 3.00 
0 1160.62 1.147 1514.76 2.98 
0 1159.64 1.147 1404.32 3.04 
0 1158.66 1.147 1321.04 3.04 
0 1158.47 1.147 1178.48 3.00 
0 1157.65 1.147 1077.81 2.99 
0 1157.29 1.146 988.00 2.97 
0 1156.71 1.146 894.84 2.97 
0 1155.64 1.147 879.35 3.16 
0 1152.40 1.158 1989.10 5.60 
0 1151.33 1.158 1891.30 5.67 
0 1150.32 1.159 1782.21 5.73 
0 1150.07 1.158 1684.47 5.80 
0 1149.02 1.159 1580.00 5.86 
0 1147.94 1.159 1482.92 5.91 
0 1146.78 1.159 1387.58 5.98 
0 1146.35 1.159 1290.01 6.05 
0 1145.63 1.159 1178.90 6.06 
0 1144.58 1.159 1081.50 6.08 
0 1144.45 1.158 991.10 6.08 
0 1143.67 1.157 958.48 6.13 
0 1139.48 1.171 1981.34 8.56 
0 1138.45 1.171 1892.93 8.63 
0 1138.10 1.170 1792.73 8.70 
0 1137.15 1.171 1685.94 8.77 
0 1136.03 1.171 1582.46 8.83 
0 1134.86 1.171 1491.53 8.94 
0 1133.78 1.171 1378.11 8.97 
0 1133.00 1.170 1285.11 9.00 
0 1132.61 1.171 1183.44 9.03 
0 1131.62 1.170 1087.17 9.05 
0 1131.18 1.170 1045.97 9.14 
0 1126.35 1.183 1987.00 11.58 
0 1125.43 1.183 1891.46 11.56 
0 1125.22 1.182 1786.95 11.58 
0 1124.40 1.182 1686.45 11.63 
0 1123.34 1.182 1582.23 11.67 
0 1121.52 1.182 1382.93 11.74 
0 1120.94 1.182 1287.20 11.80 
0 1120.00 1.182 1188.80 11.87 
0 1118.92 1.181 1142.56 11.99 
0 1112.27 1.191 1978.86 15.09 
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0 1111.19 1.191 1885.49 15.18 
0 1110.03 1.191 1785.11 15.25 
0 1108.82 1.191 1676.99 15.31 
0 1107.84 1.191 1580.00 15.36 
0 1106.85 1.192 1476.39 15.40 
0 1106.07 1.192 1382.06 15.43 
0 1105.04 1.192 1282.24 15.44 
0 837.58 1.185 1252.10 15.33 
0 1098.36 1.205 1987.14 17.67 
0 1097.36 1.205 1895.03 17.75 
0 1096.05 1.205 1788.76 17.86 
0 1094.79 1.205 1689.15 17.95 
0 1093.80 1.205 1590.87 17.99 
0 1093.07 1.205 1514.00 18.01 
0 1092.07 1.205 1409.70 18.02 
0 1084.22 1.216 1991.44 20.60 
0 1083.00 1.216 1887.85 20.69 
0 1081.77 1.216 1785.15 20.76 
0 1080.64 1.216 1703.02 20.84 
0 1079.28 1.216 1610.30 20.95 
0 1069.94 1.216 1613.47 20.98 
0 1068.74 1.228 1998.94 23.63 
0 1068.27 1.227 1893.94 23.56 
0 1067.59 1.227 1794.65 23.54 
0 1064.79 1.226 1613.87 23.75 
0 1051.62 1.237 1996.86 27.07 
0 1050.61 1.237 1895.49 27.07 
0 1049.24 1.237 1800.18 27.12 
0 1048.45 1.237 1742.77 27.18 
0 1033.80 1.241 1998.92 30.59 
0 885.48 1.222 1898.40 30.84 
0 760.54 1.358 1883.54 30.60 
0.032 1174.78 1.147 1998.98 -0.24 
0.032 1174.41 1.146 1895.98 -0.05 
0.032 1173.45 1.146 1794.05 0.04 
0.032 1173.22 1.146 1683.74 -0.02 
0.032 1172.68 1.145 1584.94 0.00 
0.032 1172.12 1.146 1485.24 0.00 
0.032 1171.67 1.145 1391.29 -0.01 
0.032 1171.05 1.145 1281.32 0.00 
0.032 1170.54 1.145 1182.21 -0.01 
0.032 1170.14 1.145 1086.65 0.01 
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0.032 1169.48 1.145 987.17 0.01 
0.032 1169.05 1.144 888.63 0.00 
0.032 766.60 1.144 802.24 0.01 
0.032 1159.96 1.163 2019.59 3.45 
0.032 1163.35 1.158 1898.32 2.74 
0.032 1161.51 1.158 1685.84 2.88 
0.032 1161.17 1.157 1593.69 2.97 
0.032 1160.47 1.157 1478.59 2.97 
0.032 1159.81 1.157 1387.69 3.00 
0.032 1159.40 1.157 1283.17 2.98 
0.032 1158.55 1.156 1179.52 2.99 
0.032 1158.37 1.157 1078.78 3.01 
0.032 1157.35 1.156 893.55 3.01 
0.032 1151.08 1.170 1985.07 6.06 
0.032 1150.73 1.169 1875.89 5.85 
0.032 1150.39 1.169 1781.66 5.96 
0.032 1149.37 1.169 1682.61 5.96 
0.032 1149.07 1.169 1578.26 5.99 
0.032 1148.32 1.168 1483.81 5.99 
0.032 1147.48 1.168 1379.68 6.00 
0.032 1147.30 1.168 1279.02 6.00 
0.032 1146.28 1.168 1179.16 6.01 
0.032 1146.28 1.168 1081.87 6.00 
0.032 1145.26 1.168 965.48 6.02 
0.032 1139.14 1.182 1999.67 8.95 
0.032 1138.34 1.181 1888.28 8.88 
0.032 1137.26 1.181 1782.07 9.04 
0.032 1137.29 1.181 1689.07 8.97 
0.032 1136.34 1.180 1582.88 8.99 
0.032 1135.29 1.179 1381.25 9.01 
0.032 1134.28 1.179 1187.23 9.00 
0.032 1133.25 1.179 1112.23 9.01 
0.032 1133.38 1.179 1077.09 9.00 
0.032 1126.55 1.193 2011.74 12.00 
0.032 1126.33 1.192 1882.41 11.88 
0.032 1125.22 1.192 1784.23 12.03 
0.032 1124.28 1.192 1684.01 11.98 
0.032 1124.19 1.191 1587.82 11.99 
0.032 1123.25 1.191 1492.50 12.00 
0.032 1122.33 1.191 1391.54 12.00 
0.032 1122.20 1.191 1291.78 12.01 
0.032 1121.27 1.191 1214.89 12.00 
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0.032 1113.31 1.204 1998.13 15.12 
0.032 1113.38 1.203 1880.59 14.88 
0.032 1112.44 1.202 1787.11 14.95 
0.032 1111.64 1.202 1692.17 15.01 
0.032 1111.29 1.202 1595.66 15.00 
0.032 1110.30 1.202 1485.18 15.00 
0.032 1109.21 1.201 1312.79 14.99 
0.032 1106.93 1.201 1274.50 15.00 
0.032 1100.08 1.214 1893.72 17.93 
0.032 1099.40 1.214 1783.62 17.88 
0.032 1098.30 1.213 1688.44 18.02 
0.032 1097.31 1.213 1589.03 18.03 
0.032 1096.97 1.213 1490.59 17.97 
0.032 1096.52 1.212 1423.66 18.00 
0.032 1096.55 1.211 1386.84 18.00 
0.032 1087.11 1.225 1981.36 20.95 
0.032 1086.36 1.224 1888.03 20.99 
0.032 1085.50 1.224 1785.56 20.99 
0.032 1084.61 1.223 1697.44 20.99 
0.032 1083.60 1.223 1592.82 20.98 
0.032 1083.61 1.222 1523.64 21.00 
0.032 1083.37 1.221 1506.60 21.00 
0.032 1073.33 1.236 1997.02 23.78 
0.032 1070.22 1.236 1885.53 24.26 
0.032 1070.20 1.236 1800.84 24.02 
0.032 1070.58 1.235 1695.26 23.87 
0.032 1068.94 1.235 1607.30 24.08 
0.032 1056.93 1.246 1884.48 26.57 
0.032 1056.14 1.245 1793.36 27.01 
0.032 1053.90 1.245 1742.65 27.35 
0.032 1044.01 1.252 1980.09 29.65 
0.032 1041.08 1.253 1901.50 30.23 
0.032 1041.13 1.253 1867.36 30.02 
0.041 1174.78 1.147 1989.97 -0.43 
0.041 1173.88 1.148 1779.99 -0.27 
0.041 1173.06 1.147 1691.00 -0.15 
0.041 1172.54 1.148 1584.25 -0.10 
0.041 1171.64 1.148 1484.19 -0.05 
0.041 1171.21 1.148 1383.79 -0.02 
0.041 1170.47 1.148 1283.15 0.02 
0.041 1169.78 1.148 1190.43 0.04 
0.041 1169.36 1.148 1086.60 0.07 
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0.041 1168.49 1.148 985.58 0.08 
0.041 1168.26 1.148 881.23 0.08 
0.041 1167.56 1.147 803.71 0.10 
0.041 1164.20 1.159 1991.82 2.58 
0.041 1163.45 1.159 1887.67 2.64 
0.041 1162.95 1.159 1795.30 2.73 
0.041 1161.87 1.159 1690.24 2.81 
0.041 1161.06 1.159 1588.04 2.88 
0.041 1160.55 1.159 1478.10 2.92 
0.041 1159.52 1.159 1382.18 2.99 
0.041 1158.90 1.159 1280.83 3.02 
0.041 1158.39 1.159 1181.10 3.04 
0.041 1157.39 1.159 1088.64 3.06 
0.041 1157.25 1.159 979.67 3.07 
0.041 1156.28 1.159 896.79 3.06 
0.041 1156.28 1.159 882.30 3.07 
0.041 1152.66 1.171 1980.47 5.59 
0.041 1151.02 1.171 1885.80 5.85 
0.041 1150.69 1.171 1788.02 5.91 
0.041 1149.54 1.171 1682.49 5.98 
0.041 1148.64 1.171 1584.69 5.99 
0.041 1148.42 1.171 1489.66 6.03 
0.041 1147.40 1.171 1379.01 6.03 
0.041 1147.20 1.171 1288.43 6.05 
0.041 1146.31 1.171 1193.01 6.06 
0.041 1145.38 1.171 1081.06 6.07 
0.041 1145.28 1.171 1004.70 6.07 
0.041 1144.56 1.170 960.66 6.10 
0.041 1139.29 1.185 1997.75 8.68 
0.041 1140.10 1.182 1880.69 8.55 
0.041 1139.08 1.182 1793.02 8.63 
0.041 1138.76 1.182 1688.32 8.70 
0.041 1137.83 1.182 1583.53 8.77 
0.041 1136.67 1.182 1487.86 8.87 
0.041 1135.57 1.182 1384.10 8.93 
0.041 1134.84 1.182 1282.14 8.98 
0.041 1134.40 1.182 1181.84 9.00 
0.041 1133.35 1.182 1105.40 9.03 
0.041 1133.30 1.181 1057.41 9.05 
0.041 1127.87 1.193 1980.99 11.77 
0.041 1126.77 1.193 1878.33 11.85 
0.041 1125.55 1.194 1789.55 11.98 
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0.041 1124.92 1.193 1691.53 12.02 
0.041 1124.41 1.193 1591.91 12.02 
0.041 1123.40 1.193 1486.55 12.05 
0.041 1122.58 1.193 1380.35 12.05 
0.041 1122.29 1.193 1288.29 12.05 
0.041 1121.31 1.193 1202.05 12.05 
0.041 910.65 1.193 1144.90 12.09 
0.041 1115.37 1.205 1993.25 14.77 
0.041 1114.76 1.204 1892.79 14.83 
0.041 1113.71 1.204 1783.36 14.89 
0.041 1112.65 1.204 1687.74 14.92 
0.041 1111.63 1.204 1591.87 14.95 
0.041 1110.99 1.204 1486.65 14.99 
0.041 1110.12 1.204 1379.80 15.05 
0.041 1109.40 1.204 1308.64 15.06 
0.041 1108.94 1.204 1256.65 15.07 
0.041 1097.07 1.221 1977.14 18.67 
0.041 1098.34 1.219 1888.36 18.24 
0.041 1099.19 1.218 1780.11 17.86 
0.041 1099.57 1.217 1686.55 17.65 
0.041 1099.74 1.216 1596.31 17.50 
0.041 1099.51 1.214 1492.16 17.56 
0.041 1097.85 1.215 1413.01 17.83 
0.041 1096.91 1.214 1368.57 17.97 
0.041 1085.83 1.230 2003.32 21.20 
0.041 1086.67 1.229 1917.49 20.90 
0.041 1086.86 1.228 1789.25 20.66 
0.041 1086.80 1.227 1680.84 20.52 
0.041 1086.92 1.226 1597.84 20.42 
0.041 1085.29 1.225 1511.90 20.76 
0.041 1084.78 1.225 1486.13 20.88 
0.041 1071.27 1.240 1986.03 24.28 
0.041 1071.95 1.239 1895.82 23.99 
0.041 1072.87 1.238 1789.69 23.66 
0.041 1072.95 1.237 1702.86 23.54 
0.041 1072.69 1.236 1615.45 23.52 
0.041 1058.24 1.249 1985.03 26.96 
0.041 1059.54 1.248 1918.30 26.62 
0.041 1059.72 1.245 1793.56 26.54 
0.041 1058.93 1.245 1732.32 26.61 
0.041 1042.88 1.257 2000.57 30.24 
0.041 1042.52 1.256 1893.66 30.12 
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0.053 1171.49 1.158 2007.83 0.27 
0.053 1172.85 1.155 1888.24 -0.25 
0.053 1173.96 1.154 1807.03 -0.52 
0.053 1173.10 1.153 1678.28 -0.48 
0.053 1172.88 1.153 1584.61 -0.43 
0.053 1172.07 1.153 1489.19 -0.37 
0.053 1171.77 1.152 1414.89 -0.30 
0.053 1170.85 1.153 1287.22 -0.20 
0.053 1169.61 1.153 1090.68 -0.13 
0.053 1168.50 1.153 984.03 -0.01 
0.053 1167.64 1.152 886.73 0.01 
0.053 1167.34 1.152 801.98 0.06 
0.053 1161.95 1.167 1911.59 2.73 
0.053 1162.82 1.164 1779.06 2.55 
0.053 1162.13 1.164 1684.59 2.61 
0.053 1160.80 1.164 1479.25 2.71 
0.053 1159.89 1.164 1378.39 2.77 
0.053 1159.28 1.164 1287.18 2.84 
0.053 1158.63 1.164 1193.40 2.89 
0.053 1157.65 1.164 1082.27 2.94 
0.053 1157.31 1.165 979.11 2.97 
0.053 1156.42 1.164 896.93 2.99 
0.053 1156.42 1.164 877.48 3.01 
0.053 1149.42 1.181 2015.54 6.18 
0.053 1152.15 1.176 1909.33 5.54 
0.053 1151.06 1.176 1780.82 5.62 
0.053 1150.44 1.176 1680.24 5.69 
0.053 1149.84 1.176 1580.52 5.76 
0.053 1148.66 1.176 1516.52 5.87 
0.053 1147.64 1.176 1379.44 5.92 
0.053 1147.48 1.176 1282.14 5.96 
0.053 1146.46 1.176 1178.60 5.99 
0.053 1145.96 1.176 1079.33 6.01 
0.053 1145.34 1.176 997.01 6.03 
0.053 1145.32 1.175 954.81 6.04 
0.053 1135.47 1.194 2009.81 9.71 
0.053 1140.18 1.187 1895.21 8.55 
0.053 1139.56 1.187 1792.69 8.62 
0.053 1138.82 1.187 1695.98 8.74 
0.053 1137.75 1.187 1593.43 8.82 
0.053 1136.64 1.187 1491.74 8.88 
0.053 1136.24 1.187 1389.72 8.93 
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0.053 1136.66 1.187 1276.34 8.98 
0.053 1134.32 1.187 1099.93 9.01 
0.053 1126.50 1.202 1998.82 11.97 
0.053 1128.33 1.200 1912.78 11.43 
0.053 1128.07 1.198 1801.49 11.55 
0.053 1126.98 1.198 1688.20 11.63 
0.053 1125.87 1.198 1591.39 11.73 
0.053 1125.13 1.198 1495.49 11.80 
0.053 1124.52 1.198 1384.90 11.86 
0.053 1123.54 1.198 1283.63 11.92 
0.053 1122.48 1.198 1204.23 11.96 
0.053 1122.35 1.198 1141.39 12.01 
0.053 1115.60 1.210 2012.17 15.00 
0.053 1114.56 1.210 1893.74 15.00 
0.053 1114.01 1.210 1797.84 15.01 
0.053 1113.48 1.210 1683.99 15.01 
0.053 1112.46 1.210 1583.44 15.02 
0.053 1111.66 1.209 1489.68 15.04 
0.053 1111.32 1.209 1377.20 15.03 
0.053 1110.39 1.209 1304.79 15.03 
0.053 1110.32 1.209 1258.93 15.06 
0.053 1102.08 1.223 1999.59 17.89 
0.053 1102.56 1.222 1885.13 17.60 
0.053 1103.04 1.220 1786.52 17.60 
0.053 1101.96 1.220 1679.57 17.68 
0.053 1100.92 1.220 1580.30 17.75 
0.053 1099.72 1.220 1502.85 17.82 
0.053 1098.62 1.220 1405.65 17.96 
0.053 1098.52 1.220 1367.74 18.02 
0.053 1091.62 1.230 1980.41 20.54 
0.053 1090.65 1.230 1882.49 20.62 
0.053 1089.33 1.230 1789.15 20.70 
0.053 1088.46 1.230 1699.69 20.78 
0.053 1087.82 1.230 1604.94 20.86 
0.053 1086.73 1.230 1511.13 20.92 
0.053 1086.54 1.230 1490.49 20.96 
0.053 1077.65 1.242 1982.04 23.53 
0.053 1077.34 1.241 1885.73 23.53 
0.053 1076.29 1.241 1794.41 23.61 
0.053 1075.00 1.240 1710.34 23.74 
0.053 1073.84 1.240 1611.51 23.87 
0.074 1170.73 1.161 1985.85 -0.06 
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0.074 1171.24 1.159 1899.73 0.00 
0.074 1170.40 1.159 1793.94 -0.03 
0.074 1170.34 1.159 1696.27 -0.03 
0.074 1169.49 1.158 1588.95 -0.01 
0.074 1169.38 1.158 1498.67 -0.05 
0.074 1169.31 1.158 1394.62 -0.09 
0.074 1168.39 1.157 1293.29 -0.02 
0.074 1168.22 1.157 1188.24 -0.05 
0.074 1167.32 1.157 1100.84 0.10 
0.074 1166.03 1.157 993.97 0.37 
0.074 1166.07 1.157 890.48 0.12 
0.074 1166.33 1.156 815.19 -0.04 
0.074 1160.86 1.171 1993.25 2.95 
0.074 1160.44 1.170 1890.43 2.99 
0.074 1159.50 1.170 1807.80 3.15 
0.074 1159.52 1.169 1701.43 2.98 
0.074 1158.56 1.169 1604.74 3.16 
0.074 1158.27 1.169 1495.28 3.12 
0.074 1157.19 1.169 1399.80 3.26 
0.074 1157.41 1.168 1295.65 2.99 
0.074 1156.42 1.168 1201.99 3.18 
0.074 1155.89 1.168 1087.33 3.19 
0.074 1155.70 1.168 994.09 3.01 
0.074 1155.65 1.168 905.83 2.94 
0.074 1149.62 1.182 1986.03 5.82 
0.074 1149.23 1.182 1891.10 5.90 
0.074 1148.58 1.181 1797.92 6.02 
0.074 1147.58 1.181 1696.02 6.24 
0.074 1147.55 1.180 1594.90 5.97 
0.074 1147.07 1.180 1502.02 6.14 
0.074 1146.11 1.180 1390.23 6.07 
0.074 1146.20 1.180 1292.55 6.00 
0.074 1145.44 1.179 1192.77 5.90 
0.074 1144.68 1.179 1086.65 6.15 
0.074 1143.88 1.180 1004.49 6.29 
0.074 1144.12 1.179 975.54 6.06 
0.074 1135.12 1.197 1997.27 9.38 
0.074 1137.82 1.193 1888.66 8.84 
0.074 1137.06 1.193 1793.02 8.91 
0.074 1136.21 1.192 1689.13 8.95 
0.074 1136.18 1.192 1593.37 8.92 
0.074 1135.20 1.192 1492.18 8.95 
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0.074 1135.14 1.191 1387.93 8.97 
0.074 1134.21 1.191 1293.48 8.97 
0.074 1134.10 1.191 1192.27 8.93 
0.074 1133.27 1.191 1109.75 8.93 
0.074 1126.36 1.205 1986.28 11.66 
0.074 1126.36 1.204 1884.63 11.68 
0.074 1125.33 1.203 1798.34 11.98 
0.074 1124.13 1.203 1689.37 12.12 
0.074 1124.32 1.202 1591.45 11.89 
0.074 1124.09 1.202 1501.39 11.93 
0.074 1123.27 1.202 1391.03 11.99 
0.074 1122.21 1.202 1288.37 12.04 
0.074 1122.21 1.201 1215.58 11.99 
0.074 1122.25 1.201 1161.68 11.90 
0.074 1113.84 1.215 2006.36 15.26 
0.074 1113.48 1.214 1897.83 15.21 
0.074 1112.07 1.214 1799.35 15.40 
0.074 1113.64 1.212 1695.24 14.78 
0.074 1112.33 1.212 1600.81 15.10 
0.074 1112.19 1.212 1490.93 14.83 
0.074 1111.49 1.212 1395.33 14.93 
0.074 1110.50 1.212 1313.84 14.96 
0.074 1110.29 1.212 1262.58 15.00 
0.074 1099.27 1.229 1991.78 18.30 
0.074 1100.87 1.226 1911.44 18.22 
0.074 1099.15 1.226 1795.32 18.48 
0.074 1100.83 1.224 1689.73 17.75 
0.074 1099.15 1.224 1598.29 18.22 
0.074 1098.65 1.224 1501.62 18.03 
0.074 1098.36 1.223 1409.97 18.01 
0.074 1088.68 1.236 2008.05 21.28 
0.074 1089.53 1.235 1907.15 20.85 
0.074 1087.52 1.235 1799.11 21.24 
0.074 1087.94 1.234 1704.61 20.94 
0.074 1086.16 1.234 1591.01 21.24 
0.074 1084.93 1.234 1507.24 21.34 
0.074 1085.78 1.233 1486.92 20.99 
0.074 1075.59 1.246 2013.46 24.26 
0.074 1073.44 1.246 1891.58 24.54 
0.074 1075.23 1.244 1809.81 23.94 
0.074 1073.28 1.244 1704.35 24.28 
0.074 1072.11 1.244 1608.41 24.35 
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0.074 1061.72 1.254 2007.83 27.34 
0.074 1062.23 1.254 1894.37 26.87 
0.074 1061.12 1.253 1802.41 27.07 
0.074 1060.40 1.253 1747.59 27.05 
0.074 1049.95 1.259 1992.65 29.83 
0.074 1048.52 1.259 1912.09 30.13 
0.074 1047.54 1.260 1865.33 30.13 
0.081 1172.73 1.159 2005.90 -0.22 
0.081 1171.51 1.159 1912.86 -0.16 
0.081 1170.18 1.159 1801.20 0.20 
0.081 1170.46 1.158 1693.71 -0.12 
0.081 1169.43 1.158 1600.71 0.03 
0.081 1169.31 1.158 1485.40 -0.01 
0.081 1168.80 1.158 1389.90 -0.06 
0.081 1168.34 1.157 1300.07 0.07 
0.081 1168.03 1.157 1192.03 -0.08 
0.081 1167.37 1.157 1090.15 0.05 
0.081 1167.48 1.157 1000.24 -0.16 
0.081 1166.20 1.157 886.25 0.19 
0.081 1164.97 1.157 809.60 0.29 
0.081 1160.79 1.173 1996.38 2.65 
0.081 1158.62 1.172 1910.56 3.45 
0.081 1157.41 1.173 1791.50 3.66 
0.081 1159.47 1.170 1696.13 2.79 
0.081 1158.30 1.170 1614.96 3.24 
0.081 1156.79 1.170 1493.45 3.48 
0.081 1158.36 1.169 1410.93 2.91 
0.081 1157.19 1.169 1290.35 3.04 
0.081 1157.25 1.169 1194.16 2.89 
0.081 1156.35 1.169 1095.17 2.98 
0.081 1155.18 1.169 994.11 3.21 
0.081 1154.18 1.168 903.53 3.54 
0.081 1153.91 1.169 891.65 3.34 
0.081 1148.43 1.183 2015.54 6.46 
0.081 1146.74 1.184 1901.81 6.73 
0.081 1149.03 1.182 1787.45 5.77 
0.081 1147.11 1.182 1713.51 6.37 
0.081 1145.55 1.182 1603.51 6.69 
0.081 1147.43 1.180 1492.66 5.80 
0.081 1146.19 1.180 1412.39 6.23 
0.081 1144.73 1.181 1302.03 6.58 
0.081 1146.34 1.180 1192.47 5.75 
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0.081 1144.11 1.180 1093.32 6.31 
0.081 1144.08 1.180 1002.96 6.09 
0.081 1144.43 1.179 966.58 5.93 
0.081 1136.80 1.194 2010.62 9.42 
0.081 1135.32 1.195 1903.66 9.69 
0.081 1135.82 1.193 1805.40 9.49 
0.081 1136.20 1.192 1707.64 9.26 
0.081 1134.79 1.193 1608.89 9.55 
0.081 1136.03 1.191 1501.45 8.84 
0.081 1134.44 1.191 1409.20 9.21 
0.081 1132.89 1.192 1296.06 9.48 
0.081 1134.36 1.191 1189.04 8.82 
0.081 1132.94 1.191 1097.63 9.23 
0.081 1131.77 1.192 1061.06 9.50 
0.081 1125.81 1.205 2014.55 12.26 
0.081 1124.18 1.205 1905.86 12.58 
0.081 1125.10 1.203 1809.33 12.24 
0.081 1125.29 1.203 1688.14 11.87 
0.081 1124.29 1.202 1610.83 12.10 
0.081 1123.02 1.203 1500.63 12.30 
0.081 1123.46 1.202 1402.32 11.90 
0.081 1122.21 1.202 1289.26 12.04 
0.081 1121.17 1.202 1157.71 12.26 
0.081 1114.13 1.215 2015.17 15.27 
0.081 1114.33 1.214 1912.49 15.13 
0.081 1112.47 1.214 1806.35 15.41 
0.081 1112.96 1.213 1706.43 15.12 
0.081 1112.60 1.213 1586.83 14.85 
0.081 1111.30 1.213 1497.30 15.08 
0.081 1111.53 1.212 1402.41 14.98 
0.081 1109.67 1.213 1293.88 15.31 
0.081 1108.96 1.213 1261.45 15.40 
0.081 1100.32 1.226 2008.96 18.68 
0.081 1102.64 1.224 1892.95 17.68 
0.081 1100.72 1.224 1807.52 18.24 
0.081 1101.25 1.223 1702.88 17.84 
0.081 1100.00 1.223 1594.54 17.98 
0.081 1099.56 1.223 1497.62 17.88 
0.081 1098.85 1.223 1407.79 17.96 
0.081 1098.69 1.223 1372.36 17.88 
0.081 1088.79 1.236 2010.98 21.36 
0.081 1089.86 1.234 1890.09 20.75 
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0.081 1088.87 1.234 1814.49 20.95 
0.081 1087.71 1.234 1695.48 21.02 
0.081 1086.96 1.234 1594.60 21.00 
0.081 1086.73 1.233 1503.39 20.87 
0.081 1077.70 1.246 1990.49 23.49 
0.081 1074.35 1.246 1892.89 24.42 
0.081 1075.18 1.245 1789.45 23.89 
0.081 1074.69 1.244 1692.25 23.88 
0.081 1073.69 1.244 1593.47 23.95 
0.081 1062.28 1.254 2005.43 27.29 
0.081 1062.28 1.254 1895.17 26.97 
0.081 1062.06 1.253 1795.72 26.85 
0.081 1061.75 1.253 1750.69 26.87 
0.081 1050.52 1.259 1993.33 29.82 
0.081 1050.30 1.259 1905.07 29.76 
0.089 1171.50 1.162 1984.56 -0.46 
0.089 1169.98 1.161 1906.02 0.37 
0.089 1168.56 1.161 1794.85 0.58 
0.089 1170.71 1.159 1700.56 -0.35 
0.089 1169.18 1.159 1607.40 0.29 
0.089 1167.80 1.160 1491.82 0.46 
0.089 1167.96 1.159 1407.65 0.41 
0.089 1168.47 1.158 1286.26 -0.18 
0.089 1168.30 1.158 1207.29 -0.08 
0.089 1167.31 1.158 1102.76 0.09 
0.089 1166.06 1.158 999.78 0.36 
0.089 1164.80 1.158 896.77 0.45 
0.089 1165.55 1.158 803.11 -0.06 
0.089 1160.44 1.172 2014.24 3.10 
0.089 1159.12 1.172 1899.41 3.30 
0.089 1160.20 1.170 1794.59 2.86 
0.089 1159.34 1.170 1696.83 2.95 
0.089 1158.57 1.170 1594.92 3.01 
0.089 1158.24 1.170 1487.16 3.00 
0.089 1158.01 1.169 1392.89 2.92 
0.089 1157.41 1.169 1291.38 2.93 
0.089 1156.83 1.169 1196.26 3.00 
0.089 1155.91 1.169 1095.78 3.20 
0.089 1155.03 1.169 991.16 3.20 
0.089 1155.38 1.169 902.52 2.87 
0.089 1150.40 1.183 1988.03 5.48 
0.089 1147.87 1.183 1902.35 6.40 
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0.089 1149.18 1.181 1792.57 5.85 
0.089 1148.19 1.181 1709.72 6.11 
0.089 1146.96 1.182 1592.68 6.28 
0.089 1147.42 1.180 1494.52 5.84 
0.089 1146.24 1.181 1402.97 6.19 
0.089 1146.66 1.180 1302.19 5.76 
0.089 1145.34 1.180 1201.36 6.09 
0.089 1145.32 1.180 1094.13 5.94 
0.089 1145.10 1.179 997.11 5.80 
0.089 1144.52 1.179 964.20 5.93 
0.089 1139.30 1.194 1990.19 8.30 
0.089 1136.41 1.194 1914.69 9.55 
0.089 1137.69 1.192 1795.88 8.72 
0.089 1136.10 1.193 1703.55 9.29 
0.089 1136.56 1.192 1599.46 8.79 
0.089 1135.38 1.192 1498.23 9.07 
0.089 1135.37 1.191 1389.76 8.88 
0.089 1134.55 1.191 1295.85 8.87 
0.089 1134.34 1.191 1199.99 8.98 
0.089 1132.75 1.191 1090.17 9.27 
0.089 1132.02 1.191 1055.85 9.23 
0.089 1124.95 1.207 1986.07 11.95 
0.089 1124.72 1.205 1904.99 12.47 
0.089 1126.29 1.203 1793.96 11.77 
0.089 1125.36 1.203 1711.73 11.99 
0.089 1124.19 1.203 1594.13 12.07 
0.089 1124.30 1.202 1489.32 11.88 
0.089 1123.28 1.202 1398.01 11.99 
0.089 1122.16 1.202 1287.91 12.08 
0.089 1122.22 1.202 1195.37 11.90 
0.089 1122.40 1.201 1152.12 11.82 
0.104 1165.95 1.174 2001.60 0.08 
0.104 1166.06 1.174 1880.75 -0.12 
0.104 1165.17 1.173 1799.37 -0.04 
0.104 1165.01 1.173 1697.38 0.04 
0.104 1164.09 1.173 1589.01 0.05 
0.104 1164.08 1.173 1487.24 0.00 
0.104 1163.30 1.172 1385.81 -0.02 
0.104 1163.15 1.172 1291.12 -0.02 
0.104 1163.00 1.172 1186.28 -0.01 
0.104 1162.14 1.171 1083.70 0.00 
0.104 1162.10 1.171 987.03 -0.01 
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0.104 1161.15 1.171 881.15 0.00 
0.104 1161.11 1.171 798.37 0.00 
0.104 1156.12 1.187 2000.05 2.77 
0.104 1154.75 1.187 1901.42 3.17 
0.104 1155.05 1.186 1785.70 2.86 
0.104 1154.01 1.185 1594.29 2.98 
0.104 1152.98 1.186 1491.17 3.05 
0.104 1153.02 1.185 1385.49 2.99 
0.104 1152.05 1.185 1281.34 2.97 
0.104 1152.02 1.184 1184.08 3.01 
0.104 1151.19 1.184 1081.32 3.00 
0.104 1151.06 1.183 984.07 2.99 
0.104 1151.06 1.184 922.77 3.01 
0.104 1151.04 1.184 898.06 2.99 
0.104 1141.90 1.203 1992.95 6.40 
0.104 1144.88 1.199 1909.49 5.80 
0.104 1143.19 1.200 1801.35 6.22 
0.104 1143.68 1.199 1682.23 5.86 
0.104 1143.14 1.198 1596.71 5.98 
0.104 1142.09 1.198 1490.93 6.06 
0.104 1142.10 1.197 1379.20 5.95 
0.104 1141.97 1.197 1282.06 5.98 
0.104 1141.15 1.197 1179.85 6.02 
0.104 1141.02 1.196 1092.65 6.01 
0.104 1140.16 1.197 1010.87 5.99 
0.104 1140.12 1.196 964.10 5.98 
0.104 1134.07 1.212 2004.14 8.96 
0.104 1134.10 1.211 1890.68 8.87 
0.104 1133.06 1.211 1788.68 9.05 
0.104 1133.04 1.210 1699.47 9.01 
0.104 1132.15 1.209 1583.83 8.98 
0.104 1132.06 1.210 1488.29 8.99 
0.104 1131.06 1.209 1282.99 8.99 
0.104 1130.14 1.209 1192.87 8.99 
0.104 1130.12 1.209 1115.62 9.00 
0.104 1129.91 1.208 1064.61 9.00 
0.104 1120.63 1.228 2007.15 12.31 
0.104 1123.08 1.225 1909.21 11.92 
0.104 1121.65 1.225 1792.59 12.24 
0.104 1122.10 1.223 1687.41 11.94 
0.104 1121.04 1.223 1581.31 12.05 
0.104 1120.85 1.223 1499.10 12.02 
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0.104 1120.08 1.223 1390.15 12.00 
0.104 1120.07 1.222 1297.55 11.96 
0.104 1119.15 1.222 1208.30 12.01 
0.104 1119.20 1.221 1172.37 12.00 
0.104 1110.10 1.238 1989.24 15.28 
0.104 1112.30 1.234 1883.42 14.88 
0.104 1111.41 1.234 1792.01 15.05 
0.104 1111.16 1.234 1687.37 15.02 
0.104 1110.72 1.234 1597.30 14.97 
0.104 1110.27 1.234 1503.39 14.97 
0.104 1109.33 1.233 1395.59 15.00 
0.104 1109.21 1.233 1302.75 15.01 
0.104 1109.12 1.233 1261.03 14.99 
0.104 1101.35 1.246 2004.02 18.26 
0.104 1102.04 1.244 1916.10 17.88 
0.104 1100.96 1.244 1795.48 18.06 
0.104 1099.48 1.244 1595.64 18.04 
0.104 1099.31 1.243 1492.40 17.97 
0.104 1098.79 1.243 1407.99 17.99 
0.104 1098.38 1.243 1359.58 18.02 
0.104 1091.14 1.256 2005.72 20.68 
0.104 1091.65 1.254 1892.47 20.58 
0.104 1090.07 1.254 1801.41 21.03 
0.104 1088.65 1.255 1694.71 21.22 
0.104 1088.61 1.254 1605.99 20.97 
0.104 1089.02 1.253 1507.46 20.96 
0.104 1088.18 1.253 1499.86 21.05 
0.104 1076.83 1.267 2003.82 24.50 
0.104 1079.98 1.264 1898.50 23.76 
0.104 1077.36 1.264 1792.86 24.45 
0.104 1078.90 1.262 1692.90 23.75 
0.104 1077.00 1.263 1611.35 24.22 
0.104 1069.60 1.271 1999.02 26.69 
0.104 1068.78 1.270 1912.09 26.93 
0.104 1067.71 1.270 1809.29 27.02 
0.104 1066.04 1.270 1722.20 27.36 
0.104 1056.91 1.279 2003.76 30.08 
0.104 1054.32 1.281 1906.87 30.54 
0.104 1054.58 1.280 1898.16 30.35 
0.111 1169.88 1.164 2013.40 0.29 
0.111 1170.67 1.162 1897.47 -0.19 
0.111 1169.40 1.162 1803.46 0.16 
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0.111 1169.45 1.162 1679.99 -0.08 
0.111 1168.54 1.162 1591.21 -0.05 
0.111 1168.56 1.161 1486.03 -0.08 
0.111 1167.57 1.161 1388.47 -0.08 
0.111 1167.51 1.161 1287.91 -0.02 
0.111 1166.47 1.161 1189.85 0.00 
0.111 1166.51 1.161 1081.52 -0.10 
0.111 1166.12 1.161 987.09 -0.05 
0.111 1165.29 1.161 886.09 0.15 
0.111 1156.91 1.185 1980.51 2.53 
0.111 1155.68 1.184 1900.05 3.38 
0.111 1157.15 1.181 1799.91 2.81 
0.111 1155.72 1.181 1696.17 3.20 
0.111 1156.38 1.180 1582.76 2.84 
0.111 1155.34 1.180 1498.73 2.98 
0.111 1154.12 1.180 1391.52 3.23 
0.111 1154.37 1.179 1282.26 2.86 
0.111 1154.34 1.179 1194.02 2.97 
0.111 1153.22 1.179 1082.81 3.09 
0.111 1153.37 1.178 993.32 2.91 
0.111 1152.49 1.178 895.54 3.08 
0.111 1154.35 1.173 878.71 2.93 
0.111 1144.73 1.199 1976.66 5.85 
0.111 1144.69 1.197 1900.74 6.36 
0.111 1145.69 1.195 1787.33 5.77 
0.111 1145.01 1.195 1699.35 6.07 
0.111 1144.26 1.194 1577.94 5.94 
0.111 1144.19 1.194 1487.14 5.99 
0.111 1143.10 1.193 1388.92 6.15 
0.111 1143.33 1.192 1180.43 5.80 
0.111 1142.28 1.192 1091.12 5.98 
0.111 1141.52 1.192 992.86 6.08 
0.111 1141.26 1.192 956.52 6.00 
0.111 1134.31 1.211 1976.92 8.69 
0.111 1135.16 1.208 1905.58 8.96 
0.111 1134.19 1.207 1780.54 8.91 
0.111 1134.09 1.207 1686.02 8.98 
0.111 1133.05 1.207 1589.80 9.08 
0.111 1133.19 1.206 1484.50 8.96 
0.111 1132.25 1.206 1379.90 8.91 
0.111 1132.22 1.206 1286.86 8.95 
0.111 1131.16 1.206 1188.92 9.03 
2180 
 
0.111 1131.03 1.205 1091.65 9.04 
0.111 1130.94 1.205 1046.82 8.96 
0.111 1124.39 1.221 1978.03 11.53 
0.111 1124.38 1.219 1891.68 11.80 
0.111 1123.33 1.219 1797.03 12.04 
0.111 1123.27 1.218 1680.09 11.95 
0.111 1122.37 1.218 1591.79 11.98 
0.111 1122.23 1.218 1485.04 11.99 
0.111 1121.33 1.217 1386.52 11.97 
0.111 1121.28 1.217 1290.53 11.97 
0.111 1120.26 1.217 1194.14 12.01 
0.111 1120.26 1.217 1153.19 11.98 
0.111 1113.38 1.232 1977.95 14.57 
0.111 1112.19 1.231 1907.01 15.37 
0.111 1113.64 1.229 1796.81 14.69 
0.111 1112.08 1.229 1708.28 15.21 
0.111 1112.60 1.228 1588.49 14.73 
0.111 1111.28 1.228 1496.19 15.05 
0.111 1110.27 1.229 1387.40 15.08 
0.111 1110.19 1.228 1297.97 14.96 
0.111 1109.85 1.228 1259.76 14.96 
0.111 1101.19 1.242 1992.83 18.50 
0.111 1102.55 1.239 1892.41 17.91 
0.111 1101.31 1.240 1788.08 18.06 
0.111 1101.48 1.239 1677.11 17.88 
0.111 1100.49 1.239 1594.60 17.99 
0.111 1099.76 1.239 1484.62 17.96 
0.111 1099.65 1.238 1411.66 17.87 
0.111 1099.03 1.238 1357.90 18.07 
0.111 1090.50 1.251 2018.72 21.30 
0.111 1091.18 1.250 1890.07 20.90 
0.111 1090.74 1.249 1779.97 20.81 
0.111 1089.82 1.249 1696.79 20.91 
0.111 1088.43 1.249 1598.29 21.21 
0.111 1088.46 1.249 1497.95 20.97 
0.111 1088.82 1.248 1480.48 20.88 
0.111 1078.97 1.260 2002.11 24.26 
0.111 1079.47 1.259 1891.72 23.87 
0.111 1078.32 1.259 1794.41 24.02 
0.111 1077.50 1.259 1693.10 24.03 
0.111 1077.08 1.259 1607.46 23.96 
0.111 1067.63 1.270 2001.80 26.52 
2181 
 
0.111 1066.40 1.268 1913.16 27.24 
0.111 1064.25 1.269 1785.13 27.52 
0.111 1064.50 1.269 1728.91 27.19 
0.111 1054.56 1.275 1988.78 30.29 
0.111 1054.70 1.275 1923.16 30.10 
0.111 1054.42 1.274 1881.53 30.11 
0.129 1160.35 1.194 1999.69 0.41 
0.129 1162.21 1.190 1891.04 -0.08 
0.129 1161.91 1.190 1796.38 0.03 
0.129 1161.41 1.189 1699.86 0.10 
0.129 1160.69 1.190 1595.18 0.35 
0.129 1160.98 1.188 1495.45 0.05 
0.129 1160.03 1.188 1387.14 0.01 
0.129 1160.01 1.188 1288.76 -0.01 
0.129 1159.95 1.188 1199.59 -0.02 
0.129 1159.02 1.188 1100.03 0.05 
0.129 1158.27 1.188 992.78 0.23 
0.129 1157.67 1.188 889.15 0.28 
0.129 1152.55 1.200 2015.05 2.92 
0.129 1152.22 1.200 1897.79 2.98 
0.129 1151.44 1.200 1798.76 3.01 
0.129 1151.21 1.200 1697.78 2.99 
0.129 1151.20 1.200 1607.50 2.99 
0.129 1150.15 1.200 1501.15 3.01 
0.129 1150.25 1.199 1390.85 2.94 
0.129 1149.41 1.200 1294.44 2.93 
0.129 1149.21 1.200 1206.85 2.98 
0.129 1149.13 1.199 1101.00 2.94 
0.129 1148.11 1.199 1016.01 3.14 
0.129 1148.96 1.198 914.80 2.97 
0.129 1147.89 1.199 916.88 3.10 
0.129 1140.86 1.215 1999.73 6.40 
0.129 1142.86 1.211 1894.51 5.94 
0.129 1142.78 1.211 1795.88 5.96 
0.129 1142.03 1.210 1695.38 6.01 
0.129 1141.99 1.210 1592.74 6.01 
0.129 1141.11 1.210 1490.93 5.98 
0.129 1141.09 1.209 1394.56 5.98 
0.129 1140.17 1.209 1294.58 5.99 
0.129 1140.13 1.209 1193.64 5.98 
0.129 1139.38 1.209 1096.04 5.99 
0.129 1139.28 1.209 1004.86 5.92 
2182 
 
0.129 1133.08 1.222 1995.31 8.94 
0.129 1132.85 1.221 1894.99 9.06 
0.129 1132.29 1.221 1790.25 8.98 
0.129 1132.17 1.220 1705.06 9.06 
0.129 1130.99 1.220 1599.84 9.25 
0.129 1131.03 1.220 1491.13 9.04 
0.129 1131.04 1.219 1400.63 8.95 
0.129 1130.16 1.219 1296.40 8.98 
0.129 1129.83 1.219 1192.09 8.99 
0.129 1129.16 1.219 1094.91 8.94 
0.129 1129.16 1.219 1050.80 8.99 
0.129 1120.90 1.230 2007.85 12.16 
0.129 1121.52 1.228 1898.38 11.95 
0.129 1121.84 1.227 1799.99 11.90 
0.129 1121.18 1.227 1718.17 11.93 
0.129 1121.08 1.226 1609.00 11.93 
0.129 1120.31 1.226 1517.00 11.96 
0.129 1120.16 1.226 1408.05 11.96 
0.129 1119.61 1.225 1312.95 11.88 
0.129 1119.16 1.225 1218.44 12.01 
0.129 1119.26 1.228 1151.89 12.02 
0.129 1118.54 1.224 1133.51 12.00 
0.129 1110.88 1.239 2005.92 15.12 
0.129 1111.65 1.238 1906.71 14.97 
0.129 1111.00 1.237 1803.83 14.92 
0.129 1111.17 1.236 1716.85 14.92 
0.129 1110.22 1.236 1619.22 14.95 
0.129 1110.12 1.236 1517.57 14.97 
0.129 1109.19 1.236 1418.32 14.98 
0.129 1109.21 1.235 1319.12 14.98 
0.129 1108.36 1.235 1245.02 14.97 
0.129 1100.12 1.249 2000.33 18.14 
0.129 1100.77 1.248 1907.47 17.96 
0.129 1100.45 1.247 1809.85 17.96 
0.129 1100.20 1.247 1717.38 17.95 
0.129 1099.55 1.246 1618.45 17.99 
0.129 1098.61 1.246 1517.57 18.23 
0.129 1098.20 1.245 1416.24 18.06 
0.129 1098.31 1.245 1334.97 17.97 
0.129 541.76 1.247 1339.89 17.92 
0.129 1089.15 1.259 2004.10 21.16 
0.129 1089.98 1.257 1911.97 20.92 
2183 
 
0.129 1089.56 1.257 1808.24 20.92 
0.129 1089.39 1.256 1708.37 20.88 
0.129 1088.79 1.255 1610.79 20.90 
0.129 1088.57 1.255 1518.23 20.91 
0.129 1086.51 1.254 1448.54 20.98 
0.129 1077.38 1.268 2007.95 24.21 
0.129 1078.23 1.267 1901.36 23.90 
0.129 1078.32 1.265 1814.47 23.88 
0.129 1077.53 1.265 1717.26 23.92 
0.129 1077.41 1.264 1618.41 23.95 
0.129 425.08 1.264 1564.59 23.83 
0.129 1067.90 1.274 1988.15 26.85 
0.129 1067.28 1.274 1915.09 26.99 
0.129 1066.52 1.274 1812.13 27.00 
0.129 1065.49 1.276 1736.94 27.22 
0.129 425.08 1.269 1693.46 27.03 
0.129 1055.15 1.281 2009.43 30.07 
0.129 1055.55 1.282 1909.57 30.07 
0.129 425.10 1.282 1830.20 29.93 
0.129 1053.55 1.281 1824.04 29.93 
0.144 1163.43 1.193 2004.95 0.99 
0.144 1163.44 1.193 1903.00 0.96 
0.144 1163.18 1.193 1803.24 0.93 
0.144 1162.49 1.193 1695.72 0.90 
0.144 1162.54 1.192 1595.48 0.47 
0.144 1161.56 1.192 1490.85 0.47 
0.144 1161.54 1.192 1396.68 0.45 
0.144 1161.19 1.192 1294.36 0.44 
0.144 1160.52 1.191 1197.67 0.43 
0.144 1160.51 1.191 1092.45 0.42 
0.144 1159.51 1.191 990.58 0.41 
0.144 1159.47 1.191 894.09 0.40 
0.144 1159.12 1.191 790.44 0.49 
0.144 1149.94 1.199 1997.00 3.50 
0.144 1149.28 1.199 1906.00 3.47 
0.144 1149.27 1.199 1805.10 3.47 
0.144 1148.33 1.199 1704.05 3.45 
0.144 1148.24 1.199 1595.64 3.45 
0.144 1147.98 1.199 1498.43 3.45 
0.144 1147.30 1.199 1393.01 3.45 
0.144 1147.29 1.198 1301.12 3.44 
0.144 1146.28 1.198 1195.49 3.43 
2184 
 
0.144 1146.25 1.198 1091.24 3.44 
0.144 1145.77 1.198 992.80 3.42 
0.144 1145.32 1.198 892.16 3.41 
0.144 1140.47 1.210 2001.80 6.51 
0.144 1140.48 1.210 1905.98 6.50 
0.144 1139.49 1.210 1806.75 6.48 
0.144 1139.51 1.210 1701.43 6.46 
0.144 1138.53 1.210 1600.77 6.46 
0.144 1138.50 1.210 1496.05 6.46 
0.144 1138.08 1.210 1397.00 6.46 
0.144 1137.47 1.209 1291.90 6.46 
0.144 1137.43 1.209 1192.87 6.45 
0.144 1136.48 1.209 1093.66 6.45 
0.144 1136.44 1.209 994.49 6.43 
0.144 1136.38 1.209 958.90 6.43 
0.144 1130.51 1.220 2022.49 9.50 
0.144 1130.54 1.220 1900.68 9.46 
0.144 1130.08 1.220 1789.49 9.41 
0.144 1129.65 1.220 1702.26 9.38 
0.144 1129.67 1.219 1601.92 9.36 
0.144 1128.69 1.219 1489.17 9.35 
0.144 1128.70 1.219 1398.69 9.34 
0.144 1127.77 1.219 1296.32 9.32 
0.144 1127.78 1.219 1194.51 9.31 
0.144 1127.22 1.219 1090.82 9.29 
0.144 1126.79 1.219 1044.52 9.27 
0.144 1118.77 1.231 1974.68 12.97 
0.144 1120.66 1.230 1891.66 12.42 
0.144 1120.53 1.230 1804.49 12.39 
0.144 1119.70 1.230 1698.30 12.36 
0.144 1119.71 1.229 1589.57 12.33 
0.144 1118.78 1.229 1501.92 12.33 
0.144 1118.76 1.229 1399.12 12.30 
0.144 1117.83 1.229 1289.81 12.29 
0.144 1117.83 1.229 1193.64 12.27 
0.144 1117.76 1.229 1145.22 12.27 
0.144 1110.84 1.239 1988.98 15.44 
0.144 1110.93 1.239 1898.42 15.39 
0.144 1110.41 1.239 1790.76 15.36 
0.144 1110.02 1.239 1695.36 15.33 
0.144 1110.01 1.239 1597.26 15.29 
0.144 1109.10 1.238 1495.39 15.25 
2185 
 
0.144 1109.12 1.238 1397.18 15.22 
0.144 1108.22 1.238 1291.42 15.16 
0.144 1108.26 1.238 1244.29 15.13 
0.163 1157.51 1.198 1986.01 0.09 
0.163 1158.50 1.196 1887.57 -0.10 
0.163 1157.55 1.196 1792.27 0.02 
0.163 1157.67 1.195 1690.48 -0.01 
0.163 1157.24 1.195 1598.10 -0.03 
0.163 1156.75 1.194 1495.51 -0.01 
0.163 1156.78 1.194 1402.30 0.02 
0.163 1155.77 1.194 1298.23 -0.01 
0.163 1155.67 1.194 1190.15 0.04 
0.163 1155.38 1.194 1097.92 0.03 
0.163 1154.74 1.193 1001.97 0.02 
0.163 1154.69 1.193 892.16 0.02 
0.163 1153.95 1.193 809.52 0.00 
0.163 1148.26 1.209 1986.24 3.09 
0.163 1149.33 1.206 1893.01 2.88 
0.163 1148.78 1.206 1794.53 2.92 
0.163 1148.80 1.205 1688.93 2.95 
0.163 1147.82 1.205 1602.38 3.01 
0.163 1147.67 1.205 1499.72 3.19 
0.163 1146.70 1.205 1387.71 3.08 
0.163 1146.72 1.204 1301.00 3.15 
0.163 1145.65 1.204 1196.50 3.27 
0.163 1145.64 1.204 1091.30 3.06 
0.163 1145.84 1.203 987.70 2.92 
0.163 1145.85 1.203 908.83 2.93 
0.163 1144.74 1.203 884.37 3.16 
0.163 1140.79 1.216 1992.85 5.92 
0.163 1139.97 1.215 1890.33 5.93 
0.163 1139.89 1.215 1801.75 5.99 
0.163 1138.97 1.215 1693.38 5.99 
0.163 1138.98 1.215 1594.41 5.96 
0.163 1138.70 1.215 1490.12 5.96 
0.163 1138.02 1.214 1389.62 5.98 
0.163 1138.00 1.214 1298.94 5.99 
0.163 1137.08 1.214 1196.18 5.94 
0.163 1137.01 1.214 1089.57 6.05 
0.163 1135.86 1.214 1006.41 6.20 
0.163 1135.99 1.213 973.54 5.98 
0.163 1130.80 1.226 1993.96 8.92 
2186 
 
0.163 1130.70 1.226 1890.11 8.97 
0.163 1129.92 1.225 1792.23 8.93 
0.163 1130.47 1.224 1697.05 8.73 
0.163 1129.38 1.224 1598.95 8.96 
0.163 1129.13 1.224 1503.59 8.93 
0.163 1127.96 1.224 1407.00 9.16 
0.163 1127.57 1.224 1293.17 9.26 
0.163 1126.93 1.224 1196.62 9.08 
0.163 1126.89 1.224 1103.02 9.01 
0.163 1126.90 1.223 1060.21 8.99 
0.163 1119.57 1.239 1990.03 12.20 
0.163 1120.72 1.236 1891.99 12.06 
0.163 1120.18 1.235 1788.44 11.98 
0.163 1119.95 1.235 1690.42 11.99 
0.163 1119.85 1.235 1604.58 11.96 
0.163 1119.04 1.234 1506.88 11.93 
0.163 1118.89 1.234 1392.87 11.98 
0.163 1117.95 1.234 1290.55 12.02 
0.163 1117.97 1.234 1213.50 11.99 
0.163 1117.15 1.233 1160.00 12.10 
0.163 1111.39 1.246 1986.94 14.97 
0.163 1111.02 1.245 1893.66 14.99 
0.163 1110.54 1.245 1785.78 15.00 
0.163 1110.08 1.244 1690.68 15.05 
0.163 1109.57 1.244 1586.85 14.98 
0.163 1109.16 1.244 1493.91 14.99 
0.163 1108.80 1.244 1395.77 14.98 
0.163 1108.22 1.243 1313.66 14.97 
0.163 1108.22 1.243 1257.44 14.98 
0.163 1098.85 1.258 1987.08 18.38 
0.163 1100.78 1.255 1887.31 17.96 
0.163 1100.79 1.254 1809.31 17.94 
0.163 1099.90 1.254 1701.23 18.17 
0.163 1098.87 1.254 1590.16 18.31 
0.163 1098.25 1.254 1499.90 18.14 
0.163 1098.14 1.253 1410.75 18.18 
0.163 1098.29 1.253 1370.30 18.02 
0.163 1088.62 1.267 1988.23 21.35 
0.163 1090.38 1.265 1896.52 20.94 
0.163 1089.99 1.264 1797.94 21.05 
0.163 1089.22 1.264 1705.62 21.06 
0.163 1089.19 1.263 1600.44 20.98 
2187 
 
0.163 1088.54 1.262 1507.10 20.98 
0.163 1088.49 1.262 1493.69 20.99 
0.163 1080.50 1.273 1988.49 23.85 
0.163 1079.98 1.272 1885.11 23.94 
0.163 1079.51 1.272 1806.33 23.93 
0.163 1078.93 1.272 1703.69 23.95 
0.163 1078.39 1.272 1612.91 24.02 
0.163 1067.59 1.282 2008.86 27.39 
0.163 1068.45 1.281 1891.18 27.03 
0.163 1068.49 1.280 1796.93 26.91 
0.163 1068.30 1.280 1746.17 26.95 
0.163 1063.10 1.277 1984.20 30.07 
0.163 1059.65 1.280 1896.58 30.55 
0.183 1154.54 1.205 1985.77 0.14 
0.183 1155.35 1.203 1887.27 -0.07 
0.183 1155.61 1.203 1787.55 -0.14 
0.183 1155.08 1.202 1695.88 -0.09 
0.183 1154.70 1.202 1593.31 -0.07 
0.183 1154.70 1.202 1491.43 -0.07 
0.183 1153.68 1.201 1398.53 -0.04 
0.183 1153.65 1.201 1294.44 -0.03 
0.183 1153.49 1.201 1198.42 -0.01 
0.183 1152.70 1.201 1094.79 -0.04 
0.183 1152.56 1.200 1002.94 0.16 
0.183 1151.33 1.201 895.40 0.32 
0.183 1151.45 1.200 806.13 0.10 
0.183 1147.46 1.214 1987.61 2.91 
0.183 1147.16 1.214 1904.95 3.03 
0.183 1146.39 1.214 1808.20 3.15 
0.183 1146.41 1.213 1687.92 3.08 
0.183 1145.54 1.213 1593.04 3.03 
0.183 1145.67 1.213 1496.33 2.94 
0.183 1144.82 1.211 1414.48 3.02 
0.183 1144.72 1.211 1309.49 3.00 
0.183 1144.66 1.211 1194.08 2.96 
0.183 1143.73 1.211 1092.43 2.95 
0.183 1143.70 1.210 993.16 2.99 
0.183 1143.23 1.210 910.61 2.99 
0.183 1142.88 1.210 890.52 2.99 
0.183 1136.25 1.227 2007.41 6.38 
0.183 1137.02 1.226 1889.02 6.02 
0.183 1137.30 1.225 1791.10 6.00 
2188 
 
0.183 1137.61 1.224 1686.67 5.94 
0.183 1136.91 1.223 1596.41 5.93 
0.183 1136.74 1.223 1500.87 5.94 
0.183 1136.78 1.223 1387.44 5.90 
0.183 1135.79 1.222 1305.33 6.03 
0.183 1135.37 1.222 1206.79 6.21 
0.183 1134.59 1.222 1093.06 6.13 
0.183 1134.78 1.222 1010.32 6.00 
0.183 1134.82 1.221 969.61 6.01 
0.183 1127.28 1.237 1992.25 9.39 
0.183 1128.28 1.235 1883.98 8.98 
0.183 1128.59 1.234 1787.94 8.91 
0.183 1128.45 1.234 1700.50 8.94 
0.183 1127.78 1.233 1594.41 8.93 
0.183 1127.67 1.233 1498.37 9.03 
0.183 1126.64 1.233 1403.86 9.13 
0.183 1126.72 1.232 1287.75 9.00 
0.183 1125.72 1.232 1186.16 9.13 
0.183 1125.50 1.232 1113.14 9.15 
0.183 1125.65 1.232 1054.99 9.04 
0.183 1118.00 1.247 1996.66 12.37 
0.183 1119.67 1.244 1889.26 11.85 
0.183 1119.42 1.244 1792.15 11.93 
0.183 1118.84 1.243 1699.76 11.95 
0.183 1118.93 1.242 1596.61 11.94 
0.183 1117.90 1.242 1500.00 12.06 
0.183 1117.64 1.242 1395.47 12.13 
0.183 1116.91 1.242 1287.65 12.03 
0.183 1117.10 1.241 1208.74 11.96 
0.183 1117.11 1.241 1163.23 11.94 
0.183 1110.37 1.254 1994.87 15.01 
0.183 1110.56 1.253 1900.74 14.90 
0.183 1109.91 1.253 1791.26 14.96 
0.183 1109.41 1.252 1688.89 14.96 
0.183 1109.08 1.252 1593.81 14.96 
0.183 1108.88 1.252 1498.93 14.97 
0.183 1108.08 1.251 1414.06 14.97 
0.183 1108.06 1.251 1313.10 14.99 
0.183 1107.66 1.251 1260.12 14.94 
0.183 1100.98 1.262 1986.98 17.91 
0.183 1100.91 1.262 1890.05 17.98 
0.183 1100.10 1.262 1805.04 17.95 
2189 
 
0.183 1100.05 1.261 1693.89 17.94 
0.183 1099.14 1.261 1608.11 17.98 
0.183 1099.02 1.260 1498.41 17.99 
0.183 1098.30 1.260 1410.73 17.95 
0.183 1098.25 1.260 1373.11 18.11 
0.183 1089.85 1.273 1992.43 21.09 
0.183 1090.34 1.272 1895.27 20.93 
0.183 1090.05 1.271 1793.48 20.93 
0.183 1089.94 1.271 1697.56 20.87 
0.183 1089.25 1.270 1605.00 20.99 
0.183 1089.07 1.269 1513.15 20.98 
0.183 1088.84 1.269 1489.70 20.96 
0.183 1081.15 1.280 1995.75 23.92 
0.183 1080.44 1.280 1895.43 23.89 
0.183 1080.29 1.279 1799.53 23.93 
0.183 1079.63 1.279 1701.47 23.84 
0.183 1078.88 1.278 1612.44 24.10 
0.183 1071.01 1.286 1997.95 26.94 
0.183 1070.51 1.286 1915.64 26.99 
0.183 1069.90 1.286 1809.71 26.96 
0.183 1069.52 1.286 1749.70 26.98 
0.183 1064.88 1.283 2000.84 30.11 
0.183 1061.34 1.286 1901.38 30.59 
0.206 1150.55 1.214 2005.11 0.46 
0.206 1152.13 1.212 1891.86 -0.07 
0.206 1152.14 1.211 1799.91 -0.10 
0.206 1151.50 1.211 1705.20 0.00 
0.206 1151.62 1.210 1587.66 -0.05 
0.206 1151.18 1.210 1500.10 -0.04 
0.206 1150.56 1.210 1398.63 0.04 
0.206 1150.59 1.210 1300.03 0.01 
0.206 1149.71 1.209 1196.02 0.00 
0.206 1149.66 1.209 1089.57 -0.03 
0.206 1149.67 1.209 997.03 -0.03 
0.206 1148.73 1.209 895.26 -0.02 
0.206 1148.69 1.208 807.32 -0.03 
0.206 1149.41 1.205 805.95 0.18 
0.206 1144.07 1.223 1989.87 2.93 
0.206 1143.57 1.222 1909.67 2.88 
0.206 1143.61 1.221 1806.08 2.94 
0.206 1143.51 1.221 1705.42 3.02 
0.206 1142.68 1.221 1596.13 2.99 
2190 
 
0.206 1142.79 1.220 1489.78 2.91 
0.206 1142.26 1.220 1414.12 3.08 
0.206 1141.56 1.220 1294.79 3.29 
0.206 1141.75 1.219 1191.20 3.00 
0.206 1140.82 1.219 1087.33 3.02 
0.206 1140.82 1.219 996.23 3.01 
0.206 1140.82 1.219 914.32 3.00 
0.206 1140.69 1.217 886.29 3.19 
0.206 1133.37 1.236 2000.43 6.45 
0.206 1135.59 1.233 1893.60 5.92 
0.206 1134.74 1.232 1796.32 5.94 
0.206 1134.78 1.232 1701.91 5.96 
0.206 1134.64 1.232 1600.97 5.95 
0.206 1133.89 1.232 1494.78 5.94 
0.206 1133.91 1.231 1396.07 5.96 
0.206 1132.91 1.231 1291.04 5.99 
0.206 1132.87 1.231 1191.24 6.00 
0.206 1132.80 1.231 1092.94 5.99 
0.206 1131.95 1.230 1011.71 5.98 
0.206 1131.89 1.229 969.99 5.97 
0.206 1126.77 1.242 1996.52 8.88 
0.206 1126.84 1.242 1913.12 8.91 
0.206 1126.00 1.241 1797.29 8.95 
0.206 1125.84 1.241 1694.17 8.97 
0.206 1125.87 1.241 1594.74 8.95 
0.206 1125.00 1.240 1494.32 8.91 
0.206 1124.98 1.240 1398.55 8.95 
0.206 1124.02 1.240 1292.39 8.98 
0.206 1123.97 1.240 1208.98 8.97 
0.206 1123.87 1.240 1108.73 8.99 
0.206 1121.83 1.242 1063.33 9.05 
0.206 1118.01 1.251 1986.54 11.94 
0.206 1117.92 1.251 1902.45 12.05 
0.206 1117.13 1.250 1791.59 11.98 
0.206 1117.01 1.250 1689.65 12.01 
0.206 1116.74 1.250 1593.43 11.99 
0.206 1116.05 1.250 1496.35 12.01 
0.206 1116.06 1.250 1394.82 11.97 
0.206 1115.05 1.249 1296.10 12.04 
0.206 1115.08 1.249 1203.76 11.98 
0.206 1112.01 1.258 1160.00 12.00 
0.206 1106.82 1.264 2006.90 15.37 
2191 
 
0.206 1108.79 1.261 1887.87 14.89 
0.206 1107.94 1.261 1794.89 14.99 
0.206 1107.96 1.260 1695.46 15.01 
0.206 1107.24 1.260 1596.81 14.93 
0.206 1107.16 1.259 1503.09 14.97 
0.206 1106.56 1.259 1404.12 14.96 
0.206 1106.24 1.259 1314.00 14.97 
0.206 1101.99 1.273 1258.85 15.20 
0.206 1098.47 1.272 2007.99 18.15 
0.206 1098.84 1.271 1888.70 17.91 
0.206 1099.03 1.270 1792.96 17.92 
0.206 1098.54 1.269 1693.83 17.91 
0.206 1098.19 1.269 1611.49 18.04 
0.206 1097.18 1.269 1506.40 18.17 
0.206 1097.12 1.269 1405.91 18.10 
0.206 1093.98 1.293 1372.10 17.98 
0.206 1089.90 1.280 1986.88 21.01 
0.206 1090.16 1.279 1892.71 20.94 
0.206 1089.54 1.279 1805.62 20.95 
0.206 1089.52 1.278 1708.73 20.93 
0.206 1088.84 1.278 1605.75 20.93 
0.206 1088.56 1.277 1488.71 20.96 
0.206 1085.52 1.295 1486.75 20.95 
0.206 1079.93 1.289 1996.18 24.13 
0.206 1080.39 1.288 1892.89 23.97 
0.206 1079.93 1.287 1806.20 23.93 
0.206 1079.84 1.286 1696.37 23.94 
0.206 1079.41 1.286 1616.54 23.92 
0.206 1077.46 1.304 1611.59 23.95 
0.206 1070.21 1.295 2015.03 27.46 
0.206 1071.02 1.294 1904.89 27.06 
0.206 1070.87 1.294 1808.83 26.97 
0.206 1070.66 1.293 1747.18 26.97 
0.206 1069.81 1.311 1738.57 26.96 
0.206 1066.30 1.293 1995.17 30.03 
0.206 1064.01 1.295 1903.84 30.35 
0.206 1062.61 1.315 1890.27 30.48 
0.245 1144.85 1.230 1994.02 0.14 
0.245 1145.38 1.228 1888.42 -0.14 
0.245 1145.21 1.227 1805.42 -0.20 
0.245 1145.12 1.227 1713.65 0.01 
0.245 1144.85 1.227 1602.78 0.06 
2192 
 
0.245 1144.26 1.226 1502.54 -0.08 
0.245 1144.27 1.226 1400.89 -0.04 
0.245 1144.21 1.225 1295.43 -0.02 
0.245 1143.82 1.225 1209.63 -0.06 
0.245 1143.38 1.225 1115.47 -0.08 
0.245 1143.41 1.225 1004.63 -0.11 
0.245 1143.40 1.224 919.22 -0.06 
0.245 1136.43 1.240 2000.66 3.13 
0.245 1136.92 1.239 1894.43 2.84 
0.245 1137.21 1.238 1799.23 2.75 
0.245 1137.35 1.237 1696.77 2.81 
0.245 1136.53 1.237 1601.17 2.96 
0.245 1136.34 1.237 1504.49 2.95 
0.245 1136.34 1.236 1409.30 2.95 
0.245 1135.96 1.236 1314.73 2.99 
0.245 1135.38 1.235 1205.98 2.98 
0.245 1135.43 1.235 1105.80 2.96 
0.245 1135.06 1.235 1018.79 3.08 
0.245 1134.15 1.235 976.10 3.33 
0.245 1128.32 1.250 1988.68 6.11 
0.245 1129.13 1.248 1895.51 5.92 
0.245 1129.28 1.248 1801.71 5.94 
0.245 1129.34 1.248 1708.45 5.86 
0.245 1128.48 1.247 1618.53 5.90 
0.245 1128.46 1.247 1515.41 5.94 
0.245 1128.31 1.246 1410.45 5.96 
0.245 1127.49 1.246 1302.77 5.99 
0.245 1127.50 1.246 1211.69 5.98 
0.245 1127.44 1.245 1119.31 5.99 
0.245 1126.62 1.245 1058.90 5.99 
0.245 1120.33 1.261 1996.84 9.15 
0.245 1120.91 1.259 1908.34 8.96 
0.245 1120.79 1.258 1806.00 8.91 
0.245 1120.39 1.258 1695.64 8.89 
0.245 1120.33 1.257 1600.17 9.03 
0.245 1119.27 1.257 1506.11 9.14 
0.245 1119.37 1.257 1406.91 8.98 
0.245 1119.46 1.256 1312.51 8.99 
0.245 1118.95 1.256 1219.15 9.00 
0.245 1118.61 1.256 1167.71 8.96 
0.245 1112.11 1.271 2014.49 12.16 
0.245 1112.60 1.269 1906.85 11.94 
2193 
 
0.245 1112.37 1.268 1788.76 11.92 
0.245 1112.50 1.268 1706.57 11.95 
0.245 1111.97 1.267 1610.47 11.95 
0.245 1111.60 1.267 1502.79 11.95 
0.245 1111.62 1.267 1407.91 11.95 
0.245 1111.04 1.266 1315.01 11.92 
0.245 1110.84 1.265 1218.38 11.90 
0.245 1110.85 1.265 1207.80 11.94 
0.245 1103.57 1.280 2002.75 15.20 
0.245 1104.25 1.279 1915.72 14.95 
0.245 1104.51 1.278 1796.75 14.89 
0.245 1104.27 1.277 1704.63 14.89 
0.245 1103.73 1.277 1613.15 14.96 
0.245 1103.66 1.276 1516.70 14.99 
0.245 1102.74 1.276 1418.58 15.08 
0.245 1102.75 1.276 1319.49 15.00 
0.245 1102.91 1.275 1300.29 14.95 
0.245 1095.87 1.289 1999.87 18.18 
0.245 1096.48 1.287 1908.74 17.92 
0.245 1096.06 1.287 1810.90 17.95 
0.245 1095.87 1.286 1715.91 17.93 
0.245 1096.03 1.286 1604.54 17.92 
0.245 1095.19 1.285 1516.84 17.90 
0.245 1095.20 1.284 1459.94 17.92 
0.245 1087.87 1.296 1902.57 20.89 
0.245 1088.08 1.295 1814.98 20.91 
0.245 1088.05 1.295 1711.41 20.90 
0.245 1087.33 1.294 1617.97 20.92 
0.245 1087.38 1.293 1533.70 21.02 
0.245 1087.36 1.294 1519.54 20.96 
0.245 1080.18 1.304 1997.73 23.91 
0.245 1080.39 1.303 1913.62 23.85 
0.245 1079.54 1.303 1816.43 23.85 
0.245 1079.58 1.302 1711.19 23.87 
0.245 1078.58 1.302 1639.62 24.07 
0.245 1087.37 1.297 1988.78 21.08 
0.245 1071.77 1.311 2016.52 26.98 
0.245 1071.69 1.311 1915.80 27.09 
0.245 1070.82 1.310 1818.04 26.96 
0.245 1070.97 1.310 1735.37 26.95 
0.245 1071.00 1.310 1719.25 26.94 
0.245 1066.33 1.293 2019.51 29.88 
2194 
 
0.245 1063.71 1.296 1903.16 30.21 
0.245 425.08 1.088 1820.42 29.71 
0.292 1138.31 1.236 1215.84 -0.14 
0.292 1139.78 1.238 1811.08 -0.14 
0.292 1139.52 1.239 1905.82 -0.09 
0.292 1139.07 1.236 1309.39 -0.09 
0.292 1139.91 1.237 1715.48 -0.08 
0.292 1139.03 1.236 1409.26 -0.07 
0.292 1139.18 1.237 1612.62 -0.05 
0.292 1138.97 1.237 1507.02 -0.04 
0.292 1138.16 1.235 1112.58 -0.04 
0.292 1138.12 1.235 1008.16 -0.04 
0.292 1137.54 1.235 919.42 -0.03 
0.292 1138.92 1.240 2002.15 0.15 
0.292 1130.99 1.246 1210.90 2.89 
0.292 1131.20 1.246 1417.39 2.89 
0.292 1131.91 1.249 1904.93 2.90 
0.292 1131.23 1.247 1512.81 2.91 
0.292 1131.98 1.247 1609.34 2.91 
0.292 1130.26 1.245 1111.89 2.91 
0.292 1131.16 1.246 1317.78 2.94 
0.292 1130.30 1.245 1019.50 2.94 
0.292 1131.84 1.248 1814.45 2.95 
0.292 1131.85 1.248 1705.68 2.97 
0.292 1130.16 1.245 963.40 3.05 
0.292 1131.10 1.250 1985.37 3.20 
0.292 1124.17 1.258 1717.34 5.88 
0.292 1124.05 1.259 1809.29 5.89 
0.292 1122.39 1.255 1051.40 5.95 
0.292 1124.53 1.259 1893.78 5.95 
0.292 1123.26 1.256 1213.74 5.96 
0.292 1122.40 1.256 1118.85 5.96 
0.292 1123.20 1.256 1312.29 5.99 
0.292 1124.06 1.258 1617.66 6.08 
0.292 1123.09 1.257 1408.37 6.09 
0.292 1124.08 1.260 2002.65 6.13 
0.292 1122.99 1.257 1518.21 6.18 
0.292 1116.26 1.268 1700.33 8.90 
0.292 1115.36 1.266 1219.69 8.93 
0.292 1116.28 1.268 1612.02 8.93 
0.292 1115.81 1.267 1512.18 8.94 
0.292 1115.46 1.267 1315.58 8.95 
2195 
 
0.292 1114.66 1.266 1164.58 8.95 
0.292 1115.34 1.267 1400.54 8.97 
0.292 1116.81 1.270 1997.85 8.97 
0.292 1116.09 1.269 1810.12 8.99 
0.292 1116.69 1.269 1903.86 9.05 
0.292 1108.49 1.278 1710.62 11.89 
0.292 1108.53 1.278 1615.55 11.90 
0.292 1108.41 1.279 1798.95 11.91 
0.292 1109.02 1.280 1913.70 11.93 
0.292 1108.01 1.277 1503.18 11.95 
0.292 1107.66 1.277 1258.71 11.96 
0.292 1107.51 1.277 1317.85 12.02 
0.292 1107.51 1.277 1417.11 12.12 
0.292 1108.32 1.281 2001.22 12.18 
0.292 1101.31 1.289 1911.49 14.86 
0.292 1100.41 1.287 1514.97 14.92 
0.292 1099.78 1.287 1419.22 14.95 
0.292 1099.80 1.286 1320.19 14.95 
0.292 1099.84 1.286 1293.62 14.96 
0.292 1100.65 1.289 1798.33 14.97 
0.292 1100.61 1.288 1615.55 14.98 
0.292 1100.55 1.288 1708.69 15.00 
0.292 1100.55 1.291 2007.99 15.22 
0.292 1093.63 1.298 1803.42 17.86 
0.292 1092.85 1.297 1716.29 17.89 
0.292 1092.92 1.296 1516.94 17.90 
0.292 1093.55 1.298 1916.77 17.92 
0.292 1092.98 1.297 1616.88 17.92 
0.292 1092.13 1.295 1418.23 17.94 
0.292 1092.13 1.295 1389.20 17.99 
0.292 1092.82 1.300 1996.34 18.14 
0.292 1085.18 1.306 1715.22 20.86 
0.292 1085.21 1.306 1618.11 20.89 
0.292 1085.94 1.307 1815.88 20.92 
0.292 1085.07 1.305 1515.77 20.93 
0.292 1085.67 1.307 1908.00 20.94 
0.292 1084.49 1.305 1485.02 20.96 
0.292 1085.06 1.309 1996.18 21.21 
0.292 1078.45 1.314 1817.62 23.89 
0.292 1078.25 1.315 1908.52 23.90 
0.292 1077.54 1.314 1717.08 23.92 
0.292 1077.58 1.313 1595.87 23.92 
2196 
 
0.292 1077.56 1.314 1618.87 23.97 
0.292 1077.66 1.316 1999.77 24.08 
0.292 1071.32 1.323 1818.12 26.89 
0.292 1071.37 1.323 1909.95 26.91 
0.292 1070.40 1.323 1718.06 26.92 
0.292 1071.45 1.323 1998.80 26.93 
0.292 1070.39 1.322 1686.53 26.96 
0.292 432.45 1.109 1820.14 29.95 
0.292 1066.69 1.313 2017.27 30.00 
0.292 1064.32 1.316 1912.05 30.36 
0.292 425.11 1.335 1840.67 30.50 
0.349 1119.62 1.269 1814.61 5.90 
0.349 1119.02 1.267 1507.63 5.96 
0.349 1119.44 1.270 1902.96 5.96 
0.349 1118.19 1.267 1411.50 5.96 
0.349 1118.92 1.268 1612.40 5.96 
0.349 1118.87 1.268 1709.80 5.97 
0.349 1118.86 1.271 1988.33 6.20 
0.349 1111.86 1.278 1815.24 8.90 
0.349 1112.04 1.277 1608.67 8.95 
0.349 1112.06 1.279 1901.44 8.95 
0.349 1110.78 1.276 1216.91 8.96 
0.349 1110.35 1.275 1157.69 8.96 
0.349 1111.19 1.276 1514.62 8.96 
0.349 1111.21 1.276 1316.56 8.96 
0.349 1111.95 1.277 1705.97 8.97 
0.349 1111.15 1.276 1417.49 8.97 
0.349 1111.67 1.280 1987.77 9.14 
0.349 1105.11 1.287 1806.83 11.87 
0.349 1105.20 1.286 1714.01 11.90 
0.349 1104.79 1.287 1891.80 11.93 
0.349 1104.38 1.285 1618.02 11.97 
0.349 1103.39 1.285 1249.68 11.98 
0.349 1103.29 1.285 1316.54 12.03 
0.349 1104.20 1.285 1515.57 12.12 
0.349 1104.25 1.288 1996.16 12.16 
0.349 1103.96 1.285 1407.73 12.16 
0.349 1098.33 1.295 1910.32 14.88 
0.349 1098.43 1.295 1816.97 14.92 
0.349 1097.99 1.296 2006.90 14.95 
0.349 1096.71 1.293 1418.66 14.96 
0.349 1097.53 1.294 1612.22 14.97 
2197 
 
0.349 1097.54 1.294 1509.34 14.98 
0.349 1097.49 1.294 1715.53 15.00 
0.349 1096.70 1.293 1351.55 15.00 
0.349 1090.67 1.304 1814.05 17.94 
0.349 1090.75 1.304 1915.22 17.94 
0.349 1090.78 1.303 1714.98 17.94 
0.349 1089.92 1.302 1450.64 17.97 
0.349 1090.18 1.303 1611.86 18.03 
0.349 1090.28 1.305 1986.48 18.13 
0.349 1089.65 1.303 1516.54 18.15 
0.349 1083.11 1.311 1618.13 20.89 
0.349 1083.01 1.311 1708.65 20.90 
0.349 1083.87 1.312 1813.30 20.92 
0.349 1083.10 1.310 1519.28 20.95 
0.349 1083.57 1.312 1915.72 20.96 
0.349 1082.05 1.310 1463.81 21.13 
0.349 1082.94 1.314 2005.39 21.18 
0.349 1076.21 1.320 1814.23 23.89 
0.349 1076.23 1.319 1717.40 23.92 
0.349 1076.00 1.320 1915.24 23.92 
0.349 1075.45 1.319 1618.85 23.96 
0.349 1075.36 1.318 1571.10 23.98 
0.349 1075.48 1.321 1986.74 24.12 
0.349 1068.81 1.327 1812.88 26.90 
0.349 1068.93 1.327 1718.15 26.91 
0.349 1069.30 1.328 1916.59 26.96 
0.349 1044.52 1.326 1692.82 27.10 
0.349 1068.82 1.328 2011.48 27.21 
0.349 1065.43 1.329 2009.10 29.99 
0.349 1052.91 1.223 1832.70 30.31 
0.349 1063.60 1.331 1917.13 30.37 
0.352 1138.00 1.241 1816.11 -0.15 
0.352 1138.12 1.240 1717.30 -0.11 
0.352 1137.65 1.242 1907.31 -0.09 
0.352 1137.62 1.240 1615.95 -0.06 
0.352 1136.29 1.239 1206.71 -0.05 
0.352 1137.19 1.240 1511.52 -0.05 
0.352 1136.35 1.239 1116.63 -0.05 
0.352 1137.28 1.239 1413.90 -0.05 
0.352 1137.15 1.239 1305.25 -0.05 
0.352 1136.33 1.238 1009.51 -0.05 
0.352 1135.42 1.238 914.14 -0.02 
2198 
 
0.352 1137.04 1.243 2006.38 0.18 
0.352 1130.39 1.250 1610.55 2.86 
0.352 1131.12 1.250 1812.90 2.89 
0.352 1130.26 1.250 1707.82 2.89 
0.352 1130.82 1.251 1892.57 2.91 
0.352 1128.41 1.248 1015.93 2.96 
0.352 1128.84 1.248 1106.69 2.99 
0.352 1129.28 1.248 1213.80 3.02 
0.352 1128.38 1.248 919.06 3.03 
0.352 1130.29 1.249 1517.28 3.04 
0.352 1129.17 1.249 1310.07 3.09 
0.352 995.12 1.345 152.92 3.10 
0.352 1130.17 1.252 2008.28 3.16 
0.352 1129.20 1.249 1414.18 3.20 
0.352 1123.16 1.259 1689.22 5.90 
0.352 1123.05 1.259 1810.28 5.91 
0.352 990.93 1.357 150.98 5.93 
0.352 1122.99 1.258 1613.81 5.93 
0.352 1122.98 1.260 1911.77 5.94 
0.352 1122.31 1.258 1515.11 5.95 
0.352 1122.34 1.258 1413.82 5.96 
0.352 1122.29 1.257 1313.92 5.96 
0.352 1121.46 1.257 1018.51 5.98 
0.352 1121.41 1.257 1201.69 5.98 
0.352 1121.45 1.257 1117.48 5.99 
0.352 1122.74 1.261 1991.52 6.13 
0.352 989.10 1.364 150.02 8.83 
0.352 1115.94 1.268 1810.68 8.89 
0.352 1115.38 1.267 1712.72 8.89 
0.352 1115.93 1.269 1894.02 8.90 
0.352 1115.51 1.267 1614.94 8.90 
0.352 1114.51 1.267 1401.30 8.96 
0.352 1114.57 1.266 1310.57 8.97 
0.352 1114.24 1.266 1216.27 8.99 
0.352 1114.94 1.267 1504.18 8.99 
0.352 1113.57 1.266 1119.13 9.00 
0.352 1115.28 1.270 1985.57 9.17 
0.352 989.08 1.371 180.90 11.85 
0.352 988.96 1.372 183.18 11.87 
0.352 1108.37 1.277 1813.04 11.88 
0.352 1106.65 1.275 1316.46 11.91 
0.352 1107.55 1.276 1617.38 11.92 
2199 
 
0.352 1108.00 1.278 1899.06 11.93 
0.352 1108.01 1.277 1708.41 11.95 
0.352 1107.01 1.275 1410.96 11.95 
0.352 1106.63 1.275 1218.70 11.96 
0.352 1107.56 1.276 1508.77 11.98 
0.352 1107.32 1.279 1991.80 12.20 
0.352 986.36 1.381 160.90 14.86 
0.352 1099.76 1.285 1613.19 14.94 
0.352 1100.46 1.285 1809.31 14.95 
0.352 1099.60 1.284 1408.96 14.99 
0.352 1098.81 1.284 1319.12 14.99 
0.352 1099.73 1.284 1506.35 14.99 
0.352 1100.21 1.286 1903.88 14.99 
0.352 1100.61 1.285 1713.61 15.00 
0.352 1099.78 1.287 2004.53 15.19 
0.352 1092.87 1.294 1816.09 17.88 
0.352 1093.20 1.294 1907.05 17.92 
0.352 984.12 1.388 142.09 17.92 
0.352 1092.89 1.293 1703.49 17.97 
0.352 1092.05 1.292 1419.63 17.97 
0.352 1091.98 1.293 1610.67 17.97 
0.352 1093.34 1.295 1998.17 17.97 
0.352 1091.98 1.292 1516.17 17.98 
0.352 981.83 1.394 129.46 20.89 
0.352 1085.20 1.301 1707.46 20.90 
0.352 1085.08 1.302 1803.62 20.92 
0.352 1084.22 1.301 1508.98 20.95 
0.352 1084.29 1.301 1609.36 20.98 
0.352 1084.86 1.303 1910.90 20.99 
0.352 1084.85 1.304 2008.96 21.09 
0.352 979.63 1.401 117.28 23.81 
0.352 979.72 1.400 116.98 23.86 
0.352 1077.37 1.309 1816.97 23.90 
0.352 1077.09 1.310 1908.74 23.92 
0.352 1076.49 1.309 1715.38 23.93 
0.352 1076.50 1.309 1617.64 23.97 
0.352 1076.48 1.311 2004.34 24.15 
0.352 977.88 1.406 105.93 26.90 
0.352 1069.15 1.316 1732.85 26.92 
0.352 977.97 1.405 105.95 26.92 
0.352 1068.99 1.316 1811.79 26.93 
0.352 1069.39 1.317 1915.36 27.04 
2200 
 
0.352 1069.18 1.318 2009.20 27.15 
0.352 975.99 1.409 98.11 30.08 
0.352 976.12 1.408 97.52 30.09 
0.352 1062.65 1.320 1893.28 30.11 
0.352 1063.71 1.319 1996.82 30.21 
0.441 1132.84 1.253 2007.07 0.08 
0.441 1133.28 1.252 1898.60 -0.11 
0.441 1133.03 1.251 1808.30 -0.13 
0.441 1131.97 1.250 1394.50 0.05 
0.441 1132.71 1.251 1616.96 0.08 
0.441 1132.50 1.250 1507.38 0.18 
0.441 1131.93 1.249 1299.48 -0.07 
0.441 1131.96 1.249 1210.01 -0.05 
0.441 1131.86 1.249 1116.63 0.09 
0.441 1130.91 1.249 1016.11 0.28 
0.441 1124.75 1.265 1997.39 3.16 
0.441 1125.35 1.264 1907.05 2.93 
0.441 1125.25 1.263 1808.04 2.95 
0.441 1124.84 1.262 1711.17 3.00 
0.441 1124.85 1.262 1605.97 2.96 
0.441 1124.91 1.261 1511.52 2.95 
0.441 1124.90 1.261 1418.11 3.01 
0.441 1124.00 1.261 1318.48 3.19 
0.441 1123.69 1.260 1203.82 3.27 
0.441 1123.86 1.260 1118.79 3.07 
0.441 1124.07 1.259 1019.23 2.95 
0.441 1124.13 1.259 990.10 2.98 
0.441 1116.82 1.277 2011.28 6.18 
0.441 1117.50 1.275 1904.83 5.91 
0.441 1117.57 1.274 1815.98 5.93 
0.441 1116.97 1.274 1701.01 5.97 
0.441 1117.01 1.273 1607.42 5.98 
0.441 1117.12 1.273 1510.55 5.96 
0.441 1117.19 1.272 1410.01 5.91 
0.441 1116.76 1.272 1312.89 5.94 
0.441 1116.27 1.271 1219.03 5.96 
0.441 1116.35 1.271 1178.31 5.91 
0.441 1109.59 1.285 1991.05 9.01 
0.441 1109.34 1.285 1909.23 8.94 
0.441 1109.40 1.284 1810.02 8.93 
0.441 1109.50 1.284 1711.37 8.94 
0.441 1108.98 1.284 1616.92 8.89 
2201 
 
0.441 1108.80 1.283 1518.11 8.96 
0.441 1108.92 1.283 1416.28 8.97 
0.441 1109.13 1.282 1319.02 8.92 
0.441 1109.11 1.282 1278.11 8.95 
0.669 1001.29 1.381 1242.92 15.02 
0.669 1001.14 1.381 1243.97 15.11 
0.669 999.90 1.383 1275.25 18.00 
0.669 999.74 1.384 1984.78 18.51 
0.669 997.61 1.390 1810.88 20.87 
0.669 997.24 1.389 1508.19 20.89 
0.669 997.17 1.389 1604.01 20.90 
0.669 997.28 1.388 1006.69 20.91 
0.669 997.29 1.389 1701.73 20.91 
0.669 997.24 1.389 1400.79 20.94 
0.669 997.24 1.389 1304.51 20.95 
0.669 997.74 1.390 1908.52 20.95 
0.669 997.03 1.388 909.07 20.95 
0.669 996.55 1.388 803.98 20.95 
0.669 997.24 1.389 1204.69 20.96 
0.669 996.29 1.388 512.57 20.96 
0.669 997.24 1.388 1103.28 20.96 
0.669 996.27 1.388 610.66 20.98 
0.669 996.29 1.388 706.36 20.99 
0.669 997.19 1.391 2002.73 21.20 
0.669 994.99 1.396 1809.59 23.91 
0.669 994.61 1.396 1708.55 23.92 
0.669 994.60 1.395 1196.46 23.92 
0.669 995.13 1.397 1906.22 23.92 
0.669 994.50 1.396 1609.06 23.93 
0.669 994.57 1.395 1307.33 23.96 
0.669 994.54 1.396 1402.30 23.97 
0.669 993.81 1.395 805.53 23.98 
0.669 993.60 1.395 610.80 23.98 
0.669 993.62 1.395 711.57 23.98 
0.669 994.53 1.396 1507.00 23.99 
0.669 994.29 1.395 904.94 23.99 
0.669 993.53 1.395 513.76 23.99 
0.669 994.60 1.395 1103.64 24.00 
0.669 994.54 1.395 1001.23 24.05 
0.669 994.60 1.397 2011.01 24.19 
0.669 992.32 1.402 1812.44 26.89 
0.669 992.11 1.402 1705.10 26.90 
2202 
 
0.669 992.64 1.403 1910.54 26.91 
0.669 981.82 1.400 464.02 26.91 
0.669 992.12 1.402 1504.64 26.92 
0.669 991.16 1.401 705.21 26.92 
0.669 992.12 1.402 1606.23 26.93 
0.669 992.10 1.402 1404.70 26.96 
0.669 991.21 1.401 807.93 26.96 
0.669 992.08 1.401 1301.22 26.98 
0.669 992.09 1.401 1207.17 26.98 
0.669 991.62 1.401 908.41 26.99 
0.669 992.04 1.401 1103.30 26.99 
0.669 991.94 1.401 1003.67 26.99 
0.669 991.08 1.401 505.72 27.00 
0.669 991.08 1.401 609.28 27.02 
0.669 992.09 1.404 1993.76 27.23 
0.669 978.61 1.406 478.88 29.87 
0.669 988.58 1.407 606.51 29.99 
0.669 989.66 1.407 1698.34 29.99 
0.669 989.63 1.407 1601.25 29.99 
0.669 988.61 1.407 705.15 29.99 
0.669 989.62 1.407 1501.96 29.99 
0.669 988.60 1.407 507.60 29.99 
0.669 989.63 1.407 1400.57 29.99 
0.669 988.91 1.407 908.07 29.99 
0.669 989.56 1.407 1107.11 30.00 
0.669 989.59 1.407 1200.25 30.00 
0.669 988.64 1.407 805.43 30.00 
0.669 989.38 1.407 1006.97 30.00 
0.669 989.57 1.407 1300.03 30.00 
0.669 989.90 1.407 1806.77 30.01 
0.669 990.35 1.407 1900.78 30.11 
0.669 990.12 1.407 2001.88 30.48 
0.781 1014.48 1.342 1311.78 0.00 
0.781 1012.13 1.350 1417.99 2.87 
0.781 1009.75 1.357 1559.81 5.89 
0.781 1007.42 1.363 1752.18 8.89 
0.781 1005.10 1.369 1708.28 11.84 
0.781 1005.12 1.370 1808.54 11.85 
0.781 1004.91 1.370 1908.20 11.88 
0.781 1005.09 1.369 1605.43 11.90 
0.781 1005.09 1.369 1501.43 11.90 
0.781 1004.64 1.368 1005.64 11.95 
2203 
 
0.781 1004.78 1.368 1102.94 11.97 
0.781 1004.20 1.368 603.86 11.97 
0.781 1004.53 1.368 901.77 11.98 
0.781 1004.08 1.368 412.11 11.98 
0.781 1004.19 1.368 508.06 11.98 
0.781 1004.83 1.369 1202.83 11.99 
0.781 1004.35 1.368 705.11 12.00 
0.781 1004.90 1.369 1302.72 12.00 
0.781 1004.47 1.368 802.68 12.00 
0.781 1005.03 1.369 1404.00 12.02 
0.781 1004.66 1.371 2009.33 12.18 
0.781 1002.54 1.377 1809.61 14.80 
0.781 1002.61 1.376 1710.22 14.86 
0.781 1002.35 1.377 1906.18 14.88 
0.781 1002.61 1.376 1608.07 14.88 
0.781 1002.52 1.376 1501.15 14.91 
0.781 1002.16 1.375 1102.66 14.97 
0.781 1002.41 1.376 1302.15 14.97 
0.781 1002.31 1.376 1200.69 14.98 
0.781 1002.46 1.376 1398.57 14.98 
0.781 1002.03 1.375 1001.45 14.98 
0.781 1001.99 1.375 902.72 14.98 
0.781 1001.68 1.375 702.02 14.98 
0.781 1001.87 1.375 803.43 14.99 
0.781 1001.54 1.375 411.97 14.99 
0.781 1001.58 1.375 509.61 14.99 
0.781 1001.60 1.375 604.71 15.00 
0.781 1002.08 1.378 2004.40 15.19 
0.781 999.69 1.384 1807.33 17.78 
0.781 999.46 1.384 1909.55 17.86 
0.781 999.75 1.383 1696.17 17.87 
0.781 999.60 1.383 1400.49 17.95 
0.781 999.42 1.382 1201.75 17.95 
0.781 999.49 1.383 1300.75 17.95 
0.781 999.32 1.382 1100.44 17.95 
0.781 999.20 1.382 1002.03 17.97 
0.781 997.17 1.380 388.62 17.98 
0.781 999.62 1.383 1496.19 17.98 
0.781 999.04 1.382 805.81 17.98 
0.781 998.83 1.382 505.82 17.98 
0.781 999.68 1.383 1595.00 17.99 
0.781 999.13 1.382 906.49 17.99 
2204 
 
0.781 998.89 1.382 607.45 17.99 
0.781 998.66 1.382 408.24 17.99 
0.781 998.93 1.382 705.99 17.99 
0.781 999.20 1.385 2000.92 18.15 
0.781 996.75 1.390 1798.99 20.82 
0.781 996.86 1.389 1698.32 20.88 
0.781 996.87 1.389 1499.06 20.91 
0.781 996.92 1.389 1588.04 20.92 
0.781 996.61 1.390 1905.31 20.92 
0.781 996.78 1.389 1396.58 20.95 
0.781 996.68 1.389 1299.97 20.97 
0.781 996.59 1.388 1101.62 20.99 
0.781 996.41 1.388 999.17 20.99 
0.781 996.60 1.388 1202.25 20.99 
0.781 996.41 1.388 943.92 20.99 
0.781 996.29 1.391 1994.66 21.19 
0.781 993.70 1.396 1793.36 23.80 
0.781 993.55 1.397 1907.03 23.85 
0.781 993.82 1.396 1685.08 23.87 
0.781 993.71 1.395 1495.87 23.89 
0.781 993.73 1.396 1596.83 23.89 
0.781 993.66 1.395 1396.40 23.89 
0.781 993.61 1.395 1292.75 23.94 
0.781 993.44 1.395 1098.87 23.95 
0.781 993.52 1.395 1204.45 23.96 
0.781 993.25 1.395 903.81 23.98 
0.781 993.33 1.395 1000.84 23.98 
0.781 992.97 1.394 595.85 23.98 
0.781 993.07 1.394 705.47 23.99 
0.781 993.15 1.395 802.14 23.99 
0.781 992.97 1.394 597.41 23.99 
0.781 993.16 1.397 1999.67 24.18 
0.781 990.56 1.403 1902.69 26.83 
0.781 990.79 1.402 1693.54 26.89 
0.781 990.76 1.403 1797.45 26.89 
0.781 990.77 1.402 1595.35 26.90 
0.781 986.63 1.399 417.17 26.95 
0.781 990.66 1.402 1390.83 26.96 
0.781 990.71 1.402 1489.96 26.96 
0.781 947.00 1.391 380.11 26.97 
0.781 990.32 1.401 900.28 26.98 
0.781 990.63 1.401 1299.32 26.98 
2205 
 
0.781 990.49 1.401 1102.19 26.98 
0.781 990.55 1.401 1201.00 26.99 
0.781 990.26 1.401 803.98 26.99 
0.781 990.04 1.401 607.91 26.99 
0.781 990.40 1.401 998.32 26.99 
0.781 990.18 1.401 705.95 27.00 
0.781 989.90 1.401 509.39 27.00 
0.781 990.14 1.404 1997.12 27.17 
0.781 985.30 1.406 419.59 29.98 
0.781 986.86 1.407 608.76 30.00 
0.781 986.97 1.406 705.39 30.01 
0.781 987.26 1.406 1001.17 30.01 
0.781 986.70 1.407 513.22 30.01 
0.781 987.15 1.407 897.26 30.01 
0.781 987.46 1.406 1201.16 30.01 
0.781 987.73 1.406 1504.44 30.01 
0.781 987.77 1.405 1590.36 30.02 
0.781 987.55 1.406 1299.10 30.02 
0.781 987.37 1.406 1099.15 30.02 
0.781 987.02 1.407 806.19 30.02 
0.781 987.69 1.406 1402.24 30.02 
0.781 987.86 1.405 1689.03 30.03 
0.781 989.26 1.402 2005.72 30.06 
0.781 987.92 1.405 1798.16 30.08 
0.781 988.56 1.403 1904.93 30.56 
 
G.7.2  R744 with POE oil 
Oil concentration Density Refractive index Pressure RTD Temp 
g/g kg/m3 - kPa C 
0.000 754.93 1.240 9980.56 31.63 
0.000 742.48 1.239 9483.98 31.47 
0.000 723.65 1.237 8983.80 31.61 
0.000 702.94 1.235 8544.06 31.70 
0.000 664.61 1.231 7980.94 31.77 
0.000 805.60 1.231 9961.85 26.17 
0.000 798.08 1.229 9495.88 26.05 
0.000 788.13 1.227 8979.72 26.00 
0.000 777.06 1.225 8488.21 25.97 
0.000 764.43 1.222 8015.10 25.97 
2206 
 
0.000 749.18 1.219 7534.63 25.95 
0.000 728.83 1.216 7033.64 25.90 
0.000 847.15 1.216 10009.72 21.28 
0.000 837.95 1.215 9493.88 21.53 
0.000 829.96 1.214 9043.72 21.67 
0.000 820.40 1.213 8550.47 21.82 
0.000 809.95 1.212 7997.86 21.83 
0.000 799.33 1.210 7466.36 21.76 
0.000 788.65 1.208 6997.77 21.69 
0.000 777.35 1.205 6501.33 21.48 
0.000 757.91 1.202 5961.96 21.63 
0.000 896.68 1.195 10324.55 14.44 
0.000 887.29 1.193 9465.49 14.61 
0.000 880.48 1.193 8942.34 14.79 
0.000 873.59 1.192 8484.17 15.02 
0.000 865.61 1.191 7990.01 15.28 
0.000 857.22 1.191 7533.04 15.57 
0.000 848.26 1.190 6952.66 15.76 
0.000 841.46 1.188 6438.23 15.59 
0.000 834.47 1.186 5913.81 15.34 
0.000 827.92 1.183 5457.82 15.05 
0.000 821.56 1.182 5161.08 15.03 
0.000 928.54 1.174 10005.52 8.77 
0.000 924.80 1.173 9504.75 8.70 
0.000 921.08 1.173 9059.31 8.70 
0.000 916.77 1.172 8559.00 8.70 
0.000 912.11 1.170 8043.09 8.69 
0.000 907.38 1.169 7529.23 8.67 
0.000 902.50 1.168 7032.65 8.67 
0.000 896.77 1.167 6481.19 8.65 
0.000 891.31 1.165 5987.69 8.65 
0.000 885.46 1.164 5481.25 8.63 
0.000 879.27 1.162 4982.22 8.62 
0.000 873.80 1.161 4576.16 8.60 
0.000 948.50 1.163 10004.64 5.13 
0.000 944.87 1.163 9494.75 5.11 
0.000 941.38 1.162 9033.82 5.13 
0.000 937.63 1.161 8544.93 5.13 
0.000 933.33 1.160 8001.63 5.13 
0.000 928.94 1.159 7465.61 5.13 
0.000 924.68 1.158 6979.44 5.14 
0.000 920.34 1.157 6490.20 5.14 
2207 
 
0.000 915.46 1.156 5990.33 5.17 
0.000 910.61 1.154 5492.43 5.16 
0.000 905.64 1.153 5012.93 5.16 
0.000 900.98 1.152 4584.06 5.17 
0.000 895.49 1.150 4122.88 5.18 
0.000 971.53 1.150 9967.69 0.51 
0.000 969.40 1.149 9531.47 0.38 
0.000 966.58 1.148 8981.66 0.25 
0.000 963.06 1.147 8429.36 0.23 
0.000 958.38 1.147 7926.82 0.42 
0.000 953.48 1.147 7461.90 0.73 
0.000 947.02 1.148 6989.34 1.28 
0.000 943.30 1.147 6457.21 1.21 
0.000 940.39 1.146 6023.47 1.11 
0.000 936.64 1.144 5504.28 1.04 
0.000 932.52 1.143 4965.30 0.95 
0.000 929.36 1.141 4486.14 0.78 
0.000 924.91 1.140 3955.25 0.71 
0.000 921.35 1.139 3602.68 0.68 
0.000 1000.79 1.132 10019.76 -5.52 
0.000 998.56 1.131 9534.11 -5.54 
0.000 995.50 1.130 8988.59 -5.55 
0.000 992.71 1.129 8499.30 -5.57 
0.000 990.47 1.128 8037.91 -5.58 
0.000 987.40 1.127 7531.61 -5.59 
0.000 984.38 1.126 6984.84 -5.59 
0.000 981.33 1.125 6476.31 -5.59 
0.000 977.51 1.124 5964.79 -5.58 
0.000 974.48 1.123 5484.50 -5.60 
0.000 971.31 1.123 4985.42 -5.61 
0.000 967.72 1.121 4476.28 -5.56 
0.000 964.12 1.120 3978.31 -5.57 
0.000 960.15 1.119 3464.62 -5.57 
0.000 960.09 1.119 3459.66 -5.55 
0.000 1016.69 1.123 10018.05 -9.08 
0.000 1014.61 1.122 9536.59 -9.14 
0.000 1012.62 1.121 9033.84 -9.17 
0.000 1010.01 1.120 8535.49 -9.20 
0.000 1007.68 1.119 8041.82 -9.24 
0.000 1005.43 1.118 7547.30 -9.26 
0.000 1002.64 1.118 7047.37 -9.29 
0.000 999.64 1.117 6501.96 -9.31 
2208 
 
0.000 996.99 1.116 6012.25 -9.32 
0.000 994.14 1.115 5481.13 -9.34 
0.000 991.51 1.114 4975.89 -9.36 
0.000 988.59 1.113 4503.36 -9.39 
0.000 985.58 1.112 4001.46 -9.41 
0.000 982.57 1.111 3526.24 -9.41 
0.000 979.53 1.110 3010.06 -9.44 
0.000 977.55 1.109 2776.21 -9.39 
0.000 1040.64 1.106 10065.21 -14.50 
0.000 1037.97 1.105 9493.08 -14.54 
0.000 1036.42 1.104 9016.16 -14.65 
0.000 1035.04 1.103 8523.05 -14.77 
0.000 1033.25 1.102 8012.56 -14.89 
0.000 1031.39 1.101 7511.61 -14.99 
0.000 1029.37 1.099 7001.90 -15.07 
0.000 1027.82 1.098 6513.43 -15.27 
0.000 1025.94 1.097 6004.59 -15.34 
0.000 1023.56 1.096 5487.12 -15.42 
0.000 1021.15 1.095 4998.03 -15.49 
0.000 1019.09 1.094 4502.28 -15.55 
0.000 1016.99 1.093 3997.17 -15.59 
0.000 1014.18 1.091 3453.99 -15.65 
0.000 1012.22 1.090 2976.33 -15.73 
0.000 1009.29 1.089 2485.96 -15.77 
0.000 1008.35 1.089 2330.53 -15.75 
0.000 1065.87 1.086 9965.17 -20.88 
0.000 1063.77 1.086 9475.82 -20.82 
0.000 1062.29 1.085 9046.18 -20.78 
0.000 1060.04 1.085 8565.13 -20.70 
0.000 1057.14 1.084 7996.87 -20.64 
0.000 1054.95 1.083 7469.66 -20.59 
0.000 1052.84 1.083 6994.28 -20.53 
0.000 1050.47 1.082 6485.36 -20.46 
0.000 1047.34 1.082 6008.28 -20.21 
0.000 1045.01 1.082 5498.95 -20.17 
0.000 1042.16 1.081 4966.29 -20.13 
0.000 1039.95 1.080 4462.21 -20.09 
0.000 1037.40 1.080 3991.22 -20.03 
0.000 1034.73 1.079 3494.00 -19.99 
0.000 1032.05 1.079 2958.34 -19.95 
0.000 1029.46 1.078 2488.82 -19.91 
0.000 1027.40 1.077 2124.83 -19.86 
2209 
 
0.006 717.62 1.264 9758.79 35.15 
0.006 707.08 1.263 9501.24 35.19 
0.006 684.95 1.265 9029.19 35.13 
0.006 670.34 1.282 8814.29 35.18 
0.006 775.58 1.256 9782.48 30.07 
0.006 770.03 1.254 9483.40 29.93 
0.006 758.81 1.252 8990.75 29.79 
0.006 745.29 1.249 8508.59 29.69 
0.006 728.30 1.246 8014.86 29.59 
0.006 701.12 1.244 7505.62 29.63 
0.006 681.66 1.249 7225.83 29.48 
0.006 821.76 1.244 10001.25 25.28 
0.006 814.65 1.243 9525.50 25.20 
0.006 805.75 1.241 9059.98 25.30 
0.006 793.70 1.239 8487.06 25.37 
0.006 782.33 1.237 8000.42 25.37 
0.006 768.84 1.235 7497.29 25.36 
0.006 753.27 1.232 7025.15 25.35 
0.006 730.99 1.229 6535.97 25.36 
0.006 860.18 1.230 10031.21 20.15 
0.006 852.75 1.229 9438.39 20.14 
0.006 846.77 1.228 9010.84 20.18 
0.006 839.48 1.226 8506.29 20.21 
0.006 830.98 1.225 7973.60 20.29 
0.006 823.62 1.224 7495.11 20.23 
0.006 815.54 1.222 7009.32 20.07 
0.006 805.84 1.219 6498.47 19.98 
0.006 794.26 1.217 6004.43 19.93 
0.006 790.44 1.216 5835.57 19.87 
0.006 895.20 1.212 9953.52 14.79 
0.006 892.40 1.211 9465.41 14.59 
0.006 888.10 1.210 9024.49 14.43 
0.006 882.89 1.208 8527.08 14.37 
0.006 877.05 1.207 8049.92 14.47 
0.006 870.39 1.206 7579.46 14.66 
0.006 863.28 1.205 7047.21 14.76 
0.006 854.28 1.204 6548.86 14.93 
0.006 843.99 1.203 6010.24 15.14 
0.006 835.04 1.202 5526.10 15.28 
0.006 829.19 1.200 5199.55 15.15 
0.006 926.80 1.197 9990.00 10.23 
0.006 922.70 1.196 9444.90 10.22 
2210 
 
0.006 918.62 1.195 8949.86 10.24 
0.006 914.66 1.194 8491.77 10.22 
0.006 909.71 1.193 7986.73 10.23 
0.006 904.68 1.192 7471.90 10.25 
0.006 899.70 1.190 6993.61 10.24 
0.006 893.74 1.189 6479.07 10.24 
0.006 888.03 1.188 5969.63 10.23 
0.006 881.75 1.186 5463.49 10.23 
0.006 874.70 1.185 4990.44 10.28 
0.006 868.79 1.183 4596.93 10.28 
0.006 952.47 1.180 9997.54 4.89 
0.006 949.43 1.179 9514.01 4.85 
0.006 946.11 1.178 9004.10 4.80 
0.006 942.91 1.177 8522.79 4.75 
0.006 939.12 1.175 7982.90 4.69 
0.006 936.07 1.175 7520.76 4.64 
0.006 932.19 1.173 6973.17 4.58 
0.006 928.35 1.172 6501.35 4.53 
0.006 924.43 1.171 5988.08 4.47 
0.006 919.93 1.169 5488.11 4.41 
0.006 915.60 1.168 5006.64 4.38 
0.006 910.73 1.166 4491.83 4.34 
0.006 905.83 1.165 4015.90 4.31 
0.006 979.04 1.163 10041.68 -0.35 
0.006 976.15 1.162 9539.66 -0.41 
0.006 973.13 1.162 9031.00 -0.43 
0.006 970.11 1.160 8538.42 -0.41 
0.006 966.95 1.160 8024.50 -0.38 
0.006 963.10 1.159 7524.57 -0.38 
0.006 959.98 1.158 7043.30 -0.39 
0.006 956.46 1.157 6514.62 -0.39 
0.006 953.01 1.156 6029.09 -0.39 
0.006 948.96 1.155 5494.20 -0.37 
0.006 944.91 1.154 4999.96 -0.37 
0.006 940.90 1.153 4495.82 -0.37 
0.006 936.87 1.152 3981.26 -0.37 
0.006 932.74 1.151 3509.12 -0.36 
0.006 999.68 1.150 9991.19 -4.92 
0.006 996.80 1.149 9525.46 -4.96 
0.006 994.73 1.148 9058.40 -4.98 
0.006 991.72 1.147 8557.53 -4.97 
0.006 988.69 1.146 8018.79 -4.99 
2211 
 
0.006 985.76 1.145 7501.91 -4.99 
0.006 983.25 1.145 6997.89 -5.01 
0.006 980.20 1.144 6499.56 -5.00 
0.006 977.35 1.143 6007.19 -5.01 
0.006 973.91 1.142 5509.26 -5.02 
0.006 970.58 1.141 4972.44 -5.03 
0.006 967.52 1.140 4488.18 -5.03 
0.006 963.69 1.139 3998.42 -5.04 
0.006 960.45 1.138 3487.10 -5.04 
0.006 957.48 1.137 3143.07 -5.03 
0.006 1020.74 1.135 9997.66 -9.71 
0.006 1018.89 1.135 9585.17 -9.76 
0.006 1016.32 1.134 9054.92 -9.81 
0.006 1013.91 1.133 8561.50 -9.83 
0.006 1011.76 1.132 8034.88 -9.82 
0.006 1008.82 1.131 7511.16 -9.81 
0.006 1006.48 1.130 7024.38 -9.82 
0.006 1003.80 1.130 6529.22 -9.84 
0.006 1000.80 1.129 6023.00 -9.84 
0.006 998.74 1.128 5537.27 -9.86 
0.006 995.71 1.127 5011.29 -9.87 
0.006 992.64 1.126 4526.39 -9.86 
0.006 989.69 1.126 3981.68 -9.89 
0.006 986.65 1.124 3502.79 -9.90 
0.006 983.60 1.123 3005.02 -9.92 
0.006 979.61 1.122 2703.19 -9.87 
0.006 1044.30 1.119 10024.16 -15.32 
0.006 1042.26 1.118 9587.67 -15.32 
0.006 1040.24 1.117 9052.40 -15.34 
0.006 1038.21 1.116 8540.88 -15.37 
0.006 1036.04 1.116 8031.57 -15.38 
0.006 1033.20 1.115 7444.17 -15.41 
0.006 1031.27 1.114 7044.19 -15.42 
0.006 1029.17 1.113 6503.83 -15.44 
0.006 1027.15 1.113 6000.46 -15.46 
0.006 1024.20 1.112 5503.05 -15.43 
0.006 1021.96 1.111 4986.37 -15.38 
0.006 1019.01 1.110 4496.17 -15.37 
0.006 1016.87 1.110 4032.25 -15.37 
0.006 1013.83 1.109 3464.48 -15.37 
0.006 1011.74 1.108 3003.17 -15.38 
0.006 1008.81 1.107 2550.28 -15.38 
2212 
 
0.006 1007.72 1.107 2340.45 -15.35 
0.006 1060.73 1.107 9972.57 -19.48 
0.006 1059.37 1.106 9553.51 -19.50 
0.006 1057.42 1.106 9043.52 -19.51 
0.006 1055.46 1.105 8535.01 -19.54 
0.006 1053.48 1.104 8023.17 -19.57 
0.006 1051.47 1.104 7493.80 -19.58 
0.006 1049.58 1.102 7021.62 -19.60 
0.006 1047.56 1.102 6523.37 -19.61 
0.006 1045.48 1.101 6013.24 -19.62 
0.006 1043.41 1.100 5515.11 -19.63 
0.006 1041.28 1.100 5005.20 -19.65 
0.006 1038.98 1.099 4489.23 -19.65 
0.006 1036.62 1.099 3963.09 -19.67 
0.006 1034.51 1.098 3495.19 -19.67 
0.006 1032.12 1.097 2975.54 -19.67 
0.006 1029.25 1.097 2439.04 -19.67 
0.006 1063.20 1.093 7024.16 -23.01 
0.006 1061.39 1.093 6551.80 -23.02 
0.006 1059.30 1.092 6021.75 -23.03 
0.006 1057.31 1.091 5522.41 -23.03 
0.006 1055.36 1.090 5020.87 -23.04 
0.006 1053.38 1.090 4534.70 -23.05 
0.006 1051.25 1.090 4007.05 -23.06 
0.006 1049.05 1.089 3509.97 -23.07 
0.006 1046.97 1.088 2977.56 -23.07 
0.006 1044.90 1.087 2507.01 -23.07 
0.006 1041.38 1.087 1973.03 -22.86 
0.006 1054.15 1.083 2191.45 -25.34 
0.006 1053.22 1.082 1967.22 -25.34 
0.006 1052.05 1.083 1823.75 -25.25 
0.020 743.52 1.547 9972.86 35.30 
0.020 727.15 1.547 9510.62 35.23 
0.020 705.45 1.547 9040.24 35.18 
0.020 663.49 1.547 8499.66 35.09 
0.020 582.76 1.547 8102.47 34.84 
0.020 788.36 1.249 9958.98 30.33 
0.020 779.14 1.247 9510.62 30.28 
0.020 767.06 1.548 9002.02 30.21 
0.020 752.67 1.548 8499.66 30.17 
0.020 736.80 1.548 8038.87 30.10 
0.020 712.94 1.548 7545.12 30.04 
2213 
 
0.020 704.39 1.548 7471.90 30.11 
0.020 824.65 1.237 9964.07 25.54 
0.020 817.97 1.235 9500.66 25.46 
0.020 809.90 1.233 9008.44 25.40 
0.020 801.63 1.231 8549.93 25.35 
0.020 790.23 1.229 7998.99 25.31 
0.020 778.51 1.226 7506.60 25.25 
0.020 762.66 1.223 6970.50 25.20 
0.020 745.78 1.219 6538.96 25.19 
0.020 863.14 1.224 9921.13 20.08 
0.020 858.41 1.223 9457.18 19.98 
0.020 853.45 1.221 9019.45 19.90 
0.020 846.74 1.219 8485.10 19.83 
0.020 838.79 1.217 7934.64 19.82 
0.020 831.14 1.216 7453.81 19.80 
0.020 823.30 1.214 6992.12 19.77 
0.020 814.56 1.212 6538.64 19.75 
0.020 803.94 1.209 6060.65 19.75 
0.020 794.41 1.207 5690.91 19.74 
0.020 895.38 1.215 10074.41 15.59 
0.020 890.36 1.214 9489.35 15.57 
0.020 885.22 1.212 8991.32 15.59 
0.020 880.57 1.211 8522.43 15.56 
0.020 874.64 1.210 8009.37 15.56 
0.020 867.92 1.208 7450.79 15.56 
0.020 862.24 1.206 6993.83 15.57 
0.020 855.80 1.205 6506.96 15.56 
0.020 848.90 1.203 6081.28 15.62 
0.020 840.11 1.201 5555.26 15.61 
0.020 834.07 1.200 5266.16 15.71 
0.020 921.23 1.201 10003.14 10.72 
0.020 917.37 1.200 9497.41 10.68 
0.020 913.25 1.198 8990.37 10.67 
0.020 909.35 1.197 8491.79 10.65 
0.020 904.82 1.196 7985.36 10.63 
0.020 900.32 1.195 7523.64 10.64 
0.020 895.39 1.193 6988.95 10.62 
0.020 889.46 1.192 6445.49 10.61 
0.020 884.42 1.191 6036.98 10.67 
0.020 878.42 1.190 5519.83 10.68 
0.020 872.53 1.188 5084.88 10.69 
0.020 867.45 1.187 4780.31 10.81 
2214 
 
0.020 956.57 1.175 10008.00 4.71 
0.020 952.98 1.174 9478.05 4.68 
0.020 949.88 1.173 8993.11 4.65 
0.020 946.11 1.172 8428.78 4.63 
0.020 942.94 1.171 7939.02 4.63 
0.020 939.42 1.170 7466.80 4.61 
0.020 936.07 1.168 6978.47 4.57 
0.020 932.25 1.167 6468.40 4.51 
0.020 928.36 1.165 5965.75 4.44 
0.020 924.45 1.164 5479.62 4.38 
0.020 920.49 1.162 4973.79 4.37 
0.020 915.51 1.161 4487.51 4.40 
0.020 910.79 1.159 4034.51 4.43 
0.020 980.63 1.157 9995.10 -0.28 
0.020 977.66 1.156 9501.53 -0.30 
0.020 974.72 1.155 9010.11 -0.32 
0.020 971.67 1.155 8564.69 -0.30 
0.020 968.58 1.154 8022.30 -0.28 
0.020 964.66 1.153 7491.36 -0.27 
0.020 961.54 1.152 6992.93 -0.27 
0.020 957.68 1.150 6453.12 -0.25 
0.020 954.52 1.150 5982.93 -0.22 
0.020 950.44 1.148 5492.93 -0.21 
0.020 946.61 1.147 4997.10 -0.19 
0.020 942.44 1.146 4461.68 -0.21 
0.020 938.51 1.145 3980.41 -0.23 
0.020 934.96 1.143 3527.45 -0.23 
0.020 1001.48 1.144 10080.74 -4.95 
0.020 998.59 1.143 9506.04 -5.02 
0.020 996.58 1.142 8973.63 -5.07 
0.020 993.68 1.140 8462.64 -5.11 
0.020 991.71 1.140 8021.43 -5.15 
0.020 988.73 1.138 7435.99 -5.20 
0.020 985.91 1.138 7035.01 -5.21 
0.020 982.73 1.136 6431.48 -5.21 
0.020 979.73 1.136 5983.44 -5.20 
0.020 976.70 1.134 5461.92 -5.21 
0.020 973.64 1.133 4933.16 -5.23 
0.020 970.72 1.132 4507.90 -5.24 
0.020 966.84 1.131 3963.51 -5.25 
0.020 963.63 1.130 3432.07 -5.26 
0.020 960.05 1.129 3017.79 -5.19 
2215 
 
0.020 1022.48 1.130 10025.63 -9.89 
0.020 1020.60 1.129 9549.30 -9.95 
0.020 1017.75 1.128 8987.79 -10.00 
0.020 1015.78 1.127 8503.49 -10.02 
0.020 1013.78 1.126 8016.29 -10.06 
0.020 1011.69 1.125 7551.89 -10.10 
0.020 1008.79 1.124 6990.69 -10.12 
0.020 1006.12 1.123 6513.61 -10.11 
0.020 1003.84 1.122 6020.32 -10.14 
0.020 1001.05 1.121 5489.36 -10.20 
0.020 998.94 1.120 4998.11 -10.25 
0.020 995.97 1.119 4483.66 -10.27 
0.020 993.53 1.118 3994.53 -10.30 
0.020 990.92 1.117 3485.89 -10.33 
0.020 987.96 1.116 2999.44 -10.36 
0.020 985.94 1.115 2706.52 -10.36 
0.020 1042.03 1.115 10036.84 -14.64 
0.020 1039.96 1.114 9513.30 -14.66 
0.020 1037.93 1.113 9006.42 -14.67 
0.020 1035.93 1.112 8547.33 -14.70 
0.020 1033.88 1.112 8038.73 -14.69 
0.020 1031.82 1.111 7537.94 -14.70 
0.020 1029.00 1.110 7008.09 -14.71 
0.020 1026.73 1.109 6526.64 -14.70 
0.020 1024.71 1.108 6012.39 -14.71 
0.020 1021.80 1.108 5482.00 -14.71 
0.020 1019.61 1.107 4997.28 -14.71 
0.020 1016.64 1.106 4429.24 -14.72 
0.020 1014.54 1.105 3993.20 -14.72 
0.020 1011.81 1.105 3458.97 -14.72 
0.020 1009.44 1.103 2994.80 -14.72 
0.020 1006.47 1.102 2493.58 -14.73 
0.020 1005.34 1.102 2338.98 -14.65 
0.020 1061.29 1.101 9996.37 -19.58 
0.020 1060.24 1.100 9583.84 -19.65 
0.020 1058.39 1.099 9072.90 -19.69 
0.020 1056.43 1.099 8581.12 -19.73 
0.020 1054.43 1.098 8004.90 -19.77 
0.020 1052.43 1.097 7488.27 -19.80 
0.020 1050.54 1.096 7025.25 -19.83 
0.020 1048.66 1.095 6530.45 -19.86 
0.020 1046.48 1.095 5975.39 -19.88 
2216 
 
0.020 1044.93 1.094 5570.38 -19.90 
0.020 1042.59 1.093 5042.03 -19.92 
0.020 1040.43 1.092 4483.12 -19.94 
0.020 1038.46 1.091 4002.85 -19.96 
0.020 1036.38 1.091 3515.55 -19.97 
0.020 1033.40 1.090 2940.47 -19.98 
0.020 1031.35 1.089 2494.83 -19.99 
0.020 1028.98 1.088 2078.95 -19.81 
0.020 1090.13 1.079 10102.25 -26.81 
0.020 1088.20 1.079 9559.76 -26.77 
0.020 1086.02 1.078 9049.19 -26.70 
0.020 1083.73 1.078 8528.21 -26.54 
0.020 1081.78 1.078 8047.30 -26.45 
0.020 1079.67 1.077 7501.28 -26.38 
0.020 1077.59 1.077 6984.01 -26.35 
0.020 1075.61 1.076 6509.36 -26.29 
0.020 1073.69 1.075 5970.71 -26.30 
0.020 1071.94 1.075 5504.67 -26.27 
0.020 1069.93 1.074 4987.76 -26.26 
0.020 1067.88 1.074 4457.59 -26.26 
0.020 1065.93 1.073 3970.21 -26.26 
0.020 1064.01 1.072 3461.71 -26.26 
0.020 1061.83 1.071 2930.83 -26.25 
0.020 1059.90 1.071 2437.52 -26.25 
0.020 1057.88 1.070 1946.79 -26.26 
0.020 1056.23 1.070 1711.41 -26.07 
0.020 1100.47 1.072 10060.98 -29.57 
0.020 1099.04 1.071 9535.89 -29.61 
0.020 1097.57 1.070 9027.98 -29.65 
0.020 1096.07 1.069 8523.43 -29.68 
0.020 1094.70 1.068 8059.70 -29.71 
0.020 1093.14 1.068 7562.10 -29.72 
0.020 1091.30 1.067 6991.58 -29.73 
0.020 1089.66 1.066 6484.41 -29.73 
0.020 1087.98 1.065 5993.52 -29.72 
0.020 1086.29 1.065 5522.94 -29.72 
0.020 1084.41 1.064 5006.13 -29.71 
0.020 1082.61 1.064 4518.51 -29.71 
0.020 1080.38 1.062 3940.14 -29.69 
0.020 1078.58 1.062 3460.36 -29.67 
0.020 1076.94 1.062 3010.47 -29.66 
0.020 1074.87 1.061 2464.95 -29.66 
2217 
 
0.020 1072.74 1.060 1946.31 -29.67 
0.020 1070.87 1.060 1574.23 -29.48 
0.020 1108.57 1.066 10001.85 -31.86 
0.020 1107.53 1.065 9533.27 -31.96 
0.020 1106.08 1.064 9048.42 -32.01 
0.020 1104.30 1.063 8504.34 -32.03 
0.020 1103.22 1.063 8040.02 -32.06 
0.020 1101.64 1.061 7532.25 -32.10 
0.020 1100.29 1.061 7098.23 -32.13 
0.020 1098.68 1.061 6498.81 -32.17 
0.020 1097.19 1.060 6047.04 -32.18 
0.020 1095.49 1.059 5477.40 -32.21 
0.020 1093.88 1.058 5005.20 -32.23 
0.020 1092.27 1.058 4499.21 -32.25 
0.020 1090.62 1.057 3960.45 -32.27 
0.020 1089.04 1.056 3498.35 -32.28 
0.020 1087.25 1.055 2973.08 -32.30 
0.020 1085.48 1.055 2461.10 -32.32 
0.020 1084.01 1.054 1988.62 -32.34 
0.020 1081.13 1.054 1493.67 -32.18 
0.031 747.91 1.547 9946.04 34.87 
0.031 733.89 1.547 9423.45 34.78 
0.031 714.30 1.547 9011.50 34.71 
0.031 672.99 1.547 8440.76 34.69 
0.031 574.06 1.547 8071.66 34.86 
0.031 425.15 1.547 7563.11 34.38 
0.031 425.15 1.547 7385.05 34.25 
0.031 802.47 1.547 10047.37 30.30 
0.031 791.31 1.547 9423.45 30.20 
0.031 779.23 1.547 8850.99 30.12 
0.031 768.76 1.547 8440.76 30.09 
0.031 754.91 1.548 7989.01 30.04 
0.031 730.71 1.547 7563.11 29.97 
0.031 665.76 1.547 7109.42 29.95 
0.031 838.28 1.241 10111.89 25.43 
0.031 829.82 1.239 9459.85 25.32 
0.031 822.91 1.237 8984.42 25.25 
0.031 813.64 1.235 8416.54 25.19 
0.031 805.11 1.233 7958.66 25.16 
0.031 795.14 1.231 7481.18 25.12 
0.031 783.15 1.228 7001.64 25.08 
0.031 765.38 1.224 6476.18 25.08 
2218 
 
0.031 748.70 1.221 6362.56 25.16 
0.031 871.06 1.227 10113.67 20.34 
0.031 863.98 1.225 9440.16 20.28 
0.031 857.69 1.224 8903.82 20.26 
0.031 852.00 1.222 8445.64 20.23 
0.031 845.95 1.221 7987.74 20.20 
0.031 839.17 1.220 7520.80 20.20 
0.031 831.83 1.218 7046.97 20.16 
0.031 823.64 1.216 6582.63 20.15 
0.031 813.30 1.213 6071.92 20.13 
0.031 805.28 1.212 5771.77 20.20 
0.031 905.38 1.204 9993.24 14.83 
0.031 899.42 1.202 9449.90 15.08 
0.031 896.36 1.201 9075.52 15.01 
0.031 891.33 1.200 8530.63 14.95 
0.031 885.71 1.198 7997.92 14.90 
0.031 880.83 1.196 7531.21 14.85 
0.031 875.01 1.194 7017.95 14.80 
0.031 869.50 1.193 6547.37 14.74 
0.031 863.27 1.191 6039.74 14.67 
0.031 855.64 1.188 5513.98 14.61 
0.031 849.58 1.186 5108.49 14.55 
0.031 929.28 1.189 10080.01 10.34 
0.031 926.47 1.187 9541.69 10.20 
0.031 922.59 1.186 9065.44 10.16 
0.031 918.64 1.184 8549.87 10.13 
0.031 914.63 1.183 8038.45 10.08 
0.031 909.85 1.181 7506.52 10.04 
0.031 904.96 1.180 7016.92 10.04 
0.031 899.87 1.178 6490.22 10.07 
0.031 894.75 1.177 5995.05 10.07 
0.031 888.96 1.175 5506.44 10.06 
0.031 883.02 1.173 5003.41 10.05 
0.031 877.59 1.172 4587.75 10.07 
0.031 956.20 1.172 9898.43 4.85 
0.031 953.77 1.171 9490.37 4.79 
0.031 950.37 1.170 8990.25 4.78 
0.031 946.89 1.169 8462.17 4.80 
0.031 943.63 1.168 8011.75 4.75 
0.031 939.96 1.166 7466.58 4.72 
0.031 936.39 1.165 6970.62 4.73 
0.031 932.50 1.164 6480.26 4.71 
2219 
 
0.031 928.52 1.163 5978.54 4.69 
0.031 924.53 1.161 5487.81 4.66 
0.031 919.52 1.160 4972.13 4.65 
0.031 914.80 1.158 4470.86 4.62 
0.031 909.98 1.157 3967.40 4.61 
0.031 977.70 1.159 10033.61 0.46 
0.031 974.59 1.158 9487.61 0.47 
0.031 972.76 1.157 9018.32 0.37 
0.031 969.74 1.156 8495.53 0.33 
0.031 966.83 1.155 8014.25 0.30 
0.031 963.50 1.154 7493.92 0.27 
0.031 959.97 1.153 6990.87 0.25 
0.031 956.90 1.152 6497.78 0.24 
0.031 953.56 1.151 5987.11 0.23 
0.031 949.92 1.149 5474.68 0.21 
0.031 945.92 1.148 4990.36 0.20 
0.031 941.98 1.147 4488.62 0.20 
0.031 938.76 1.146 4014.05 0.19 
0.031 934.82 1.144 3567.23 0.19 
0.031 1002.22 1.143 9993.79 -5.04 
0.031 999.64 1.142 9464.36 -5.06 
0.031 997.66 1.141 9002.87 -5.10 
0.031 994.71 1.140 8524.78 -5.11 
0.031 992.14 1.140 8019.33 -5.09 
0.031 989.60 1.138 7533.42 -5.10 
0.031 986.56 1.138 7034.24 -5.10 
0.031 983.50 1.136 6522.83 -5.10 
0.031 980.48 1.135 5988.90 -5.11 
0.031 977.50 1.135 5482.20 -5.12 
0.031 974.51 1.134 4978.12 -5.13 
0.031 971.44 1.133 4481.55 -5.13 
0.031 967.73 1.131 3977.49 -5.12 
0.031 964.46 1.130 3493.29 -5.13 
0.031 961.31 1.129 3022.20 -5.09 
0.031 1023.01 1.128 9923.33 -9.91 
0.031 1021.04 1.127 9539.80 -9.95 
0.031 1019.03 1.127 9074.40 -9.97 
0.031 1016.68 1.126 8517.07 -9.98 
0.031 1014.02 1.125 7998.08 -9.99 
0.031 1012.00 1.124 7491.28 -10.01 
0.031 1009.00 1.123 6972.42 -10.02 
0.031 1006.89 1.123 6538.55 -10.02 
2220 
 
0.031 1004.58 1.122 6034.90 -10.02 
0.031 1001.85 1.121 5534.05 -10.03 
0.031 998.81 1.120 4977.10 -10.04 
0.031 996.43 1.119 4524.97 -10.03 
0.031 992.73 1.118 3879.92 -10.04 
0.031 990.16 1.117 3456.46 -10.03 
0.031 987.65 1.116 3037.42 -10.04 
0.031 980.08 1.113 2618.61 -10.04 
0.031 1044.89 1.116 10068.16 -15.09 
0.031 1042.91 1.115 9534.64 -15.13 
0.031 1040.92 1.114 9023.62 -15.16 
0.031 1038.93 1.113 8507.93 -15.16 
0.031 1036.86 1.112 8005.46 -15.16 
0.031 1034.75 1.112 7503.20 -15.18 
0.031 1031.92 1.111 6996.72 -15.16 
0.031 1029.84 1.110 6505.08 -15.17 
0.031 1027.86 1.109 6003.66 -15.19 
0.031 1025.87 1.108 5466.78 -15.21 
0.031 1023.84 1.108 5001.86 -15.23 
0.031 1020.98 1.107 4499.69 -15.25 
0.031 1018.79 1.106 4018.48 -15.23 
0.031 1016.55 1.105 3505.27 -15.22 
0.031 1013.72 1.104 3015.20 -15.24 
0.031 1010.69 1.103 2383.78 -15.25 
0.031 1063.52 1.101 10023.19 -19.98 
0.031 1061.55 1.100 9522.19 -20.01 
0.031 1059.84 1.099 9017.55 -20.01 
0.031 1058.42 1.099 8514.04 -20.02 
0.031 1056.45 1.098 8002.84 -20.03 
0.031 1054.45 1.097 7497.71 -20.05 
0.031 1052.44 1.097 6995.87 -20.05 
0.031 1050.36 1.096 6490.90 -20.04 
0.031 1048.41 1.095 6016.99 -20.04 
0.031 1046.36 1.094 5500.63 -20.04 
0.031 1044.31 1.094 5011.01 -20.05 
0.031 1042.30 1.093 4499.33 -20.06 
0.031 1040.26 1.092 4006.28 -20.07 
0.031 1038.18 1.091 3502.81 -20.07 
0.031 1035.97 1.090 2992.76 -20.09 
0.031 1033.23 1.090 2485.84 -20.09 
0.031 1031.74 1.089 2081.19 -20.10 
0.031 1082.66 1.087 10152.81 -24.94 
2221 
 
0.031 1081.16 1.086 9549.86 -25.04 
0.031 1079.30 1.085 9034.87 -25.09 
0.031 1078.18 1.085 8552.11 -25.14 
0.031 1076.38 1.083 8004.84 -25.18 
0.031 1074.41 1.083 7536.81 -25.20 
0.031 1073.04 1.082 7014.97 -25.23 
0.031 1071.46 1.081 6554.18 -25.25 
0.031 1069.45 1.080 5974.36 -25.29 
0.031 1067.73 1.080 5503.86 -25.31 
0.031 1066.05 1.079 4994.60 -25.34 
0.031 1064.40 1.078 4500.28 -25.36 
0.031 1062.42 1.077 3983.42 -25.39 
0.031 1060.35 1.076 3458.04 -25.40 
0.031 1058.35 1.076 2968.12 -25.42 
0.031 1056.38 1.075 2475.70 -25.44 
0.031 1054.28 1.074 1951.49 -25.43 
0.031 1096.19 1.075 9920.75 -28.70 
0.031 1095.24 1.075 9511.41 -28.77 
0.031 1093.55 1.074 8955.38 -28.85 
0.031 1092.36 1.073 8451.95 -28.90 
0.031 1090.63 1.072 7897.80 -28.97 
0.031 1089.61 1.071 7481.94 -29.02 
0.031 1087.68 1.070 6860.34 -29.08 
0.031 1086.36 1.069 6423.70 -29.13 
0.031 1084.87 1.069 6001.63 -29.16 
0.031 1083.57 1.068 5525.01 -29.21 
0.031 1081.87 1.067 4992.14 -29.26 
0.031 1079.97 1.066 4433.74 -29.29 
0.031 1078.58 1.066 3969.36 -29.32 
0.031 1076.79 1.065 3456.83 -29.35 
0.031 1075.32 1.064 3031.13 -29.36 
0.031 1073.40 1.063 2444.58 -29.41 
0.031 1071.25 1.062 1873.01 -29.42 
0.031 1069.36 1.062 1567.72 -29.19 
0.050 978.51 1.163 9500.58 0.24 
0.050 972.71 1.161 8508.71 0.14 
0.050 970.45 1.160 8013.43 0.10 
0.050 975.63 1.162 8992.28 0.19 
0.050 980.35 1.164 9898.77 0.31 
0.050 967.17 1.159 7487.69 0.07 
0.050 964.50 1.158 7030.21 0.11 
0.050 960.72 1.157 6490.02 0.09 
2222 
 
0.050 954.68 1.155 5520.25 0.08 
0.050 950.72 1.153 5010.27 0.08 
0.050 947.56 1.152 4518.79 0.07 
0.050 943.67 1.151 4006.54 0.07 
0.050 940.62 1.151 3619.84 0.08 
0.050 938.48 1.172 7029.20 5.18 
0.050 934.52 1.171 6523.15 5.17 
0.050 930.58 1.169 6029.76 5.16 
0.050 926.58 1.168 5517.39 5.14 
0.050 922.56 1.167 4995.24 5.13 
0.050 917.57 1.165 4501.81 5.13 
0.050 913.55 1.164 4029.98 5.12 
0.050 948.49 1.175 8508.59 5.23 
0.050 941.67 1.173 7504.95 5.19 
0.050 957.69 1.156 5979.04 0.08 
0.050 958.27 1.178 10028.73 5.33 
0.050 952.12 1.176 9012.87 5.25 
0.050 955.34 1.178 9542.46 5.29 
0.050 945.46 1.174 7979.07 5.21 
0.050 937.24 1.190 10044.83 9.63 
0.050 898.16 1.179 5494.12 9.67 
0.050 893.11 1.178 5001.72 9.67 
0.050 887.01 1.176 4480.90 9.68 
0.050 908.35 1.182 6537.89 9.69 
0.050 925.69 1.187 8487.82 9.64 
0.050 913.10 1.183 6985.57 9.66 
0.050 934.21 1.189 9572.85 9.62 
0.050 930.16 1.188 9012.69 9.62 
0.050 921.84 1.186 8003.02 9.64 
0.050 917.19 1.185 7494.61 9.64 
0.050 904.01 1.181 6031.85 9.68 
0.050 1009.38 1.108 2309.50 -15.02 
0.050 1010.55 1.109 2453.39 -15.12 
0.050 1012.57 1.110 2974.77 -15.14 
0.050 1015.60 1.111 3521.10 -15.14 
0.050 863.35 1.194 5045.05 14.36 
0.050 870.47 1.196 5544.05 14.36 
0.050 1018.01 1.111 4058.41 -15.15 
0.050 988.64 1.122 2713.96 -10.27 
0.050 889.26 1.201 6942.98 14.14 
0.050 883.86 1.199 6513.17 14.16 
0.050 877.48 1.198 6055.65 14.28 
2223 
 
0.050 990.58 1.123 2993.91 -10.29 
0.050 1020.64 1.112 4514.07 -15.18 
0.050 1022.75 1.113 5024.46 -15.17 
0.050 993.61 1.123 3489.16 -10.29 
0.050 995.82 1.124 3987.87 -10.28 
0.050 998.73 1.125 4485.72 -10.29 
0.050 894.18 1.202 7434.92 14.19 
0.050 1001.72 1.126 5002.22 -10.28 
0.050 1043.73 1.120 10004.94 -15.13 
0.050 899.62 1.205 7944.97 14.21 
0.050 1024.90 1.114 5526.57 -15.17 
0.050 1027.09 1.114 6014.13 -15.16 
0.050 1030.04 1.115 6569.71 -15.16 
0.050 1032.13 1.116 7083.95 -15.18 
0.050 1034.12 1.116 7514.75 -15.18 
0.050 1038.16 1.118 8541.36 -15.15 
0.050 1036.16 1.117 8068.78 -15.16 
0.050 1040.16 1.119 9040.50 -15.13 
0.050 1042.22 1.120 9530.64 -15.12 
0.050 1003.76 1.127 5509.63 -10.27 
0.050 1006.73 1.127 6003.97 -10.26 
0.050 904.58 1.206 8479.72 14.23 
0.050 1008.76 1.128 6547.33 -10.24 
0.050 1011.65 1.129 7037.85 -10.23 
0.050 908.84 1.208 8977.28 14.28 
0.050 1013.82 1.130 7524.55 -10.24 
0.050 1017.90 1.132 8522.24 -10.21 
0.050 1015.85 1.131 8046.88 -10.22 
0.050 1020.58 1.133 9033.42 -10.21 
0.050 1022.79 1.133 9505.96 -10.20 
0.050 1024.92 1.134 10026.13 -10.18 
0.050 913.09 1.209 9508.87 14.29 
0.050 425.07 1.548 7358.55 33.79 
0.050 918.66 1.210 10204.93 14.28 
0.050 618.91 1.547 8086.10 34.61 
0.050 724.12 1.548 8980.81 34.95 
0.050 774.60 1.548 10058.64 35.21 
0.050 968.16 1.136 3485.06 -5.32 
0.050 971.13 1.137 3948.57 -5.29 
0.050 965.11 1.135 3014.60 -5.28 
0.050 974.11 1.138 4467.31 -5.27 
0.050 977.07 1.140 4995.30 -5.23 
2224 
 
0.050 980.07 1.141 5497.39 -5.21 
0.050 982.95 1.142 5999.79 -5.16 
0.050 985.15 1.143 6462.96 -5.15 
0.050 821.10 1.220 5859.63 20.19 
0.050 988.29 1.144 7042.05 -5.11 
0.050 990.89 1.145 7473.78 -5.09 
0.050 993.20 1.146 8015.81 -5.07 
0.050 995.81 1.147 8496.23 -5.05 
0.050 998.46 1.148 9038.44 -5.03 
0.050 1000.31 1.148 9439.66 -5.02 
0.050 1003.44 1.149 10044.56 -5.06 
0.050 825.49 1.221 6079.50 20.26 
0.050 834.77 1.223 6548.58 20.26 
0.050 841.71 1.225 6991.23 20.26 
0.050 848.93 1.226 7483.19 20.26 
0.050 856.15 1.228 7966.89 20.17 
0.050 698.30 1.092 7184.37 30.01 
0.050 862.53 1.229 8491.75 20.19 
0.050 737.41 1.099 7538.18 30.05 
0.050 425.07 1.547 7538.18 34.19 
0.050 868.02 1.231 8986.98 20.22 
0.050 873.26 1.233 9487.09 20.26 
0.050 766.44 1.141 7972.15 30.04 
0.050 878.23 1.234 10040.41 20.32 
0.050 787.86 1.252 8469.29 30.05 
0.050 687.63 1.548 8469.29 34.84 
0.050 848.41 1.246 10095.92 25.38 
0.050 840.29 1.244 9413.81 25.29 
0.050 827.56 1.241 8504.26 25.19 
0.050 833.84 1.242 8930.98 25.23 
0.050 819.16 1.239 7985.09 25.14 
0.050 809.67 1.236 7476.78 25.10 
0.050 799.86 1.254 8985.71 30.03 
0.050 799.67 1.234 7015.63 25.06 
0.050 788.29 1.231 6601.31 25.05 
0.050 782.97 1.231 6463.99 25.09 
0.050 808.00 1.256 9381.75 29.98 
0.050 750.95 1.548 9381.75 35.06 
0.050 818.13 1.258 9961.87 29.97 
0.050 1062.30 1.109 9990.68 -20.18 
0.050 1055.02 1.103 7500.19 -20.60 
0.050 1056.14 1.104 7962.71 -20.55 
2225 
 
0.050 1057.95 1.106 8525.73 -20.51 
0.050 1059.74 1.106 8976.54 -20.46 
0.050 1060.62 1.107 9510.64 -20.33 
0.050 1053.14 1.103 7037.15 -20.67 
0.050 1042.41 1.096 4070.02 -20.82 
0.050 1052.10 1.101 6527.20 -20.75 
0.050 1044.40 1.097 4527.08 -20.83 
0.050 1048.49 1.099 5517.77 -20.90 
0.050 1050.34 1.100 6057.42 -20.82 
0.050 1046.53 1.098 4964.90 -20.93 
0.050 1040.38 1.095 3467.04 -20.83 
0.050 1038.38 1.095 2956.65 -20.86 
0.050 1034.38 1.093 2110.57 -20.89 
0.050 1034.58 1.093 2025.90 -21.01 
0.050 1036.40 1.094 2504.63 -20.89 
0.050 1052.57 1.080 1726.76 -25.47 
0.050 1054.89 1.080 2012.01 -25.73 
0.050 1056.76 1.081 2462.45 -25.72 
0.050 1058.46 1.082 2965.38 -25.71 
0.050 1060.07 1.083 3392.87 -25.71 
0.050 1081.58 1.093 10021.23 -25.30 
0.050 1062.11 1.084 3975.25 -25.70 
0.050 1079.02 1.091 9002.99 -25.46 
0.050 1064.13 1.084 4410.02 -25.73 
0.050 1066.20 1.085 4993.67 -25.74 
0.050 1067.73 1.086 5474.06 -25.72 
0.050 1069.30 1.087 6002.92 -25.69 
0.050 1071.25 1.087 6509.21 -25.66 
0.050 1072.81 1.088 6996.90 -25.64 
0.050 1074.19 1.089 7485.90 -25.62 
0.050 1076.12 1.090 8015.91 -25.58 
0.050 1077.35 1.090 8557.01 -25.53 
0.050 1079.99 1.092 9528.06 -25.40 
0.050 1083.57 1.068 3924.01 -31.15 
0.050 1097.96 1.074 8561.10 -31.04 
0.050 1082.17 1.067 3508.88 -31.16 
0.050 1085.41 1.069 4492.49 -31.14 
0.050 1086.96 1.069 4959.13 -31.13 
0.050 1090.21 1.071 5972.39 -31.11 
0.050 1091.47 1.071 6371.23 -31.11 
0.050 1093.21 1.072 6947.54 -31.09 
0.050 1094.97 1.073 7500.41 -31.08 
2226 
 
0.050 1096.72 1.074 8123.51 -31.06 
0.050 1102.52 1.076 10119.31 -30.98 
0.050 1077.24 1.065 2016.02 -31.20 
0.050 1088.72 1.070 5519.37 -31.11 
0.050 1099.50 1.075 9052.64 -31.03 
0.050 1080.68 1.067 3022.04 -31.17 
0.050 1075.66 1.065 1612.46 -31.10 
0.050 1078.86 1.066 2484.29 -31.19 
0.050 1100.98 1.076 9596.91 -31.01 
0.075 804.67 1.105 10441.65 35.31 
0.075 768.65 1.075 9551.92 35.24 
0.075 702.66 1.069 8529.26 34.96 
0.075 425.10 1.137 7511.34 34.51 
0.075 919.39 1.220 10047.49 14.94 
0.075 915.22 1.219 9508.30 14.94 
0.075 910.36 1.217 8951.87 14.98 
0.075 905.59 1.217 8412.65 14.95 
0.075 905.59 1.217 8412.65 14.95 
0.075 902.09 1.216 8042.18 15.03 
0.075 902.09 1.216 8042.18 15.03 
0.075 897.06 1.215 7549.13 15.06 
0.075 842.90 1.273 10054.61 29.99 
0.075 787.58 1.075 9487.29 35.40 
0.075 835.42 1.271 9487.29 29.90 
0.075 827.34 1.269 8962.62 29.85 
0.075 736.07 1.072 8542.49 34.99 
0.075 817.89 1.080 8542.49 29.81 
0.075 797.34 1.035 8009.27 29.72 
0.075 625.60 1.063 7551.07 34.83 
0.075 772.81 1.033 7551.07 29.64 
0.075 746.15 1.028 7229.48 29.62 
0.075 865.27 1.204 5155.45 14.93 
0.075 871.42 1.205 5550.46 14.83 
0.075 892.11 1.211 7148.36 14.47 
0.075 885.70 1.209 6594.89 14.61 
0.075 878.51 1.207 6047.76 14.73 
0.075 870.07 1.261 9997.78 25.00 
0.075 864.13 1.259 9397.25 24.92 
0.075 858.82 1.258 8919.33 24.88 
0.075 853.69 1.256 8495.08 24.85 
0.075 846.95 1.254 7984.09 24.82 
0.075 840.87 1.253 7552.58 24.79 
2227 
 
0.075 832.72 1.251 7053.97 24.78 
0.075 900.52 1.195 4536.84 10.01 
0.075 817.49 1.004 6561.28 24.73 
0.075 867.90 1.237 7534.05 19.82 
0.075 906.09 1.196 4970.24 9.81 
0.075 911.06 1.197 5433.44 9.73 
0.075 863.04 1.236 7074.59 19.84 
0.075 872.74 1.239 7961.14 19.86 
0.075 915.97 1.199 5974.02 9.81 
0.075 858.13 1.236 6602.11 19.86 
0.075 919.78 1.200 6451.34 9.86 
0.075 851.25 1.234 6130.56 19.84 
0.075 878.17 1.240 8512.38 19.92 
0.075 847.42 1.233 5923.71 19.87 
0.075 923.94 1.201 6991.54 9.82 
0.075 882.35 1.242 8961.23 19.98 
0.075 891.00 1.245 9984.61 20.15 
0.075 886.95 1.243 9488.94 20.05 
0.075 929.19 1.202 7586.15 9.65 
0.075 932.97 1.203 8002.21 9.49 
0.075 935.47 1.204 8379.82 9.50 
0.075 938.94 1.205 8913.98 9.63 
0.075 941.99 1.207 9481.46 9.73 
0.075 944.83 1.208 9957.45 9.81 
0.100 806.04 1.178 10109.68 35.29 
0.100 779.16 1.195 9501.06 35.17 
0.100 757.92 1.547 9007.47 35.15 
0.100 728.35 1.547 8434.71 35.03 
0.100 646.76 1.547 8137.00 35.12 
0.100 425.17 1.547 7489.55 34.43 
0.100 855.27 1.547 10116.67 29.76 
0.100 847.73 1.547 9501.06 29.65 
0.100 839.85 1.547 8944.47 29.86 
0.100 824.86 1.547 8434.71 29.82 
0.100 803.82 1.547 7927.50 29.79 
0.100 777.77 1.547 7489.55 29.76 
0.100 745.74 1.548 7163.78 29.77 
0.100 878.73 1.547 10138.23 25.41 
0.100 873.72 1.548 9565.09 25.29 
0.100 868.33 1.548 9016.26 25.20 
0.100 862.96 1.548 8511.17 25.14 
0.100 856.96 1.548 8008.57 25.09 
2228 
 
0.100 849.60 1.548 7482.75 25.04 
0.100 842.85 1.548 7044.02 25.00 
0.100 823.90 1.548 6508.11 24.92 
0.100 816.31 1.548 6360.72 24.92 
0.100 901.16 1.253 10017.04 20.44 
0.100 896.96 1.251 9473.54 20.39 
0.100 892.85 1.250 8986.36 20.35 
0.100 888.91 1.249 8540.35 20.32 
0.100 884.16 1.248 8025.14 20.30 
0.100 879.16 1.246 7529.67 20.28 
0.100 873.67 1.245 7022.71 20.26 
0.100 867.80 1.243 6535.05 20.24 
0.100 860.41 1.241 6010.30 20.24 
0.100 858.98 1.240 5916.41 20.28 
0.100 930.92 1.231 10108.08 14.24 
0.100 926.75 1.230 9597.89 14.37 
0.100 922.58 1.229 9047.96 14.46 
0.100 917.39 1.228 8430.11 14.58 
0.100 912.37 1.228 7928.23 14.73 
0.100 908.97 1.227 7518.32 14.88 
0.100 904.12 1.226 6945.80 14.85 
0.100 899.20 1.224 6404.62 14.74 
0.100 894.90 1.223 5958.21 14.74 
0.100 889.92 1.222 5520.94 14.81 
0.100 884.98 1.221 5134.24 14.90 
0.100 949.76 1.213 10086.47 9.91 
0.100 946.97 1.211 9497.03 9.80 
0.100 946.38 1.208 9155.12 9.39 
0.100 942.47 1.206 8544.36 9.38 
0.100 938.00 1.205 7921.92 9.35 
0.100 934.91 1.203 7460.31 9.37 
0.100 931.25 1.202 7003.17 9.38 
0.100 927.09 1.200 6486.89 9.37 
0.100 923.12 1.199 5976.62 9.32 
0.100 919.25 1.197 5500.29 9.30 
0.100 915.17 1.196 5008.47 9.26 
0.100 910.04 1.194 4405.87 9.22 
0.100 970.21 1.192 10028.96 4.72 
0.100 966.95 1.191 9407.90 4.69 
0.100 964.97 1.190 8994.64 4.67 
0.100 962.02 1.189 8519.70 4.64 
0.100 959.20 1.188 8036.15 4.63 
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0.100 956.28 1.187 7529.81 4.61 
0.100 953.11 1.186 6965.54 4.59 
0.100 950.12 1.185 6494.94 4.60 
0.100 947.09 1.184 6014.53 4.57 
0.100 943.82 1.183 5547.31 4.56 
0.100 939.53 1.181 4990.02 4.58 
0.100 935.09 1.180 4414.05 4.57 
0.100 932.08 1.179 3973.76 4.57 
0.100 931.86 1.179 3901.67 4.54 
0.100 988.43 1.180 10058.84 0.24 
0.100 986.45 1.179 9501.75 0.18 
0.100 983.54 1.178 9018.84 0.15 
0.100 981.51 1.177 8499.72 0.13 
0.100 978.61 1.176 7971.89 0.09 
0.100 976.54 1.175 7500.47 0.08 
0.100 973.53 1.174 7028.76 0.06 
0.100 970.54 1.173 6466.06 0.06 
0.100 967.48 1.172 5984.97 0.06 
0.100 964.46 1.171 5465.55 0.05 
0.100 961.52 1.170 4987.16 0.05 
0.100 958.51 1.169 4478.22 0.04 
0.100 955.42 1.168 3934.35 0.03 
0.100 952.51 1.167 3541.81 0.02 
0.100 952.57 1.167 3461.57 0.01 
0.100 1007.42 1.166 10004.03 -4.68 
0.100 1005.51 1.166 9536.71 -4.73 
0.100 1003.57 1.165 9072.90 -4.77 
0.100 1001.59 1.164 8541.18 -4.81 
0.100 999.59 1.163 8067.91 -4.84 
0.100 996.64 1.162 7548.71 -4.87 
0.100 994.65 1.161 7068.48 -4.89 
0.100 992.28 1.161 6530.75 -4.92 
0.100 989.64 1.159 6023.14 -4.93 
0.100 986.65 1.158 5478.69 -4.95 
0.100 984.57 1.157 4959.27 -4.96 
0.100 981.58 1.156 4500.32 -4.97 
0.100 979.59 1.155 4023.83 -5.00 
0.100 976.60 1.154 3524.10 -5.00 
0.100 973.50 1.153 3025.87 -4.96 
0.100 1025.41 1.153 10164.40 -9.34 
0.100 1023.49 1.152 9598.96 -9.39 
0.100 1021.51 1.152 9067.98 -9.43 
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0.100 1018.67 1.150 8423.21 -9.47 
0.100 1017.23 1.150 7957.87 -9.49 
0.100 1015.52 1.149 7507.33 -9.51 
0.100 1012.90 1.148 6969.31 -9.52 
0.100 1010.51 1.147 6435.25 -9.53 
0.100 1009.05 1.147 6057.62 -9.54 
0.100 1006.49 1.146 5524.89 -9.55 
0.100 1004.39 1.145 4987.22 -9.54 
0.100 1002.17 1.144 4536.39 -9.54 
0.100 999.42 1.143 4030.16 -9.55 
0.100 996.34 1.142 3433.12 -9.54 
0.100 994.28 1.142 3023.79 -9.54 
0.100 992.83 1.141 2656.84 -9.55 
0.100 1045.06 1.138 9986.45 -15.10 
0.100 1043.94 1.137 9540.54 -15.12 
0.100 1041.93 1.136 8995.53 -15.12 
0.100 1039.92 1.136 8511.80 -15.13 
0.100 1038.78 1.135 8085.11 -15.13 
0.100 1036.67 1.134 7527.94 -15.15 
0.100 1034.76 1.134 7005.45 -15.16 
0.100 1032.76 1.133 6515.36 -15.16 
0.100 1030.77 1.132 6015.46 -15.17 
0.100 1028.77 1.131 5524.63 -15.18 
0.100 1026.68 1.131 4987.34 -15.18 
0.100 1024.70 1.130 4548.94 -15.19 
0.100 1022.68 1.129 3972.73 -15.20 
0.100 1020.52 1.128 3469.05 -15.20 
0.100 1018.58 1.127 3017.18 -15.21 
0.100 1015.62 1.126 2465.45 -15.22 
0.100 1014.69 1.126 2281.35 -15.17 
0.100 1061.25 1.126 9991.93 -19.82 
0.100 1059.93 1.125 9588.72 -19.88 
0.100 1058.95 1.125 9109.18 -19.93 
0.100 1057.01 1.123 8545.59 -19.99 
0.100 1055.72 1.123 8052.49 -20.03 
0.100 1054.03 1.122 7483.58 -20.08 
0.100 1052.20 1.121 7034.57 -20.12 
0.100 1050.65 1.120 6490.82 -20.15 
0.100 1049.13 1.120 5969.56 -20.19 
0.100 1047.31 1.119 5538.68 -20.21 
0.100 1045.34 1.118 4974.23 -20.24 
0.100 1043.92 1.117 4488.14 -20.26 
2231 
 
0.100 1042.20 1.116 3999.55 -20.28 
0.100 1040.21 1.116 3503.61 -20.30 
0.100 1038.20 1.115 2967.72 -20.33 
0.100 1036.23 1.114 2484.00 -20.35 
0.100 1033.90 1.113 2025.88 -20.18 
0.100 1076.03 1.114 10053.54 -24.12 
0.100 1074.24 1.114 9610.46 -24.07 
0.100 1073.02 1.113 9114.50 -24.02 
0.100 1070.98 1.112 8507.73 -24.02 
0.100 1069.04 1.112 7995.16 -24.00 
0.100 1067.49 1.111 7482.67 -23.99 
0.100 1065.88 1.111 6996.78 -23.99 
0.100 1064.05 1.110 6473.24 -23.98 
0.100 1062.45 1.109 5962.35 -23.98 
0.100 1060.75 1.109 5472.40 -23.96 
0.100 1058.71 1.108 4915.07 -23.96 
0.100 1057.25 1.108 4471.26 -23.95 
0.100 1055.53 1.107 3954.80 -23.95 
0.100 1053.57 1.106 3465.10 -23.95 
0.100 1051.87 1.106 2977.78 -23.95 
0.100 1049.96 1.105 2432.00 -23.95 
0.100 1048.26 1.104 2049.65 -23.81 
0.100 1047.25 1.104 1891.95 -23.81 
0.230 880.23 1.547 10106.53 35.08 
0.230 864.86 1.547 9428.69 34.90 
0.230 847.80 1.547 9055.64 34.89 
0.230 824.76 1.547 8492.78 34.89 
0.230 775.82 1.547 8052.85 34.76 
0.230 607.82 1.547 7507.19 34.44 
0.230 579.88 1.547 7443.59 33.91 
0.230 901.54 1.547 10044.81 30.65 
0.230 897.79 1.547 9428.69 30.44 
0.230 894.92 1.547 8973.59 30.28 
0.230 889.98 1.547 8492.78 30.11 
0.230 877.39 1.548 7987.76 29.94 
0.230 861.66 1.548 7507.19 29.79 
0.230 847.41 1.548 7197.92 29.68 
0.230 921.42 1.548 10076.38 24.91 
0.230 918.81 1.548 9451.46 24.68 
0.230 916.53 1.548 8999.24 24.60 
0.230 913.08 1.548 8479.11 24.67 
0.230 909.50 1.548 7991.22 24.65 
2232 
 
0.230 906.27 1.548 7552.22 24.63 
0.230 902.30 1.548 6998.53 24.59 
0.230 898.42 1.548 6634.98 24.59 
0.230 895.78 1.394 6469.39 24.54 
0.230 935.71 1.293 9962.79 20.03 
0.230 933.26 1.292 9465.96 19.91 
0.230 931.12 1.290 8957.30 19.84 
0.230 928.21 1.290 8492.16 19.82 
0.230 925.27 1.288 7975.96 19.79 
0.230 922.24 1.288 7475.15 19.79 
0.230 919.28 1.287 6992.54 19.80 
0.230 915.38 1.286 6486.00 19.80 
0.230 911.24 1.284 6025.82 19.87 
0.230 907.17 1.282 5745.37 19.93 
0.230 953.92 1.266 10083.96 15.04 
0.230 951.46 1.266 9528.45 15.04 
0.230 948.59 1.265 8957.74 15.04 
0.230 945.87 1.264 8482.01 15.04 
0.230 943.66 1.263 8048.63 14.99 
0.230 940.45 1.261 7480.23 14.95 
0.230 937.08 1.260 6924.89 14.92 
0.230 934.28 1.260 6458.06 14.91 
0.230 931.17 1.258 5908.97 14.89 
0.230 928.16 1.257 5464.96 14.88 
0.230 924.33 1.249 4995.45 14.85 
0.230 967.66 1.244 10096.14 9.80 
0.230 964.62 1.243 9572.38 9.81 
0.230 961.56 1.241 8982.75 9.84 
0.230 958.68 1.240 8501.68 9.84 
0.230 955.64 1.239 7939.64 9.84 
0.230 953.60 1.238 7523.54 9.84 
0.230 949.63 1.236 7003.27 9.90 
0.230 945.99 1.234 6451.91 9.95 
0.230 942.43 1.233 5927.42 9.98 
0.230 939.41 1.232 5503.09 9.97 
0.230 935.79 1.230 4975.46 9.97 
0.230 932.65 1.229 4552.08 9.96 
0.230 981.05 1.225 9910.16 4.87 
0.230 979.90 1.225 9585.61 4.79 
0.230 977.97 1.224 9058.53 4.72 
0.230 974.99 1.223 8426.18 4.76 
0.230 972.27 1.222 7886.75 4.80 
2233 
 
0.230 969.98 1.221 7471.52 4.83 
0.230 967.76 1.220 6907.03 4.83 
0.230 964.91 1.219 6460.96 4.82 
0.230 962.83 1.219 6048.45 4.85 
0.230 959.70 1.218 5505.01 4.91 
0.230 957.10 1.217 5029.16 4.93 
0.230 953.74 1.216 4453.15 4.94 
0.230 950.69 1.215 3940.79 4.94 
0.230 1000.81 1.223 9923.55 -0.28 
0.230 998.96 1.222 9514.09 -0.32 
0.230 996.90 1.221 8978.07 -0.21 
0.230 994.89 1.221 8461.71 -0.19 
0.230 992.89 1.220 7994.37 -0.18 
0.230 990.91 1.219 7426.87 -0.20 
0.230 988.89 1.218 6903.90 -0.21 
0.230 986.94 1.218 6500.24 -0.22 
0.230 984.93 1.217 6003.87 -0.24 
0.230 982.94 1.216 5490.67 -0.26 
0.230 980.96 1.215 4955.92 -0.27 
0.230 979.00 1.214 4498.06 -0.29 
0.230 976.04 1.213 3951.72 -0.31 
0.230 974.02 1.212 3428.38 -0.32 
0.230 1015.10 1.207 9950.37 -5.07 
0.230 1014.31 1.205 9508.18 -5.27 
0.230 1012.54 1.204 9048.26 -5.35 
0.230 1010.62 1.203 8485.04 -5.40 
0.230 1008.75 1.202 7960.70 -5.45 
0.230 1007.57 1.201 7472.65 -5.47 
0.230 1004.20 1.198 7008.80 -5.10 
0.230 1001.85 1.197 6468.70 -5.05 
0.230 999.40 1.197 5961.54 -5.01 
0.230 997.01 1.196 5455.69 -4.99 
0.230 995.61 1.195 5029.46 -4.99 
0.230 992.94 1.194 4511.53 -4.99 
0.230 990.79 1.193 3943.93 -4.97 
0.230 988.36 1.192 3424.11 -4.97 
0.230 1032.18 1.200 9989.39 -10.48 
0.230 1030.12 1.199 9521.69 -10.45 
0.230 1029.01 1.199 9030.13 -10.41 
0.230 1026.95 1.199 8526.94 -10.35 
0.230 1025.61 1.198 8033.53 -10.32 
0.230 1023.81 1.198 7480.41 -10.30 
2234 
 
0.230 1021.83 1.197 7003.37 -10.28 
0.230 1020.34 1.197 6455.60 -10.28 
0.230 1018.67 1.196 5972.31 -10.27 
0.230 1017.12 1.195 5528.06 -10.26 
0.230 1015.60 1.195 5022.77 -10.27 
0.230 1013.57 1.194 4543.71 -10.26 
0.230 1011.67 1.194 4011.97 -10.27 
0.230 1009.67 1.193 3433.46 -10.28 
0.230 1008.50 1.192 2991.61 -10.28 
0.230 1007.22 1.192 2655.97 -10.28 
0.230 1044.03 1.188 9977.15 -14.94 
0.230 1042.76 1.187 9414.94 -15.09 
0.230 1041.86 1.186 8983.57 -15.17 
0.230 1040.88 1.185 8478.71 -15.22 
0.230 1038.99 1.185 7979.75 -15.25 
0.230 1037.96 1.184 7481.26 -15.29 
0.230 1036.50 1.183 6978.49 -15.32 
0.230 1035.04 1.183 6473.54 -15.35 
0.230 1033.75 1.182 5967.43 -15.38 
0.230 1032.04 1.182 5386.66 -15.41 
0.230 1030.92 1.181 4986.53 -15.44 
0.230 1029.06 1.180 4461.70 -15.46 
0.230 1027.73 1.180 3961.36 -15.49 
0.230 1026.11 1.179 3462.98 -15.51 
0.230 1024.17 1.178 2909.16 -15.53 
0.230 1023.11 1.178 2457.69 -15.55 
0.230 1022.13 1.177 2303.89 -15.55 
0.230 1057.55 1.176 10000.89 -20.00 
0.230 1056.70 1.175 9492.73 -20.12 
0.230 1054.86 1.174 8940.26 -20.19 
0.230 1053.92 1.173 8521.17 -20.25 
0.230 1052.94 1.173 7988.89 -20.24 
0.230 1051.83 1.172 7534.15 -20.23 
0.230 1049.91 1.171 6993.94 -20.23 
0.230 1048.88 1.171 6441.40 -20.25 
0.230 1047.03 1.170 5916.49 -20.28 
0.230 1045.97 1.169 5472.66 -20.28 
0.230 1044.68 1.169 4965.76 -20.27 
0.230 1042.90 1.169 4437.45 -20.28 
0.230 1041.86 1.168 3959.20 -20.28 
0.230 1040.08 1.167 3501.28 -20.29 
0.230 1038.86 1.167 2985.26 -20.30 
2235 
 
0.230 1036.87 1.166 2443.47 -20.30 
0.230 1035.78 1.165 1980.83 -20.31 
0.230 1072.12 1.154 10032.22 -24.60 
0.230 1070.22 1.154 9423.23 -24.56 
0.230 1069.02 1.153 8913.40 -24.57 
0.230 1067.99 1.153 8450.60 -24.57 
0.230 1066.96 1.152 8023.21 -24.58 
0.230 1064.97 1.152 7402.35 -24.61 
0.230 1063.93 1.151 6940.92 -24.63 
0.230 1062.94 1.150 6497.58 -24.65 
0.230 1061.33 1.150 5955.31 -24.67 
0.230 1059.95 1.149 5401.40 -24.70 
0.230 1058.70 1.149 4925.74 -24.72 
0.230 1057.16 1.148 4411.19 -24.75 
0.230 1055.93 1.147 3894.35 -24.78 
0.230 1054.58 1.147 3429.03 -24.80 
0.230 1053.01 1.146 2926.96 -24.82 
0.230 1051.97 1.146 2463.05 -24.84 
0.230 1050.10 1.145 1953.89 -24.85 
0.349 914.49 1.548 9978.64 35.36 
0.349 906.38 1.548 9465.35 35.64 
0.349 894.64 1.548 8951.41 35.89 
0.349 913.86 1.548 8438.02 34.57 
0.349 883.08 1.548 7946.24 34.44 
0.349 935.47 1.548 9968.64 30.06 
0.349 933.10 1.548 9465.35 30.75 
0.349 934.04 1.548 8962.02 29.73 
0.349 932.17 1.548 8438.02 29.73 
0.349 926.95 1.548 8007.64 30.01 
0.349 925.18 1.548 7234.86 29.94 
0.349 948.44 1.548 10068.90 25.06 
0.349 949.17 1.548 9542.96 24.28 
0.349 946.20 1.548 8960.85 24.61 
0.349 943.41 1.548 8438.14 24.90 
0.349 940.92 1.548 7995.32 25.07 
0.349 938.75 1.548 7450.75 25.12 
0.349 936.12 1.548 6949.07 25.25 
0.349 932.77 1.548 6486.29 25.31 
0.349 934.65 1.548 6586.24 25.06 
0.349 957.25 1.548 9930.13 20.60 
0.349 957.02 1.548 9457.97 20.04 
0.349 956.41 1.548 8935.84 19.64 
2236 
 
0.349 955.41 1.548 8443.74 19.37 
0.349 954.16 1.548 7942.28 19.24 
0.349 952.53 1.548 7450.73 19.21 
0.349 950.65 1.548 6951.07 19.26 
0.349 948.34 1.548 6469.91 19.38 
0.349 945.08 1.548 6015.78 19.68 
0.349 942.88 1.324 5762.59 20.04 
0.349 968.37 1.548 9940.05 15.34 
0.349 971.00 1.548 9535.06 14.76 
0.349 969.11 1.548 8944.19 14.75 
0.349 967.63 1.548 8440.88 14.84 
0.349 967.60 1.548 7945.07 14.91 
0.349 964.46 1.548 7443.85 14.76 
0.349 962.80 1.548 6959.03 14.70 
0.349 960.89 1.548 6447.05 14.69 
0.349 959.00 1.537 5944.62 14.70 
0.349 957.16 1.533 5437.05 14.66 
0.349 955.63 1.525 5050.27 14.68 
0.349 956.82 1.548 5072.76 14.99 
0.349 981.54 1.548 9950.43 10.70 
0.349 981.02 1.548 9469.60 10.30 
0.349 980.19 1.548 8990.29 9.99 
0.349 979.27 1.549 8474.88 9.75 
0.349 978.09 1.549 7982.88 9.63 
0.349 976.57 1.549 7469.30 9.59 
0.349 974.73 1.549 6960.16 9.62 
0.349 973.01 1.548 6468.93 9.69 
0.349 971.02 1.549 5964.46 9.78 
0.349 969.00 1.549 5466.84 9.88 
0.349 966.90 1.549 4964.03 9.97 
0.349 965.87 1.289 4567.41 10.02 
0.349 964.67 1.549 4463.44 10.04 
0.349 993.30 1.549 9984.09 5.47 
0.349 993.28 1.549 9449.36 4.85 
0.349 993.15 1.549 8953.08 4.37 
0.349 993.23 1.549 8507.08 4.15 
0.349 991.51 1.549 8007.05 4.33 
0.349 989.53 1.549 7488.38 4.51 
0.349 987.41 1.549 6971.07 4.68 
0.349 985.42 1.549 6474.27 4.83 
0.349 983.53 1.549 5971.96 4.95 
0.349 981.74 1.549 5463.31 5.02 
2237 
 
0.349 980.73 1.273 5067.72 4.92 
0.349 977.99 1.549 4464.51 5.07 
0.349 976.21 1.549 3966.96 5.08 
0.349 976.87 1.272 4049.54 5.07 
0.349 1005.18 1.549 10009.74 0.51 
0.349 1005.07 1.549 9457.20 -0.06 
0.349 1004.86 1.549 8982.10 -0.46 
0.349 1004.27 1.549 8471.03 -0.77 
0.349 1003.49 1.549 7941.46 -0.87 
0.349 1001.97 1.549 7476.68 -0.74 
0.349 1000.18 1.549 6981.70 -0.57 
0.349 998.14 1.549 6479.96 -0.38 
0.349 996.27 1.549 5974.16 -0.22 
0.349 994.13 1.260 5415.44 -0.03 
0.349 992.55 1.549 4969.11 -0.02 
0.349 990.59 1.549 4468.46 0.08 
0.349 988.79 1.549 3965.77 0.13 
0.349 987.05 1.549 3464.54 0.11 
0.349 987.88 1.258 3417.01 -0.04 
0.349 1016.15 1.548 9942.79 -4.41 
0.349 1017.47 1.251 9511.33 -5.04 
0.349 1014.99 1.252 8953.29 -5.02 
0.349 1014.63 1.243 8463.95 -5.43 
0.349 1014.07 1.241 7967.51 -5.73 
0.349 1013.13 1.239 7483.03 -5.90 
0.349 1011.76 1.236 6977.68 -5.92 
0.349 1010.08 1.235 6478.58 -5.81 
0.349 1008.20 1.234 5975.88 -5.64 
0.349 1006.04 1.233 5478.94 -5.45 
0.349 1003.79 1.232 4965.20 -5.25 
0.349 1001.51 1.230 4468.82 -5.07 
0.349 1002.23 1.244 3963.43 -5.05 
0.349 997.41 1.229 3468.37 -4.90 
0.349 995.86 1.228 3068.50 -4.85 
0.349 999.26 1.243 3002.52 -5.04 
0.349 1028.05 1.227 10023.73 -9.28 
0.349 1027.61 1.225 9471.08 -9.70 
0.349 1027.24 1.223 8996.14 -10.03 
0.349 1026.48 1.222 8458.64 -10.29 
0.349 1025.73 1.221 7988.24 -10.47 
0.349 1024.59 1.220 7476.16 -10.57 
0.349 1023.34 1.219 6972.22 -10.58 
2238 
 
0.349 1021.86 1.218 6476.59 -10.53 
0.349 1020.15 1.217 5967.69 -10.42 
0.349 1018.39 1.216 5471.72 -10.28 
0.349 1016.49 1.216 4965.88 -10.13 
0.349 1014.52 1.215 4468.78 -9.97 
0.349 1012.51 1.215 3966.80 -9.83 
0.349 1010.84 1.215 3467.66 -9.75 
0.349 1009.12 1.214 2966.87 -9.72 
0.349 1008.17 1.214 2665.79 -9.74 
0.349 1011.10 1.234 2622.80 -9.94 
0.349 1040.23 1.214 9957.59 -14.23 
0.349 1039.94 1.212 9476.12 -14.58 
0.349 1039.47 1.211 8973.81 -14.88 
0.349 1037.68 1.227 8562.01 -14.98 
0.349 1037.75 1.209 7983.78 -15.18 
0.349 1036.94 1.208 7471.50 -15.35 
0.349 1035.88 1.207 6973.91 -15.45 
0.349 1034.70 1.206 6474.73 -15.50 
0.349 1033.42 1.205 5973.15 -15.47 
0.349 1031.88 1.204 5472.62 -15.38 
0.349 1030.26 1.204 4964.07 -15.25 
0.349 1028.46 1.203 4469.16 -15.10 
0.349 1026.80 1.203 3969.18 -14.96 
0.349 1024.95 1.203 3468.27 -14.82 
0.349 1023.19 1.203 2969.11 -14.70 
0.349 1021.62 1.202 2508.85 -14.65 
0.349 1021.16 1.202 2327.10 -14.65 
0.349 1052.53 1.201 9971.63 -19.18 
0.349 1052.00 1.200 9485.07 -19.41 
0.349 1051.29 1.199 8978.67 -19.60 
0.349 1050.57 1.198 8486.11 -19.79 
0.349 1049.79 1.197 7985.84 -19.93 
0.349 1048.91 1.196 7488.17 -20.05 
0.349 1047.92 1.196 6974.34 -20.15 
0.349 1046.87 1.195 6475.78 -20.24 
0.349 1045.80 1.194 5972.49 -20.29 
0.349 1044.70 1.193 5469.28 -20.31 
0.349 1043.38 1.193 4961.93 -20.30 
0.349 1042.01 1.192 4469.51 -20.26 
0.349 1040.59 1.191 3967.99 -20.20 
0.349 1039.08 1.191 3468.15 -20.09 
0.349 1037.34 1.191 2962.76 -19.98 
2239 
 
0.349 1035.91 1.191 2510.70 -19.86 
0.349 1034.36 1.190 2089.80 -19.73 
0.349 1034.21 1.211 2128.34 -19.90 
0.349 1065.45 1.188 10012.84 -24.13 
0.349 1064.46 1.187 9499.03 -24.20 
0.349 1063.48 1.186 8986.28 -24.26 
0.349 1062.51 1.186 8477.01 -24.33 
0.349 1061.54 1.185 7981.67 -24.39 
0.349 1060.60 1.184 7470.71 -24.45 
0.349 1059.59 1.184 6974.44 -24.52 
0.349 1058.61 1.183 6468.36 -24.58 
0.349 1057.60 1.182 5965.53 -24.64 
0.349 1056.59 1.182 5466.49 -24.70 
0.349 1055.51 1.181 4966.13 -24.76 
0.349 1054.56 1.180 4464.83 -24.82 
0.349 1053.43 1.180 3965.55 -24.87 
0.349 1052.39 1.179 3517.55 -24.89 
0.349 1051.32 1.179 3039.91 -24.91 
0.349 1050.13 1.178 2550.45 -24.89 
0.349 1048.70 1.178 2073.55 -24.81 
0.349 1047.77 1.178 1797.23 -24.72 
0.445 922.91 1.547 10017.84 34.97 
0.445 914.17 1.547 8927.01 35.37 
0.445 901.69 1.547 8446.79 35.15 
0.445 864.81 1.547 7967.69 34.99 
0.445 602.54 1.547 7477.14 34.37 
0.445 505.11 1.547 7259.97 34.34 
0.445 936.25 1.547 10019.01 30.56 
0.445 933.57 1.547 8975.00 29.92 
0.445 932.53 1.547 8446.79 29.56 
0.445 931.14 1.547 7972.71 29.37 
0.445 929.30 1.547 7477.14 29.29 
0.445 928.09 1.547 7257.41 29.30 
0.445 947.55 1.547 9915.17 25.55 
0.445 947.36 1.548 9492.13 25.04 
0.445 946.64 1.548 9015.35 24.68 
0.445 945.29 1.548 8463.54 24.44 
0.445 943.77 1.548 7967.03 24.35 
0.445 941.79 1.548 7475.45 24.36 
0.445 939.83 1.548 6986.78 24.42 
0.445 937.55 1.548 6517.54 24.53 
0.445 960.93 1.548 9918.57 19.76 
2240 
 
0.445 960.26 1.548 9492.43 19.50 
0.445 959.08 1.548 9001.66 19.36 
0.445 957.60 1.548 8480.36 19.31 
0.445 955.92 1.548 7980.66 19.33 
0.445 954.07 1.548 7476.98 19.40 
0.445 952.06 1.548 6988.27 19.51 
0.445 949.86 1.548 6486.79 19.62 
0.445 947.57 1.548 6029.49 19.88 
0.445 946.44 1.548 5859.61 19.97 
0.445 975.29 1.548 9927.89 14.19 
0.445 973.54 1.545 9520.90 14.44 
0.445 971.41 1.536 8987.59 14.64 
0.445 969.42 1.520 8472.34 14.82 
0.445 967.52 1.493 7961.72 14.94 
0.445 965.68 1.470 7462.42 15.01 
0.445 963.89 1.461 6959.59 15.05 
0.445 962.08 1.438 6454.81 15.07 
0.445 960.25 1.472 5944.68 15.09 
0.445 958.51 1.443 5449.03 15.08 
0.445 957.11 1.351 5048.98 15.06 
0.445 983.41 1.548 10019.62 10.48 
0.445 983.39 1.528 9463.03 9.85 
0.445 983.12 1.536 8964.48 9.40 
0.445 982.91 1.548 8438.76 9.17 
0.445 981.27 1.548 7996.19 9.32 
0.445 979.43 1.548 7487.89 9.51 
0.445 977.51 1.546 6984.50 9.68 
0.445 975.58 1.544 6470.66 9.84 
0.445 973.69 1.541 5969.54 9.96 
0.445 971.83 1.540 5463.03 10.04 
0.445 970.04 1.535 4965.22 10.09 
0.445 968.25 1.528 4460.68 10.11 
0.445 994.99 1.371 9979.53 5.51 
0.445 994.96 1.294 9445.61 4.93 
0.445 994.74 1.292 8957.06 4.48 
0.445 994.26 1.292 8475.78 4.17 
0.445 993.39 1.319 7914.62 4.12 
0.445 991.94 1.290 7495.07 4.27 
0.445 990.22 1.308 7008.41 4.44 
0.445 988.34 1.375 6482.90 4.61 
0.445 986.53 1.406 5978.70 4.77 
0.445 984.72 1.317 5472.56 4.91 
2241 
 
0.445 981.35 1.429 4468.10 5.00 
0.445 979.70 1.344 3964.42 5.02 
0.445 1007.15 1.409 10026.33 0.22 
0.445 1006.70 1.491 9479.91 -0.19 
0.445 1006.27 1.533 8991.84 -0.50 
0.445 1005.52 1.548 8518.76 -0.68 
0.445 1004.53 1.548 8005.66 -0.80 
0.445 1003.33 1.548 7499.87 -0.82 
0.445 1001.96 1.548 6983.31 -0.76 
0.445 1000.40 1.548 6473.24 -0.66 
0.445 998.77 1.548 5974.06 -0.53 
0.445 997.04 1.548 5470.85 -0.38 
0.445 995.30 1.548 4973.79 -0.23 
0.445 993.46 1.548 4465.31 -0.08 
0.445 990.15 1.548 3467.06 0.02 
0.445 1017.00 1.548 9991.45 -4.33 
0.445 1016.75 1.544 9478.07 -4.75 
0.445 1016.34 1.474 8986.34 -5.09 
0.445 1015.72 1.358 8496.98 -5.33 
0.445 1014.88 1.262 7993.89 -5.48 
0.445 1013.82 1.261 7489.12 -5.55 
0.445 1012.68 1.261 7005.89 -5.56 
0.445 1011.33 1.260 6488.34 -5.52 
0.445 1009.77 1.258 5975.70 -5.43 
0.445 1008.24 1.258 5476.46 -5.31 
0.445 1006.59 1.257 4970.82 -5.17 
0.445 1003.46 1.256 3969.10 -5.02 
0.445 1001.71 1.254 3465.50 -4.98 
0.445 1000.30 1.252 3066.48 -4.95 
0.445 1026.79 1.249 9414.17 -9.29 
0.445 1026.56 1.247 8977.75 -9.61 
0.445 1026.06 1.246 8506.23 -9.88 
0.445 1025.37 1.245 8002.92 -10.08 
0.445 1024.59 1.244 7498.22 -10.24 
0.445 1023.65 1.243 6989.20 -10.36 
0.445 1022.57 1.242 6494.55 -10.39 
0.445 1021.30 1.241 5983.34 -10.39 
0.445 1019.91 1.241 5469.82 -10.32 
0.445 1018.44 1.240 4965.48 -10.23 
0.445 1016.86 1.240 4472.27 -10.11 
0.445 1015.26 1.239 3967.55 -9.99 
0.445 1013.67 1.239 3466.69 -9.89 
2242 
 
0.445 1012.05 1.239 2964.71 -9.78 
0.445 1011.13 1.239 2666.43 -9.76 
0.528 997.29 1.548 9923.70 5.58 
0.528 997.10 1.548 9475.71 5.09 
0.528 996.63 1.548 8985.23 4.71 
0.528 996.00 1.548 8486.23 4.42 
0.528 995.31 1.548 7982.01 4.17 
0.528 994.18 1.548 7478.90 4.14 
0.528 992.77 1.545 6984.32 4.22 
0.528 991.03 1.538 6475.44 4.39 
0.528 989.17 1.521 5973.42 4.62 
0.528 987.23 1.499 5472.79 4.85 
0.528 983.85 1.439 4468.80 5.09 
0.528 982.18 1.436 3964.20 5.13 
0.528 1008.39 1.291 9922.12 0.15 
0.528 1007.11 1.289 8993.62 -0.35 
0.528 1006.63 1.287 8489.56 -0.63 
0.528 1005.84 1.286 7978.00 -0.80 
0.528 1004.84 1.285 7486.24 -0.85 
0.528 1003.53 1.285 6988.11 -0.78 
0.528 1002.03 1.284 6476.10 -0.62 
0.528 1000.43 1.284 5971.04 -0.44 
0.528 998.65 1.283 5468.51 -0.23 
0.528 997.00 1.283 4967.09 -0.05 
0.528 995.37 1.283 4466.89 0.08 
0.528 993.86 1.283 3967.93 0.12 
0.528 992.66 1.282 3465.60 0.08 
0.528 1016.81 1.281 9901.45 -4.12 
0.528 1015.70 1.284 9437.68 -4.84 
0.528 1015.77 1.282 8946.55 -5.38 
0.528 1016.78 1.276 8465.90 -5.67 
0.528 1015.31 1.275 7978.20 -5.47 
0.528 1013.81 1.275 7463.05 -5.34 
0.528 1012.52 1.275 6987.89 -5.24 
0.528 1011.16 1.275 6479.79 -5.16 
0.528 1009.82 1.274 5977.39 -5.09 
0.528 1008.56 1.274 5470.55 -5.04 
0.528 1007.20 1.274 4967.88 -5.02 
0.528 1006.06 1.273 4480.80 -5.01 
0.528 1004.82 1.273 3981.34 -5.01 
0.528 1003.57 1.272 3467.22 -5.02 
0.528 1002.64 1.272 3080.20 -5.05 
2243 
 
0.528 1028.09 1.269 9917.02 -9.67 
0.528 1027.97 1.268 9484.16 -9.98 
0.528 1027.40 1.266 9002.21 -10.23 
0.528 1026.85 1.266 8520.69 -10.43 
0.528 1026.07 1.265 8039.48 -10.52 
0.528 1025.15 1.264 7513.98 -10.56 
0.528 1024.07 1.263 7007.00 -10.56 
0.528 1022.91 1.263 6499.25 -10.52 
0.528 1021.71 1.262 6004.79 -10.46 
0.528 1020.43 1.262 5476.13 -10.40 
0.528 1019.16 1.262 4965.72 -10.32 
0.528 1017.86 1.261 4475.94 -10.22 
0.528 1016.50 1.261 3969.99 -10.14 
0.528 1015.07 1.261 3465.50 -10.05 
0.528 1013.82 1.260 2965.18 -9.98 
0.528 1012.96 1.260 2667.99 -9.92 
0.528 1037.51 1.257 9920.15 -14.12 
0.528 1036.98 1.256 9522.40 -14.26 
0.528 1036.09 1.256 9027.98 -14.37 
0.528 1035.36 1.255 8541.06 -14.46 
0.528 1034.54 1.254 8047.20 -14.53 
0.528 1033.56 1.254 7514.39 -14.60 
0.528 1032.67 1.253 7026.20 -14.65 
0.528 1031.61 1.253 6509.13 -14.70 
0.528 1030.60 1.252 5988.24 -14.73 
0.528 1029.52 1.252 5462.95 -14.76 
0.528 1028.59 1.251 4985.75 -14.78 
0.528 1027.51 1.251 4468.28 -14.80 
0.528 1026.47 1.250 3969.50 -14.82 
0.528 1025.32 1.250 3466.39 -14.85 
0.528 1024.38 1.249 2965.76 -14.87 
0.528 1023.36 1.249 2467.81 -14.90 
0.528 1022.89 1.249 2266.30 -14.92 
0.528 1045.36 1.208 6989.62 -19.05 
0.528 1042.94 1.207 5970.67 -19.06 
0.528 1041.64 1.206 5468.61 -19.06 
0.528 1040.37 1.206 4960.52 -19.05 
0.528 1039.06 1.205 4451.94 -19.05 
0.528 1037.63 1.205 3920.04 -19.04 
0.528 1036.56 1.205 3465.24 -19.05 
0.528 1035.23 1.204 2961.12 -19.05 
0.528 1033.96 1.203 2462.69 -19.09 
2244 
 
0.555 932.86 1.547 9914.54 34.90 
0.555 931.19 1.547 9404.29 34.94 
0.555 928.93 1.547 8969.34 34.99 
0.555 917.92 1.547 8486.37 35.08 
0.555 884.77 1.547 7966.48 35.11 
0.555 660.63 1.547 7469.84 34.79 
0.555 846.10 1.547 7232.87 35.10 
0.555 943.69 1.547 9404.29 30.55 
0.555 943.58 1.547 8978.59 29.99 
0.555 942.90 1.547 8486.37 29.62 
0.555 941.67 1.547 7974.00 29.41 
0.555 940.06 1.547 7469.84 29.37 
0.555 956.82 1.547 9926.96 25.16 
0.555 956.57 1.547 9487.69 24.74 
0.555 955.81 1.547 8999.48 24.45 
0.555 954.63 1.547 8498.21 24.34 
0.555 953.19 1.547 7981.28 24.33 
0.555 951.58 1.547 7471.01 24.39 
0.555 949.70 1.547 6970.00 24.52 
0.555 947.82 1.547 6492.98 24.70 
0.555 967.06 1.548 9913.63 20.19 
0.555 966.83 1.548 9494.29 19.78 
0.555 966.08 1.548 8989.06 19.49 
0.555 965.11 1.548 8484.98 19.36 
0.555 963.80 1.548 7977.29 19.35 
0.555 962.35 1.548 7469.10 19.38 
0.555 960.78 1.548 6973.81 19.47 
0.555 959.08 1.548 6475.96 19.60 
0.555 957.40 1.548 6053.03 19.82 
0.555 978.99 1.548 10033.03 14.60 
0.555 979.83 1.548 9427.10 14.28 
0.555 978.28 1.548 8976.17 14.52 
0.555 976.59 1.548 8476.15 14.71 
0.555 974.92 1.548 7957.37 14.86 
0.555 973.44 1.548 7458.25 14.97 
0.555 971.91 1.548 6951.39 15.08 
0.555 970.37 1.548 6457.09 15.13 
0.555 968.99 1.548 5951.94 15.13 
0.555 967.62 1.548 5447.12 15.10 
0.555 966.56 1.548 5051.46 15.06 
0.555 988.28 1.538 9921.56 10.38 
0.555 988.44 1.546 9464.97 9.78 
2245 
 
0.555 988.26 1.548 8975.47 9.33 
0.555 988.02 1.548 8448.60 9.08 
0.555 986.71 1.548 7986.04 9.24 
0.555 985.17 1.548 7483.46 9.42 
0.555 983.52 1.547 6966.65 9.63 
0.555 981.93 1.543 6472.60 9.79 
0.555 980.36 1.544 5962.16 9.97 
0.555 978.84 1.545 5459.48 10.05 
0.555 977.38 1.543 4960.68 10.10 
0.555 975.99 1.539 4460.82 10.10 
0.555 1003.20 1.549 9918.01 4.28 
0.555 1002.28 1.549 9521.81 4.43 
0.555 1001.10 1.549 9023.98 4.57 
0.555 999.90 1.549 8503.19 4.70 
0.555 998.72 1.549 7990.82 4.81 
0.555 997.51 1.549 7487.97 4.90 
0.555 996.31 1.549 6974.25 4.97 
0.555 995.18 1.549 6479.71 5.00 
0.555 994.06 1.549 5962.83 5.03 
0.555 992.96 1.549 5466.07 5.05 
0.555 990.78 1.549 4463.38 5.05 
0.555 989.62 1.549 3959.56 5.05 
0.555 1008.49 1.549 9917.34 0.57 
0.555 1008.53 1.549 9497.53 0.08 
0.555 1008.32 1.549 8989.88 -0.33 
0.555 1007.99 1.549 8487.92 -0.64 
0.555 1007.50 1.549 7968.22 -0.87 
0.555 1007.01 1.549 7414.83 -0.91 
0.555 1006.06 1.549 6981.07 -0.79 
0.555 1004.86 1.549 6483.63 -0.66 
0.555 1003.62 1.549 5976.84 -0.51 
0.555 1002.39 1.549 5476.15 -0.36 
0.555 1001.10 1.549 4973.43 -0.21 
0.555 999.78 1.549 4469.85 -0.09 
0.555 998.55 1.549 3962.18 0.01 
0.555 997.28 1.549 3464.39 0.09 
 
 
 
